




FOREWORD 

 

This work was written in Yiddish by Charles Kopel Kaufman when he returned to Paris from his 

nightmarish journey through the Nazi concentration camps.  

The four notebooks that he wrote, were conserved by his adopted daughter Nicole Rose 

(Finkielsztejn-Kaufman),  until 2012, when she donated them to the United States Holocaust 

Museum in Washington DC. 

Nicole’s biological father, Wulf Finkielsztejn, was also deported, but never came back. He 

arrived at Auschwitz three days after Charles Kaufman. The interweaving of the Finkielsztejn- 

Kaufman family is explained in the appendix. 

 





*Editor’s note: and beyond-Henkel, Zaksenhausen, Kaufering, Lansburg, Alach, Buchberg 

MY EXPERIENCES IN THE OSWIECIM - BIRKENAU DEATH CAMP* 
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Preface 

 

 

I never meant to write about my suffering in the Oswiecim – Birkenau death camp, neither did I 

wish to write about everything I saw there, a place where every day they took advantage of our 

brethren and tortured them, according to a plan. For days and nights, the gas chambers and the 

crematoria worked incessantly. 

 

Hitler’s murderers wanted with all their might to annihilate the Jewish people. I attempted, with 

all my might, not to remember what I had gone through in the past 4 years. 

In the first weeks after my liberation, I made an effort to forget the horrible nightmare I had gone 

through. I tried to avoid any discussion that had any relevance to our ghastly ordeal. I wanted to 

believe that it is possible to plant a tree that does not have any more roots. My wish didn’t come 

true. I changed my mind about this problem.  

 

In medicine, there’s a method to heal diseases caused by bacteria, by using the causing 

bacterium, and finding a solution. The same thing happens to a man that suffers mentally. He 

searches for a way to  heal within his own suffering. I found the same symptom in myself, and I 

will try to use the same method for curing my disease. I must do it, because the inner pressures in 

my natural senses awakened, in order to express my aching heart. Suddenly, a strong will to tell 

about my sufferings appeared in me, even though this phenomenon is paradoxical to what I 

searched for, and to that which was my yearning. 

 

For entire days I wander in the streets of Paris as a free man, but this freedom does not mean 

anything to me. The pretty and bright sun does not match my mood; on the contrary. When I tire 

from walking, I sit down on a bench in the street and watch the pedestrians moving. I must say 

that the city of Paris is lively and full of effervescence, and also the residents enjoy themselves, 

and life continues. It’s impossible to see in the people passing by in the street, that very recently 

that horrible war took place, although you also see many soldiers in the streets.  How happy are 

the people that were not scarred by this tragedy! One can’t measure this happiness. But there are 

very few, especially Jews that have the privilege to have nothing to cry about. In my thoughts, I 

seem to be a stranger here, or a redundant person. In my ears, I hear the groans of dying people, 

the screaming of people that received floggings, and the cries of children. 

 All the time, I see hovering in front of my eyes, box cars of healthy people, and of flourishing 

children. I see cars full of naked women, led to the public grave in Oswiecim. They demand, if 

not revenge, then at least justice for those who survived. I continue to breathe incessantly, the air 

saturated with the stench of burned human flesh. It is difficult for me to free myself from this 

feeling, which follows me like a shadow. Despite all my luck, I feel miserable.  

 

Many times, I simply look for a person, a friend, to whom I would be able to express my crying, 

with whom I would be able to talk about my bleeding wounds. My heart is suffering bitterly 

from the terrible aches which I went through. My wife, my beloved, is gone! The warm and 

happy home does not exist anymore! The loneliness is killing me. Nothing interests me. I have 

neither initiative, nor energy to start everything anew.  
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I believed, like most of my friends that returned, that I would be able to get used to the 

conditions existing today. Maybe that will also come, but it will probably happen later on. In the 

meantime, the main causes for my present situation are the main reasons for my need to tell what 

exists in my heart. Perhaps that will ease my condition a little.  

 

The second very important reason that influenced me to start writing is of a different nature. 

Lately, I have had the opportunity to read a few memoirs of exiled people, who wrote about their 

experiences in Oswiecim – Birkenau. Among them, I read a book called: “20 months in 

Oswiecim” by Pelagia Lewinska .
1
 The writer describes in simple terms, the horrid life in the 

camp, the daily struggle for survival in a place where everything was readied by the Hitler gangs 

- with a lot of talent and precision - with the purpose of annihilating all of us. But how, and in 

what way, were millions of Jews murdered immediately after arriving in Birkenau?  The writer 

does not know. Only those who were employed there since 1942, and were forced to labor in 

these places can know well. They had the opportunity to discover everything which took place in 

the “annihilation headquarters”. Those who worked there when the transports arrived 

 (I worked in this headquarter for 20 months), or in recording the transports that arrived; those 

who  had the capability to have a precise estimate about  who arrived in the camp, and also about 

those who didn’t arrive in the camp at all, and were transported immediately to the gas chambers.  

 

It is very upsetting why these friends keep quiet. If only every one of us would write a few 

hundred lines about the blood chapter, about the death of the holy Jews in Oswiecim –Birkenau. 

This can be a huge creative work of living facts, which speaks to the world’s public opinion. 

Maybe my friends will follow me as an example, and maybe my lines will also be used for that 

purpose. Have it published both for the world public opinion, and also allow a Jewish historian to 

immortalize the holy death of four and a half million Jews.  

 

 

 

 

 

THE TESTIMONY 

 
 

FROM DRANCY TO THE WELCOME AT OSWIECIM  

 

On the 22 of June 1942 after a 10 months stay in the Drancy camp, which was an introduction to 

the coming suffering, we left the cold and damp asphalt walls where we spent a difficult 

winter.
2
Two hours before the departure they assembled us in the yard with our baggage. We 

were checked by the camp’s administration. They confiscated from us, valuables, writing tools, 

                                                
1
   Pelaglia Lewinska Twenty Months in Auschwitz, was published in 1968.  It seems likely that 

Charles had seen the manuscript after the war.  
 
2 . Klarsfeld , Serge Le Memorial de la Deportation des Juifs de France. Convoy #3 left  Drancy on June 22,1942, 

arriving at Auschwitz June 27,1942. 
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pocket knives, shaving utensils, etc. If anyone had money, he had to hand it over to the camp’s 

office, for which he got a receipt, so the money would be returned at the destination.  

 

 During the exit through the gate, we were checked for the last time by the director, in the 

presence of Deniker, who was Hitler’s representative.  

An administration civil agent called out our names from a prepared list, and we climbed into 

confiscated vehicles under an S.S. guard. We traveled through the streets of Paris while the 

French population watched us, and followed us, with a look of sympathy. There were some who 

waved goodbye, hinting to us what they could not express in words.  

After a few minutes, we arrived at the small train station in Burze. A few Jewish women wearing 

yellow stars were wandering about with weeping eyes. They came to meet their relatives, 

perhaps for the last time. I searched with my eyes. I yearned to see my wife for the last time. I 

was thirsty to see her eternal consoling smile, her smiling eyes.  I didn’t have a lot of time to 

think about it, because as soon as I got off the vehicle I embarked, together with 53 other people, 

into a box car for transporting horses. 

  

A representative of Petain appeared in our box car. He gave us a cynical farewell speech, and 

told us: “They are exiling you: where? This, you will find out yourselves. You will never ever 

see France again. Anyone who tries to escape the box car will be shot on the spot.” Immediately 

after he left, the door was shut, and we remained in a bad and heavy spirit.  

 

Our transport was comprised of 1,250, mostly veterans between the ages of 39 and 40
3
  

We thought - as rational minded people who have had past experience – that we were being 

transported to a labor site. We didn’t know the destination of our voyage, but we thought they 

would treat us more or less as laborers. The trip was difficult. There were over 50 people per box 

car, with heavy baggage that each of us brought, thinking that we would need it in the new work 

place. The heat was terrible. We lacked air and light, we had no drinking water not even a little. 

The only thing they put in the box car was a bucket for our natural needs (bodily functions). The 

main topic about which we argued with tension was: “to where are we being transported? Are we 

truly traveling to a work site? Can we trust our murderous enemy?”  

 

Opinions varied: patience, trust, distrust. On one point, all were unanimous: Surely it won’t be 

easy there. Some consoled themselves with the assumption that it wouldn’t be worse than in 

Drancy, therefore one shouldn’t be sorry about the past. A few Jewish youths who grew up in 

France, childishly spirited and with a sense of humor, made up the optimistic group. In their 

opinion” as difficult as it will be there, we will withstand it and survive it, how long could this 

game last…and one doesn’t die of work. And when we’ll work, we’ll receive food. The fact is 

that they need us, you see, they are taking us there”.  

 

A very typical occurrence was the following one. One of these optimists spoke with trust and 

certainty about the future that awaited us, while all the looks were turned to him thinking: “from 

his mouth to God’s ears”. Then, the same young man - after completing his optimistic idea - put 

a question to everyone.  “I am asking myself, can we truly believe them?” A dead silence 

                                                
3
  Ibid. Convoy #3 was composed of 1000 deportees, 934 men aged between 18 and 59 , and  66 women ages less 

than 42 
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reigned. Everyone was thinking and looking for an answer in his mind, but didn’t dare express 

his thoughts.  

 

During the journey, a few people stood by the small closed hatch and looked outside through a 

few cracks. A little light from the shining sun outside penetrated. A few people crowded around 

a small geographical map, and followed the direction of our journey. 

 

On the second day – after those who followed our traveling path announced unanimously that we 

were being taken to the east – our mood was not happy. “Well of course, haven’t I told you that 

we are going to Poland”,one of them said. Another one said that we would be employed in 

factories. A third one said: “for working in factories we could have stayed in France.”  For a 

moment, silence prevailed. No one replied. Our young optimists stopped talking. Their silence 

also meant something. One could understand that they preferred France over other countries, 

especially when we were talking about banishment to Poland.  In the evening, when darkness 

fell, it became quiet, and the arguments stopped. I became tired from the horrible squalid sitting, 

so I got up and went to the window, and breathed some fresh and pleasant air. The night was 

very peaceful and delicate for those who were free. For us, the night was difficult, sad and full of 

apprehension. Most of the people in the box car were extremely tired and fell asleep on the hard 

wooden planks with their packages under their heads.  

 

The first night, no one felt well, everyone was still feeling the effects of the forced journey. I 

couldn’t stay by the window for a long time. I had to move away and let a friend who wasn’t 

feeling well stand there. I lay down in my corner, with my bundle under my head, and made an 

effort to fall asleep in order to pacify my mood. But immediately I felt my tensed nerves and that 

prevented me from falling asleep.  

 

Whole worlds appeared in my thoughts within a second, and thousands of plans passed through 

my mind. Unfortunately, I had no answer to the question, what will tomorrow bring? A very bad 

feeling prevailed over me. I envisioned the “picture” darker than our less experienced optimists. 

It is enough to leaf through the pages of history in order to understand what was installed for us – 

the Jews – during Hitler’s regime.  

 

“Judaism must disappear” says Hitler in his book Mein Kampf. We are one of the main problems 

in his doctrine. When the subject is abusing us Jews, one can believe anything. No one else will 

suffer from our suffering, and no one will come to our rescue.  

In the meantime we are the “Chosen People,” sentenced to long years of suffering. History can 

prove our eternal suffering. The enemy takes advantage of the fact that we have no protection 

against the political and racial tactics, aimed at taking over and enslaving humanity. Then how is 

it possible to have a minimum amount of trust in the strong and bloody enemy who has the 

ability to fulfill what it promises about us, the Jews? 

 

Another question that worried me was the fate of our wives and children who remained, Won’t 

they suffer? Will they not be hurt? Will the enemy be satisfied just with us? 

While entering the box cars, I noticed two box cars with women who had been arrested for 

political activism. I was told that they were brought from Lila and were added to our transport. I 

thought about my wife, about my sisters and their children.  
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I feared that they also might find themselves in our situation, and a cold sweat engulfed  

me.  This Satan does not have any limitation, and he doesn’t stop for anything in order to fulfill 

his wickedness.  

 

A person’s state of mind is very severe when he feels unprotected. When the entire world around 

him is suffering and being tortured, one doesn’t see any chance of its end. 

In those minutes, when I was enveloped deep in my thoughts about our suffering, I was envious 

of my friends who were lying next to me and were able to fall asleep. Maybe they saw in their 

dreams their relatives and loved ones, and I was twisting and turning unable to fall asleep.  While 

I was tossing and turning, my neighbor awakened. “Instead of sleeping, you turn all the time and 

you don’t let the others sleep” he says. “I want very much to sleep, but I don’t seem to succeed in 

falling asleep” I answer. He turns to me and says: “Take the pill and swallow it, and it will help 

you. I always keep these pills with me, and they help me fall asleep”. I look for his hand in the 

dark in order to obtain the pill that he recommends. It was difficult for me to swallow it without 

any water. The pill was stuck in my throat. After a few attempts, I managed to swallow it. The 

pill relaxed me and finally I fell asleep.  

 

At 10 a.m. on the third day, our disappointment was complete. The box car doors were opened 

and immediately we heard the wild screams of the S.S. officers. They yelled like   

Crazed Dogs: Out, quickly. !” At that moment, we noticed an S.S. officer who jumped into our 

box car. The first beatings on the heads started. “Leave the packages bloody dogs…are you not 

out yet?”  He is yelling and brandishing his cane. Panic ensues, and we jump quickly from the 

box cars. There is a feeling of an unexpected belligerent attack for which all self defense means 

are paralyzed. The orders which we have just received were to present ourselves quickly in order 

to avoid beatings. Most of the people weren’t able to calm down. People were actually going 

berserk as a result of the fear. They couldn’t calm their nervousness.  

They were pushing each other from all sides and having difficulties in presenting themselves. In 

addition, since we were Jews, it caused them to treat us in their own style and we had to obey a 

military discipline like in their army.  

 

After a few minutes, we stood in rows of 5 people each. 1, 050 people stand surrounded by S. S. 

officers holding rifles and automatic weapons. Most of us had just recently fought against this 

enemy in the trenches with weapons in our hands, and with an  immense desire and conviction  

to free humanity from slavery. Now, we are like a flock of sheep led to the slaughter. They put us 

into a cage with no chance to escape.  

 

My neighbor is moving his lips as if saying to himself:” They are going to exterminate us, I am 

sure of it. You have to be blind not to see or understand it,” he is mumbling.  I try to calm him 

down, but I don’t dare utter a word..We must stand as they order and not move. A deadly silence 

prevails. We are going through the first difficult minutes of the horrible hell.  A few S.S. officers 

count us several times, and we march in the direction of the camp. We take the first steps on the 

cursed soil which is saturated with the blood of innocent Jews.  

 

I breathe a little and make an effort to forget the reception. When we approached the entrance to 

the camp, I felt a little relief in my state of mind when I saw the big sign on the gate: “Work 

makes free” (Arbeit Macht Frei). This, we shall be happy to accept, I thought then, and I am sure 
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that all the rest of us thought the same thing. It is true that work for the enemy causes scruples, 

but indeed we are free people…Very soon afterwards, we were disappointed by the pretty sign. 

Immediately after entering the camp a hellish life started. This is Oswiecim, a place where the 

largest grave of our victims exists. 

 

 

 

IN THE BATH-HOUSE AND THE FIRST DAY 

 

Immediately after entering the camp, we were led to the showers where we stayed until 5 in the 

evening. The procedure in the showers was supposed to last longer, but since we had had our 

hair cut off on the last day in Drancy, we bypassed that in the showers. While we were waiting 

by the entrance, I and my friends Kantorowicz and Daug spoke with a Pole that worked there. He 

spoke a few words that we could not believe: “You are naïve people. Why did you agree to come 

here? Didn’t you have any information about Oswiecim in France? You cannot imagine the 

tragedy that is destined for you here, but you will feel it soon. In eight and a half days, half of 

you will not exist anymore. He spoke quietly and fast, as if he wanted to convey quickly what we 

were expected to see. He didn’t wait for our answer and went away. “It’s possible to believe 

everything about the Germans”  Daug said. “I think he exaggerated a bit” said Kantorowicz. The 

third one answered with silence.  

 

We go through the initial registration in the same square. Every one of us receives his “number” 

written on two notes. This number will be used by each one instead of his papers, and also 

instead of his name. When the first group, consisting of 50 people, came out of the shower naked 

with their pants in their hands, and wearing striped cloths and wooden clogs which they were 

forced to put on, we understood the nature of this bathing. With tremendous sorrow and pain, we 

had to depart from our memorabilia, from all that we  had  in our pockets.All the valuables such 

as: watches, rings, wedding rings, money, etc. were taken away from us. We didn’t have the 

privilege of holding on to pictures of relatives which in those moments were the most precious 

thing in the world, more than valuables. What could one do if this is written in the German code? 

They are already using a German cheating trick: Every one receives a paper sack for putting in 

his civilian clothes. He is ordered to put inside the note with his “number”, so his belongings 

won’t be confused with someone else’s when he returns to claim them. By doing this, they want 

people to believe that one day their belongings will be returned to them. We tie up the sacks with 

the hope that one day we will retrieve them and open them. A few Christian inmates are 

wandering about with joyful looks, and two S.S. officers order: “Lazy dogs hurry up, put 

everything in” They repeat this all the time, and of course they don’t spare beatings.  

When the guards’ assistants leave for a few minutes, the S.S. officers take advantage of the 

opportunity and they themselves receive the valuables. 

 

After bathing they moved us to block A15. This block was kept for the expected new arrivals. 

We march five people per row. Curious looks are turned toward us from all sides. “Where are 

you from?” we are asked in an array of languages by inmates who pass by us quietly. .   

 

 The first steps in wooden sandals are not comfortable to us, but continuing to march in them will 

be a question of life or death.  Bare feet will quickly be covered with sores and bruises. The 
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situation will become such that it will be impossible to march, but somehow they will carry 

themselves to the gas chambers.  It will be easier to walk there, since they are allowed to walk 

barefoot to the gas chambers 

 

Two big and empty rooms about twenty meters by eight meters where allotted for our transport. 

The Capo of the camp, Josef, showed up immediately. He bragged a lot about his German 

lineage, and his speech was like that of a chronic alcoholic. There is an impression that the words 

he speaks come out, not from his mouth, but from his throat. It is enough to look at his face just 

once in order to understand who, and what, this character represents. He feels good with the role 

he has been given. His steps are strong and sure. He is the commander, and our fate is put in his 

hands. He is our overseer.  

 

His main sayings are: “I can conduct myself with you as I wish. You must understand that you 

are present in a death camp, and that they brought you here, for that purpose. But until then, you, 

the parasites, will have to fulfill all the jobs that I order you to do. I demand discipline and order; 

otherwise you will feel my stick. There is an absolute prohibition to leave the camp. It is 

absolutely forbidden to look outside through the windows. You must be careful, because a bullet 

from the outside might hit you. I don’t want to hear any word from you. Anyone who needs to 

use the toilet won’t have to go far.” He points to the spot by the wall where there are wheel 

barrows for that purpose. And he continues: “I don’t have a lot of time for you. The whole camp 

is under my supervision. If you want to exist in peace in the time remaining for you, you must be 

disciplined and obedient.”  Then, he appointed twenty people who accompanied him to the 

kitchen to bring us the first soup. The impression of his words and the way they affected us was 

as follows. We felt like convicts who had just heard their death sentence. One could sense it well 

from our silence during the first moments following Josef’s exit. The silence that engulfed us 

was like the silence in a cemetery while lowering the casket with the dead unto the grave.  

 

Shortly after Josef’s sudden departure, a few started talking and the rest supported them. Is it 

possible? Is it really happening? What do you think? What do you say? What will happen? There 

was no one to answer the questions. Besides, there was no need anymore; even though this is 

only our first day in Oswiecim, we already sense the danger of death like cows in a slaughter 

house.  

 

After half an hour, they brought us the soup. We were told about a sad occurrence: our friends 

had unintentionally overturned a cart with 150 liters of soup. Josef entered crazed. The place 

turned dead silent. Everyone moved out of the way as much as possible to avoid the murderer 

while he was working. He is noisy and grumbling like a wild bull. “These twenty people present 

themselves next to me, and if not, everyone will be punished for it” he orders. The twenty people 

immediately understood the imminent danger to everyone, and they slowly present themselves 

before him. He flogs them murderously with his cane, and orders not to give them food. They 

make us stand in groups of five to receive the soup. The food distribution lasts two hours, 

because of the small number of bowls that were in our possession. The soup is very hot and 

thick, and we don’t get spoons for eating. The air in our two rooms becomes hot and stuffy.  

 

After a three day’s journey in closed box cars, where we had had to hold back doing our private 

bodily needs, we jumped on the six wheel barrows which filled up very fast. To open a window 
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was forbidden. Our fatigue overcame everything. We lay down on the hard wooden planks in a 

place where we couldn’t straighten our legs because of the crowding, and we fell asleep.  

 

The next day I was awakened to the sound of an orchestra’s musical notes. I stand by the 

window and listen to a military rhythmic march. What can it be? For whom are they playing this 

song? I found out that they play that marching song next to the gate for the inmates who are 

marching to work. I never thought that we would have to listen to music while we were so 

depressed. It affected us like putting salt on an open wound. How many people will be murdered 

to the orchestra’s tunes in a few days? “Left, two, three, four” We would march like automatic 

machines in a military march. But in our hearts, we felt an eternal tragedy. “Laugh joker laugh,” 

even though it is bitter in the heart.  

 

That same day, we passed through the political department, where each of us was registered 

separately. In the evening, they moved us to barrack A23. In this place the daily hell would start 

at 3:00 – 3:30 in the morning, and would end when we went to sleep. The best barometer for our 

horrific suffering was the fact that one third of our transport died within eight days of our arrival 

there.  

 

OSWIECIM NUMBER 1 

 

The camp Oswiecim which received the nickname “labor camp,” is found in southern Poland 

between the cities of Katowice and Krakow, about 50 kilometers from the border with The 

Czech Republic. This area is secluded from the rest of the country and is sparsely populated.  

The Nazis chose this vicinity purposefully for establishing concentration camps that were 

completely isolated. Before the war, there were a few army camps in the area, and already in the 

forties the Nazis started to build the concentration camps by using Polish and Russian POW’s. 

All sorts of German firms joined the exploitation of the laborers in   the camps, among them: 

W.A.D. (Werke Ausrichtungs Deutsche), Cimens, Huta,  Farben Union, I.G. etc. They built all 

kinds of factories and workshops there, thus constantly enlarging the camps. The camp’s 

management received from these firms a daily payment of five marks per inmate employed. 

They had the right to change the human material whenever they wanted.  

 

In addition to the daily selection of the people in the camp, the managers of each firm did their 

own selection during work. There were coal mines in this area: Janowicze, Janina, Mislowicze, 

Koluszek etc. Every few weeks, the weakest people would be returned, and sent to the gas 

chambers. As their replacements, they sent people who had just arrived in the Camp, or other 

selected detainees they chose.  

 

The barracks in Oswiecim were built from red bricks, all in a similar shape. The outside made a 

good impression, but for those who were inside, life was a life of suffering and torture. It is 

forbidden to stand here, and it is forbidden to stand there, here you get beatings and there they 

murder you. The only thing that was allowed was to die. These are the words you heard day and 

night.  

 

The barracks were full of military cots in three tiers. Basically, every prisoner was supposed to 

get a cot for sleeping, but in actuality the prisoners slept in pairs, and sometime also three per 
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bed. Every morning after the “Apel” (roll call) the prisoners had to leave for work. Anyone who 

didn’t feel well, and couldn’t go, was sentenced to death.  

 

We used one German word all day long. This was the German word “Jahwol”. We had to answer 

all the questions with “Jahwol”. It didn’t matter if this Jahwol was positive or negative. There 

were a few words we didn’t use publicly at all, such as: No, soon, sick, very difficult, perhaps, 

and other similar words. The work conditions were such that we almost couldn’t withstand them, 

because of the hunger and especially the beatings during work, and after work.  

 

What would a blind man cry about had he been able to see? No matter how you put down a sick 

person, he hurts. No matter how we behaved, and what we did, our overseers never liked it. 

During food distribution, we were flogged, during the “Apel” we were beaten, while leaving for 

work we were hit, during work, and returning from work, the same thing. We didn’t have one 

moment of quiet. Everywhere there was fear, groaning and screaming. Life became so extremely 

difficult that many of the inmates in moments of despair would run to the electrocuting wires to 

commit suicide, or willingly climb into the ambulance which transferred them to the gas 

chambers. 

 

The first Jews in Oswiecim were Jews from France, held at Drancy, who arrived at Oswiecim on 

March 27, 1942
4
. Their tattooed numbers were between 27,000 and 28,000. Some of them were 

in Birkenau, and the rest were in barrack 11 in Oswiecim where they were isolated. They didn’t 

have permission to be in touch with non Jewish prisoners. When they returned from work, they 

were locked up until the next morning when they left for work.  

 

Later on, when many more transports with Jews started to arrive, the camp’s administration was 

forced to change its position. The first Jews who were taken to work after “Buna”
5
  were one 

hundred Jews from Slovakia. Their transport arrived in April 1942. It became clear that they 

were very gifted workers. As a result, “Buna” demanded a larger Jewish labor force and that 

brought about a change in the conduct regarding the Jews. 

 

In the month of May 1942 the commander of Oswiecim at the time, “Omajer” announced that it 

was the first time in the history of “national socialism” that they would regard the Jews like the 

non Jewish inmates. He said that he hoped the Jews would accomplish their work as they were 

ordered.  Afterwards, the Jewish prisoners were put together with the Christian prisoners, so they 

enjoyed the daily suffering together.  

 

OSWIECIM NUMBER 2/BIRKENAU AND THE GAS SHED 

 

Three kilometers from Oswiecim, was the punishment camp Birkenau, called Oswiecim no. 2. 

This camp usually had a different look. First of all, there was terrible mud. The soil was mainly 

clay. In the first months, they allowed the mud to form with the distinct purpose of shortening 

the lives of the people there. One could only dream about changing one’s underwear.. In 

Birkenau, the barracks were made of wood containing the same military cots. This, one could 

                                                
4 Ibid. The first deportation convoy left Drancy on March 27, 1942 and arrived at Auschwitz on March 30 .Half of 

the 1112 deportees were from Drancy and half from Compiegne 
5  See page 16 
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still withstand. In that camp, there were also stone barracks which were horrifying, also 

something we can imagine. As one entered the barracks, one would feel the poisoned air coupled 

with the filth, darkness, lice, and people who had only a few more days to suffer. Instead of army 

cots, there were “Kojki”, also built in three tiers, or Boksim” as they were called. Each tier was 

one meter in height, and a meter and a half in width.  The length was such that one could hardly 

straighten the body, In other words, simply a wooden crate. A person could only crawl inside 

through the opening that faced the front. 

 

Six to eight people would get into the “Boksim” without undressing and without taking off the 

muddy sandals. These people had no room to lay their poor bodies neither did they have room to 

sit. In the upper “Boks” there were between ten and fifteen people, and in the bottom “Boks” 

there was no air to breathe. Every morning, they would pull out people that had choked to death 

or were dying. One can only imagine how people could sleep in such a state. After the 

distribution of supper, they would put these people into their holes, and there they remained until 

early the next morning.  

 

When someone needed to use the bathroom, they had to hold back until 9:00 in the evening, 

when they put up two barrels for that purpose. As a result of the terrible health situation, it was 

difficult for people to wait that late, especially those who suffered from Diarrhea, so we can only 

imagine what these people did. Also, the prisoners suffered from constant hunger. The half liter 

of fat free soup and a quarter slice of bread were not enough for those who had to do hard 

physical labor.  Lice continued to infest the aching bodies incessantly, and spread all kinds of 

diseases. The wounded legs could not carry the wretched bodies. During work, hell was just as it 

was in the camp. Very seldom did anyone succeed in avoiding cane floggings. Prisoners were 

forced to show up for the “Apel” (roll call) at 3:30 AM or even as early as 3:00 AM.  

 

The “Apel” lasted two hours in all kind of weather. This added to the physical and emotional 

weakening of the people. This suffering brought about extreme change upon us, so much so, that 

we could not recognize each other. We were playing-tools in the hands of our enemies and their 

servants. These were the barracks’ managers, the clerks, the buildings’ managers and the Capos. 

They belonged to the worst human kind: murderers, professional criminals, and underworld 

people. Most of them were Germans, Volksdeutsch, and Poles. All those in addition to the S.S. 

men, whose utmost ideal was to annihilate with hard labor as many Jews as possible, on the spot, 

by working them to death. We had to accept all that suffering, as if we didn’t care.  

 

The reason for the abuse in the first months was the following: At that time the crematoria in 

Birkenau were not yet ready. For the purpose of gassing the weak people there was only one 

“Gas shed,” which was secluded at a distance of about 300 meters from the camp. In the 

“Famous woods,” not far from the “Gas shed,” there were two big pits, where they would burn 

the bodies that were gassed night and day.  

 

New transports arrived daily, and all of them were put into the camps in Oswiecim and in 

Birkenau. There were scores of people with no room to put them. Despite the efforts that were 

made in the shed for “Gas poisoning”, they were unable to take in all the victims that were 

supplied to them daily. Therefore, they gave a free hand to the S.S. officers, to the barracks’ 

managers, to the Capos, and to anyone who felt like beating or killing a Jew.  
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Everyone could do whatever he felt like doing to us. No one was ever punished for flogging or 

killing a Jew. This Nazi tactic eased the work in the” Gas poisoning” shed, and made room for 

fresh prisoners that arrived, and it conserved gas. 

 

 

OSWIECIM NUMBER 3- I.G.FARBEN RUBBER FACTORY BUNA 

 

At a distance of 13 kilometers from Oswiecim, was a labor site named “Buna” that was called 

“Oswiecim number 3”. Within six months “Buna” grew into an independent camp.  

The firm I.G. Farben built one of the most important factories for synthetic rubber there – 

Kauczuk.  Two thousand prisoners from Oswiecim worked there in the first months. The labor 

conditions were horrendous. The prisoners reached that labor place by a train ride, where horrific 

occurrences took place. Tens of people were murdered there every day during the ride to work 

and back. In every box car for transporting horses they put 100 people who were crowded into 

half the space, because the other half was reserved for the cruel Capos and labor overseers. There 

were victims in every ride. One can’t document the ghastly horror the riders in every box car 

underwent. But the summary of every day is its verification.  

 

When they arrive at work, those who make it alive quickly disembark, and every one of them 

feels as if he has been “reborn”. Every one joins his group in order to determine how many 

people are absent. They gather all those who have been murdered, or have suffocated, from all 

the box cars. They count them a few times so the numbers will match, regardless of how many 

people in this total number are alive or dead. A few S.S. officers, who hold lists containing the 

makeup of all the groups, count us with meticulous pedantry every time we exit the camp and 

every time we return.  

 

They started a new form of abuse at the labor site. An overseer was appointed for every ten 

people. He managed the laborers with a cane. The prisoners were forced to do every job 

“quickly”. Those who were carrying cement, bricks, rocks, or were transporting wheel barrows 

with sand and stones, were made to run with their materials. Those who worked with rakes or 

picks were forbidden from stopping, even for a second, to breathe some air. They were forced to 

work like automats, and those who could not follow the tempo, fell victim to the cruelty. 

 

But how long was it possible to work at such a tempo on an empty stomach? Were intelligence 

and hope enough for those who deluded themselves that they would survive? “If we  accept 

everything with love, so as not to lose patience, maybe with time the situation would change”, or 

so we wanted to believe. One can’t say that we had even minute chances for a positive change, 

but such is the natural human nature, we lie to ourselves. People create a world of illusion for 

themselves, because they want to live, because they want to enjoy the beautiful world, because 

everyone has an aim he wants to reach. But how many youths were murdered holding this belief 

before they had the chance to experience life in this world? How many experienced people 

exerted themselves with their last bit of energy, struggling stubbornly in order to survive another 

week, another day, another hour? Maybe an easier day will come after all, perhaps a good bit of 

information will provide some encouragement.  
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But 1942 was only the beginning of our misery. Hitler’s forces were victorious on   all the 

military fronts that year. They overtook millions of innocent people. Alas, whence can a 

comforting word reach us, a glimmer of hope? We had to console ourselves with dry words that 

were said because of the pressure, with no basis of a chance for a better tomorrow. In the 

meantime, people were killed daily at the labor sites, in the barracks and on every step of the 

way. Every day hundreds of friends were weakened and couldn’t continue to go out to work. 

Others were taken out of the line, because they looked awful, and were transported directly to be 

gassed.  

 

At the end of August 1942, work was stopped in “Buna” as a result of a typhoid outbreak. It 

spread also among the S.S. officers. When the camp management realized that it endangered 

their people as well, it was forced to combat the disease. They then enlarged the male section of 

the camp and moved the women to Birkenau part”B”. Afterwards, they carried out the first “Lice 

cleaning” in Oswiecim with the purpose of overcoming the typhoid.  

 

A few months later, “Buna” became an independent camp. A part of the transports was 

transferred directly there upon their arrival. They resumed building the camp and the synthetic 

rubber (Kauczuk) factory. This was a very important branch for the German military apparatus.  

 

The fate of the women was the same as the men. They didn’t treat them with more respect 

anywhere. They were forced to work in the same conditions like the men, with the same 

discipline and the same abuse. Like the men, the women suffered from starvation, cold, and all 

kinds of diseases. The death rate among them was higher. The first Jewish women arrived from 

Slovakia, and afterwards from Poland, France, Belgium, Holland, etc. 

 

The women had special “numbers” with no relevance to the men’s “numbers”. The inspections 

of the women were carried out the same as with the men. Women would arrive every few days to 

their small section of the camp, and they would make room for new ones by exterminating the 

previous ones.  Death hovered above us, during the days and during the nights. We cuddled up to 

it under its wings. We were drawn to it, because only it could put an end to the daily misery of 

the depressed people.  

 

MY FIRST DAY AT WORK 
 

Fifty people from my transport were allotted to the “Huta” headquarters, which was in the 

process of digging a ditch. Early the next the morning, the secretary of the barrack accompanied 

us to the gathering spot, from whence our group marched to work.  

The first question that the Capo asked us was:” Are all of you French?” “Yes” answered some of 

us. He looked at each one of us, and murmured as if to himself: “Oh bloody French, they don’t 

want to work. We shall see about that already today.” 

I listen in to his conversation with his overseer (both are German):”How long do you think this 

group will survive?” says the overseer to the Capo. “I think just like the previous group, two 

weeks maximum.” And he adds:”It’s impossible to form a stable labor group with these Jews, 

most of them are annihilated by the S.S. officers. Many of them are not even prepared for work. 

You, Franz should know that these are Jews, and most of them have never worked…And that 
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causes a person to lose his patience…so one must hit sometimes…surely you know that they 

love it,” and the overseer nods his head: “Well of course, it goes without saying”.  

Two months later Franz stopped flogging, the typhoid put him to sleep forever. 

 

Well, they put us five per row, write down our numbers, and attach us to the other group of one 

hundred (in a group there are a total of 180 people) We march out of the camp accompanied by 

the sound of the magnificent orchestra, which is comprised of  over 100 Polish prisoners.  

 

At the camp exit, they relinquished us into the hands of six S.S. officers who watched over us at 

work all day long. Immediately after exiting the camp, the bitter day started. The distance of four 

kilometers that we had to pass, leading to the labor site, was horrifying. My friends were not 

used to the German marching that was long strides and the tempo was slower than the usual. Our 

lads were used to the opposite stride,short steps with a faster rhythm.  

 

This was a sufficient excuse for the S.S. officers to strike us murderously with the butts of the 

rifles or with the gun barrels, during the entire length of the walk. They would hit us especially 

savagely in the stomach or on the back, or any other part they chose. I was walking in the last 

row. On my right, marched an Italian Jew who was with me in the same cell in Drancy. He was a 

tall man, stoutly built, about thirty five years old. He was a nice and likable man. Two S.S. 

officers   walking behind us were looking at my neighbor from all sides, and I hear them 

distinctly saying to one another:” Today we shall amuse ourselves with this fat Jew.” “We can 

start immediately” answers the other one. Right away they start badgering him: “Look how fat he 

is” says one, and hits him with the butt of the rifle, in the nape of his neck. This lasted the whole 

duration of the march. When the first one stopped, the second one started. When we arrived quite 

near the labor site one S.S. officer says to the second with a cynical laughter: “Leave him alone 

we will need him later” Blood and sweat are streaming down my friend. He has an open wound 

in his left leg, because during the march he dropped the walking cane and was unable to pick it 

up. He is very depressed and low spirited from hearing a conversation between two S.S. officers 

saying that they would shoot him that same day at lunch. That’s what he tells me. I look at him 

with a wide open mouth, not knowing what to tell him. Finally, we arrive at a construction site. 

They distribute us immediately to various jobs. They send me and my Italian friend to carry 

cement. Our overseer is a young Pole. He writes down our numbers and we start working.  

 

The cement was packed in 50 kilo paper sacks. We had to be extremely careful 

with picking up and carrying these sacks, so as not to cause a tear. For me, this job was not the 

hardest. Nevertheless, since it was the first day, and because of the fear, I was a little tense. My 

Italian friend carried the cement together with everybody, but it was not enough for one of the 

S.S. officers who approached our area. I was very apprehensive that something horrific would 

happen. The S.S. officer ordered my friend to carry two sacks of cement at once. After an hour of 

this work, he tired a lot from carrying two sacks of cement together, and started wobbling with 

feeble legs under 100 kilos of weight of two sacks. Then the calamity happened: One sack fell on 

the ground, the paper tore and the cement scattered around. The S.S. officer approached him 

yelling: “What? You are causing sabotage here?” He beat him horribly and stepped on him with 

his boots. I truly could not understand, how after ten minutes of ghastly torture that he withstood, 

this man succeeded in getting up and continued carrying those sacks, but only one at a time 

instead of two. His appearance was awful, his shirt was torn, there was blood oozing from his 
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mouth, his left eye was blue and swollen, and his whole body was black and blue. This lasted 

until 10:00 o’clock in the morning, until we had transferred all the cement. Then our group 

moved to another work site with the same overseer, and there we transferred rail tracks. That S.S. 

officer didn’t approach us again. Maybe he went to badger another group. Here we could breathe 

a little bit, except for the fact that the overseer would yell: “Only S.S. officers are fit to deal with 

you…” He would use foul language and from time to time would also hit, but this we could 

withstand.  

 

Finally, came the happy minute, “a break for lunch”. Lunch was not easier than work. Once 

again they counted us. “The number is correct,” we heard the voice of our Capo - who was 

standing in front of the S.S. commander - tense like a string, and he announced that everyone had 

shown up for lunch. “Proceed” answered the latter. Everyone received a small bowl, and we 

awaited the soup distribution. I was sure that we the Jews would be last to get the soup, but I was 

wrong. I was very baffled when I heard the Capo announcing: “The Jews will be the first to 

receive the soup”, but immediately I understood why. We got the thin soup from the top, and the 

Christians received the thick soup that remained on the bottom. I sat down together with 

everybody in the field. I didn’t have a spoon for the soup, and there was no need for it. I drank 

my soup with appetite. I was very thirsty and it was hot that day. There was drinking water, but 

not for the Jews. I joined my friends and wanted to tell them in what a bad group I was, but it 

turned out that the rest of the groups were the same and even worse. Someone said that not only 

were they beaten all the time, but two friends were shot. He mentioned the names but I didn’t 

know them.  

 

We lay in the field, tired.  You couldn’t breathe for the sun was hot. It was forbidden to move 

from the spot where you were sitting. Four S.S. officers stood around us and then  

their abuse started . A Polish overseer caught a “Kret”, a mole (I don’t know how this creature is 

called in Yiddish). An S.S. officer noticed it. He ordered the overseer to put this mole under one 

of our friends’ undershirts and he warned that if he allowed the mole to escape, he would execute 

him with a shot. This poor young man twisted and turned like a snake, shouting like a scared 

child. In the meantime, three more S.S. officers arrived, laughing and having a good time. They 

liked this game. According to the S.S. officer’s order, the young man took the mole, and put it 

into his neighbor’s pants. The game lasted about 15 minutes longer. The last ones had to put the 

mole’s head into their mouths. 

 

After having a good time, an S.S. officer asked who could sing, and demanded that the French  

sing the “Marseillaise”. About twenty young men volunteered and sang this song proudly with 

lifted heads, and with a lot of yearning to see France liberated soon.  

Little Zozef had tears streaming down his face when he shouted “Aux armes citoyens”. 

After the singing, every one returned to his work.  

 

My Italian friend had a pretty bass voice. He thought that if he sung to them, they would treat 

him better. When the S.S. officer demanded a solo singer, without thinking long, he jumped up 

and sang the known song “Splander – asmortel”. In this song, a convict in prison expresses his 

emotional suffering, and the eternal beauty of nature that was taken away from him.  
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The S.S. officers listened to a second song (which was not familiar to me) like the first one. I 

wanted to believe that thanks to the fact that he so excited them with his singing, they would 

leave him alone.  

Ten minutes before four o’clock in the afternoon a siren sounded “to show up”. They counted the 

prisoners once, and again, the number was correct. The Capo’s voice was heard “Everybody 

return to work” he continued to shout. But what a disappointment I had, when I heard a rifle 

shot. When I returned to my work site, I looked around and didn’t see my Italian friend. I had a 

bad feeling, not so much because of not finding him, but because of the shot, because I was sure 

that another one of us would be absent. “Only a few minutes ago the singer was here”, shouted 

my overseer, he went to look for the singer. Not even two minutes pass. He returns, and tells us 

in simple words: “The one who sang so nicely at lunch is laying there shot”.  

 

In the afternoon, we dug a trench.  A few groups worked together. We dug; we carried wheel 

barrows with stones, and wagons with sand and soil. A few foremen were walking around with 

canes. They were noisy and shouting:” “work faster!”  It was very difficult to escape the 

beatings. An S.S. officer, who was standing 20 meters from us, was scrutinizing us. Every few 

minutes he approached, and every time he beat up someone. I was standing with a few of my 

friends next to a pile of dirt with my wheelbarrow. Everyone already had blisters and edema on 

their hands. No one uttered a word. We filled up the four wheel barrows that stood there with 

soil. Two young men standing next to me were holding the rakes awkwardly. I saw that they 

were in danger, lest anyone of those who were walking around would notice it. Quickly, I 

improved their hold so they already worked better. The worst time was when we needed to 

transfer the wheelbarrows and to empty them.  

 

The rail tracks were put there temporarily, so we had to direct the wheel barrows with the soil in 

the direction of the tracks. A lot of effort was needed in to manage it. Besides, on the first day on 

the job, our experience was limited. Cane beatings were not spared us. Close by, there was a 

wooden shed. The foremen and the Capo would go there to eat. The Capo was there with Franz 

his helper. They were watching us working.I noticed it when they came out. Then Franz called 

me. I run to him frightened. “Do you speak German” he asked me. “Yes” I replied. “Tomorrow 

morning show up with me. Did you understand?” “Yes,” I answered. “Now you can go back to 

your work” he concluded.  

 

I was very worried. I couldn’t understand his purpose in telling me to show up the next day. The 

guys asked me:” What happened? What did he ask you?” This was an enigma to all of us. A few 

minutes later, a sanitary vehicle arrived. All of us wondered, for whom, and what for?  A while 

later it became clear that the vehicle was there in order to remove three corpses: My Italian 

friend, and two more friends who were shot because they were sick. In the future in such cases, 

we had to carry the bodies back ourselves.  

 

All through that afternoon I continued my work. Exactly at 5:00 PM a siren sounded. Our 

foreman announced the end of work. He ordered us to clean the work tools and to return them to 

where we took them from. Finally it was over, but it was not more than a first day of hell.  

 

We stand in formation. They count us again. The Capo counts, the S.S. officer counts, Franz 

counts. The number is accurate. “One hundred and seventy seven inmates are ready to march to 
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the camp, and three corpses are ready for the crematoria” announces the Capo to the S.S. 

commander. “March!” answers the latter.  

 

The same game as in the morning starts again. “Dirty Jew, you can change your march” yells the 

Capo to somebody, and looks into the eyes of the S.S. officer that is walking next to him in order 

to make sure that he likes his vigor. “He adds salt to the wounds: “Left, two, three, four, he 

orders.” A scream “Oh Jesus” is heard from the prisoner. It turns out that those who pray to Jesus 

are not worth much here either.  

 

There was some calm for a few minutes. I marched first on the left hand side. I was marching 

engulfed in my troubles and I didn’t notice an S.S. officer marching in front of me. He was 

holding his rifle under his arm, with the barrel pointing forward. He hit me in the stomach. I fell 

down unable to breathe. Since I couldn’t immediately get up, I received some more kicks from 

behind, I don’t know from whom. I joined the line, and two of our young men supported me, so I 

could continue to walk. “Listen to me,” says one of them to me in French: “Change your march, 

because they are walking next to us”. Slowly, slowly I got used to the walk and I continued to 

march, and I stopped being a problem to my friends. But, I felt the pain for four more weeks. We 

made the distance in more calm relative to the morning, except for my unpleasant incident.  

 

When we arrive at the entrance to the camp the Capo gives the order: “Mitchen Auf” (they have 

this ceremony every time we pass the gate). At the gate, he announces the makeup of the group. 

The orchestra plays a German marching song, and we march inside. “Mitchen Auf” he continues 

to yell, and we are already inside the camp.  Soon the evening roll call will be conducted. All the 

blocks managers are gathering their people. It is the same for us.  

 

I have a chance to have a conversation with our young men who have worked in other places. 

From the exchange, it is clear that in every place they use the same method “The situation is 

difficult and bitter, there is nothing to hope or expect” says one. “We are lost” says another. One 

feels the despair very strongly. There is no one who can say a word of consolation. Everybody is 

sad. There is no one to talk to, and there is nothing to talk about. Who will understand you 

anyway, and who cares what happens to you? No one has the courage to ask what is happening 

in the world. Perhaps, after all, perhaps after all… Only a week ago, when we were still in 

Drancy, we used to argue, and discuss politics for days on end.  

 

Unfortunately, all our calculations result in quite the opposite. Many people from the previous 

transports from France are no more (my transport was the third in size). Some of the people, who 

are still here, have only a few days to exist: skeletons, dead-alive, ashen eyes, bleeding heads, 

and swollen bodies, and their behavior is one of despair. One does not need to be a big expert to 

understand this. My thoughts are interrupted because of a scream from my block’s manager “The 

count” (he is a German with a green sign, and that means that he is a criminal). He, the block’s 

secretary, the house managers, they are all counting us. No one trusts the other. This is not matter 

of a minute. Maybe somebody is missing.  

 

We are standing in groups of 10 people each, by width and by length, thus we form “hundreds”. 

The distance between one hundred to the next is one meter. In our barrack, there are about five 

hundred people. Everyone makes an effort to stand correctly in order to avoid floggings. 
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Standing here are people who had lived a happy life in the bosom of their families. Here stand 

former soldiers, who participated in battles on the war front, with whom I took part in battles. 

Here are people who worked hard all their lives in order to sustain themselves. Here stand also 

doctors, professors, lawyers, engineers, authors, and scientists. All of them worked to serve 

humanity. In my row stands professor Blach who was expelled because he wore his military 

medals next to the “Yellow star of David”. 

 

I see “End”, the famous lecturer among the workers of Paris. He bids me Hello with a sad smile. 

(Two weeks later he died of Typhoid). I see everybody in such a state that it is already difficult 

to recognize them. This is my mirror.  

 

MAN IS THE STRONGEST  

 

The most important professor, the most important author, the most important worker, here, they 

are all equal. It is impossible to recognize what their line of work was just days ago, when they 

were free.  All have the same facial image of skeletons with extinguished looks. Their hands are 

lax like mortar, and they are unable to take care of themselves. Their knees are broken and 

shrunk like branches in the wind. One can hear muffled sighs. Soon the “sports” of discipline 

will take place .The sun dries out the brain of the head that underwent a haircut. The blue lips are 

covered with white spots. The tongue is covered with white dots. Because of the dryness, it is 

difficult to swallow the saliva that concentrates in the mouth.  

 

My neighbor looks at my sad face. My suffering does not pacify his suffering. Not far from me, 

somebody has fallen. In the front rows another one has fallen. Soon the third, the sixth, the tenth 

will fall. We continue to stand in formation. The pile of bodies continues to grow. In two hours, 

the barrack of poisoning gas will swallow them. Here, all of these people are to be blamed for the 

war. Their transgressions are severe. They were born Jewish. Each one of them was a whole 

world. Now they are like a kerosene lamp before extinction. It has not been extinguished yet, but 

it does not have the strength to continue burning.  

 

Where will they find artists who will be able to portray the scenes that are standing here in 

formation? Where is the dramatist who will be able to describe the tragedy that they are 

enduring? Who will be able to describe their thoughts during every roll call and the forced 

silence by the reigning terror? The bodily and mental suffering clamps a human being like a pair 

of pliers, without a break, and it is repeated all the time.  

Can anyone describe these people (The Germans, D.B) with their unvanquished thirst for human 

blood? One can’t describe that and truly express its full intensity. Jews bleeding together with 

other nations, because they don’t think like the National Socialists. Humanity suffers. Europe is 

shuddering as a result of the bombardments. In the place where Nazism rules, there also exists 

terror, starvation, and slavery. But Oswiecim with its gas chambers exceeds all of them. Here the 

fire burns like an “Eternal Light”. Our suffering is only the beginning of the destined inquisition. 

The snake is strong and dangerous. He will manage to smother millions of people until he will 

exterminate us. In the meantime, we are defenseless. For the “The hats of the green table” we are 

worth nothing. There is one thing that people don’t want to understand: This snake will not be 

satisfied with Jews, Poles, Russians, or Czechs. 
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SUPPER AND A CLOSE CALL 

 

Finally the roll call was over. Now, they start to distribute supper, for which one must wait a full 

hour. In the meantime, I run to the water faucet in order to wash a bit.  

The water reaches here through a long and narrow pipe. It is difficult to approach since there are 

already hundreds of people standing here. All are dirty and sweaty and want to wash up too. It is 

difficult to remove cement dirt with the water. I don’t have soap and a towel. I dry myself with a 

hat and run to receive my portion. We receive a quarter of a loaf of bread, a piece of margarine, 

and a saucer of tea for five people. I very much want to eat, but I am unsuccessful because I am 

very thirsty. I give the Pole half of my bread portion for a little bit of tea. 

 

 I am very tired, and I sit down on my bunk bed. This is my first night in Oswiecim that I lie 

down to sleep on a bunk bed. But they don’t allow us a lot of time for resting. “Get up!” yells the 

house manager. What happened? He is checking to see if everyone sewed his number correctly. 

It lasts for about an hour. To my dismay, my number is sewn two centimeters too high. He 

approaches me and a slap burns on my cheek.  “What do you think? That you can do whatever 

you want? You are not living in France any more”. I don’t reply, not even a word. After many 

attempts, they move my number to the correct spot.  

 

 I lay down afterwards to rest on my bunk bed. Despite my fatigue, I am not able to fall asleep. 

This tumultuous day goes through my thoughts. I recall the poor Italian Jew wobbling on his legs 

with the cement, and how he sighed in the last minutes of his life. I think about what happened to 

me while we were returning from work, about my conversation with my friends. The sum of this 

day was very sad. I was facing the question: Do I need to fight or give up? It was clear to me that 

fighting here is meaningless. There is not even the slightest chance to get out of this dark hell, 

only if something unusual would happen. But to our dismay, miracles don’t happen. What, 

Suicide? No! I don’t want to hear about it. I have always been against it. And now still I am 

against it. I will not surrender. No way. I will try to do everything, anything possible. Perhaps, 

after all… Perhaps, after all… 

 

 

When I reported to work with Franz the next morning, he announced:” Yesterday, I noticed how 

you worked. You stood out in work in comparison with your French friends. I am moving you to 

a better job.  Make an effort to carry out this work well”. He added me to a group of seven Poles, 

and I started working together with them immediately. I thanked him, and he left us. We would 

transfer cement mixed with sand in wheel barrows, from the” mixing machine” straight into the 

ditch. In this work, I truly felt better than in the job I did the previous day with my friends. Here, 

there was no manager, S.S. officers didn’t oversee us. Thanks to that, I was spared floggings. I 

got along pretty well with the Poles. They enjoyed my help as a “translator”, and in addition I did 

my job.  

 

After a few days, I bought myself a pair of leather shoes from one of the new Polish friends for a 

quarter loaf of bread that I had saved for that purpose. But I didn’t have a chance to use them for 

too long. Two days later, a tragedy befell me. It happened during the evening roll call. That day I 

worked very hard, and I didn’t have any appetite for eating. I felt I had a fever, which was a sign 
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of typhoid. I was standing together with everybody in formation, when suddenly I lost 

consciousness and I fell. Somebody got a hold of me and dragged me to the side, where a few 

candidates for the gas chambers were already lying. While I was lying on the cold ground, I 

started feeling better. The barracks manager who was in charge of the roll call, arrived 

immediately. During the counting I heard him asking my barrack’s manager what had happened 

with this young man. (He meant me). “Soon they will remove him from here” he answered. The 

S.S. officer pointed at me and ordered my shoes removed (I was the only one among those who 

were lying here who was wearing leather shoes). They removed my shoes immediately, and 

threw a pair of wooden sandals towards me. 

  

When the S.S. officer left, I started thinking about the words which were inscribed in my mind: 

“Shortly they will remove him from here” and I understood their meaning. Immediately 

following the roll call, I hid while they were counting the people in my barracks. The manager 

noticed he was missing the one intended for death. He searched for me, but could not recognize 

me. Thanks to that, I succeeded in saving myself from the gas chamber. 

 

THE MAN WHO HANGED HIMSELF  

 

During my first days in barracks 23A we were witnesses to a terrifying suicide. In the morning, 

after the first ringing, I saw curious people standing around the “Buksa”, and like the others I 

was also curious to see what was happening there. It was horrible. I saw a man that hanged 

himself lying on the ground lifeless. He was a young man from France. The reason for his 

desperate deed was similar to other occurrences which we saw daily.  

But this was a very special case. He put a lot of effort for people not to notice it. He had to try 

extremely hard, because of the lack of possibilities and his limitations in order to carry out his 

difficult decision.  And as one can imagine, he didn’t obtain his death easily. Who can know how 

long he suffered? Perhaps somebody noticed him at night and didn’t want to disturb him? Who 

could care about it? When our lives were worth nothing? 

 

He used his shirt. He tore it into two parts and tied them together like a rope. One end he tied to 

the upper part of the bunk bed, and the second part of the shirt he tied around his neck. Since the 

bed was not high enough, he gathered his legs like in a sitting position, and his hands were tied 

to the rope. His blue face expressed his suffering before his death.  

 

People looked on indifferently. The daily hardships caused people not to use the word “sorry” in 

cases such as these. These occurrences took place every time there was a lot of shooting. Words 

that expressed respect for the decisiveness of the person who committed  

Suicide, were: “Now he is feeling better,” ” This is a vigorous and forceful man”  “He has 

already freed himself from the torture that is awaiting all of us in the future… etc.” 

 

Not everyone is capable of doing such a thing. One needs to have a will of iron for that. Many 

more people would have done that, but for such a death one needs a lot of courage.  

True, suffering can lead to that, and provide the courage. This has already been proven in 

Oswiecim with the prevalence of suicides there. But the will to live, even in this hellish camp, 

existed among the majority of the inmates. I take as an example many other people who I met 
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there. Their stubbornness was an example for me. As long as a man is alive, he must believe, he 

ought to hope. A dead man has no more chances.  

 

 

THE CHAIN OF COMMAND AND IDENTITY MARKINGS 

 

The head of the camp was the Capo of the camp. The report writer was the man in charge of the 

work site; the barracks manager, the representative of the barracks; the barracks secretary, the 

barracks care taker, a house servant (the last ones dealt with feeding the barracks and the food 

distribution). There were: Capo, assistant Capo (the headquarters’ managers), and the last ones: 

the work managers that oversaw small groups at work.  

 

Every inmate was forced to carry his number sewn on his jacket, coat and pants. On every tag, 

nicknamed “The Angle, the inmate and where he came from was written.  

The Jews had”The Star of David” in yellow and in red instead of ‘The Triangle, and there was 

the letter of the country where he came from; i.e., P for Poland, F for France, and so on from 

other countries. For the non Jews, there was a similar system, with the difference that they had a 

red Triangle (half of the Star of David) pointing upward.  Political prisoners carried the same 

markings without any writing. There was a black “Triangle” that was worn by members of the 

underworld and prostitutes. Homosexuals (article 175) wore a pink triangle. A green triangle 

with the tip pointing upward was worn by professional criminals. A green triangle with the tip 

pointing downward was worn by first time criminals. Baptists (a religious group) wore purple 

triangles. People who were part of the chain of command wore special bands specifying their 

function. The same procedure was carried out with the women.  In 1943,  came  an order by 

which Jews were forced to carry an “extra Yellow triangle” which was sewn to the number.  

 

 

MY FAMILY IN THE CAMP 

 

After two weeks in Oswiecim, I met my brother in law Nisan Frankel, my wife’s brother. He 

arrived from Beaune La Rolande three days after me. I hardly recognized him. That day he 

worked in “The potato group” where he was flogged and bitten by a dog. In this group , the S.S. 

officers had dogs in their service, and they were provoked to attack defenseless people. He was 

also suffering from diarrhea. He gave me a message that had an enormous influence on me: My 

wife was in Drancy. Now it was already clear to me, that in the coming days she would also be 

transported to the horrible hell. In my heart, I had a painful feeling. I wanted to believe that she 

would succeed in saving herself, that she would manage to circumvent what I wasn’t able to 

circumvent. To my dismay, it was very seldom possible for anyone to circumvent Hitler’s 

regime. And my poor wife was also unsuccessful.  

 

Nisan said to me:” Be strong, Madeleine (my wife) will probably arrive here. Perhaps you will 

be able to help her. He hugs me tight and kisses me”; and with tears in his eyes he adds: “From 

me you won’t have a lot of enjoyment anymore” and he leaves me.  

This was the only time that I saw him. During those days, I also met my second brother in law, 

Isaak Wajs, the husband of my sister. He arrived here three weeks before me from Compiegne”. 

He was extremely week physically and morally. I saw him only a few times. We planned to 
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arrange a better work place for ourselves, but he disappeared on me, and I never saw him again. 

When I asked people from his barracks how he was doing, they told me that he had been taken in 

an ambulance a few days earlier.  

 

 

THE D.A.W. COMMAND  

 

After almost three weeks of work in the Huta command, they moved all the Jews from there to 

the Bau-Hof command
6
. The reason for that was their refusal to employ any more Jews. Bau-Hof 

was a command that employed 1,000 people. Every day we unloaded from box cars of trains that 

arrived: rocks, bricks, cement, cement-pipes, wooden planks etc. The work was very hard, and 

on top of it they would hasten us and beat us all the time. They simply didn’t let us breathe. 

Minutes of work there were horrible. I felt that the work in this command would finish me off. It 

was forbidden to change command. I didn’t consider it, alas, I had nothing to lose. Within two 

weeks I worked on five different sites, and in every place there were the same conditions of 

“tortured saints”.   

 

 

After a few attempts, I succeeded getting work in the D.A.W. Command. This was a carpentry 

plant that employed 1,200 people. The only advantage that this work had was that work was 

done under a roof. But not for everyone, especially for those who worked in the carpentry 

profession, to which I belonged. During the first four days there, I worked extremely hard. For 

entire days, I carried wood planks. Later on, I succeeded in entering one of the halls, as a 

carpenter. My friend Jankel Krupnik, a carpenter by profession, whom I had already known in 

Paris, helped me a lot to get there, and to obtain the working spot (to my dismay he didn’t 

survive, and never returned from there).  

In order to stay in this job, I was forced to give a weekly “present” to my manager (a Jew from 

Slovakia). At that time, we would receive twice a week, a half a loaf of bread and a piece of 

sausage. I gave him half of my bread and a piece of sausage. That was a lot, but I didn’t have 

another choice. If not, my situation would have been worse. My job was (NARTY) repairing felt 

boots. We repaired all the boots that the Germens confiscated from the citizens of conquered 

Europe, so Hitler’s army could use them on the Russian front. The work was done at full tempo. 

We worked days and nights.  

 

I felt happy then in comparison with others that worked in commands outside the camps, where I 

had already worked. On a certain morning on my way to work, I noticed from afar my friend 

Kerstenberg who had worked at knitting in Paris. He had arrived here from Pithiviers in June , 

1942. He was standing with a group of 50 people who were labeled “not fit for work”. These 

people were skin and bones, with blue marks around the eyes, swollen, in about an hour, they 

would be put into the gas chambers, He, himself was completely emaciated with painful legs. I 

shouted at him: “Kerstenberg, what do you intend to do? He answered me with a gesture that 

said everything. He showed me his legs. “I can’t anymore…” This was his last day. 

 

                                                
6  There was a HUTA construction firm which helped construct the crematoria at Auschwitz. 
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In those days I also met my friend David Szmulewski. I was very happy to see him. It was a 

surprise for me to meet a man from the first transport from Drancy, and a close friend.  He was 

already in Birkenau on Mars 27 1942, and afterwards they moved him to Oswiecim.  

 

This friend David was, and also is today, a man of great life experience and political experience 

in the past. He participated in the international brigades in the Spanish war. Everywhere he was 

respected for his kindness to people. Because of his qualities, I always felt a connection to him, 

and I always looked for a way to be in his vicinity. At that time, David worked in barracks 

number 11 as the tailor of the barracks, and he lived well relative to the others. David took 

advantage of his possibilities, and would do the maximum in order to help his friends with a little 

food. In the evening, he would bring bread and margarine, a little sausage and a few pieces of 

cheese. He would bring everything that was at all possible. I was unable for a long time to be 

close to him and enjoy his help. He fell ill with typhoid and was sent back to Birkenau,.His 

friends there took care of him and saved him from a sure death.  

 

For four weeks, I worked next to the slides; afterwards I went on working night shifts in 

carpentry. Night shifts had an advantage. At night it was calmer than during the day, and we 

were beaten less. On the other hand, at night we suffered more from starvation, because we 

would sleep during the day. The Capo and the work managers were Polish, and they abused us 

extremely. Again, I had to carry wooden boards all night long.  

Later on, I was able to switch and work in a hall, where I did several jobs: next to a drilling 

machine, by a saw machine, next to a plane machine, and others. 

 

 I will never forget the feeling I had during the first nights after I started working in the hall. 

First, it released me from carrying wooden boards during the nights, and that was very important 

for me.  I felt as if I were in paradise. I didn’t suffer from the rains and the cold October nights. 

The work by the drilling machine was easy. I prayed in my heart to stay in this work until the 

end. The pleasant scent of the fresh wood would intoxicate me, and I had the sensation that I was 

present in the kitchen of a big restaurant. Every few minutes, I would smell a different dish, my 

mouth watered. The most I sensed was the taste of peas, and that reminded me of the good times, 

when I ate it during my service in The French army. I was curious to know if other people had 

the same sensation. I asked my neighbor. He answered that it reminded him of the smell of a 

certain kind of candy. I was satisfied with his answer, because it became clear to me that I was 

not alone. “There are other crazies like me” I thought to myself. In the wood sawdust there were 

a lot of wood chips that fell from the boards, and I fantasized that they were: Bread, roasted 

potatoes, chocolate, stuffed pastry, etc. Even though I could never obtain these good things that I 

mentioned, I could not stop myself from picking up the “chip” and checking it, perhaps it was 

something. 

 

Hunger bothered me constantly, so I looked for a possibility to gain some soup.  

 At night, between midnight and 1a.m. in the morning, I would help the oven stoker with his 

work, and I would get a few spoonfuls of soup that he had left for me. The oven stoker was an 

Anti Semite, but he treated me nicely. Three times a week, when I would return from work in the 

morning, I would help with washing and cleaning in the barracks.  

For that, I received a two liter bowl of soup. This soup was nothing special, and  there was no 

substance inside, but in any case it was better than nothing.  
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One night, after the distribution of the half liter of soup that we used to get, there was some soup 

left in the pot. The Capo, who went by the name Michalski, distributed this soup to a line of 

inmates that showed up. When I stood before him with the bowl in my hand, he pushed me. 

When I asked him why he was pushing me, he answered with a smack to my head with the ladle. 

Two days later, I got my revenge. The next day during work he still gave us a speech: “that we 

are amusing ourselves while working, that we cause sabotage at work. He is in charge and he 

won’t stand for it, he doesn’t want to see any more.” He warned us that if we won’t improve our 

behavior when he speaks to us delicately, he would show us his harsh hand.” 

 

 In the morning, when we returned from work, a few hundred Poles were gathered. The Polish 

men supported the “National Underground Polish Organization”. Their aspiration was a national 

Poland. They used to say that the Jewish problem would already be solved by Hitler. Michalski   

collaborated with them. Two hours later, they shot all of them, and they also shot Michalski.  

 

PUNISHMENT WORK 

 

One morning, when we returned from work, they checked us at the entrance to the camp. The 

S.S. officers did that very often. They would look for weapons and also smoking material. We,, 

the workers during night shifts, were forbidden from smoking. I forgot to throw away my two 

cigarettes and the pocket knife. My number was written down, and I, with the others, was given a 

punishment to work three Sundays. When I returned on Sunday morning, with half a liter soup 

after a night shift, I was sent to do the punishment work the whole day with no food. I shall never 

forget that day. It was a cold autumn day, and it rained constantly until noon. We stood in an 

open field, wet from the rain, with shovels in our hands, and we moved soil from one place to the 

next. 

  

There was no need for that work. The purpose of it was to torture us. Next to me stood a young 

Dutchman, and he could hardly stand on his legs. The Capo and the Capo assistant (both were 

Germans with “green triangles”) abused him horribly. They beat him with strong blows to his 

head. An S.S. officer stood by enjoying his students’ actions. I saw that these two murderers 

decided to continue their torture until the end, as they often used to do. They would abuse an 

inmate, who was defenseless, in the most vicious form, and afterwards an S.S. officer would 

shoot him. This time, this desperate Dutchman approached the S.S. officer, who was on guard, 

and asked him to shoot him. He said:”I don’t have any more strength to suffer. The S.S. officer 

who stood on guard complied with his request immediately. 

  

This occurrence reminded of a similar situation that I endured during the first days in “HUTA”. 

It was in the morning hours of one Saturday, when the concrete-mixer machine broke down.  

They moved me to work in transporting gravel, and I would carry gravel carts. The Polish work 

manager decided that the gravel carts that I was transporting were not full enough, and he started 

beating me, not with a stick, but like a true professional would. He hit me with his fists in the 

facial bones, in the nose, in the eyes, and also in the stomach. He also hit me in a spot where an 

S.S. officer had caused me extreme pain already on the first day. When I returned from work, I 

bit my lips and suppressed my pain, so the S.S. officer – he was at a distance of about 20 meters 

– wouldn’t notice us.  
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But he heard the wild voice of the Pole, so he approached him and asked: “What happened?” The 

manager answered that I filled only two shovels full of gravel into the cart, and that I was 

strolling about. The S.S. officer gave his verdict on the spot: “Don’t beat him up, watch and 

make sure he fills up the wheel barrow with gravel as demanded, and have him roll them 

running, and continue to do so until noon.  If he won’t do that, then bring him to me.” 

 

  The pole answered him “Jawohl sir”, and took me straight to work. I was terribly broken after 

the floggings I had received, and now I had to work with full energy. I made an effort with all 

my being. In the first fifteen minutes somehow it worked. But later on I couldn’t breathe. My 

shirt stuck to my body, I felt a terrible dizziness. I had an inner conflict: Should I put an end to 

my suffering, or should I continue to suffer? “Alas, there is no use in this” I thought to myself. “I 

will not be able to work like that until noon. And why should I be the exception from my 

brothers, the martyrs?” It’s difficult for me to say what I could have decided then if Franz hadn’t 

passed by there at that time, and saw me in my desperate situation. He probably didn’t know me, 

or didn’t want to know me. He didn’t stop, and continued walking. I yelled out: “Frantz please, 

return here”.  

I  looked at him with pleading eyes, like a death row convict during his last moments after his 

appeal for clemency, shouting: “I am not guilty, I am not guilty.”  

Frantz approached me and said: “come!”  The overseer saw it from a distance and shouted: 

“Why are you taking him?” “I need him for work with me” Frantz. shouted back We  walked 

away. He brought me into his Capo shed, put iodine on my wounds, and gave me some water to 

drink. “You were lucky” he said to me. Let’s go away from here, so he won’t see us,” and he 

took me to a civilian worker. He spoke a few words to him which I couldn’t hear. I stayed with 

that worker throughout the entire day, I didn’t do anything anymore.  

 

I must say that Frantz treated me nicely from the first day. He preferred vigorous lads, and 

appreciated young men who behaved well while laboring. Maybe he noticed it in my case? That 

same evening, when he was getting ready to leave, he approached me with a smile. “How are 

you feeling?” he asked. “Better” I replied. 

  

When I returned from the punishment labor, I had to go through a lice checkup that took place 

every Sunday. All the people from the barracks stood on the roll call field with their shirts in 

their hands, so the lice searchers wouldn’t have to make a great effort to find something..I 

checked my shirt thoroughly like the others, and I removed a few lice that I found there. That 

way I spared myself a few beatings, and the need to go for lice disinfection that would have 

lasted a few hours. At the end, I received a half liter of cold soup, with four pieces of potatoes, 

and also a slice of bread and a piece of sausage. I swallowed everything within a few minutes. 

Afterwards, I washed myself a little, hung out  the jacket and pants for drying, and  lay down to 

sleep thinking that another day had passed…(there was no work done during night shifts on 

Sundays).  

 

 

LIFE IN THE BARRACKS 

 

Life in the barracks was no easier than at work. When we returned from a hard day of labor, we 

were forced to stand up for roll call. Standing up on our feet for the whole time caused us great 
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fatigue. We were forced to stand on our feet for 6 –7 hours except for a 20 minute break during 

lunch when we could rest. But we didn’t always get that pleasure. Many times, the rain disturbed 

us from our rest, and during the winter the snow and the cold bothered us. How is it possible to 

sit and rest in such weather in an open field? Nature was not considerate with us either.  

 

In our barracks number 23A, there was no wash room. We were forced to go to wash in the 

nearby barracks number 18. As a result, we encountered great difficulties. The wash room was 

relatively accessible to us, but there also,  as in other places, they picked on us. The overseer in 

the wash room was an unpleasant Pole. He walked around the whole time holding a rubber whip 

in his hands. The first groups that returned from work could not start washing before all 600 

people arrived (the wash room couldn’t hold more that 50 people at one time). For us, the 

prisoners from barracks number 23A, the washing was even more complicated. We had to sneak 

in there so that the overseer wouldn’t notice us, and when he did catch one of us, he would flog 

him with his rubber whip. Every overseer could do anything he wished with us. We had no one 

to complain to. We were forbidden to utter a word.  

 

The problem with the toilets was a serious one. In barracks number 23A, the restroom was in the 

middle of the shack, arranged in a primitive way. During the day no one used it. In the evening, 

upon returning from work, we would move a heavy flat stone that covered a deep pit. The 

measurements were 2 meters in length, by 1 meter in width. On top of this pit, they formed 4 

seats made of wooden planks. This was supposed to serve five hundred people, sixty of whom 

suffered from diarrhea. People with pulled down pants would stand on both sides of the toilet 

asking: “get organized fast, let me get there”. Many of them couldn’t hold back until a sitting 

spot was available. This abnormal life severely affected our weakened nerves. The little 

humanity that was left in each one of us, evaporated in the regime in which we lived.  

 

Indeed, it is not something special to practice humanity and friendliness in freedom, in normal 

circumstances, but here it was extremely difficult to withstand the humanity test.  

Hitler’s gang knew how to exploit it, and put special efforts in order to make sure that everything 

was conducted with precision, so we would shrivel toward a slow and systematic death. Every 

step and movement we took were calculated by them. They made sure that we would be under 

pressure and confused in every pace and step we took, that the roll calls would last the longest 

possible, and that the food we received would be of the minimal and tiniest amount.  

 

They made sure that at work we would use maximum human energy, accompanied by murderous 

floggings and that the lice would consume our bodies, and the most important thing, that 

amongst ourselves, we would behave like wild beasts. They made sure that the inhumane 

conditions would break down our morality and our self respect, and that we would not think 

about any cooperative life or about some kind of underground activity.  

Regardless of the various nationalities, and the differences in human personalities, and no 

withstanding the deliberate mixing of all of us, we knew how to evaluate the tasks facing us. We 

understood that we had to look for chances to understand each other, and to help each other 

etc…From this aspect, at that time, this was very difficult. This was only the beginning. We were 

not used to it yet. The possibility of getting “organized” at that time was very difficult. (In the 

camp’s language, the meaning of “getting organized” was, to steal clothes, underwear, and 
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various property items from anywhere, whenever it was possible, and exchange them for food 

items, with citizens who worked at the camp but lived outside) 

 

Very slowly, clandestine cells comprised of various nationalities got organized, and they made 

an effort first of all to uplift the spirit of desperate people, in order not to show the desperation to 

our beastly enemy, and to search for a venue to start organizing.  

 

 

BARRACKS NUMBER 10 AND 11 

 

Already in 1942, German scientists started to conduct various experiments on living people. For 

that purpose, they used Jewish youngsters of both genders who were chosen from amongst the 

healthiest. Some underwent sterilization, others went through castration. In order to ensure the 

success of these operations, they would take two patients, one of each gender, and would force 

them to have sex, in order to make sure they were still fertile. The daily number of people was 

about four hundred men and women. Even though this barracks was removed from the rest of the 

barracks, patients’ screams were heard.  Their spirit was terrible (especially that of the women), 

since they knew that sooner or later their destiny was to be poisoned by gas. 

 

The head of this “scientific research” was Dr. Fridman. A few S.S. doctors worked with him to 

supply daily fresh human material. They would also cause abortions, especially in the last 

months, most of which resulted in death. From time to time, one could see trucks full of young 

naked Jewish girls who could not be used for experimentation anymore. They were transported 

to gas chambers for gas poisoning. 

 

Next to this barracks was barracks number 11, known to all by its size, and the inquisition that 

operated from there. Underneath it, were the standing bunker, and the kneeling bunker. The first 

one was constructed of individual cages in which a man was forced to stand up all the time 

because of lack of space. The second one was built in such a way that one could sit with 

contracted legs. These punishments were given for the following sins: Sabotage, dealing in 

alcohol and valuable items, smoking in the work place or in the barracks, having sexual relations 

with a woman, being intoxicated, etc. 

 

During the “interrogations,” the Nazis used various torture methods. Among them was “the pole” 

where they hang people by their hands. On the first floor, was the punishing command. On the 

second floor were the internment and the passage barracks. (The passages from one camp to the 

other and to the extermination barracks from which very few succeeded in escaping).  

 

In 1942, the barracks’ manager was Hans the German, and Rudski Wacek the Pole was his 

deputy. His secretary was Gerard the German, known as a quiet man, but he was venomous like 

a snake. In the yard there was “The Black Wall”. Every day people who were suspected by the 

Gestapo of political activity were shot there. Many Russian POW’s were transferred there, 

mainly their political commissars. Both Jewish soldiers and educated Polish people were brought 

to “The Black Wall” after “cleansings” that were carried out in the camp very often.   
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After every execution, when the machine guns were silenced until the next time, they washed the 

red stones and the corpses were transported to the crematoria. 

I recall such a case in 1943: four hundred Polish inmates who were suspected of nationalistic 

activity were brought in. According to “German Law” they were sentenced to execution by a 

firing squad. It became clear that on that specific day, “The Black Wall” was overloaded with 

work, so they were transferred to a gas chamber in crematorium Number two.  

 

Like other prisoners, they also didn’t realize where they were being taken, and they went without 

any resistance. Four hundred people were not enough for the gas chamber that could contain 

2,000 people at one time. The S.S. officers didn’t want to waste three cans of gas on 400 people, 

so they left them waiting for their death for four hours, until they brought in more victims.  

 

As we were told by the people in the “Zonder Commando”, for four hours, the victims sang 

nationalistic songs and also the national anthem, and that proved to which political party they 

belonged. One should note that the Nazis didn’t spare even the extreme wing that fought for 

years to live in friendship with their murderers.  

 

HIMMLER’S APPEARANCE AND THE GASSING 

 

In July of 1942, Himmler showed up in Oswiecim. His appearance was not a visit, but a mission. 

A holy mission that “The Esteemed” leader handed him. It was to speed up the work of the four 

crematoria that would have to swallow the lives of millions whom they had condemned. 

 

Himmler had prepared the massive attack on the Jewish people that was supposed to help bring 

the great victory of The Third Reich. After he left Oswiecim and Birkenau, the activity there 

increased. A night shift was implemented, and they didn’t spare human material in order to finish 

the job on time.  

 

In June of 1943, Himmler arrived once again in Birkenau. This time he came to activate 

crematorium number one. A transport of eight hundred (800) Jews from Krakow was the first 

one to be transferred into the gas chamber of crematorium number one. If I am not mistaken, it 

was The Jewish holiday of (Shavuot) Tabernacles.  

A few weeks later, the other three crematoria were also ready, and they operated day and night 

nonstop. 

 

The gas chamber operated in such a way that people who would enter wouldn’t notice anything 

suspicious. Upon entering, the place was organized exactly like a real bathing room. Next to the 

faucets, there were written instructions how to set the temperature so that the water won’t be too 

hot or too cold. Everything that one could see in a real bathing room was there too, so that people 

who were sent in would truly be able to think that they were about to bathe.  

 

Into this chamber, they would bring two thousand (2000) people at a time, and sometimes even 

more. Next to the entrance, there was a sign in several languages “To the showers” and a 

warning for mothers of little children to be careful with the hot water. Everyone received a piece 

of soap which afterwards they used for the same nasty deceit. When the people undressed, they 
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had to arrange their clothes in a bundle. By doing so they saved the Nazis time and labor. This 

way they could start everything anew as soon as new victims were ready. 

  

When all the people were in the chamber, the doors would shut hermetically, and the horrible 

deception ensued. Through four openings that were above the chamber, an S.S. officer wearing a 

mask inserted three cans of poisonous gas that spread in the chamber immediately. The screams 

of the people who started suffocating were horrendous. It could touch the feelings of the worst 

murderer, but it didn’t affect the Nazis. 

The struggle between life and death was bitter, but it was too late. If any one of the victims 

would have been able to ask for something in those minutes, the request could have been for 

death to come in the fastest possible way.  

 

A year later, when transports arrived from Hungary, they brought in groups for gassing while the 

corpses of the previous gassed group were still lying there. The SS officer who would stream in 

the gas stood by the small bunker’s window, and looked in with a sadistic satisfaction how the 

people were suffering from convulsions. 

“Why did this old man twist his face?” he was talking to himself, “And that one?”  

It seems that she is dancing the devils’ dance called Donner-Wetter”.  The woman is choking her 

son. There is no need for gas for the boy”. He could placate his murderous heart with Jewish 

blood. Germany of Goethe, Schuler and Heine couldn’t give him this pleasure. This could only 

be made possible in the 20
th

 century with its knowledge and technology, and together with the 

“Big Firms” that wanted to establish a “New Europe” Its realization started with the death 

camps.  

 

When the SS officer left the window, he was certain that the great victory was approaching with 

huge steps. While this SS officer peered through this small window the doctor of the SS stood 

next to the bunker with a stop watch in his hand, and after 15 or 20 minutes he ordered the doors 

open, and the fans turned on. Now he could leave relaxed until next time. The execution was 

carried out according to all the rules. 

  

The picture that was unveiled when the doors opened was horrifying. It revealed the horror of the 

victims, something that people of culture perpetuated, and something that people would never 

want to believe. Suffocated people were laying one on top of the other. Some were covering their 

mouth with their hands. Others were holding hairs that they pulled out of their heads, and their 

faces were scratched by fingernails. That was the testimony to their suffering. Mothers were 

lying surrounded by their children. Every child was clinging to her corpse with terrified looks on 

their faces.  The last word “mother” was etched on their face. The mothers’ hands were hugging 

their most precious possession. Children were covering their eyes with their hands; it was 

difficult for them to see death.  

Next to the wall, there were dead bodies standing, one was leaning on the other. Other corpses 

were lying hugging each other; they didn’t want to separate in their last moments. All the lips 

were black, burned by the gas. 

  

This is the German humanism. This is their justice. These were the means they wanted to use for 

their “New Europe”. These atrocities were described to us by friends who were forced to work as 
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“Zonder”. They were the most miserable amongst us. They were forced to see the scope of our 

tragedy, and the enormity of the enemy facing us. 

 

It took about fifteen minutes for the bunker to be ventilated from the gas, and then they started to 

remove the suffocated corpses. With great effort, they separated the clinging bodies and moved 

them to a room where they shaved their hair. Later, the Germans used this hair to make brushes. 

Then they checked to see if there was no jewelry left on the corpses. They also checked the teeth 

of the dead and removed gold teeth and crowns. Afterwards they transferred the bodies to the 

crematoria. This is how it happened every day. Himmler’s instructions were followed strictly to 

the letter. 

  

As much as we wouldn’t want to be reminded of the mistakes the democratic governments made 

when they took the danger of the “Brown Fortress” lightly, it was still possible to destroy this 

terrible problem at a time when it didn’t yet endanger the world. But they waited, and postponed 

their actions until the whole body was poisoned, and it became too late. The Germans lost the big 

victory of the Third Reich, but they succeeded unfortunately in carrying out the vicious murder 

of the Jewish people  

 

 

HUNGER, MY WIFE, AND STEALING 

 

As I have already mentioned, I was hungry day and night. They stopped giving me the three 

weekly little bowls of soup because of a rivalry. I also lost my job with the stocker. The Capo 

(Wojtek the Pole) once saw that I did something for the stocker, so he scolded him for 

befriending a Jew, and warned me not to seen there ever again. During this period, I had a few 

friends from my transport who worked in the “Cleaning Command” or “Canada” as this 

command was called. Since I knew that they worked with incoming transports, I talked to them 

about my wife who was supposed to arrive. But who cared and who had patience to hear these 

stories? Everybody was interested then in one thing only: how to go through the day without 

being flogged or how to obtain a little more soup. My friends who worked in “Canada” didn’t 

have the soup problem. They received food while they were working, but it was impossible to 

bring some from there. If somebody took something from there, he jeopardized his work place. 

Most of them already had someone who got the soup from them. When I arrived there, I also got 

something to eat.  

 

My friends who helped me were Gaston, Matuzynski and Simon Sigal with whom I was in 

Drancy. The famous Jewish actor Blunenzon from Paris also worked in “Canada”. I once spoke 

to him about my wife. It so happened, that he knew her, and happened to see her when she 

arrived at Oswiecim at the end of July of 1942 
7
.  Everyone I turned to for help in order to keep 

in touch with her, looked at me as if I were crazy. “How can you think about anyone here if you 

yourself can hardly survive?” people asked me. But she is my wife. How can I be indifferent to a 

human being that was dear to me and I loved very much, and with whom I shared my life in our 

most difficult time?  One of my acquaintances who was a little older than I was said to me: 

“Believe me, the best thing for you is not to look for her at all, because you will hear nothing 

                                                
7  Ibid. Madelaine ( Malka) was deported from Drancy in convoy #11 which left Drancy July 27,1942 and arrived at 

Auschwitz July 29,1942. She died in Auschwitz October 21,1942 
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positive about her.My heart ached. I couldn’t help myself. At that time the women were already 

transferred to Birkenau, and that added to my difficulties in finding out what had happened to my 

wife.  

 

All my efforts didn’t produce any positive results. How happy could she have been if she could 

have seen me, if she would have heard a comforting word from the closest man to her, the man 

she loved and respected? Perhaps this would have eased the daily suffering she endured. My dear 

poor Madeleine, how sorry I am she was so unfortunate. We weren’t able to meet ever again.   

 

One night, as I was working, an upsetting occurrence happened to me. The man in charge of the 

night shift sent me to take care of matters in his office; cleaning, heating, water hauling etc. He 

was an approximately fifty year old man, mild tempered in comparison to the others. He would 

beat people only in rare incidents, although at work he was strict and one had to be wary of him. 

I don’t know why he had sympathy for me. Sometimes He would give me a slice of bread 

making sure no one around noticed.“Take it and hide it” he would tell me. Sometimes he would 

also give me some soup, and I who knew the expression “always take,” would take whatever he 

gave me. He trusted me because nothing disappeared from his office when I worked there. This 

occurrence took place before Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year). He was getting ready to go 

home for a vacation, and he prepared some sweets to take home, such as chocolate, cakes, 

sardines etc. One of the Poles, who worked near the office, looked through the window and 

noticed all those things. He took advantage of a brief moment when nobody was in the office, 

and took items from the package. Naturally, the suspicion fell on me, since I was the only inmate 

who had excess to his office. 

  

At the time, I was working by a wood saw. The man in charge came by and invited me to his 

office. By looking at his face, I immediately noticed that something unpleasant had happened. 

He spoke angrily and told me that there were a few items missing from the package. “How did 

they disappear?”he yelled. “You must admit that you stole, if not, your situation will be worse”. 

When I heard that, I felt hot and cold. I thought that I was already gone, and that because of my 

hesitant behavior he would be suspicious of me.  

I regrouped immediately and I said:”Do you sir Raten-Furer believe that I did such a  

swinish deed when you treat me with such trust?” And I continued:”This could be my stupidest 

action to have taken anything. Naturally, the suspicion would always be on me. I am not that 

stupid.” I noticed that my answer affected him a little bit.  He thought for a minute and said to 

me:”Give me you solemn word that you are not the thief.” So I asked: “Do you sir believe the 

solemn word of Jew?” And he said angrily:”Answer the question I asked you”! So I said:”I give 

you sir my solemn  word,  and again I promise sir that I know nothing about this theft.” 

 

But the problem was not solved, and he had to catch the thief. How can he just go on as if 

nothing happened and disregard such humiliation? An inmate dares steal from him, an SS 

Officer! He informed Wojtek the Capo that he must find the thief at any cost. Wojtek was always 

jealous of me, because I, the Jew, was singled out and taken to work in the Ratenfuhrer office, 

and he Wojtek couldn’t do anything about it. Now he had the chance to trip me up. Immediately, 

he started “working” according to his system; i.e. using his hands. 
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“Where did you put the chocolate?” he asked me, not stopping the beatings. He searched my 

pockets and found a few bread crumbs. “What is this?” Are these chocolate crumbs?”  He put 

one of these crumbs into his mouth and made a doubting expression. The Raten-Furer stood there 

the whole while and watched how he interrogated me. Then he stepped even closer to see if 

Wojtek truly found something that had to do with the stolen chocolate.  Wojtek continued his 

beatings. Every slap was extremely painful. His face was gaunt but he was as strong as a horse. 

He pressed my neck with both strong hands and said to me:”I am warning you, admit that you 

stole, and if not I’ll do away with you right here.” But how disappointed he was when the 

Ratenfuhrer told him:”This has no purpose, search the others.” Wojtek stood there deeply hurt. 

He wanted to say something but the Ratenfuhrer stopped him:”I’ll take away everyone’s extra 

food ration. “And that was that. For two weeks, I couldn’t hear out of my left ear because of the 

smacking I suffered from Wojtek. 

 

 

TYPHOID,  DIARRHEA AND MUSELMANN
8
 

 

 Typhoid and Diarrhea caused the transfer of thousands of people to the gas chambers until the 

end of 1942. Also, in this case, Hitler’s gangs made sure these diseases would spread, so they 

would bring a good yield. We were infested with lice. 

Our skinny bodies were covered with red blotches similar to boils, and our blotches were 

constantly bleeding because we scratched them. I was among the lucky ones who didn’t suffer 

from it. It was not a surprise that this disease spread around easily. Underwear was not changed! 

The work shirt I received on the first day, that was blue with a white stripe, was not recognizable 

after eight weeks. The shirt got soiled from work especially from cement. It turned grey. If I 

would have taken it off, I would have thought that somebody switched around shirts. 

 

They gave one piece of soap to six people. I had to spare myself a slice of bread in order to buy a 

bar of soap. I did my utmost to watch my cleanliness in order to avoid typhoid, which would 

have meant a death sentence. I couldn’t avoid Diarrhea. I got a very bad case of it. I suffered 

from it for three weeks. I gave away my bread, my sausage, and my margarine for all sorts of 

“pills” that were useless. I got some charcoal, crushed it, put it in the soup and ate it. Or, I would 

swallow it and drink some tea. I weighed 65 kilos and went down to 42 kilos. I was then one 

hundred percent a Muselman.  (Musulmen were weak and emaciated people destined to the gas 

chambers. In the Lodge ghetto they were called:”Klapsederym”).(9)  

 

While leaving for work the Capo would ask:” Anyone who is not feeling well step out!” 

                                                
8
  Primo Levi, If This Is a Man, chapter: The Drowned and the Saved. “This word ‘Muselmann’, I 

do not know why, was used by the old ones of the camp to describe the weak, the inept, those 

doomed to selection.” 

    Shoah Resource Center. The International School for Holocaust Studies. German term widely 

used among concentration camp inmates to refer to prisoners who were near death due to 
exhaustion, starvation, or hopelessness. The word Muselmann literally means "Muslim." Some 

scholars believe that the term originated from the similarity between the near-death prone state 
of a concentration camp Muselmann and the image of a Muslim prostrating himself on the 
ground in prayer 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primo_Levi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/If_This_Is_a_Man
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But no one did, because of the fear of the outcome. He would say to me:”And you Muselmann, 

why aren’t you going to the ambulance?”  From time to time during roll call on Sundays, the 

block managers would remove all the Muselmann and put them in the ambulance. The meaning 

of that was clear to all of us.  

 

Once, during roll call on Sunday, I was approached by the block manager and his secretary, and 

the manager told the secretary to write down my number. The secretary checked my number and 

wrote 41516. Immediately, I realized the consequences and in a brief second removed my shirt 

and undershirt and said: “Sir, block manager, I am already well and fit for working, after 

suffering two days of Diarrhea. I am capable of going to work, look at my body.” He checked me 

over and told the secretary:”Scratch him out of the list.” He smiled at me a bit and left me alone. 

My neighbors congratulated me. Behind me I heard somebody saying in Ukrainian:”This is a 

smart Jew.” I got dressed and we talked about the incident. Even though I didn’t look physically 

well, my body was clean of the blotches. My muscles and my chest shrank, but there were still 

signs of the good days when I did a lot of sport. That helped me a lot that frightful Sunday. 

 

I thought to myself that once again my death sentence was postponed. But eight days later, that is 

the next Sunday, I witnessed a belligerent spectacle. The block manager who received the roll 

call was drunk. Naturally, we suffered the consequences. I knew him only from our meetings 

while standing at roll call, and from his sudden unexpected showing up in the barracks to catch 

anybody smoking a cigarette (it was forbidden to smoke in the barracks), or to catch somebody 

lying on the bed while it was forbidden (during work hours we were not allowed to lie down on 

the bed). In comparison with his Nazi friends, he was not the worst, but that didn’t stand in his 

way of surpassing them while he was drunk. He would badger us constantly that we were not 

standing correctly. Afterwards, he would make us do punishment calisthenics: Lie down and get 

up ten or fifteen times consecutively, deep bending of our knees with our hands stretched out.  

These exercises were very difficult even in normal circumstances. We all did our outmost to do 

them correctly, because it was clear that he was looking for a victim. I was in the last row of ten 

people. He took out the third man from my row and immediately started beating him, because 

this man was not doing the exercises like everybody else. The man tried to apologize. He spoke 

Viennese German. His speech interested the block manager who asked him who he was. The 

man answered that he was a former Austrian officer. “What? You are an Austrian, and on top of 

it a former soldier and you are doing the exercises worse than everybody else? This is a terrible 

thing; I can’t stand hearing that so I’ll help you out, you are just the right person.” 

 

He hit him strongly a few times in his stomach, and the last blow on the cheek bone. The former 

officer fell.  The manager ordered a thick cane be brought to him.  The barracks servant hurried 

to bring him one from the barracks. I thought that the punishment would be 25 floggings. It 

became clear that such punishment would have been too cheap. The manager took the cane and 

put it on the barely living Austrian man’s neck. He then took two people and put one on either 

side of the cane holding each other’s shoulder for support. The manager stood next to them 

watching closely if they were carrying out their duties properly. After five minutes the cane got 

loose. The Austrian didn’t have to do pushups anymore.   
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HOW TO ACT WHILE BEING FLOGGED 

 

During the first months of our stay in the camp, we had to learn how to maneuver  

while being beaten or flogged. We learned the tactics from our own daily experiences, or from 

watching others being caned. Their system of beating was horrible. Not everyone was able to 

withstand that experience. One’s discipline was not enough in such cases. The victim had to give 

in to their sadism and desires. 

  

When an inmate needed to turn to an S.S. officer, he had to remember the following things: 

Stand at a distance of a few meters from him, remove your hat, and use his military rank. Never 

try to apologize to him, and the most important thing: Answer with 

“Jawohl” (“Yes” in German), to all his accusations even if they were false.  

At the time of receiving the beatings, the inmate had to act the same way. He had (if he could) to 

take a hold of himself, not to cry or shout, nor raise his hands because in those cases the hands 

went up instinctively for protection. If he fell correctly after he was hit in his jaw bone or in his 

stomach, then he saved himself from further beatings.  

 

Their greatest pleasure was when the victim fell down after the first hit. The fall was supposed to 

be done in a professional manner, like a boxer who hits his opponent.  

The same was true for floggings: One had to approach bravely, to stand in the right place with 

hat in hand, bend down with stretched out knees, lift up the head. The toe tips had to touch the 

ground, and not give out the tiniest voice. Anyone who could adjust to all that, saved himself 

extra floggings. If one did something wrong, one was beaten on the head, the shoulders, or the 

hands that instinctively would cover the buttocks .These beatings were not recorded, and 

sometimes the victim would be beaten twice for the same sins.The barracks managers and the 

Capos, Germ and and Poles, behaved in such cases like their teachers. We had to conduct 

ourselves towards them with the same obedience if we wanted to spare ourselves extra beatings.  

By using these methods the barracks managers and their assistants annihilated thousands of 

people. The victim was forced to bow down the same for flogging. The first two hits with the 

cane were directed to the back, after the third hit when he fell unconscious, they put the cane on 

his neck and the murderer stood on it for about a minute or two, until the victim stopped 

breathing. This kind of killing was pervasive especially in Birkenau in 1942 and the first six 

months of 1943.  

 

ARRIVING LATE FOR WORK  

 

In December of 1942, when I worked night shifts in W.A.D., I was a few minutes late for work. I 

had more luck that sense. For such irresponsible behavior, I would have been sent to the S.K. 

(punishment command) that would have resulted in death. (During that period a Jewish person 

would stay alive in the S. K. just for a few days because of the extreme violence that pervaded 

the place).  

 

One evening before going to work I felt a terrible hunger, so I went to see my “Canadian” friends 

in barracks No. 4, hoping to receive a few potatoes or a little bit of soup from them. People who 

didn’t live in that barracks were not allowed to enter it. When the people in charge would catch 
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an unwanted person, they would punish him, but hunger didn’t consider that. A person would put 

himself in peril just to get something to put in his mouth.  

 

That evening I evaded the people who were watching the barracks. My friend Gaston told me to 

wait a little while until they would bring the soup, so he would give me some or all of it. I sat on 

his bed as if I was sitting on needles. Unfortunately, that day they were late bringing the soup. I 

couldn’t wait any longer and ran to my barracks. But I missed my group.  I ran to the camp’s 

gate where my work group was still standing, but it was too late. I turned to my Capo Wojtek 

giving him some kind of an excuse I made up swiftly. I was sure I would get some beating and 

get my punishment. Wojtek didn’t do anything to me, and told me to return to my barracks and 

report to its manager. I returned to the barracks with heart palpitations and mentally prepared 

myself to receive the beatings.According to my experience, this would help me prevent my being 

“reported”. My Barracks’ manager was a German with a green triangle. He was known for the 

way he conducted his beatings. It was very seldom that anyone bled from it. His beatings were 

hard and dry. When I showed up before him, he was sitting in his room by the table with his 

secretary eating supper. I smelled the pleasant scent of fried potatoes with sausage. I stood on the 

threshold and told him about the unpleasant thing that happened to me. “You will pay dearly for 

it” was his first answer. He got up and said to me:”I’ll get to you right away, you will not 

disappear on me” and he sat down. The secretary smiled at him. And to me he said:”You haven’t 

left yet?” I never liked waiting and especially that evening. The five minutes I waited then 

seemed very long. 

  

I planed what to tell him and spoke to him in my thoughts and improved my defense. I didn’t feel 

hunger at all, but regardless, I swallowed my saliva remembering the pleasant fried potatoes with 

sausage. When he came out, he took me to an investigation” From where did I arrive at the 

camp? What did I do in my civilian life? Where was I during the retreat?  Etc. I gave short 

answers, so as not to get confused.  

 

He finished his investigation with beatings. I withstood the first two that were directed at my 

cheek bones. I swayed a little and kept standing on my legs. “There is nothing I can do, I need to 

be patient” I thought. Just not to have to report. After the third hit, I did fall as he wanted. I got 

back up relatively fast and thought this would suffice. “Will you withstand two more direct 

hits?” he asked me simply. I didn’t know what to answer. I answered with a questionable 

gesture. I endured the forth hit with his open palm to my ear. This time I didn’t have to fake a 

fall. This time after falling I stayed lying down. “Get up” he ordered me. It was difficult for me 

to obey him. “Another minute please” I answered. A kick in my buttocks made me jump like a 

spring. The fifth and last hit was a fist punch in my stomach. I will never forget the feeling after 

that punch. I had difficulty breathing. I fell once again to the ground and started having 

convulsions like a slaughtered oxen. He disappeared and I stayed on the ground for a few more 

minutes. Then I managed to drag myself to my bunk. 

 

 This beating affected not only my physical condition, I became apathetic to my future and I was 

ready for anything. I then understood the run-down spirit of those we couldn’t recognize after 

they were also beaten. No wonder that this phenomenon became widespread, and ruined the lives 

of tens of thousands of people.  
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Half an hour later the German barracks servant told me that the barracks manager ordered me to 

wash all dishes in the barracks. I was very weak, but I got off my bunk and started washing the 

dishes. The barracks servant was a forty year old man. He was not a mean man. He had arrived 

in Auschwitz only two weeks earlier. He got that job because he was from a German extract. He 

watched me work and I could feel his compassion for me. When I finished washing the dishes, 

he handed me a thick two litter bowl of soup. I ate everything and thanks to his help I felt like a 

new man. He also promised me he would talk to the barracks manager to release me from 

reporting to duty. Then I went to sleep and covered myself with a few blankets from the empty 

bunks. That night I slept like following a sports competition. 

 

The next morning, the barracks manager called me and asked me with an artificial smile:”How 

do you feel?” I complimented him and he liked it. “Your assistant Mr. Barracks manager is a 

good man.” “I know it” he answered. “I hope you won’t send me for an investigation” I told him. 

“We shall see about that. In the meantime go clean the bathrooms. Make sure they are clean. I 

will come later to check them.” He motioned with his finger. This time I was lucky and it ended 

without an investigation.  

 

THE GENERAL SELECTION  

 

Before the New Year of 1943, they conducted a general selection. This time they did not spare 

anyone: Poles, Russians, Czechs, Dutch, French, Belgians, and Jews. All lives were sacrificed.  

 

In the evening, after work, they gathered everyone in the square next to the kitchen.  

Usually, for selections, we would undress our top half, and sometimes we were completely 

naked. This particular time they decided our fate by the condition of our legs.  

We were ordered to roll up our pants above our knees in order to see whose ankles were swollen. 

The S.S. doctor and his entourage, the camp manager and the report writer arrived. We stood, 

arranged by barracks, waiting for the verdict. 

  

Everyone is anxiously looking at his legs. Shaky fingers are massaging the swollen areas. 

There are ankles that one can’t see. There are legs that lost their shape and seem to be covered by 

a cast. I hear a conversation in French:”Why are you shaking so badly? You have nice legs, my 

legs are swollen! ” One is comforting the other by telling him that his own legs are in worse 

shape.  We are enduring a very difficult evening. Our nerves are tense. Voices are being heard:” 

Why is it taking so long? I wish they would finish it already.” 

 

This evening is lasting like an eternity. Thousands of people of all nationalities are standing in 

rows in a dark night. Their brains are functioning like automatic beings. Everyone asks a 

different question, but all of them end with the same content:”Is this my last night? Am I truly 

destined to such a horrible death? Will any one of us survive in order to take revenge?”  

 

A man can be so happy dying a normal death in his bed in the presence of his wife, his children 

or his parents. How pleasant and sweet could their last words and kisses be! There is such a 

yearning to meet them just one more time as a free person and die afterwards. But, this happiness 

is only a sweet dream, or perhaps a fantasy, of the prisoners of those who support The “New 

Europe”. They took from them the right to live, and even the right to die a normal death. 
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Not far from us, stands a “Jesus fir tree” decorated with silver ribbons; white chunks of cotton 

were scattered on the green branches, and colorful light bulbs shine from above. This tree 

symbolizes the holiday that the Christian world is celebrating. Remembering these critical 

moments of history is the strongest expression of human suffering. They are as painful as the 

daily cane floggings. They penetrate our brain and pester us like hunger. How heavy are the 

hearts of those who recall happy days and happy evenings when they used to celebrate this 

holiday with their families, the joy of the children when they received their gifts, and the parents’ 

delight enjoying the time with everybody.  Can anyone measure the parents’ happiness when 

they see a child’s smile or hear his laughter? 

 

We, Jewish people, who came from all countries, religious and not religious, celebrated this 

holiday, especially in France.  Although the religious content didn’t interest them, they just 

wanted to make the children happy. Jewish children like all the other children used to dream 

about the gifts they would find in their shoes, next to the heater when they awakened in the 

morning. The happiness of children is the greatest accomplishment of mothers and fathers. This 

is like a big children’s holiday for which they wait impatiently all year long. Where are the 

happy children today? And where are the parents?  

July 16
th

 1942 in Paris (10) and the other sad dates can answer that. It is the fault of a few traitors 

who sold themselves to Hitler’s people. This will forever be a stain on France which delivered 

thousands of Jewish children into the claws of the enemy.  

 

Alas!  It is difficult to endure one’s honor being hurt, by the knowledge that the French people 

delivered our wives and children to die knowingly and consciously? They carried out that 

despicable act with the same cruelty as the Nazis. According to statistics, ninety  percent of the 

Jews were arrested by Petain’s people, and only ten percent were arrested by Hitler’s followers.  

 

Today, when one reads the accounts of Auschwitz and other death camps, some French people 

get the impression that these accounts are exaggerated. They say that this is impossible. Even 

though these people had the chance to see how deep their brothers stooped into the abyss with 

their collaboration. The population saw the scenes of people called French, torturing babies in 

their cribs. They did not spare sick and old people, not even those who fought and excelled in 

wars on behalf of France. How many Jewish volunteers were expelled, and nothing was left of 

them? 

 

How many sad scenes took place in the houses and in the streets of Paris when they dragged 

pregnant women and small children with their mothers for deportation as if they were the 

greatest criminals, or as if they were less worthy people who must pay with their lives for the 

tragedy that was taking place? Had the inhabitants of Paris ever seen such a thing in their 

history? No! Never! But, nevertheless, the public kept quiet. The nation did not protest against 

these ghastly and despicable actions, which the French people themselves committed.  It is true 

that they were afraid to fall into the hands of the gangs, that would have not spared them either. 

This is probably the main reason for their silence. 

 

We must stress that the French mentality is far from being blood- thirsty, but, a small number 

among them excelled in it. From the sad accounts, one can learn that everywhere, in every 
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country, in every nation this abyss exists, and this filth, which must be uprooted without mercy. 

We should not convict an entire nation and say that it is corrupt and not worthy of listening to. In 

every river there are fish of various kinds. This is true with people.  

 

So how can one justify the existence of Anti Semitism? Just like you can’t say that all the French 

people are good, the same is true for Jewish people, you can’t say that all the Jews are bad 

people.  

 

Everywhere, there are people who accept their fellow human beings regardless of their race or 

religion. We must accept that. We will always meet people who have the opposite beliefs which 

are the result of Fascism and Nationalism. When will humankind accept that? Didn’t Hitlerism 

teach us enough in this area? Hasn’t the time come for humanity to be mature enough in order to 

exist if not with love for each other, then at least without hate?  

 

With such struggles, French Jews are standing now in a dark night, waiting to see their Fate. 

They are very sad and restless. Where is justice? Where is humanism? Is humanity truly lost? 

The heart is bitter about the fate of the innocent children and women. Now there is apathy to 

what might transpire. Is it at all possible to express the tragedy of these people? Is there a way to 

express in words the situation these people are imagining?  

Their images will forever face me. I’ll never be able to forget them, although that night I didn’t 

think I would ever write. Anyone who was not present in the selection will never be able to grasp 

the experiences we went through.  

 

Soon our turn would start. The angel of death with his entourage was approaching us. I was 

holding my shoes in one hand and my hat in the other. A powerful light beam illuminated our 

pale faces first, and then our legs. The little blood that was still flowing in our veins was starting 

to freeze. There was no air for breathing and in the dead of silence one could hear the teeth 

chattering. I strained my leg muscles; maybe they would sustain me today. The S.S. doctor stood 

in front of us and motioned this one, that one, and so on. The secretary wrote down the numbers 

and put the people to the side. When he pointed to my neighbor on my left, I thought mistakenly 

that he pointed at me. I called out instinctively:”Me”? The secretary also thought mistakenly that 

he meant me and approached me to copy down my number. Luckily, the S.S. doctor said:”Write 

the number of the second one who is standing next to him.” It is difficult to describe my emotion 

at that moment. It jabbed me like a spear in my heart. I no longer listened to what was said to me, 

nor did I notice what was happening around me.  

 

All those who fearfully went through the selection covered their hardened legs with their pants, 

and put on their shoes. I stood confused, with my shoes is my hands, looking for my hat that was 

on my head. A few minutes later, I noticed that my shirt was damp, and my body was covered 

with sweat drops. It was difficult for me to put on my shoes, because my hands were limp. But 

the cool air awakened me. I felt a shudder. Even today, when I recall that, I feel a shudder. Late 

at night, we returned to the barracks. We abandoned our victimized friends, who were transferred 

later on by the S.S. officers.  

 

To our surprise, we learned the next morning that all those who were picked were taken to the 

Birkenau camp. It became clear that the S.S. officers had to change their decision concerning the 
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victims, because that day no transports arrived and the need for people for work was great. Once 

again the victims had to go through another selection, and as a result a few hundred were sent 

back to work and the rest were sent to the gas chambers to be gassed. 

  

Our friends who were taken to Birkenau at that time described their experiences to us during that 

horrific evening: “The commanders allowed the S.S. officers to become drunk 

So they would be able to better entertain themselves at our expense.” After finishing their work 

day, all the Jewish inmates were concentrated in the main street of the camp.  They were ordered 

to carry sand in their coats. Throughout the entire walk, the S.S. officers, the Capos, the Capo 

assistants, and work overseers stood there with canes in their hands. Those who carried the sand 

couldn’t avoid the beating that fell upon them like hail. Whoever fell was not able to get up 

again. They kept beating him until there were no more signs of life left. If anyone was able to 

avoid the beating during the first half hour, he was not able to do so afterwards, since the people 

became tired from running back and forth. Blood was spewing from cracked heads, from ears, 

from noses, from broken teeth and crushed limbs. The hands of the murderers were red, and their 

clothes were dripping with blood. They acted with animal instincts. The more they hit and the 

more they murdered the more savage and satanic they became.  

 

We were terribly affected when we were beaten by underworld people who sold their little 

humanity for a bowl of soup, and their brutality increased as time passed.  

What could be worse than one inmate beating the other? He wanted to live on the account of the 

others and to satiate his bestial conduct with the blood of his friends. 

The beatings that we sustained from them were more painful that those of the S.S. officers. They 

broke us down both physically and emotionally. Despite their despicable collaboration their fate 

was not better than ours. Today they are holding the canes and tomorrow these canes will hurt 

them. They were enjoying the privileges as long as they were needed by the hangmen.  

 

These were the well known German tactics. They bestowed privileges on some underworld 

characters, and with time they disappeared like snow in the spring.  

This brutal activity in the camp lasted a few hours and resulted in the murder of eight hundred 

people. All the wounded ones, who showed up next to the ambulance to 

bandage their wounds, were transferred the next day by the S.S. doctor to die in the gas 

chambers. 

 

The entire camp waited impatiently for January 1st 1943. We argued a lot. We argued about the 

food supplement we would receive in honor of the holiday. We wanted to believe that on the day 

of the New Year, we would be fed well. During the entire month of December we didn’t receive 

any food “addition,” something we dearly felt. There were those who explained it with the need 

to conserve for the “extra on New Year”, so we would experience the holiday in a festive 

manner.  

 

Once, I listened to an argument between two young men in the toilets. A Dutch Jew and a Polish 

Jew are sitting “one next to the other” and both are complaining. The Dutchman complains 

bitterly:” We can’t take these “shootings” any longer. He is not eating enough. The Polish lad is 

more adjusted to life in the camp. He complains about something else: He can’t take it, he has 

nothing, and they are not receiving any extra food. The Dutchman consoles him: In eight days 
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we will receive plenty to eat. He describes everything that we would get, and promises that he 

has received his information from a trustworthy source. Well, there will be a loaf of bread, a 

package of margarine, a chunk of 250 grams of sausage, jam, two liters of soup each, and a 

package of cigarettes. The eyes of the Polish young man shine although he knows that this is 

impossible, but nevertheless he enjoys hearing the nice fantasy his friend recounts.  “I’ll give you 

all of that for a loaf of bread and half a package of margarine.” Says the Polish guy“.”I can’t eat 

margarine  he answers as if he wants to obtain from him a different thing and he continues:” So 

don’t give me the margarine.” “No! I will give you the margarine. You want to receive the 

sausage, right?” asks the Pole. “Yes sure, I am willing to give you marmalade instead of the 

margarine,” says the Dutchman. Suddenly there is a scream. Oh God, what happened?  

The Dutchman holds one hand on his head and with the other he holds his pants and runs 

outside. The Polish man escapes the last minute before the bathroom overseer enters and settles 

the dispute between them using his methods.  

 

One could hear such arguing and plan making in the bunks, in the washrooms, in the work places 

etc. Some people’s mouths filled with saliva while talking about the wonderful things we 

deluded ourselves we would receive. Not everybody agreed that we should eat all the food at 

once. A friend with whom I worked, told me what he planned to do:”I will exchange the sausage 

for cigarettes, the cigarettes I will exchange for bread, for some of the bread I’ll get soup and the 

rest of the bread I’ll eat. Why are you laughing?” he asks me wondering.  “No, your plan is very 

good” I told him, and I saw that he was pleased that my response was not negative.  

 

There was great anticipation that the New Year holiday would calm our hunger and we would be 

able to save some for the coming days. New Year arrived and the big dream about “a fat 

addition” turned out to be nothing more than a sweet and nice dream that only famished people 

are capable of dreaming. As a result, our mood was bad. People lied to themselves. “Why did we 

work up such an appetite?” asked one, “It is much worse now” he continued bitterly.  The only 

satisfaction we had on the New Year holiday was receiving a litter bit of thicker soup full of 

potatoes and cabbage. When the manager of our barracks drew my litter of food, I bent down 

instinctively toward the ladle as if to help him to draw thicker contents. Then I removed my 

shoes, got up onto my bunk, and sat down to eat next to my friend Dawid  Flak  (he was most 

probably killed during the evacuation of Birkenau on January 18
th

 1945).  

 

We talked a lot about that, during one lunch we had, and remembered it for a long time. I 

remember saying to my friend:”If I really have to die in this hell, I want to die satisfied” and he 

said that I was right. I remember that this is what he answered until this very day, I ask myself: 

“how could I have thought like that?  Most probably the hunger had such effect on me that I 

could not think any differently. Yes, most probably this is the psychology of hunger.”  

 

I remember very vividly the hunger we experienced in Drancy during the first ten weeks. 

The difference is that in Drancy we didn’t do anything. I calculated every step and movement, so 

I took it, and I didn’t exert myself at all. In Auschwitz we had to work hard. In addition they beat 

us.  

 

During the night of December 31, 1942 there was a death incident in our barracks which we 

discussed for a long time. On the first day of the New Year, we slept an hour and a half longer in 
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honor of the holiday. When I got off my bunk, I noticed that a few bunks behind me, a group of 

people stood discussing something. I put on my shoes and ran over there. “Maybe they are 

talking about the food supplement” I thought. And that interested me a little bit. 

 

They were talking about somebody’s death, and the reason interested everybody.  

A Polish friend went to sleep on New Year’s night and never woke up.  

“What a happy man” I thought. Every one of us wished himself such a death. He was a victim of 

the horrible regime, of the continuous hunger. Nevertheless, he evaded the gas chambers. He 

didn’t fall during work because of the beatings, and he didn’t suffer from diarrhea or Typhoid. 

We felt a sense of appreciation, and every one wished for himself a fate that would allow such a 

death.  

 

The barracks manager emphasized the fact that this was the first death in his barracks.  

I looked at the deceased, lying along the bunk. His eyes and his mouth were shut. He was shaven 

(everybody shaved then before the holiday). He had a relaxed expression on his face, not like 

what I used to see; Crushed heads, open frightened eyes, an open mouth with foam on the lips. 

“Yes, one needs to be lucky for that too.” I thought, “To die like that in a death camp.”  

 

On January 2
nd

 1943 there was a great reduction of the work force in the D.A.W, and they 

stopped making galoshes. Maybe the German military command already understood that 

manufacturing galoshes would not be useful. There was a rumor that the Obersturmfuhrer, the 

general manager of the D.A.W., said that the Jews who were worked in the D.A.W. were 

enjoying conditions that were too good.  

 

Indeed, there was a reduction of 400 people. Of course, I was among them. Such was life in the 

camp. We were never sure; neither about the day nor about the time, even when it pertained to 

work matters or to the barracks, or in real life matters. Every minute, we were destined to suffer 

from such surprises. 

 

Very often, when we were lying on our bunks after work, believing that we had already made it 

through the day, a sudden scream that froze the blood in our veins was heard:”Jews, report 

outside!” “What happened?” we would ask each other. “Was there another transport, or another 

selection?”  These words had a very difficult effect on us. How horrible they rang in our ears. 

How viciously they tortured us. We wanted very badly to relax in those moments, but this 

scream sent a paralysis through our senses and our limbs. 

 

How many people turned pale when they heard these three words? How many hearts stopped 

beating? And how many people disappeared forever after such a scream? 

 

A lot of Poles would turn their heads sideway. It was hard for them to look in our eyes. Others 

expressed their condolences. They encouraged us with words and gave us advice how to behave 

during the selection. But there was also a rotten part amongst them that would taunt us like 

pricking with needles. They were not ashamed to show their crookedness by showing happiness, 

laughter and sneering at us. There was so much helplessness one felt in such an environment.  

The outcome of the three words “Jews report outside”, was always sad. Each time, there were a 

few hundred people missing and later they were transferred to the gas chambers, or were sent to 
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work in coal mines. From there, they were transported to the gas chambers after a few weeks of 

work. Many times, they would move us to different barracks, sometime because of exchanging 

work groups, and at other times just because the entire group was transferred to a different 

barracks. They always found an excuse to make our lives difficult.  

 

 

Once again, I faced the painful question:”Where am I going to work?” The winter was at its full 

force. The temperature would reach 20 – 25 degrees centigrade below zero. We were dressed in 

light clothes and the garments didn’t keep us warm. The sweaters we received were made of 

cotton and were very light. The gloves were not any better. In addition, our stomach was always 

empty, frozen. Our legs were weak they could hardly hold our weak body. In these conditions, 

we were supposed to stay all day long in the open field to do all sorts of public work.  All this,  

while the flogging descended on us like falling apples from trees during a storm.  

 

Every day, I would go to a different work group, but it was the same everywhere. The cold 

gnawed at me, the tips of my fingers and my toes were frozen. My fingers stuck to the iron 

through the holes in the gloves which caused fierce piercing while using metal or while carrying 

iron rails. The wind from the Carpathian Mountains was biting. In the open field we would feel it 

strongly.  

 

I recall an interesting story from those days when I was working with various work groups. One 

day, I was in the “Kis command” and not too far away stood a Polish Jew about 40 years old. He 

was talking to himself like a man stricken with malaria:”God in heaven, How can you see our 

suffering? How can the almighty father watch how they torture and abuse his sons? Where are 

our wives and children? Where is your mercy? You know what is happening and you keep quiet. 

Where are my four children, my wife?” When he mentioned his children and his wife his eyes 

welled up with tears. I moved closer to him to hear him better. He continued:”What was their 

sin? Where is these little chicks’ fault in this field? Take me to my wife and my children. 

Enough! I don’t want to suffer any more! All my life I was a pious Jew!”  

 

I continue hearing him talking to himself. “All those years I prayed and put on Tefillin 

(phylacteries)…I gave to charity and I kept a Jewish home. Why, the non Jews asked, where is 

your God? And where is he truly? Why does he keep quiet?” He turns his look at the sky, and 

with a quivering voice he continues:”Where is justice? Why do we deserve this?” “Jews, 

Listen!” He turns to us as if he has just noticed that we are standing next to him. “I don’t believe 

in God anymore. I don’t believe in anyone anymore. No, Jews! This is impossible, God does not 

exist. Why does he keep quiet while we are in time of peril? Are we not the Chosen People being 

exterminated?” 

 

This Jewish man would have continued his accusations and his expression of bitterness, had it 

not been for the Christian overseer who approached him and hit him on his back. 

“Why aren’t you working? What is this speech that you are giving them?” he asks him. 

I never saw that Jewish man again. I asked other people but no one knew what happened to him. 

We understood him very well, .and his disappointment from religion, from faith and hope.  In a 

time of despair, he expressed what other Jewish orthodox people didn’t dare utter. “This Jewish 

man probably struggled with himself for a long time until he dared call the omnipotent to 
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justice.” I thought. “Yes, the Jewish God lost this case. The charges against him are enormous 

and he cannot defend himself, just as he cannot come and help” 

 

THE HEROES OF AUSCHWITZ 

 

On January 2
nd

 1943 Symon (Simon) Baruchowicz and I were thrown out of the work group 

D.A.W. (He is in Paris now). Our unfortunate circumstances brought us together but we could 

not help each other. In the short months that Symon was in Auschwitz he lost a lot of weight. His 

shrinking was very conspicuous, especially his throat and neck, which could be encircled with 

one hand. As far as weight goes, he caught up with me, and together we weighed 85 kilograms. 

Among other things, I saw in him a mirror image of myself. The most important thing that I 

admired in him was his sense of morality and his iron will. These two qualities were his defense 

weapon against the angel of death named Auschwitz.  “You will see Kaufman” he would 

encourage me, “We shall survive all that and we shall yet gain live a life of freedom!” I never 

tried to react negatively to his optimism, but deep down I thought the exact opposite. In my eyes, 

he was one of the few heroes we had. He had the inner strength for self restraint like not eating 

the portion of bread immediately after he received it. One would see him eating bread all day 

long. You could get the impression that he received bread to satiety. But, actually, this was his 

portion. Every few minutes, he would take a piece the size of one centimeter, and put it in his 

mouth like a piece of chocolate.  

 

For weeks I fought myself in order to succeed in doing the same that Symon did every day, at 

least once, but I didn’t succeed. A few times, I managed to leave half of my portion. I would put 

it into my handkerchief and put it in my pocket. One night, I lay down and my piece of bread 

was near my head. From time to time, I touched my pants to check if my treasure did not 

disappear. Intentionally I leaned my head on my pants on the piece of bread. I assumed that it 

would be difficult to lie on it, but my piece of bread was good to me. She was very soft and 

pleasant and it seemed to me that she warmed me up. How sensitive my nose became; it does not 

manage to satisfy its wish and feels this pleasant scent that is coming out of the pocket of my 

pants. Oh what a sweet feeling it is to lie on a piece of bread. If I ever win freedom, I will try at 

least once to sleep on the oven. I put my hand on my pocket and pet the pocket. I close my eyes, 

and think about the satisfaction that I will have tomorrow when I eat, thus succeeding in 

conducting myself the way my friend does. Mainly, I will have food, I will chew. and what 

won’t I do anymore? I will not swallow the saliva all day long. Yes, one should be more 

determined. I am already like that. I should have acted according to this method long ago to 

overcome my shortcomings once and for all.  

 

Yes, sure, but why can’t I fall asleep now? There is one small electric light, illuminating the 

barracks now. Everybody has fallen asleep long ago. This is the greatest happiness for us,but 

what about me?  It seems to me that there is something wrong with me. My stomach is turning. 

Something there is rumbling more than in other times. I feel something in my heart. The saliva is 

back in my mouth. Perhaps I’ll put a piece of bread in my mouth. No, I shouldn’t do it. I am 

afraid this piece of bread will be on my conscience. No! Anyway this is not the time to eat. I 

change my sleeping position, but my head continues to be in close contact with the piece of 

bread. I am very curious about my feeling today. I don’t feel the fatigue from work, and I don’t 

feel like sleeping. It seems to me that while securing the bread a small piece broke off it. Such a 
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piece most probably crumbled up. These crumbs might scatter away. Isn’t it better for me to eat 

crumbs? But I’ll eat only those. I am not being lazy. I take the pants, I undo the ties. It is dark 

here, but it doesn’t stop me from touching my crumbs. I put them into my mouth like peas, oh, 

some kind of a dish. It tastes like the “Manna” that our forefathers ate when they were in the 

desert. I would have never believed that a few crumbs of bread could work up my appetite like 

that.  

 

I wish I could turn into a bird. If I were a bird I would have had a stash of food for a week. But 

there is no luck; the brain does not help either. In short, I started eating the piece of bread very 

slowly until I finished eating it. I felt the emptiness under my head I had nothing to pet. That 

made me very angry. Why did I allow such cheating especially by myself? I decided that 

something like that will never happen to me ever again. And from tomorrow on I shall be Symon 

number two.  

 

The next day, on my bunk, I held the bread portion. The same story as the day before started, 

only with different explanations, such as: Why won’t I start acting according to a new system. In 

other words, start eating gradually every day. And why do I think so much about eating greedily. 

I must stop these thoughts .These were correct ideas of course and I started getting ready for the 

feast.  

 

This time, a tragedy befell me. I opened all eighteen knots, and when I was about to start eating 

my bread, it occurred to me to use my pocket knife and some salt. I can cut little pieces from the 

bread, dip them in salt and not be in a hurry. While I was looking for the pocket knife and the 

salt under my straw mattress, somebody “had pity on my bread” and it disappeared. I’ll never 

forget the impact of this minute. I started quivering like a fish out of water. I lay down 

motionless, as if somebody had cut off a limb from my body. 

I had to keep quiet since the only thing I could have gotten from my friends would have been 

either scolding or mocking. From that evening, I stopped using Symon’s method and decided to 

eat everything I received on the spot.  

 

 

WORKING IN CANADA 

 

For days on end, Symon and I would plan how to join a better work group in order to work in a 

place that had a roof above our heads during the harsh winter days. Unfortunately, nothing came 

of our plans. Eight days later, when the evening role call ended, our barracks secretary chose a 

group of 15 Jews. At the time, I didn’t know what it entailed. I acted according to my principle: 

Never volunteer, no matter what it is for. I learned that from my experience in the camp. This 

time, I didn’t volunteer after the secretary didn’t pick me. At that moment, the stoker of the 

D.A.W. who was on good terms with me, approached me and said to me: “Join this group go, 

with them, and you won’t regret it”. So I asked him:”How can I join, the secretary didn’t pick 

me?” So he said to me:” Leave it to me, I’ll be responsible for that”. He went over to the 

secretary and pointed at me. Immediately, I was added to the group that was in the kitchen.  

That was the gathering place. There, I met Symon, and people who were picked from other 

blocks. They discussed the possibility that it had to do with sorting transports.  
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To tell the truth, I regretted it, “but there is nothing I can do” I thought, “one needs to try one’s 

luck”. 

 

A few minutes later, the Scharfurer arrived and conducted a sorting. He chose me. Why? Where? 

I didn’t know. Only later, when they took down our numbers, did we learn that we would be 

transferred to work in “Canada,” because the previous “Canada” group was going to be 

eliminated. My mood improved a little. I thought then:”No matter how difficult it will be in this 

group, I am sure that I won’t suffer from hunger anymore”. I returned to my block satisfied.  

 

“Canada”! A new chapter in my life started with my arrival at “Canada”. For the entire time I 

was part of this group, I didn’t suffer any more hunger. I even helped others. But it was very 

difficult for me to get used to the bloody and sad work that we had to carry out when transports 

arrived. During that period, there were 550 people working in this group: 150 men and 400 

women, Jews and only Jews. The reason only Jews worked there was a German calculation. 

First, they had more trust in Jews than in Poles, Russians or others, as far as finding valuables in 

the murdered peoples’ clothes, in all sorts of hiding places. 

The S.S. officers thought that our presence during the arrival of transports would affect the Jews 

and encourage some trust. Thus, it would be easier for them to tempt the victims to enter the 

“cage”. It was a true sadistic demand on the part of the S.S. officers to have one Jew 

accompanying another Jew to his death. As I have already mentioned in the previous chapter, 

nothing happened by chance for us. Everything was calculated and planned with the utmost 

cleverness regarding our systematic annihilation. That’s how we served them willingly or 

unwillingly, in a roundabout way. 

 

Our work place was in a vast area. There were 10 large barracks in which Jewish property was 

collected.  They would sort and pack everything.  They would remove the yellow patches and 

any other sign, even the tiniest one, so God forbid it would not reveal that these clothes belonged 

once to Jews. They would pack whole box cars full of underwear, clothes, shoes, blankets, 

sheets, aluminum, cosmetics etc. all that was shipped to the German population. During work, 

the S.S. officers walked around with sticks in their hands. All day long we heard screaming and 

crying of people that were beaten. The S.S. also had a dog that was used in entertaining 

themselves on our account. Every day there were a few victims because of that dog. The word 

“fuya” was the dog’s clue to stop. If someone used that word while the dog jumped on him, the 

dog would leave him alone. But it was forbidden to do so, and if somebody tried to protect 

himself like that, the S.S. officers would beat him up and incite the dog to attack that man. 

  

“You may eat during work” said the S.S. officers, “but make sure we don’t see it”. Anyone who 

was caught eating during work didn’t endure it easily. Our Capo Schulz (a Jewish man from 

Yugoslavia), and especially his two managers Katz and Rosenwaser (Both of them were Jews 

from Slovakia), all excelled in their job on our account in front of the S.S. officers. 

 

It was worse when we had to go to the ramp, in other words, to the train station, when a transport 

arrived.  The Capo would choose 60 people to go there with him. My bad luck was that I always 

was among them. Later on, I got used to work in the warehouse, but I could not get used to the 

work on the ramp. This was the most terrible work for me. I will never forget the sad sights I saw 

there. The most difficult for me were the times when the transports arrived from Poland. Most of 
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the people that were there knew what was awaiting them, and couldn’t do anything to avoid it. 

The separation between husbands and wives, between mothers and children, the groans of the 

sick and the old tore my heart out.  

 

We had to take away their baggage, including the small children’s food bags. It was not a simple 

thing to take from a mother her child’s food; a mother who didn’t want to believe that she won’t 

use it ever again. We had to carry sick people straight to the “death steps”, as we called them, 

through which they were transported to the cars that took them directly to the crematoria.  

 

Right after the people got out of the box cars, they were put in rows of five each. The “selection” 

started then. The S.S. doctor stood there with a thin stick in his hand. Every transport passed in 

front of him. He decided and motioned with his stick to the right and to the left. In other words: 

To life or to death. He was the man who was carrying out the holy mission that the Fuhrer 

entrusted to him. With his small stick he wanted to create a new human culture. 

 

It is very difficult for me to describe the intensity of the tragedy of the death marches that took 

place there. How the little children clung to their mothers, as if they instinctively sensed that 

something horrible was about to happen. How older girls were hugging fiercely with their 

mothers and refused to leave them. These girls, and others, preferred to die in their dearest one’s 

arms, and didn’t want to depart.  

 

The S.S. doctor was strong and al mighty facing these defenseless people. “The honorable 

nation” reached its highest level. The highest number of people who were chosen to stay in the 

camp from among the entire number of people that arrived in any transport was 20 percent. They 

were called the “happy” ones. They were transferred to live the life of victims, while the other 80 

percent were taken immediately to the gas chambers.  

 

On this ramp, we were forced to work like automatic machines. Like a mute mechanism.  

If we began a conversation with the new arrivals, we were in danger of being reported to the 

informants’ manager. We were expected to receive between 25 to100 lashes, or as they were 

called: the S.K., which meant the punishment headquarters.  

 

After the “selection,” in other words, after the victims were transferred to the crematoria and the 

“happy” ones to the camp, we got busy with unloading the baggage that was left in the box cars. 

Only then, could we secretly taste remains of the food that was scattered from the luggage. It was 

difficult to swallow any of this food, and it got stuck in out throat.  How could we dare put 

something of this food into our mouths, when just a few minutes earlier we witnessed our 

brothers and sisters, parents and children being marched to the slaughter?. How could we think 

about something like that, knowing that our innocent children and all the rest will be marched to 

annihilation by asphyxiation? Every bite of food was damaged by the blood of our brethren. 

  

When I think about it today, my body shakes. “How could I take part in this horrible work,” I ask 

myself today? The answer is simple: The natural human sense is beastly, harsh and dry.  We 

turned into animals, and we drank the blood of our brethren. Our hearts turned into stone, and we 

lost a human sense and sensitivity.  More than once, I wanted to escape this work that was a 

complete opposite to my character and to my conscience. But, on the other hand, I thought that if 
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I stopped working in this “satanic” work I would lose any chance of survival, and that there 

would be somebody else in my place. If I stay there, I would be able to help somebody, 

sometimes.  

 

It was January of 1943. Hundreds of people died every day of starvation and cold in all kinds of 

work groups. I decided to fight for my survival, to do everything possible to survive. Perhaps, I 

will succeed in remaining alive, and I will witness the revenge against our murderers.  

 

Those who didn’t work in “Canada” used to scold us. “Why don’t you tell the new arrivals from 

the transports what is awaiting them here, and why don’t we organize an uprising together with 

them?” The truth is that we thought about it many times. The question was if something like that 

could be successful in the conditions of that time.  No! The chances for success during that 

period were futile. It was clear to us that there was no chance to carry out such actions. The 

entire area was covered with camps. Every place was full of S.S. officers and Gestapo personnel.  

The chances of an uprising and a short overtaking of an area, even partially, in our conditions 

were meaningless. For that purpose, there was a need for a large organization. Our camp was not 

ready yet for that (the idea was galvanized later on and I will talk about it later). At best, if we 

would have been successful in any action, the S.S. officers would have been able to receive help 

from many sources. Any attempt of an uprising would have been choked with blood on the spot.  

 

Well, we have to ask the question: Was it worth one page of a heroic story (which would have 

been the only thing that would have remained) to sacrifice the lives of the people who succeeded 

in making it through all that and survive?  

 

I recall my first days on the “ramp”. It happened when a transport from Grodno arrived. I noticed 

a woman while she was disembarking from the box car. She was about 28 years old holding a 2 

or 3 year old child in her arms. I wanted very much to save this woman, but for that she had to 

make a huge sacrifice, the boy. In addition, I had to be extremely careful so the S.S. officer 

would not notice what was happening. I decided to take away her hand luggage which she 

refused to hand over. “You are Jewish, why are you taking away from me the most important 

things of my child?” she said to me. “I will also take away the child if you want to stay alive” I 

say to her just like that, as if we are still dealing with her luggage.  She looks at me with 

frightened eyes. “What are you saying? Is all of this true?”  She asks. I turn my back towards her 

and pretend I am carrying a package to avoid suspicion that I am talking to her. “This is the 

situation. Don’t ask anything anymore, and do what I suggest.” I say to her. “I will not do it!” 

She answers with finality. “I prefer to die together with my child!” she says. She lets go of the 

bag, and holds tightly to the boy, with both hands ready to resist in case I’d try to take him away 

from her. “It is going to be difficult to persuade her” I think,  and I should not stand in that spot, 

because there are S.S. officers moving about there, making the new arrivals and us, run. “Fast, 

hurry up!” 

 

I tried to explain to her in different words, but to no avail. The minute she was about to walk 

away with the boy, an acquaintance of mine from the work squad approached. He understood 

immediately what was happening. He helped me and started talking to the woman directly as I 

spoke to her. I could not wait any longer and took advantage of the minute she spoke with my 

acquaintance, and with a sudden move I forcefully removed the boy from her arms. She caught 
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my hand crying:”My child, “my child!” and I said to her:”Be quiet, they might shoot me because 

of you!” The woman calmed down a bit. 

I walked away with the child passing by the people who were standing in a row waiting for their 

verdict. I pretended I was looking for the child’s mother, and I brought him to the “Dead car” 

where there were already children of all ages with their parents. 

There were also sick people whom our friends helped climb in. They took away the child and 

showed they understood me by making a gesture. As a result of her terrific sacrifice, the child’s 

mother stayed, working in the camp. My main satisfaction was when in such cases, I was 

successful in doing something. 

I would like to add that all my friends from my work squad did the same thing every opportunity 

they had.  

 

 

 LICE DISINFECTION 

 

The same month, in other words, January 1943, we went through the lice disinfection that will 

forever stay in my memory. It was one evening after we returned from work. The barracks 

manager ordered us to undress immediately, and to be ready when summoned.  

Every one received a wire. We would have to attach our clothes and the blankets that were in the 

camp, twist the wire, and put it on a wagon that would be taken for disinfection.  

 

All of us lay naked on our bunks, waiting for the “summons”. The barracks was not heated. We 

tried to keep warm twisting and turning like snakes. Someone, not far from me, had an idea. He 

climbed into the straw mattress. Many of us would have done the same had it not been for the 

house caretaker who noticed it. Nobody thought about imitating him after we saw what he got 

for his innovation. My neighbor kidded with me:”shake harder, you will feel warmer.” he said. 

And one young man joked for my benefit,:” Lie on your stomach and cover yourself with your 

behind.”  But still that was not the worst. Besides the fact that we lay like that for three hours, at 

10 p.m. we heard a new order:”Get up!” Everyone jumped quickly from his bunk. No one 

wanted to be the last one because it was a known fact that the last ones got flogged. 

 

This was a horror show. Everyone was shocked when we looked at each other. How did our 

body look? Skin and bones, real skeletons!  You could count everyone’s ribs. You could tell who 

was fat once, and see the folds on the bodies that looked like the face of old people. Everybody 

had lice bites, puss infected scratches, black and blue blotches on their hands, legs, and the whole 

body. Their behinds looked like geographical maps. A feeling of disgust came over me when I 

saw everybody and myself. I am sure that if they could have shown this picture at the movies it 

would have caused a feeling of revulsion in the viewers. We put on our shoes and held on to the 

pants’ belts. These were the only things that they left with us 

.  

On the way out of the barracks, everyone received a blanket to wrap around himself. We didn’t 

expect such a gesture. It seems that one of the “important people” in our barracks  

pleaded with the barracks manager on our behalf. He tried to get him to agree to it, because he 

himself, most probably, wouldn’t have done it on his own volition. We were standing as always 

in rows of five each.  People were coughing and sneezing, shivering from the cold and their teeth 

were chattering. All the windows’ glass that I saw around us was covered with ice. The snow 
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under our legs was squeaking.  Our noses were sticky. All these signs were evident in a hard 

freeze.  

 

“Why is it taking so long?” someone complained. If I would have not known this person I would 

have thought that he was a stutterer.  They counted us, and they counted us, and they weren’t 

able to finish the counting.  “Someone is missing” we heard the secretary say. We felt awful. Our 

heart sensed something bad. As if we needed this as well. Another person arrived to help the 

secretary and the barracks manager. It so happened, that in one row there were six people 

standing instead of five. Finally, after ten long minutes, we received the order we anticipated for 

a long time, to run to the “wash room” that was 200 meters away from our barracks. We had to 

wait for 5 minutes longer until the previous group got out. We stuck to each other so we would 

be a bit warmer. Finally, we entered. We handed away our blankets. They rubbed our heads and 

other body parts with kerosene. In the meantime, they searched our shoes unless somebody had 

hidden something in them. They took away my handkerchief.  We were waiting impatiently for a 

hot shower to be able to warm up a little bit.  The wash room was also cold, and we were 

standing on an asphalt floor.  

 

We used to wash in groups of 50 people. I was in the fourth group. I waited for 15 minutes 

longer until our group’s turn came. We approached the hot water faucet like a hungry person 

approaches a bowl of soup. The water started flowing, and then many bathers cried “wow to me” 

and stepped back from the cold shower. Slowly, warmer water started flowing. Then we heard 

the voices of those people saying:”Ha, this is very pleasant”. The guys were enjoying 

themselves. Next to me stood a young man from Lithuania and I heard him starting to sing:”Hey 

Jews, what kind of a dish is this, what kind of a dish is this!”  

 

They didn’t allow us to enjoy the shower for too long. It lasted about 3 minutes, and the worst 

part of the lice disinfection began right away. Immediately after the water stopped running, the 

man in charge of the wash room showed up with a rubber whip and started chasing us out. Many 

of us were forced to run outside with our shoes in our hands.  

We went outside to the freezing cold completely wet, since we had nothing to dry with, and we 

didn’t have time to even try. I managed to put on my shoes but my head and my body were 

dripping water drops. On the way back, we didn’t receive blankets. In this situation, I ran to the 

barracks, just as I ran to the showers, without breathing. It reminded me of the good old days 

when I participated in sprinting contests as an ordinary free man. This analogy describes two 

different worlds. As a man of equal rights I participated in all sorts of sports events which I 

enjoyed, and I tried to win and be first. Here I ran, not because I wanted to be the first, not for 

my sense of pride or for my enjoyment, neither did I run for my sports organization, but because 

it was easier to run than to walk. This was a forced run.  

 

When we entered our barracks, we immediately climbed into our bunks, which had only straw 

mattresses. We lay, naked, until 1 o’clock in the morning. Only then the first portion of our 

clothes arrived from the cleaning. I had to wait over an hour longer until I received my rags. We 

received the blankets only two days later. We were dressed only in our underclothes. That’s how 

we had to sleep for two hours until the “ringing of the bell”.  
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Because of the cold, I turned from side to side nonstop. I had difficulty falling asleep. While I 

was lying in my bunk sleepless, I felt badly, it seemed I had a fever. I thought I was finished. 

Two hours later, when I heard the “ringing” I felt better already and forgot that feeling.  

 

Once again, a day of hell started,  full of all sorts of trouble and torture. I didn’t feel sickly 

anymore, neither did I feel the fever I probably didn’t have. I didn’t get a cold during the 

cleaning, nor did I get a runny nose.  

 

“How strong is the human being” I thought. “What a strong ability he has to endure suffering 

with his strong will power”. I can’t attest that my stubbornness and my strong will power saved 

me in such difficult situations, but it probably helped me. How many people like me and even 

more courageous than me died a slow death? Who could be a hero against Typhoid and Diarrhea, 

or after getting a hard beating, and who could hardly stand on his feet coupled with hunger and 

cold?  

 

How many people died during the lice disinfection? As long as one’s health was more or less 

fine, one could think about a struggle for survival. It was a different situation if you became a 

victim to one of these daily painful troubles. In those instances, it was impossible to think about 

survival efforts, and the strongest will power would break down. Twenty people from my 

barracks died during that lice disinfection night. That morning the temperature reached minus 20 

degrees Celsius.  

 

 

THE  “PRIVILEGED” PRISONERS 

 

 

 We from the “Canada” group were considered “the “D” group of the camp. The privilege was 

evident in all sorts of ways. We had good work stations right there in the camp, we were not 

beaten and we were well organized. There were also smaller offices where they worked quietly, 

and they had food to eat. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, we the “Canadists” paid a high 

price, with property, for the little food we received there. But it didn’t exclude us from the group 

that was considered “PRIVILEGED”. Thanks to my relatively better conditions in this work 

group, I had more connections with other branches. Through them, it was easier for me to solve 

all sorts of problems that interested me or my friends.  

 

Once again, I tried to find out my wife’s fate. I was successful in getting in touch with two young 

women from Slovakia who also worked in “Canada”. I couldn’t understand why it was taking so 

long to receive information about my wife. They would give me the run around, every time 

giving me half answers to my questions. I started believing that they didn’t want to tell me the 

truth, which was probably sad, or that the question did not interest them, so they avoided the 

answer.  

 

I started looking for information from another source. A few days later, I found out everything 

about my poor Madeleine. The man who informed me about the sad story tried at the beginning 

not to tell me the whole truth. Only after I told him that I understood why he was skimpy with 

words and that he should not mind my feelings and that he should tell me everything he knew; 
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“You understand that your wife is no longer alive” he told me. “I can’t tell you the exact date, I 

think it happened last October (1942), he added. I accepted the news quietly. He gave me a 

strong pat on my back and said: 

“You are a man. This is the way one should behave when receiving news in the camp.” I 

appreciated him for that. “Don’t think about it too much. Besides, maybe she has it better than 

we do,” and he left. 

 

Only a few days later, when I had a free moment to breathe, I did my moral self examination. I 

felt the full intensity of the pain. I couldn’t understand how I could have received the news 

calmly. How could I have been so indifferent when I received the news about the death of my 

darling? It is true that for two weeks I sensed it, and that was because the two Slovakian girls 

would evade me during work? But, nevertheless, it was difficult for me to believe it, and I 

continued to live with a glimpse of hope.  

 

Every time I remembered her name, I felt an easing of my pain. This was a defense mechanism. I 

always saw her in front of my eyes. With eyes closed I would hear her consoling words, and her 

hope for a better tomorrow. I saw her pleasant smile as she often had when she came to visit me 

at the fence in Drancy. Here came the terrible moment of the sad tidings, which I received 

without a tear, without a sigh, without heart palpitations. Yes this man is me, who found in his 

wife his happiness and his hope. Where did my feelings of love disappear? Where did my 

familial feelings go? I didn’t recognize myself. Did I truly loose the little humanity I had? Is it at 

all possible to change that much? These questions didn’t give me any rest. The only thing I 

thought about when I received the horrible news was:”Why did she suffer for three months?” It 

pained me very much. “Why did she have to suffer for so much time, and go through all the 

hardships before her annihilation?” She didn’t die easily. Her healthy soul and her strong 

character were probably not enough for Auschwitz and Birkenau.  

 

I was not successful in finding out the circumstances of her murder. Was she gassed, or did she 

fall victim to work? A few weeks later, I found out from my friend Dawid from the office, that 

the date of her death was written on the 21of October 1942. From the blossoming age of 27 years 

of my poor Madeleine,  only some ashes remained. The Nazis used the holy ashes of the Jewish 

victims to fertilize their fields.  

 

The outcome of the bad tidings I received late was very difficult for me. My heart ached and I 

was sorrowful. If I could have cried, I would have probably felt some relief. During my worst 

moments in the camp I could not shed a tear. I was jealous of my neighbors when I saw them 

crying quietly in their bunks. “Why am I such an outcast?” I would ask myself in such instances. 

During work I was beaten every day , because of my indifference, while I was supposed to be 

energetic like a spring. But I became very indifferent. I had food, but I didn’t have an appetite.   

I had only one wish, to have the luck my Polish friend had during that night of the New Year of 

the Gregorian calendar, to lie down and not get up ever again. This situation lasted four weeks 

until I got used to the idea that that was the situation I had to endure and struggle. Perhaps after 

all, I would be the man who would be able to avenge the early death of my wife.  

 

On January 23 1943 our work group moved to Birkenau. We were unhappy about it, because in 

Birkenau the daily conditions were worse. The mood was difficult and not good,  since you could 
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see the crematoria fire all the time there.  Thick smoke and flames of fire came out of the 

chimneys all day long.  We smelled the burning flesh. The huge flames coming out of the 

chimneys were seen from great distances, and made a terrible impression. There is the family 

grave of the Jewish people, who paid the heavy price, because its blood is not of the same grade 

as the Aryan blood. 

 

But that did not prevent the race theoreticians from choosing healthy Jewish men from among 

the transports, drawing their blood to be given to wounded German soldiers and afterwards 

annihilating them with gas. Or to choose young healthy Jewish women, cut off their breasts 

while still alive, and use the skin in operations on German soldiers, and then afterwards kill the 

women with gas. For those purposes, Jewish blood and the breasts of the Jewish women were 

appropriate in the eyes of the German Theoreticians.  

 

How many German soldiers were rescued thanks to that blood? How many German soldiers have 

skin grafts on their faces and bodies from these breasts? These operations 

were carried out with the assurance that no Jewish person would be able to bear witness 

to these actions. Because of this, they were not careful in committing these ghastly deeds and 

staining themselves with an action that went against their doctrine and against their race theory.  

They considered the Jews living dead.  

 

When our work squad was transferred to Birkenau, we were put in barracks number 16. The 

manager of our barracks was the mass murderer Cymmer (a German with a green triangle). 

About an hour after our arrival, Cymmer took us out for punishment exercises as if it were as a 

result of inappropriate behavior. “With me you will not be PRIVILEGED people” he said to us. 

“I will teach you discipline, I will show you how you exercise, and if that does not help” he adds, 

“I promise you that many of your beds will be empty very soon.” 

 

This was our welcome. The exercises that he did with us were very strenuous. Lots of strong 

knee bending. We had to jump back and forth along the barracks wall nonstop. Anyone who 

didn’t do the correct movements was taken into the barracks and flogged with a cane fifty times. 

During that time, we were able to breathe some air. As a result of the workout, I was hot and I 

perspired so much so that I wanted to remove my coat. But I didn’t dare do it, because this would 

have been construed as breaking the rules. And for that I would have to pay a heavy price.  

 

Cymmer annihilated the majority of the young men from Grodno who had started working for 

him. They were strong young men,, each one stronger than the other. Within two weeks, 

Cymmer caused the demise of seventy out of one hundred. It took 25 floggings with a cane on 

the buttocks to prevent one from going out to work the next day.  Instead, you went to the 

infamous “sad seven”, for that’s how the infirmary barracks was called. No one returned from 

there.  

 

After forty five minutes of exercising in the deep mud of Birkenau, created by the melting snow, 

coupled with the sunshine at noon time, we couldn’t obtain any water to get washed. The only 

faucet that served the entire camp was located in the bathroom.  

It was very difficult to reach it. There was also a small “washroom” which was also hard to 

reach. The mud was very deep. When I finally did succeed in getting there, the water stopped 
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running. “Meanness also has no limits” I thought, and felt the sorrow of what was happening in 

Auschwitz. Our joining this work squad became known all over the camp immediately and 

caused a great commotion, not just any commotion, it was Canada. 

 

That evening, after the roll call, there were many people around our barracks. Everyone was 

looking for a Canada acquaintance. If he didn’t find one, he tried to form an acquaintance.  We 

gave away what we had, a piece of bread, a piece of sugar, or a cigarette. Everything was sold 

there. In return they would bring us bowls of water into our barracks. For two cigarettes, I got a 

small bowl of water. The man who brought me the water treated me elegantly.  He held my coat 

and my hat because I had no place to place them, so I could drink without spilling it. He offered 

to bring me water every evening without asking for anything in return. This was the first time I 

felt uncomfortable as a “PRIVILEGED” prisoner. It was foreign to me to be served. I was not 

comfortable with the regal courtesy with which the poor fellow tried to gain a piece of bread. 

 

Sheer horrifying terror reigned in our barracks. Every morning, there were a number of corpses 

placed next to our barracks that were “supplied” by Cymmer. In order to annihilate a person, it 

was enough for him that the person committed the tiniest transgression, or simply because he 

didn’t like that person. He had no mercy for anyone; Jews, Christians, and those who served with 

him in the headquarters. He was not afraid of the S.S. officers. On the contrary, they commended 

him for his excellent work.  

 

There was an assumption that he was appointed to Canada, because he was an industrious and 

talented person, and would treat people with an iron fist. The second in command was one by the 

name of “Josele”. He was an underworld character from Radom, about 22 years old. Because of 

his short stature, they named him Josele. This young man collaborated vigorously with Cymmer. 

One had to beware of him just like of Cymmer.  

 

I recall one evening Cymmer noticed that one of us in the barracks was very dirty with mud. 

When he asked him “why don’t you get washed?” the lad answered”I don’t have water.” 

Cymmer was probably unhappy with the answer. He beat him up and told his second in 

command,” go wash him.” Josele nodded “yes” with his head. He took the young man to a 

fenced corner that was next to the barracks’ entrance and did him in.  

That evening, Josele annihilated, on the same spot, another man who was hardly alive. He was 

“the servant of the barracks” and Cymmer first tortured with exercises, and afterwards placed 

him in the hands of his second in command.  

 

Unfortunately, there were others like Josele. No wonder that there were also Jewish murderers, 

because only they were ready to accept these jobs. More correctly, the murderers only looked for 

such people in order to hand them these positions. Most of these murderers were done in by 

Typhoid, or they died of other reasons. Six months later, Josele was executed by a gunshot, as a 

result of an attempt to bribe an S.S. officer. 

 

Cymmer kept his promise two weeks later, and we experienced a very difficult evening.  

Winter was felt very harshly that evening. There was a dry frost. A very fine snow penetrated our 

eyes like sand on the seashore when the wind is stormy. The very unpleasant rush of the wind 
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reached our ears. While we were lying on our bunks, we covered ourselves with blankets to 

avoid the streaming cold that penetrated through the cracks.  

 

 An hour had passed since we heard the second bell, (we heard the first one at 9:30 PM, when 

everyone had to be in the barracks. With the ringing of the second bell, half an hour later,  all of 

us were supposed to be on the bunks with the lights turned off.) We heard the creaking of 

mattresses all the time. People move nonstop because of the cold, and were not able to fall 

asleep. One could hear quiet conversations from a few bunks interrupted by the sad sounds of the 

wind. The long winter nights were very short for us. Even though it was hard to fall asleep, we 

were happy, because the night calmed down our shattered nerves.  

 

The quiet was disrupted by Cymmer’s voice. He arrived in order to conduct an inspection. 

Immediately, he stated that the newcomers were not behaving according to his discipline 

instructions. He caused a commotion, and ran like a mad man with his cane towards those that 

were suspects in his eyes. The light was turned on right away. Those who were already asleep 

woke up frightened. He was not satisfied with the punishments that he had already given to a few 

people, and he ordered everyone to get out from his bunk. He chased us out in our underwear and 

barefoot. A commotion ensued. There is shoving by the door. A few screams are heard, 

especially from people who were hit by him. How strong and able to withstand suffering were 

we in those moments !. Despite our condition, all of us stood together until the last ones were 

able to come out. It was difficult to understand one another, because our teeth were chattering 

like automatic machine guns. Our shaking voices and sighs sounded like hungry wolves wailing 

in their den. The wind disturbed our breathing and cut into our body like a knife.  

 

Cymmer approached us immediately “Don’t leave” he said to us. “Soon I’ll warm you up and 

give you instructions in discipline”. It became clear that he had decided to fulfill what he had 

said on the first day, that very soon the beds would remain empty. 

 

The number of victims that night could have been much higher had we stayed more than a few 

minutes in the field. Our luck during those moments was something extraordinary. 

The Unterscharfuhrer who was on watch that night , heard us, and immediately came over.  He 

scolded Cymmer for disturbing peoples’ sleep in the camp. “You can exercise with them during 

the day if you like” he yelled at him.  “Hurry to bed” he ordered us. 

We entered the barracks swiftly with satisfaction. Cymmer’s claims didn’t help him.  He felt as if 

he was beaten and disappeared into his room.  The next morning, a few people didn’t have the 

energy to get up for work. They were taken to the infirmary and never returned.  

 

A FEW PEOPLE ESCAPE 

 

After 8 days, a few people escaped from the camp at night. The entire camp was forced to show 

up for a counting roll call in order to determine how many people were absent.  

The entire camp seemed to be in an alarm situation. Whoever didn’t know what was happening 

might think that our last hour had come. The night was dark. There were no lights in the camp, 

and it was impossible to move about. Only the electric fences had lights all around.  We hovered 

from all directions like sparrows until we were able to report. All the barracks’ managers were 

satisfied with a regular roll call. But for Cymmer, that was not enough. He was holier than the 
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Pope. He had to prove the level of his discipline. He organized a nominal roll call with a flash 

light, and he called our names out of a notebook that the barracks secretary gave him. Woe to the 

man who didn’t answer “Ja” loudly when his name was called. Then we had to run immediately 

to the second part of the barracks, and stand in the line with those who were called out. Cymmer 

was in no hurry. Neither was he tired. He enjoyed these situations. When somebody did not 

behave correctly during this roll call he stopped his work, brought the victim into the barracks, 

and gave him 25 floggings with a cane. Around the camp, the roll call lasted one and a half 

hours. Ours lasted three hours.  

 

When our Capo and the work managers became acquainted with the inner leadership of the 

camp, they looked for a chance to get rid of Cymmer, but they weren’t able to do so, because he 

was very respected by the S.S. people. But then something happened, and he stumbled. The 

political department carried out a search in his room, and found one thousand marks.  That day,  

he was arrested and was put in the Auschwitz bunker.  

In his place, Szywas Leo , the Polish barracks manager arrived,  and he treated us with decency.  

 

SUNDAYS IN THE WINTER OF 1943 

 

It was usually accepted that we didn’t work on Sunday, which was a day of rest. In fact, the day 

was not much different in its content. The morning hours were kept for in-camp work. Many 

people were taken for that purpose. The main job was to attend to the mud.  

Between one barracks and the next, paths were paved with small stones mixed with sand. 

We also often needed to carry rocks and boards, or to quickly unload train cars loaded with 

building materials. For these jobs, they also took women, mainly for the purpose of carrying 

rocks and sand. The long road between Auschwitz and Birkenau was covered with grey, bent 

shadows. Each person carried a few rocks, in order to pave a road inside the camp, or around it. 

This material was heavy for their lean hands and their skinny bodies. Most of the women carried 

the rocks placed on their chest, holding them with the fringes of the upper part of the garment. 

They carried the sand in an original way. They wore the jacket or coat the way a surgeon is 

dressed during operations (with the buttons on the back). They would put a few kilos of sand in 

the front like an apron. Men also worked using the same method.  They carried the rocks on the 

shoulder or under the arm. Every few minutes, they had to change position. Their hands shook 

and contracted.  

“Walk quickly lazy dogs. This work is for your own good and you are lazy”. I heard these words 

from the women’s’ Capo who was yelling at her subservient women.  

 

The only satisfaction we had at work on Sunday was from meeting relatives and friends who 

worked all over the camp.  Wives met husbands. Sisters met brothers. Inhabitants of a town met 

with their relatives, and sometimes even parents met their children.   

As a rule, we were forbidden from having conversations during work, especially men and 

women. It was dangerous. This was according to the “Nazi Laws”. But it was impossible to hold 

back if you met someone in passing. Neither the Capo’s beatings, nor those of the S.S. officers 

could stop it. Pandemonium starts, and all at once hundreds of questions are being asked: ”How 

are you Leale?”  “Be strong Fela!” “Don’t you recognize me? Cwajgenboim Fania.” “Where is 

my husband Filip Sali?” “Bonjour Palet Sawa.” Courage mes Amis”, “Ashkenazi Ombre” “Yes 

Sir!”, and another mix of languages and people.  
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Everyone recognizes his relative, even though it is very difficult to recognize us anymore.  

The noise is great. The guards are beating people to the right, and to the left. Our “Nerve” hurts 

their health. They are lost, and we forget ourselves for a moment in this pandemonium. After two 

or three pilgrimages, the “noon roll call” starts. We have to show up in clean clothes and shoes. 

Everyone must manage to do that within a few minutes. That is when the lice roll call starts. A 

few people who work in the infirmary, among them doctors, stand at the entrance to the barracks, 

and check the shirts. When it is very cold, they do it inside the barracks. Those on whose body 

they find lice are sent to lice disinfection. They will receive soup in the evening.  

 

Right afterwards the most important activity for which we are waiting starts: Soup distribution. 

Sometimes we get one litter of soup, but many times we get only half a litter of soup with a few 

potatoes in their skin. One pm. to three pm. was the time for resting. So these two hours were 

kept for sleep. We were permitted to undress, and lie down on our bunks. But not everyone 

enjoyed that privilege, especially those who worked in the morning. They had to shave and get a 

haircut during their free time. 

  

At three thirty pm. there was “a clothes roll call”. All clothes must be clean.  Shoes must be 

smeared with fat that we received, but we never had a brush or a rag for cleaning the mud off the 

shoes. It was forbidden to have a button missing. Our number must be eligible and sewn in the 

designated spot. Whoever could not adapt to these instructions was flogged. In the evening, we 

received the bread portion as we did every day.  

The evening was the only time during the week when we could stroll around with a bit of 

freedom.  We move from one barracks to the other.  We talk with relatives or friends. We hear 

the latest news about the war. 

The news is carried mainly on Sundays, and is passed from one person to the next very quickly. 

The message broadens, and improves, from one person to the other. It is enough to hear one good 

word in order for it to become a legend within a few minutes. Because of this news, many people 

in the camp delude themselves and get pumped up with all sorts of news. Sometimes, during the 

discussions about the news, a quarrel starts, but, a compromise is reached, and all hope that at 

least part of the good news is true.  

 

The discussions about what was taking place on the western front already started in the 

beginning of 1943. According to the calculations on our “Radio” which was very active, we were 

supposed to fall into the hands of the Allies or the Red Army towards the Passover holiday of 

that year. According to the news from this source, the S.S. was about to transfer their authority 

over us to the Wehrmacht, and our food additions were supposed to be increased. It is interesting 

that creativity and inspiration were formed during moments of freedom, when we didn’t feel we 

were living in a hellish atmosphere, when we could breathe a little free air.  

 

The black market was developed on Sundays. Then there were exchange deals. The prices of 

food items depended on the cigarette prices. Cigarettes were the most expensive item in the 

camp. One could obtain a better job with cigarettes.  Many of us were practical people during 

those Sunday evenings.   
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We went to sleep immediately after super. This practice was simply the body’s need. The body 

got the same respite (and maybe even greater) from this rest as from a little fat free soup. We 

learned that from life in the camp. Life experience was the most important thing.  

 

These people were never sorry about their tactics. During one of these Sundays, I was busy 

moving boards. We were a group of fifty people with one Capo, a few work managers, and one 

S.S. man who showed us which were the right boards to move. We noticed that the work really 

didn’t interest him. Every time we entered the shack with the boards, he stood in the entrance 

with a board in his hand. We were supposed to pick up a board quickly, put it on our shoulder, 

and run outside. His pastime was to give each one of us smacks while running. If someone 

managed to avoid his beating, he yelled at him:”Stop! I don’t have exceptions. With me you are 

all equal.” He said that angrily, and gave him what was “coming to him”. The Capo and the work 

manager stood by next to him laughing. One of the young men received a fatal blow to his neck 

with the edge of the board. The next morning, while leaving for work, I learned that a few 

minutes earlier the young man had been taken to the ambulance.  

 

BIRKENAU 
 

There were more deaths in Birkenau than in Auschwitz. The barracks that were built from stone 

swallowed many people as a result of their annihilation system.  

 

As I have already mentioned in the beginning, health conditions were inexistent here. People 

were very depressed. When they returned from work, hungry, freezing, and tired,  

no one wanted to lose a full hour trying to reach a water faucet. During this time he might lose 

his “bread portion” with a piece of margarine. He had to watch that. After the distribution, no 

one left the other barracks. The question of laundry didn’t exist then at all. 

 

At the work places, many were murdered by the S.S. men or by the Capo.  In the morning, there 

were work squads that would bring carts with them for returning the victims. The group 

“Governmental Digging” specialized in that. Until the end of 1942 the squad would bring a cart 

from the kitchen, and during the day, would carry its victims to the crematoria two or three 

times. This work squad was the most horrible in Birkenau. Its manager was the notorious mass 

murderer Moll, who was later on the manager of the crematoria.  

 

Every morning, the corpses lay by the barracks, ready for transportation. A few barracks had a 

hand cart, or a wheelbarrow, for that purpose. Those that didn’t have such  

hand carts would transport the corpses in the following manner: They would make the copse 

stand , face toward the shoulder, in other words, directly behind the person who was supposed to 

drag it; he would place the hands of the corpse on his shoulders, and so  pulling with both hands, 

the corpse was dragged behind his legs. One could see that in many barracks that were scattered 

around the camp, live shadows were dragging dead shadows, and all of them going in the same 

direction.  

 

The servants of the houses were obliged to do that work, but they refused to deal with it. For this 

purpose, they took people from their own barracks, and forced them to do it, disregarding their 

refusal. In this situation and atmosphere, the sense of resistance broke down much faster than in 
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Auschwitz. Life in proximity to the four crematoria could subdue even the mood of the strongest 

person. Everyone lived with the thought, if not today, then tomorrow, or in a week, or two 

weeks. Sooner or later, everyone will pass by the same road. 

 

MORE ON THE RAMP 

 

The “Ramp” continued its satanic work. Transports of women, men and children continued to 

arrive from Poland. The heart- breaking dramas during the selections on the “Ramp” became 

more and more painful. Many men and women refused to get into the vehicles. It was clear to 

them what they meant.  

 

In one horse boxcar that transported innocent people to slaughter, I once noticed a message 

written in Yiddish on a small window:”Tuesday morning, I am in a train station in Auschwitz, a 

place where death awaits us. Know Jews, that everything that they told us at home about 

Auschwitz is true. The trucks are awaiting us. Don’t let….” The person who warned others 

didn’t have a chance to complete what he had in mind to write. He surely wanted to write about 

the last minutes after descending to the “Ramp”. I don’t think that these words reached other 

places, except those who traveled in the same boxcar.  

Anyway, one could understand from those arriving that the information about what was 

happening in Auschwitz reached the ears of the Polish Jewry. In many transports, we found men 

and women who had been shot something that proved their resistance while descending from the 

trains. 

 

 In one of these transports, while I was transferring a sick, old woman to the death steps, I had to 

wait a few minutes until they took the woman away from me, I noticed next to me a woman who 

was about 40 years old, skinny and pale, standing with a girl about twelve years old, who was 

looking at her mother’s sad face.  

The girl turned to her mother with a sad voice in Polish:”Mama, we are standing next to the 

wagon, we will be together in our last hour as we have been until now. Hug me tight dear mama, 

I want to feel my dear mother’s spoiling me a little longer.”  

The girl clings to her mother’s bosom with eyes shut. The mother is patting the girl’s silky, black 

hair. She is not uttering a word. She is choking in a sea of tears, wetting her beloved daughter. 

While climbing up the death steps, they hold each other in a hug, in despair with no hope, but 

they don’t separate.  

 

In this transport, the selection was very strict. Less than 15 percent of the people stayed in the 

camp. There were many young, strong people in the trucks. I can’t forget the screaming of a 

young woman from the car:”I am still capable of working, I want to work, I am only thirty, why 

do I deserve this?” 

 

From the second truck, somebody shouted at the S.S. man who stood next to the car:”Sir Ober 

Feld Febel, I am sixteen. I have not enjoyed life yet, please save me, I want to live.” 

The S.S. man turned to the other side, as if he had not been spoken to.  

 

When the truck started moving, a young girl jumped off, and tried to run to the group of the 

happy ones. But this S.S. man caught her, and shoved her unto the second truck. I can’t forget 
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the second young girl whom I saw a few minutes later, running towards the “happy ones” that 

would stay in the camp. With tears in her eyes, she begged my friends to allow her to climb into 

the truck and join her older sister. My friends scolded her, and wanted to return her to her group. 

The S.S. man who noticed that they were quarrelling with her approached and said:”Let her go 

where ever she wants. Don’t disturb her.” 

I felt these words more than I really heard them when the S.S. man spoke, gesticulating with his 

hands towards my friends. It is hard to say what would have happened with this young girl if not 

for my intervening. At that moment, I ran to this S.S. officer, I took off my hat before him, and I 

said to him:”The camp’s doctor told me to take her back.” He thought for a moment, and 

said:”OK take her back.”  

 

I held her by her hand, and pretend that I am carrying out a task. We passed by the camp doctor, 

who continued his work with his “stick”. He is standing with his shoulders turned toward our 

direction. I pretend that I am looking towards him in case the S.S. man is looking at me. The 

doctor doesn’t look at us. I return the girl to her group. I ask a friend standing nearby to keep 

everything in order, to keep an eye on that young girl.  

 

We saw such sad occurrences with every transport that arrived from Poland,  when people were 

struggling desperately to postpone their sentence to the last minute. Also, how others went 

willingly to their death, because they didn’t want to part from their dear ones.  

 

 

THE WORK SQUADS: COLLECTING CLOTHES, FOOD, SHOES, 

DISINFECTION AND UNDERGROUND ACTIVITY 

,                                                                     

The work area stretched over a few hundred square meters. The barracks and all the area around 

them held the plundered things. This was extremely conspicuous especially when the transports 

from Czechoslovakia and Greece arrived, and a year later with the transports from Hungary. The 

entire area was covered with tall piles of luggage, for which there was not room inside the 

barracks. At every step, we would sense the tragedy that continued without respite.  

 

In the middle was the gas chamber, where the clothes underwent disinfection. An hour after the 

transport arrived, they would bring the clothes of those who undressed before entering the gas 

cellar of the crematorium. The pile of cloths in front of us grew all the time. Every few minutes, 

a loaded truck would arrive. Very often, the top of the piles reached the height of a one story 

building.  

 

If we didn’t see what was happening in the crematoria, then we saw it by the pile. You could still 

feel the warmth of the clothes. Every item that we took into our hands was evidence of the 

horrible crime. With great pain, we checked what was left of the children, every dress, shoe, and 

toy was like salt on open sores for us. It was forbidden for us to display this pain, as if we had no 

connection to it. In other work areas,  were strewn bed sheets, blankets, aluminum pots, 

suitcases, shoes, children’ strollers, etc. All that meant something: Just a short time ago the 

victims were resisting the removal of these items from them, and now they don’t need them 

anymore. This is what cultured German people decided.  
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All day long, there is a tumult in the work squad,  like in the market with the only difference that 

here nothing is being sold. Nevertheless, everyone gets beatings. The work managers make 

noise. They don’t close their mouth, not even for a minute. The S.S. officers help them, not only 

with screaming, but also with floggings. Every minute one hears a scream from someone who 

has been beaten. Here, an S.S. man hits an entire group that is unloading materials, over there, 

somebody is yelling at a man who is attacked by a dog. His screams are weird.  

 

Next to barracks number 1, we see the Untercharfuhrer named Hans conducting punishment 

exercises with another group. With his tenor voice, he orders:”Marsch, Marsch, Hinlegen - Auf, 

Hipfen (Springen) Marsch, Marsch Roirn, etc. He had the habit   of bothering everyone all the 

time until someone ranked higher would notice it. That way, he thought they would appreciate 

his activity. One could hear all sorts of degrading expressions aimed at us.  

 

We continued to run with the packages. Next to the gate, we load a few trucks with all the 

pillaged materials. We run with bags full of stuff. Everywhere they make us run while being 

beaten. No one dares to look around and see what is happening around us. You must not get 

yourself into a situation where someone will look at you and follow you. You should not look 

when they flog somebody. In such cases, you might become the loser. We were forbidden from 

saying a word amongst us, and definitely not to a woman. 

The official language was German. In every barracks there was a notice:” Only German is 

spoken here.” 

 

For grabbing something to put in your mouth, you get floggings. Everything that is permitted 

everywhere else is forbidden here. They don’t let us take a breath of air. No matter how hard you 

try to work, here, it is not enough. You get beaten all the time. You lose your footing, and 

everything falls from your hands. You fall with the packages and the stick gets involved nonstop. 

As much as this work was hard, it was still preferred, since here you didn’t see the misfortunes 

that were happening on the “Ramp”.  

 

I used to envy my friends because of their special kinds of jobs within their work squad.  

For example, those who worked in the shoes department, the squad that worked in the 

warehouses, or those who worked in the gas chambers, and others. They were less bothered than 

the others I decided then to make an effort to obtain one of those jobs.  

Two weeks later, after the intervening of my friend with our Capo, he put me to work in the gas 

chamber, and I stopped working for a while on the damn “Ramp”.  

 

The work in the gas chamber was physically hard, and also damaging to one’s health. 

The air that we breathed was full of gas and dust. The three fans there were there were not 

enough for changing the dense air that existed. Everyone had a defined role in his work, and had 

to make a big effort in order to gain a few minutes for resting.  When the preparations before the 

disinfection ended, the Capo put a gas mask on himself, scattered three cans of gas on the floor, 

closed the door hermetically, and turned on the fans for five hours. After that time was over, the 

door was opened again and the fans were turned on in order to allow the gas to escape. After 

fifteen minutes, we removed everything that underwent disinfection. The gas was still detected 

very strongly. It was the same gas that was used to gas people. We used to joke:”Since we are 

slowly getting used to it, as time passes it won’t affect us.” 
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During the disinfection process, we used to sort and prepare additional clothes for disinfection. 

We would take out and empty everything that was in the pockets, in the women’s purses, and in 

the wallets that were among the clothes. We would find all kinds of interesting documents, 

letters, pictures, poems and diaries that were written while these people lived as free and happy 

citizens under the brief Soviet rule. In particular, these were Jews who arrived in the transports 

from Grodno, Lomza and Bialystok, and who praised the Red Army in their writing.  

In the writings they expressed the wish to keep and broaden the freedom that was attained, and 

their sense of gratitude to the entire Russian nation. During this brief period of time, pride was 

formed in the nation, among the youth. Jews and Christians lived side by side like brothers. 

Together they hoisted the red flag with the hammer and the sickle. The enthusiasm to fight and 

defend it was burning in them.  

 

In the diaries, we also found descriptions of the sad period that these people went through during 

the German conquest. They talked about hunger, distress, and suffering; about the existence 

under the yoke of slavery and human degradation, and about thousands of children and adults 

dying of all sorts of diseases. 

 

I will forever remember the beautiful pictures of children that I found there. How they played in 

parks, how they danced and laughed, or the way they did sports in school.  

What a warm and sweet feeling engulfed me at that moment when I remembered those images, a 

place where I could imagine the expression of peace, happiness, serenity, good mood, love, and 

enthusiasm. A sense of bitterness overwhelmed me when I felt the horrible reality of these 

children and that not even a remnant of them was left.  

 

Once, I found a boy’s picture album containing pictures from his first months until the age of 

twelve. This album was from Bialystok, and the date was the spring of 1930. The boy was 

photographed often. At the age of three, this boy has a true Jewish look, with his curly black hair 

and his cute eyes, and he sits on a wooden horse in a play room, surrounded with all kinds of 

toys. As a young pupil, you see him with a violin in his hand. One of the last pictures was large, 

where he is standing dressed as Napoleon in his famous pose, looking thoughtful and holding his 

vest with his fingers. The little Napoleon probably dreamed once of being a“big shot”. He would 

have definitely attained it, since under the Soviet rule people flourished and thrived in all walks 

of life. He would have most probably taken advantage of all these possibilities and would have 

fulfilled some of his dreams. To our chagrin, this tragedy befell us, and from the little 

“Napoleon,” only some ashes remained.  

 

Sometimes, our group from the gas chamber would be in barracks number 5, or as it was 

nicknamed “The Ironing Barracks” which was the main station for sorting the victims’ packages. 

From this barracks, we used to take the clothes and the underwear for disinfection. 

 

On such occasions, I sometimes tried to “organize” something.  It was a difficult task. It carried a 

risk of receiving twenty five floggings with a stick. An S.S. man walked around the barracks the 

entire time. He watched what we were doing, and made sure we didn’t put anything in our mouth 

to eat. Another S.S. man stood by the door and checked every package we removed from there. 

If we did succeed in removing something, then we put ourselves in danger of the scrutiny of a 
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third S.S. man who stood in the yard. One needed a lot of courage” or as you say “composure to 

“organize something,” Not everyone could demonstrate this.  

 

There were young men who preferred suffering hunger over the risk of being flogged.  

Despite the difficult conditions, a wide underground activity was conducted by this work group. 

A cadre of men from France which included these members: Fridman Icek, Szarl Dinersztajn, 

Ajchenbojm Unri, Filip, Sam, Maks and Lajbke got organized. As time passed, the group grew, 

and a few more lads joined. They participated in a roundabout way, in other words they 

participated in worthwhile activity, but they didn’t take part in secretive consultations. I was 

among the last ones who joined. It was  in 1944.  I was considered a member who could be 

trusted , so they added me to the cadre together with my friend Kwiatek. The members 

Dinersztajn and Ajchenbojm got killed in the last days before the liberation.  

 

It is difficult for me to accept the reality that they will never return. These two friends were liked 

by all of us for their devotion and self sacrifice to the work in the group. 

I am sure that all the members who succeeded in obtaining freedom and who participated 

together with them in the activity will agree that these two friends were the most beloved and 

dear ones in our group. Their names and their memory will always be in our hearts as if they are 

still alive, and they will be immortalized as holy ones in our chronicles to honor their memory.  

 

Our Capo Hans, a former fighter for Spanish freedom, participated a lot in that difficult activity. 

Hans had a bad name in the work squad, because of his wild and cruel treatment of us. He was 

killed a few months before the liberation during an escape attempt.  

Two friends that didn’t belong to the workers in Canada participated together with us. They were 

Mink and Szmulewski. The first one worked as a carpenter, and the second one was a barracks 

vice manager. They were in contact with the women’s camp. A few times a week, they 

transferred bread, sausage, margarine medications and more over there. Commodities were 

obtained in exchange for valuable items that were collected in the headquarters.  

 

Szmulewski was an acquaintance of leaders who held high positions in the men’s camp and also 

in the women’s’ camp .With his influence, he succeeded in helping and erasing the names of a 

number of people that were put down to be transferred to the gas chambers. Many people must 

thank him for saving their lives A few months later, I found out that Szmulewski was the Jewish 

representative in the international committee of Birkenau. I will write about it later.  

 

At that time, a group of women organized a work squad that became a model to other women. 

This group had many achievements in substantive assistance to needy women in the camp. They 

were in touch with us. This was cooperative work. They also showed interest in the difficult 

conditions that were the lot of all of us. In their daily conference schedule, they always had 

discussions about the political and military situation. They received this information from other 

underground activists from other groups. The most active members were: Lea Paulette, Janine 

Marie, and Karola. She was from Poland. She was accepted in the circle of members as a result 

of her political activity before and during the war.  I want to reiterate happily that these friends 

succeeded in  obtaining freedom, because of their courageous stand during the difficult moments.  
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Our aim was to help one another in the work group, and also help the needy ones that worked in 

other work squads (a large number of them were French political prisoners who arrived from 

Compiegne). In the work places, they organized in such a way, that our men were distributed to 

the various work spots of each work squad. This enabled everyone in his branch to organize help 

for the entire community. For example, those who worked in the shoe department, provided 

shoes to those who worked with them, and also to people who worked in other areas in the camp. 

Those who dealt with unloading the luggage, provided food,  of which a large part was 

transferred to our female friends who worked in sorting textile products.  

 

The women were waiting for everything we provided them, because only a limited number 

among them had the opportunity to obtain a little food. Those who worked in the gas chambers 

provided them with underwear. From the same source, they provided pretty ladies underwear to 

members of our group. These garments were smuggled into the camp for those who had the same 

ideological views, thanks to that, they obtained a piece of bread for themselves, or kept the 

luxuries for themselves. The same method was used for providing needed medications and other 

products. In the evening, at the time they returned from work, they dressed in the clothes they 

were supposed to transfer. They hid medications, special food stuff, and anything possible on 

themselves. The same thing was done by our lady members. But we had to be very careful, 

because every day, at the time of returning from work, we were checked by S.S. officers. 

Sometimes they undressed our upper body, and sometimes they undressed the entire body to full 

nudity. 

 

  

The women underwent the same process. If somebody was caught, she was flogged on the spot, 

twenty floggings on the buttocks. It was much worse when somebody was caught during a 

surprise inspection, while entering the camp. We encountered such surprises at the camp gate, 

where the counting managers and the barracks’ managers dealt with us. They would write down 

the number of the one in whose possession they found something hidden. A few days later, we 

did punishment work, and we were destined to be transferred to the punishment headquarters. In 

addition, we received right there and then punishment by exercise. The same punishments were 

given to women as well. Sometimes, they cut off their hair.  

 

There was also a connection with the outside world. Important documents, data about the camp, 

numbers about the crematoria, property items, and foreign currency were transferred to Poland, 

to a secret organization that was operated by the communist party. Individuals took part in this 

important activity to which Szmulewski belonged.  

 

Every evening, all the materials that were brought, were distributed, and the next morning our 

men and women were supposed to go to work without their underwear and in torn shoes. As time 

went by, this task became more and more difficult. The S.S. men caught up with this trick and so 

they conducted inspections when we arrived at work.  

The torn shoes and the dirty underwear were discovered immediately. The numbers of those who 

“failed” were registered. The punishment for that was the following: For arriving to work in torn 

shoes, these friends had to wear those shoes for a few weeks.  

Those who were caught wearing the strange and dirty underwear received the same punishment. 

Every evening, while leaving work, those numbers were called out, and they checked the people 
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lest they changed any of their garments that were written next to their number. Regardless of the 

difficulties, this activity was continued. In the camp we learned a lot from experience. We would 

decide if it was possible to take something and what, only in the last moments before leaving, 

because it was very important which S.S. men would conduct the inspection that evening.  

 

We were already familiar with their capricious behavior during the inspections. For example, for 

our Unterszarfuhrer Majer, it was enough if we stood in front of him with an unbuttoned coat, 

with the pockets turned inside out, with our cap in hand and show him what everyone wanted to 

transfer in a lawful manner. He always used his stick, touched everywhere in order to discover 

smuggling. He never forgot to hit between the legs with his stick in order to know if there was 

something hidden there. On the other hand, he never searched the stomach, so there it was 

possible to smuggle something. 

  

With each S.S. man we had to use different tactics. It was much worse when they put us inside 

the barracks for the inspection. There, they undressed us to full nudity.  

These surprises didn’t take place very often with the participation of S.S. officers. In these cases, 

some of the guys were successful in evading being caught with all sorts of tactics.  

 

This activity lasted from the spring of 1943 until the final evacuation of Birkenau, and thanks to 

that operation many people were rescued.  

 

 

 

 

BARRACKS NUMBER SEVEN 

 

“The Seven” as we called this barracks was built of stone and was named in the official language 

“The Ambulance”. As a matter of fact, it was the last stop for the Jewish victims until the spring 

of 1943. Every single day, they shoved hundreds and thousands of people in there, who were 

brought from nearby camps, and also from Auschwitz and Birkenau, as well as women who were 

identified by the Nazis and there loyal collaborators as “unfit for work”.Every morning ,we saw 

the barracks managers leading groups of the miserable ones from all the barracks to the last 

gathering place.  

 

The despaired and indifferent inmates walked with heads bent down, shuffling their feet, taking 

their last steps in the steppes of Birkenau. The spark of hope was extinguished. It was too late to 

even hope for a miracle. Soon their thought would cease and their suffering would come to an 

end. Many of them went of their own will. Their stay in “The Seven” during their last day was 

horrid. Instead of 400 people that the place could house, they stuffed in about 1,500. Thirty 

percent of them died even before they were transferred to the gas chambers. Immediately after 

they were put there, they added another tattoo on their left arm: the letter “L” that meant death.   

 

If somebody succeeded escaping this barracks, then the letter “L” gave him/her away.  

Barracks number seven was intended solely for Jews. Anyone that got in was never ever able to 

go out. The simplest, lame excuse was enough in order for them to be left there. There was no 

difference between, diseases not even when somebody needed to dress a finger or requested two 
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aspirins. There was another ambulance and it was in barracks number 12, but it was for non 

Jews.There they cured all the illnesses, and they never conducted a selection.  

 

A report writer , or another S.S. man arrived at “The Seven” with great precision and handed 

over an order for the gas chambers: for today, four hundred people, or for tomorrow morning , 

eight hundred, and so on. Many times, it so happened that they emptied the barracks all at once. 

There were also occasions when they ordered more people than the actual number in there. In 

these cases they would catch healthy people from amongst those who worked in the camp. In 

such cases, they took anyone they came across, because for the sake of efficiency for every can 

of gas they used, they needed a certain number of people for suffocating.  

 

Twice a week (sometimes four times a week) after leaving for work, a few trucks arrived at “The 

Seven” in order to eliminate the miserable ones. A few S.S. men stood in the small area that 

separated the exit from the barracks and the area for the trucks, holding sticks in their hands. 

They hit the people, prodding them to climb into the cars.  

 

I went through a terrible experience the first time I entered the place during the morning hours. 

Right next to the entrance to the small fenced area, lay a pile of bodies. I froze when I saw how 

these holy ones were laying. “How far can the thirst for blood reach?” I thought. “How they 

stamp on the honor of our brethren” “A pile of naked bodies smeared with blood, mud and filth”. 

The terrible suffering of the victims was visible: The faces of the skeletons, the blue blotches on 

the corpse’s skin, and the marks that the sticks left on their necks. All these were a confirmation 

of the German culture. On the top of the pile, lay a young man with an open mouth. His hands 

were placed on his friends, like Jesus on the cross, and his open eyes were turned towards 

heaven. I felt his screams of pain, his roars to the world, to humanity, to culture! His silence was 

as saying:”In our death, I accuse all those who helped establish Hitlerism. I accuse the twentieth 

century and technology and her science which helped annihilate humanity with such cruelty.  

I accuse Hitlerism for our Holocaust. 

 

How did we sin? How did our wives and children sin? Will the world keep silent about it? Where 

is humanity? We demand revenge for the spilt blood, and justice for those who survived!”  

 

The Zakiz 
9
 is great. It expresses the Holocaust of our people and the tragedy of humanity at 

large, which is seen on his face. By the time the ears of the entire world will hear him, it will be 

too late. The murdered in the gas chambers, and those killed on the  battle fields will not be 

resurrected. The pile of the dead from barracks number seven was already removed together with 

its accuser. By the next morning, there was already a new pile. That is how it continued day after 

day. With time passing, the “Annihilation Factories” grew and became more efficient and, 

enlarged the mass massacre. We didn’t hear a thing but a sigh from the cultured world. 

 

THE FOG  

 

I recall an occasion I experienced in February of 1943 in the morning around 10:00 o’clock. 

From 5:30 A.M, all the work squads stood by the gate, and waited to leave for work. That 

                                                
9  A Yiddish scholar, Itzkhok Niborski, states that the Zakiz  probably means the “cry” ,”clamor”or “anger” 

expressed. 
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morning there was thick fog. In such cases, we would not leave until the fog dissipated, because 

of the fear that someone would, “God Forbid,” take advantage of the situation and try to escape. 

Just at that time, a few trucks full with people from The Seven” arrived. When the cars stopped 

for a minute for them to open the gate, I saw the faces of a few familiar people. I noticed a young 

man, who is about17 years old, who speaks with somebody in the second car:”You know, they 

are taking us to the gas chambers!” He says these words with such simplicity as if it were 

something unimportant. He continues:”My Capo hit me with his stick (he shows his right arm) 

and because of that I can’t continue working using a hoe, and therefore they are transferring me 

to The Seven. In an hour or two, I will not feel the pain in my arm anymore”. 

The car advances. I see how he is trying to say a few more words:”Stay well, maybe you will 

have more luck!” These were his last words, which he spoke with the same simplicity as the first 

words. 

  

During the days when they regularly transferred people from “The Seven” I saw an upsetting 

sight. Two Poles, together with the German Capo, brought over a Jewish young man to an S.S. 

man who stood next to one of the cars. The Capo turns to the S.S. man and says:”This man is 

mentally ill.”The young man looked sane and in good form, he looked strong and was dressed 

better than the average. The young man was trying to defend himself, and said that he was a 

normal person and that the Capo brought him there for a different reason. But the S.S. man didn’t 

let him speak. He forced him to lie down on the snow with his face down. When the young man 

was finally forced to lie on his stomach, the S.S. man shot him in the nape of his neck and put 

him in the car together with everybody else.  

 

THE STOCK EXCHANGE IN BIRKENAU 

 

After the evening roll calls next to barracks number 13 and number 14, on the route that led to 

“the bathroom”, a forbidden barter business was conducted constantly.  

A large number of the Greek Jews suffered badly, because of their craving for smoking. They 

sold a piece of margarine or a piece of sausage, and sometimes also a piece of bread. They sold 

all that for tobacco. “Salami, Cigarettes, Dart Cigarettes” that was their song. They didn’t 

understand German or Yiddish, but they had to pronounce these two words when they were 

ready to hand over their sausage or bread for cigarettes.  

 

There were also other food stuffs like a little cold soup, half a spoon of jam, cabbage leaves that 

the kitchen threw into the garbage, cooked potatoes, or red beets that somebody obtained 

somewhere and wanted to exchange for other items. Everything that one could chew was a 

tradable commodity. One could also buy a spoon, a knife, a piece of soap, or a handkerchief. 

These items had fewer consumers. It was very seldom that somebody would spare something 

from his food for such “luxuries.” 

 

The barter was conducted differently by the Poles. They were the only ones who had things to 

sell, and the need to buy luxuries, thanks to the money that they received constantly from their 

families. For cigarettes, they paid with bread, sugar, honey, fat, etc. For money they would 

receive “bonuses”, and with those they bought” soups, cheeses, and other products. in the “kiosk 
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With time, Jews also joined this business. Through all kinds of work groups, they succeeded 

every week in smuggling all sorts of products into the camp, belongings, and smoking products 

that were brought by the new arrivals in the new transports.  

This trade caused a stirring in the camp. Naturally, only a limited number of friends enjoyed this 

trade, but nevertheless, it also enabled those who didn’t take part in the barter to enjoy some of it 

from their organizing friends. 

 

I was once present during a funny occurrence in the “Stock Market”. The Capo caught two 

Greek Jews. One had some soup, the other half a slice of bread. Both were looking for cigarettes. 

The Capo held on to them and said: “You surely wanted to sell your food for cigarettes, is that 

true?”  They were afraid, to answer yes or no, so they kept quiet. 

“Well, fine, I’ll organize the sale for both of you” he said to them. He took the slice of bread cut 

it into small pieces, put the pieces into the soup and stirred.  He took a spoon from them and 

ordered them to eat the common food. Many hungry people were watching. The two Jews ate 

two spoons of soup, one after the other, until the bowl was empty. Both smiled, and departed, 

satisfied with the Capo’s gesture.  

 

A similar occurrence happened once with an acquaintance of mine also from Greece. He was a 

student in the French Sorbonne, who was addicted to cigarettes. One evening, when I met him, 

he was sad. To my question:”What happened to you?” he answered in French, and told me about 

the mishap that he had had that evening. While at work, he prepared “radish” and sold it for 2 

cigarettes.  For those 2 cigarettes he received more than half a portion of bread spread with jam. 

He planned to get at least 3 cigarettes for it, but someone followed him, and took away his 

merchandise and distributed it to hungry people that stood there with stretched out hands. With 

great difficulty, he managed to get just a piece of what was taken from him.  

 

When I, the Canadist, gave him a cigarette in order to cheer him up, and brought him a piece of 

bread from the barracks, he shook my hand and said:”Thank you very much sir, if God the 

merciful will free us, I will reciprocate many times over.” 

 

THE TRANSFER TO CAMP “D” 

 

On June 10
th

 1943 we moved to a new camp department “D”, which was the first of eight others 

that were operated later on. Women from camp “B” came to replace us. A group of women from 

Canada was transferred to barracks number seven. This would be an addition to the famous sad 

“Seven” that will forever stay ingrained in the memory of a very small number of people that 

survived it. The women knew what this barracks represented. The cruelty that prevailed there 

didn’t let them relax. They made an effort to change the ambience of death that hovered there. 

The barracks underwent a thorough cleaning and washing. In the work squad they made an effort 

to ornate the barracks with tablecloths, serviettes, and colorful woolen blankets that added beauty 

to the bunks. When one of us would succeed once in a while to enter their barracks in the 

women’s camp, he would bring warm greetings from our women, and wishes for sustaining 

ourselves in this death house.  

 

That same day, after work, we were handed an unpleasant message. They changed our Barracks 

manager. Instead of Leo Siwi they appointed the German whose nickname was “Cerele”. He was 
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known for his cruelty in Canada, where he was the Capo of the group who worked the night 

shift. He was a wild character. He hit people any time he felt like it. Well, we were destined to 

suffer many troubles from him in the coming months, but in Birkenau no one was sure he would 

remain alive. Death arrived also to chosen ones. A few months later, Cerele fell sick with 

Typhoid and died. Naturally, nobody was sorry about his death. We congratulated each other and 

wished to take revenge on all the remaining enemies.  

 

The whole camp presented itself by barracks. Everyone carried his blankets and his meager 

belongings, and marched to his new home. Already during the march, we received the first 

beatings from Cerele. He didn’t even spare Russian prisoners of war who were transferred to our 

barracks. “You are bees from a garbage can, you are bewitched dogs, I will help you,” this was 

his recurring refrain. This man would get revived when he had the chance to give orders. He 

wanted his orders to be executed immediately. It goes without saying that each time we endured 

all his craziness on our heads.  

 

They transferred us to barracks number 8. Half of it was for the Russians, and the second half 

was for us.  Everyone asked for a sleeping place next to his friends. Cerele  was not satisfied, and 

organized us according to his wishes. A horrible terror reigned in our barracks. If someone was 

late to go to sleep, or was late in getting up, we wouldn’t envy him. In our bunks , we were 

forbidden to open our mouths. We remembered with sorrow Leo Siwi, who behaved with 

simplicity and made an effort to make the lives of the inmates easier. He didn’t distinguish 

between a Jew and a Christian.  

 

The building of the camp was not yet complete. Every Sunday they caught people for work. 

They would carry rocks for paving the camp’s main street. Every barracks was supposed to 

arrange its own roll call field, to flatten the area and remove the mud. 

 

Cerele planned that his barracks and his roll call field would be an example for the others.  

During the morning hours, when we left for work, we succeeded in having a bit of a respite, but 

during work it was the same hell. 

 

            WHAT KIND OF A PERSON WAS MOLL? 

 

In the year 1942, Moll was the head of the command of “Kenigs-Graben”. At the time he was 

only Unterscharfuhrer. The mention of his name and the sight of him cast horror on the camp’s 

inhabitants. He was known to everyone for his violence and his cruelty.  

Every single day, he would personally, and with the help of his dog, murder a few Jews. 

He managed the “study” of the Jewish problem and quickly delved deeply into it in 

the special S.S. academy, where all the S.S. officers took a 6 months compulsory course.  

 

In the ranks of the camp, he was considered one of the gifted amongst the S.S. officers. 

Because of the fact that he stood out with his Nazi senses, he quickly obtained the rank of  

Haupt-Scharfuhrer, and in the beginning of 1943 he received from that command the 

appointment as the manager of the four crematoria. Moll adapted quickly to his important post. 

His power was great. Many times he acted on his own volition on the backs of the innocent Jews. 
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His satanic work consisted of the approval and the enabling of the murder of 2 million Jewish 

victims that the 4 crematoria swallowed during the period of his tenure until the autumn of 1944.   

 

The Sonder Commando that worked in this frightening job in the gas chambers, and in the 

crematoria, were always isolated. There was no entrance to their barracks, and no one was given 

permission to go in there. They were forbidden from leaving the barracks. They were forbidden 

to talk, or to be in contact with other inmates. Nevertheless, there were a few among them who 

succeeded in sneaking out for a few minutes to meet with their friends. At times, one of them 

came to our barracks, gave us facts and details about their horrifying work day, and about Moll’s 

bestial behavior. I recall one evening in our barracks, when I listened to a young man from 

Mlawa who was in the Sonder Commando, speaking about Moll’s actions, to which he was an 

eye witness  

 

 At the beginning, I approached my two friends who were looking very intently at him and 

listening with extreme concentration and full attention to his story, which was a live testimony of 

the facts. When he saw me, he stopped talking, and he continued only after my friends told him 

he could continue his story in my presence. “It happened with a transport from Holland, when a 

few hundred women and children stood naked before entering the gas chamber. Moll inspected 

all the young women from head to toe. The women hid one behind the other to avoid his 

scrutiny. Others covered their breasts with their hands and turned around when he passed near 

them. He didn’t allow it. Is he searching? Is he choosing? Not even one woman knew about the 

bitter death that was awaiting her a few minutes later. Finally, he made his decision. He picked 

the four most beautiful women, and led them straight to one of the openings where they burned 

the people who were gassed by poison. He lectured them only as an educated S.S. officer was 

capable of doing. “Do you see?” he turns to these four women and points at the corpses that were 

thrown into the crematorium; “This is awaiting you too, but with one small difference, you are 

about to be thrown in there while you will still be alive. Do you know why it is coming to you?” 

he adds, “It is because you are Jewish.” 

 

He enjoyed the women’s screams. One could see it in the murderous look on his face.  

The crying and pleading by these women beforehand didn’t help. He continued to abuse them 

verbally with murderous words. Afterwards, he ordered their hair to be cut off, and personally 

with his own two hands threw them one by one, still alive, into the fire. 

 

The young man from Mlawa continued to speak. He once saw how Moll conducted experiments 

with various kinds of pistols and automatic weapons on live people. He put a few people in a 

column, one behind the other, and from a distance of two meters he started shooting at the 

direction of the first in line. He laughed a satanic laughter, when he was successful in killing a 

few people with one bullet. Moll was the man who instituted the murder of little children during 

a certain period of time by putting them into the crematoria still alive. 

 

The friend continued to recount:”Moll had at his disposal a few S.S. men who enjoyed carrying 

out cruel tasks. These special S.S. people were: A Schturman named Hajni and an 

Unterscharfuhrer named Schulz. Their favorite place to spend time was the crematoria. These 

two murderers together with Moll, threw live Jewish children into the fire.  
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When one of the children realized the horrifying death that was awaiting him, and tried to resist 

with his last bit of strength, the murderers caught his legs, smashed his head to the wall and 

afterwards threw him into the fire. 

 

SECRET CASKETS  

 

From one friend in the “Zonder,” it came to our attention that during a certain period in the year 

1943 caskets with corpses arrived from Germany, twice a week. In each one of these caskets 

there were two headless corpses. According to the estimation of the friends in the “Zonder,” 

these corpses belonged to members of Hitler’s movement, who were kicked out during the 

frequent purges that were carried out by the Gestapo. Most of the bodies were of men in neat and 

tidy civilian clothes with manicured fingernails. 

A small percentage of them were of women of the same status, and sometimes there were men’s 

corpses in military uniform. 

 

Most probably, they decapitated the people, because they wanted to keep the information about 

the killings a secret from the public. Berlin was afraid of the publicity and of a consequent 

uprising. The long knife in their hand didn’t spare their own people either. 

These caskets were a testimony to the terror that reigned in their ranks, while the main reasons to 

that were corruption and cruelty. It is a pity that information about these purges didn’t reach 

many in their top echelon. This way, the world would have been spared part of this disaster.From 

these sources, we received hair raising information and much data concerning the crematoria.  

 

A horrible feeling overcame us when the top murderer waited for us by the gate. When he 

arrived in the morning hours riding a motorcycle on the way to work in the crematoria, he used 

to stand by the camp’s gate through which we left for work. He would sit on the motorcycle 

watching his future victims. He especially scrutinized our work squad, because of the big 

difference that existed between us and the people from other groups.  

We had polished shoes, clean clothes, and our state of health was better. It was easy to detect. He 

would scrutinize us with piercing eyes.”Not even one of these Jews will easily slip away from 

me. Sooner or later, they will come to me.” You could read these words in his face when he 

looked at us. One time, during one of his visits, he expressed himself cynically to another S.S. 

man:”They will burn very well.” One of us heard it while marching past him.  

 

The meetings with Moll had a very strong effect on us. Every time we encountered him, we felt 

pressure in our stomach and our heart beat faster. It was difficult to hold back our anger. The 

question was not fear of death. Every one of us understood very well and knew what was 

destined for us at the end. We lived with this constant thought, like inmates on death row, whose 

execution was temporarily postponed. We suffered immensely from this Satan who would come 

to us tease us and freeze the blood in our veins. “Your turn has not come yet, but this day is soon 

approaching.” We could understand that without his saying it.  

 

We suffered from being powerless and inferior, facing our hangmen who would say 

openly:”You, the Canada people, are not going out anymore. You know too many secrets. You 

have already seen too much of what is happening here.“  They treated us more cautiously than 

people from other work squads. It was clear to them that when the day of our annihilation comes, 
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we shall defend ourselves, and for our death they will pay with a few victims from the S.S. men. 

They knew with certainty that they would not be able to put us into the crematoria while we were 

still alive and that every one of us is able to put up resistance.  

 

For the purpose of making it easier to hunt us down, when needed, they planned to isolate us in a 

hut surrounded by barbed wire, but that wasn’t carried out. Because, according to plan,  we, the 

people of Canada, were supposed to move to a part of the small camp named “Bzezinka” which 

was exactly next to crematoria number 3 and 4. 

 

Our hangmen thought that when we would be there it would be difficult for us to act. 

 

“Revenge,” indeed that is a strong feeling. This thought awakened in us during those minutes. 

But, actually, for us, it was a dream that couldn’t be fulfilled.  

 

The purpose and the greatest yearning of our souls were to achieve this great day. For it to finally 

arrive, while all of humanity awaited it impatiently, to see the final defeat of our blood- thirsty 

enemy. We were yearning for at least one day! One hour of freedom, of a shining sun, in order 

for us to be able to personally avenge our millions of victims. 

 

If we don’t achieve carrying out this holy aspiration, we swore and promised each other that if 

our fate is death, then we will die as proud Jews.  

 

  

TARNOW 

 

One of my most hated transports was in August 1943; it arrived from Tarnow. The Nazis there 

annihilated the Jews who remained in the Ghetto. At 11 PM, after a short sleep that followed a 

long summer work day, they woke us up to go to the Ramp. Our Capo immediately started 

yelling:”Get dressed fast”. The barracks’ manager helped him along. An S.S. man, who came to 

get us, gave us 5 more minutes. 

 

After a few minutes, seventy five people were already standing ready to leave. Hans (our Capo) 

counted us:”Five more people” he screamed. This wild person ran to the barracks, and 

murderously beat everyone he came across. Every one of us tried to evade the Ramp. No one 

wanted to see the horrible sights there. We didn’t want to hear crying children. Everyone was 

already satiated with the suffering and the torture. A few minutes later, a few young men came 

out of the barracks. One had a bloody nose. The second one was complaining about pain in his 

side. The third one was complaining:”I participated in receiving the last transport, why do I have 

to go today once again when there are those who never take part in this?” And then Hans’s 

hoarse voice sounded:”Don’t look for justice; you will be flogged soon enough.” The one who 

complained received a few slaps on his face and calmed down.  

 

“The number is all right, there are eighty people with me” said Hans to the secretary of our work 

squad. We began marching. Waiting for us by the camp exit, were two military vehicles which 

were accompanied by a few S.S. We got into the vehicles and within 5 minutes we were at the 

Ramp. The entire gang, including the camp’s manager, was already there, discussing the 
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transport with a smile. There were no disagreements in that matter. We stood next to this gang, 

with uncovered heads, motionless awaiting instructions. While we were standing and awaiting 

our hangmen’s orders, we saw and heard many crying children, broken voices of mothers who 

wanted to cheer up their children, voices that reached us from the closed, horse transport box 

cars. We heard a man’s voice pleading for medical help for his dying wife.  We saw an S.S. man 

shooting his automatic rifle in the direction of the box cars filled with women, men and children.  

He did that without receiving an order, of his own volition, according to his own wish because 

nobody disturbed him. We sensed that a horrible night awaited us.  

The military trucks arrived. Soon we shall start carrying out the hated activity. 

Hans received instructions. He divides us into groups next to the box cars and by the death steps. 

Forty some horse box cars full with 120 – 150 people each arrived that night of August 1943 to 

the threshold of death in the Auschwitz station. On every car was written in chalk, the number of 

victims that it would provide. The Nazis did that in order to check that no one was missing.  

 

A horrifying sight was revealed when the box car with 142 people was opened. Suffocating and 

poisoned air broke out from the car. It was difficult to stay standing there. The two friends who 

were stationed with me at this box car immediately threw up  whatever was in their stomachs. I 

suffered more than they did. I felt terrible all the time but I couldn’t vomit. An S.S. man arrives 

with a wild scream:”Why are you not starting to take the people out?” I crawl upwards and 

hardly stand with one foot on the threshold. In the box car, there was terrible darkness and 

crowding. Sighing is heard from all sides, noise, tumult, from small ones and big ones. “Water!”, 

“Water!” they are begging.  

I shout: “Out!” A half naked young man approaches the exit door, sweating and pale. “Are you 

also Jewish?” he asks me. “Yes” I answer. “The people are incapable of exiting” he tells me. 

“There are many dead and sick people lying here, please help them” he begs us.  

 

At that moment Hans approached. “Remove the people quickly” he yelled. “Why are you 

standing like a preacher in a soiree?” he was angry at me. He gave us a burning candle. A second 

friend climbed up and provided light for me. By candle light, I saw the enormity of the tragedy: 

Naked children, men half naked, women in under garments, a muddle of hands and legs ,of live 

and dead ,people. In these inhumane conditions, these poor people lost control over themselves. 

While they were laying one on top of the other in a pile unable to move, the desperate ones did 

their bodily functions like babies in diapers. Gradually, I took out those who were capable of 

straightening up.  

 

“Where are you from?” I ask a woman. “From Tarnow” she answers. 

“When did you leave?” I ask. “Two days ago” she answers. How is it that there are so many dead 

people in the box car?” I ask. “Don’t you see?” she shows me. “They packed us in a terrible 

crowding without air and without a drop of water. Some of the dead suffocated already in the 

first hours. The heat was horrible. Ten murdered ones were thrown in the last minute before 

closing shut the box car” she adds. “Who are the murdered ones?” I ask. “Jews who tried to resist 

or escape” she answers.  

 

When these tired people heard my mother tongue, and the questions I asked they swooped over 

me with questions:”Where are you from sir? How long have you been here? Will they put us also 
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in the camp? What do they do with the children here? Are we destined to extermination? Is gas 

poisoning a difficult death?” and other questions.  

Unfortunately I couldn’t give these poor souls satisfactory answers.  

 

How could I cheer them up knowing that they are going to extermination?  I also could not tell 

them the horrifying truth. Why sprinkle salt on open wounds? Why should I embitter the last 

hour of our convicted brothers and sisters? What can one do for a dying person whose fate is 

sealed?  My answers were evasive, indirect. I could not say a word of consolation to the young 

and healthy ones, because this entire transport was destined to be transferred directly to the gas 

chambers. I had to stop my terrible work and I jumped from the box car. I wanted to vomit. A 

friend of mine relieved me so I could take a few breaths of fresh air.  

 

In one of the open box cars, I saw a woman coming out speaking German to the 

Unterscharfuhrer:”The time is 5 minutes to midnight. We know that you are planning to 

exterminate us. But just know that your end is also approaching. You will follow us!” 

A bullet from the Unterscharfuhrer pistol killed the woman. These words were uttered at the 

exact time when the first sign, which came from Italy, predicted the crumbling of Hitler’s axis. 

On July 25
th
 1943 it became clear to everyone that their defeat was approaching (6). But who 

amongst us will be able to still be there?  

 

After a few minutes, I saw a naked woman throwing a bottle at the Oberscharfuhrer, who stood 

not far from her. The bottle didn’t hit him, but his bullet did hit this woman. A young woman of 

about 24, to whom I gave a hand when she exited the box car, had a strong impression on me. 

She said to me:”I don’t understand how you as a Jew can take part in this work. Do you believe 

that they will spare you? Indeed there is no chance for that.”  These words hurt me very badly. It 

was difficult for me to reply anything. “I understand you” she continued after a moment’s pause. 

“I understand, you are playing for the last card, you expect a miracle. I wish you that with all my 

heart. If you achieve it, I ask you to remember my last words, my last blessing: That you will 

take revenge and avenge the murder of the innocent ones in the name of the Jewish people!” 

 

The young woman moved away from me, and joined the crowded group of victims who were led 

to the death steps. My hands and legs felt paralyzed. I couldn’t calm down. All night long, I 

thought about her words. How can I forget her? She is always standing in front of my eyes. I 

shall never forget her innocent face and the sound of her voice. Her head crowned with chestnut 

hair, and her shiny eyes. An hour before death, she still blossomed with freshness and life. With 

what a calm and sure voice she spoke to me! Every one of her words was weighed and measured. 

In comparison to others who were transported in this frightening trip, she was fresh and alert, 

like a beautiful and pleasant flower.  

 

How much truth was in her words:”How can you take part in this work? Do you believe that they 

will have mercy on you?” I had to swallow these words, ashamed and hurt.  

What could I have replied? My heart and soul suffered. “I would have preferred to be taken away 

during the first days, when I lay at roll call and transferred to the gas chamber.” I thought to 

myself. “Canada, I feel sorry for you and your bonuses!” 
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In the close-by box car, an elderly woman turned to my friend Kwiatek. She took out from an 

inner pocket a small bag with valuables, looked around to see that no one noticed, and handed it 

to him. “Take it” she said, “I have no use for it anymore. You are still young, maybe you will 

succeed in saving yourself with this.” It was already 2:30 in the morning. The entire Ramp was 

still full of people. Everywhere one could see the same scenes which will be etched in my 

memory forever.  

 

Our friends who stayed in the barracks thought that they would be able to sleep quietly that 

night. Two hours after we left, the entire work group was taken out, almost 300 people. We were 

on the Ramp in that muddy night. A bundle of problems was awaiting every one of us. When I 

noticed Moll, I felt heaviness in my heart, and it started beating hard. He came to see how the 

work was carried out, and to help with his methods. He was satisfied with the way it was 

executed. He walked around all those who were hardly alive with a small rifle in his hand. 

Everywhere he heard a sigh or a cry; he aimed his rifle towards the person and shot him. Half an 

hour later, I saw him standing next to an elegantly dressed dead man. He was trying to remove 

the beautiful boots “from the dirty Jew.” The feet of the dead person were probably swollen. His 

efforts, together with a few other people who helped him, were in vain. One could get the 

impression that the boots were resisting, that they didn’t want a mass murderer to wear them. 

Moll was cursing and fuming, but the boots didn’t budge. Finally he was forced to give up the 

boots that resisted. 

 

We see the first signs of the coming dawn. The first light rays rise in the east. The beautiful 

summer night and thousands of innocent people murdered are coming to an end. 

From the west side of the Ramp, where the crematoria are, we clearly see the fire in crematorium 

number one or two soaring into the grey and cold sky. 

 

The strong, Jewish God, father of mercy is present there. God, in whom many of us believed 

until their last minute, believed that he would perform some kind of a miracle. “Where is he with 

his endless power? Why is he silent? Until when is he waiting? Today, he had his best 

opportunity to show his greatness and strength. Unfortunately, his believers were exterminated in 

a horrifying death, disappointed in him, and in their belief about his existence. 

 

There is still a lot of work ahead of us. There are still many dead people in the box cars. 

On the Ramp, there are still many strewn, sick people. There are only a limited number of 

military trucks that are left, because now is the time for them to transport certain work squads to 

their work sites. We receive an order to quickly empty the box cars. The train must return. It is 

probably in a hurry to bring new victims. Now we are six people per box car, but the work 

progresses slowly. The corpses are lying as if they are tied to each other. Their hands and their 

legs are intertwined, and it is impossible to separate them. With every corpse,  that I succeed in 

removing, I am left with some skin of the dead person’s hand. I tie rags on my hands to avoid 

this horrible feeling.  

 

Half an hour, later the train left. The job of loading the bodies lasted until11:00 o’clock in the 

morning of the next day. From this transport, we had one thousand eight hundred and thirty five 

(1,835) corpses for loading. For this kind of work, one needed a strong character and composure, 

and in addition, the ability to apply a great deal of body exertion. Transporting the bodies to the 
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tall trucks was an extremely difficult task. Two people would grab the body, one by the hands 

and the other by the legs, and with an upward swing it was thrown into the truck. On the truck, 

there were two people who took the corpses and placed them in such a way that allowed putting 

in as many corpses as possible.  

 

Finally, we finished this job, but not for long. That same week we had more transports during the 

days and the nights from Bendzin, Sosnowiec and other cities. We worked for 36 to 48 hours 

nonstop. When they felt the first shaking of the axis, the Hitler gangs hurried to carry out and 

complete the murder of our people. The Ramp was emptied. It was ready to take new victims. 

There was nothing left of the five thousand (5,000) innocent victims. The gas forever silenced 

the sighing of the ill, and the screaming of the healthy. There was no one left to shed a tear for 

that horrific night. There was no one left with the flimsiest chance of surviving that ghastly hell.  

 

If anyone would have told me that I would be that fortunate one,  that I would be among the few 

that would succeed in seeing Hitler’s defeat, I would have told them that this was a nice Illusion, 

but  not realistic. Today, when this illusion is a tangible reality for me, when I have attained the 

maximum, my life, for the high price of physical and mental suffering, I am truly among the 

isolated ones who survived. I must say that I am disappointed. I was not expecting that. 

 

During a free moment, when I thought about the future, I imagined life painted in purple. In my 

imagination, I saw humanity free and happy, and Fascism forever annihilated.  

I thought it would be interesting to follow the development process, and altogether see the new 

life. For that only, will it be interesting to live. And for us, the Jews who survived, there will be a 

way to find comfort in the rising sun. That is what I wanted to believe.  

 

Today, life looks hazy. We didn’t imagine that kind of life. Every freed person feels cheated. 

Anti-Semitism will always be the basic food for the Fascists and the enemies of justice. Except 

for the nations that united, which  consists of about a sixth of the world, where a perfect 

democracy reigns, where all the nations and nationalities have equal rights, and which form a 

unifying and unbeaten force. There, Anti Semitism and the race problem do not exist. Every 

human being has the right to exist, work and study. 

 

The fate of the world depended on the east, on the strong Red Army that gave the death blow to 

Hitlerism and freed humanity from slavery. Will the great sacrifice of the Red Army, and all the 

nations that also sacrificed so much, especially the Jewish people, will the sacrifice not be in 

vain?  Will the enormous historical victory of freedom! Of human justice! Will it come to 

fruition .? Will history not repeat itself? Only a few months have passed since the days of the 

victory, and these questions worry vast parts of all the liberated nations. 

 

Let us hope after all, that humanity has learned a lesson from the bloody history  

 

 

SCENES FROM CAMP #1 

 

For the first time in my life, I had the opportunity to experience an occurrence that one could 

come across only in German concentration camps. On a Sunday afternoon, I noticed in a corner 
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next to the bathrooms, two friends who were trying to do something, and at the same time, also 

trying to avoid the attention of passersby. When I noticed what was happening, I approached 

them. Both of them were busy tending to a leg wrapped in rags and stuck to that leg. “Let me 

see,” I turn to them, “I’ll remove them”. They looked at me astonished and checked me out to 

see if I was one of them. “Are you a Canadist?” the one with the wounded leg asks me. “Yes, 

how did you notice?” I ask him. 

He smiles and says to me:”You look like an honest person” I offer my pocket knife, and cut the 

dirty rags and slowly release the leg. The astonishment was great. When I saw the condition of 

the leg for the first time I couldn’t believe what my eyes saw. In the left leg, about ten 

centimeters above the ankle, there were deep lacerations, full of puss. They covered the entire 

leg. The swelling reached the knee. It had all sorts of colors, and the stench of muck was 

emanating from it. In addition, the lacerations were covered with lice. Yes, big lice that devoured 

the wounds. “What do we do? How do we clean out this area?” I ask. “Leave this to us,” says 

one of them. “Soon you will see how we’ll do it” says the other one. When I saw how they 

cleaned the lacerations, I smiled. Nonchalantly, the wounded man urinated on top of the cuts, 

and asked his friend to do the same. The lacerations indeed were cleaned, and also underwent 

disinfection. I handed him my handkerchief, and he dressed the wounds. “Say, what do you think 

about my healing method? It is healing pretty well. Twice a week my friend helps me change the 

bandages. What? Will I go to the ambulance?” He says. What? Have I gone crazy? You know 

what they do to us in the ambulance.” I cheer him up:”Very true, keep well my brother, don’t 

give in.” And he replies:”Let them go to hell. I will not give in to them, they will not get me. 

Good bye Canadist.” “Good bye Young men.” 

 

 

SOLIDARITY 

 

An upsetting incident occurred in the summer of 1943. This incident was repeated many times. 

When the food cart arrived to receive the food items for the inmates’ kitchen, the Haupt-

Scharfuhrer noticed that one of our friends snatched a loaf of bread from the cart. 

“Stop!” he yelled at him from afar. The thief, with the bread under his shirt, managed to hide in 

the department where they sorted clothes. The Grandfather came right away (amongst us we 

called the Haupt-Scharfuhrer “Grandfather” and the Scharfuhrer, who was the organizational 

man, we called “Father”. When we heard those names we knew we had to be careful. “Where is 

the man who ran over here two minutes ago?” he asks us. “We don’t know. We didn’t see 

anything.” That was the reply of a few. The rest kept quiet. “I can’t stand it. I must get the thief 

no matter what…” he yells. “If not, everybody will be punished.” While on the way out, he adds, 

”I’ll return in five minutes; if you won’t provide me with what I am looking for, Dann geht es 

los!” (German for: Then it starts. DB) So the question that is asked is, what to do? Actually, who 

is the one who got in trouble? What has he done? People are asking one another. If he is here, he 

should turn himself in, and tell the truth. At first, some are of the opinion that he should report, 

so the rest won’t have to suffer the intended punishment. But the majority is of the opinion that 

no one should report, even though everybody knows that they might get punished. We have a 

good opportunity to show our solidarity. 

 

A few minutes passed, and the Grandfather and the Father show up. “Have you found the guilty 

one?” asks the Grandfather. No one answers him.“Everyone here should march and report 
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immediately!” yells the “Father”. While reporting, we hear some slapping. Most of the people 

make an effort not to be in the front row. There is a rule in the camp. Never be either among the 

first ones, or among the last ones. They count 85 people from the group that have reported. 

Everyone tries to ease the expected punishment.   We pull our pants up, and fold our shirt 

sleeves, to be comfortable , in case there will be exercising. “What kind of a punishment will 

they serve us today?” I am interested to know. “Will it be half an hour of deep knee crunching? 

Or punishment exercises in the German style like we received last week? Last week, nine people 

and I received a punishment that the “Father” invented. Since we didn’t work fast enough around 

noon time between 12:00 and 1:00, they dressed us in heavy winter furs. For half an hour, in the 

scorching sun, we were forced to run back and forth over an area of thirty meters.  

 

They take us to the office. The “Father” watches over us lest anyone would run away. 

Soon after, the “Grandfather” comes out. He is not wearing his jacket. His sleeves are folded up. 

He takes a whip, one of those that he ordered in the woodshop located nearby. 

What is expected is clear now. I hear somebody from the back rows grumbling:”Woe is me, my 

back side has not had the chance to heal from last time, and here it is starting all over again.” The 

“Father” starts his work. And our friends receive the first beatings on their buttocks. “Not so 

terrible, one can survive 5 blows” says someone. “It is worth it, so they will know that we are 

united, that we are not scared of a stick’s flogging” says another. A large group of us drag 

ourselves toward the “Father,” because the “Grandfather” always hits harder. While flogging, he 

makes a movement like one makes when throwing a discus. It takes twice as long, and it is not at 

all an advantage.  

One also feels the “Father’s” beatings with his stick pretty strongly. The advantage is that he 

does it quickly. 

 

 My friend Kwiatek got an extra blow from him in the head. Immediately a red blot appeared on 

his face, but it disappeared quickly. I, the unlucky one, am in the “Grandfather’s” group. I bend 

down before him in the appropriate manner, and I don’t forget to remove my hat to avoid 

anything extra. I bite my lips, and count 5 blows. I have difficulty absorbing the fifth one; he hits 

the kidneys. I straighten up, and am about to leave. The “Grandfather” yells:”Stop!” I think to 

myself:”What happened? He wants to hit me in my head with the stick.”“I gave you only 4 

beatings, why are you running away?” He yells.  My resistance would not help, were it not for 

the Unterscharfuhrer, who stands next to me while I am being beaten. He confirms that indeed I 

have gotten 5 blows, and I am spared the unwanted addition. They are already administering the 

last floggings. Soon this experience will be over. Soon all of us will be satisfied with our 

patience and our solidarity. The sweating “Grandfather” puts down his stick. The shirt he is 

wearing is stuck to his fat body. He looks relaxed and satisfied, even though he hasn’t gotten 

what he has demanded. Nevertheless he is satisfied. His sadistic face is now smiling.  

 

The “Grandfather” ends the incident and turns to his acquaintances saying:” I will help 

you…Szpek – Jeger… go to work, march forward.” When he says “march” we already know 

that we need to carry out his order immediately. We quickly disappear with our buttocks hurting, 

but at the same time we are satisfied with the ending of this incident. 
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 AN ESCAPE ATTEMPT   

 

In February 1943, after a hard day’s work, we reported as usual for marching in the direction of 

the camp. But this time, we had a disturbance. “Someone is missing” exclaims the Capo. The 

Ratenfuhrer, the Unterscharfuhrer, everybody, counts us and still someone is missing. The Capo 

informs the “Father” about the incident. The “Father” gives an order to immediately conduct a 

strict search in all the barracks, and any area where one can find a hiding place. They call up all 

the work managers and the S.S. people. We and our entire command stay standing in rows, and 

wait impatiently for the end of the search.  

 

“We have a nice addition today. “That is the only thing we were lacking,” someone says.   

“I don’t envy him if he is caught alive,” says another. “I am willing to stand like that all night 

long, just so this escape will be successful.” adds another one. “All this will be worthwhile if it 

will become clear that at least one of us made it out of this hell alive”; adds still another one. The 

last exchange warms the heart a little bit. 

 

Our stance and affiliation to the great undertaking of our friend is accepted by us with 

satisfaction and warm wishes for his success.  Even though we have had doubts about escape 

attempts, thinking that it would end in an inevitable failure, it doesn’t scare those who plan it 

thoroughly. “There is a chance of success, and we have nothing to lose.” That is the slogan. 

Unfortunately, only a few succeeded in such an operation during the three years that we were 

there.  

 

The time is already 7:30 in the evening. It has been half an hour since they started looking for 

him, with no results. We are all very nervous, but we keep it within.  

Suffering is always with us, it follows us like a shadow. Every day there are such incidents and 

surprises which exert ultra human efforts from us. We must keep standing on our legs, from 5:00 

o’clock in the morning, with frozen hands and feet, with piercing pain in our ears. Who knows if 

our effort has not been in vain? 

 

The S.S. officers are going berserk with anger. They scurry around like tigers. They are 

searching for the victim in order to quench their thirst for blood. They have a roll call, where 

they call out everyone’s number. The S.S. man calls out the numbers very fast, and in addition, 

he has a Viennese accent.  Not everyone has the chance to understand him immediately, in 

particular, the friends from Grodno. Anyone who does not respond loudly “Ja” when they 

mention his number and does not run fast to the marked spot, receives horrible blows from two 

S.S. men who  stand on both sides and wait for the opportunity to give somebody blows to the 

head. The time is 9:00 o’clock at night, the roll call has ended. It becomes clear that the missing 

man is from Grodno. They have already searched all the barracks, and the work sites, but to no 

avail. There is only one place left to search for the disappearing friend, the cars loaded with 

clothes, undergarments and rags which we have loaded up during the day. The “Father” calls all 

those who are busy searching and orders them to open the box cars and search very carefully. 

This time, the work managers and the Capo had to work. We stand and watch it. They didn’t like 

it, but if that is what is needed , then there is no choice. At 10:00 o’clock at night they pulled the 

friend from Grodno alive from the rags box car. 
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We have a very heavy feeling in our hearts. As with previous attempts, this attempt also has 

ended in failure. The poor soul is now taking his last steps. They lead him next to us. All our 

looks are turned in his direction. His face is pale and his steps are feeble. 

He is in control of his nerves and seems quiet and completely calm. The silence of the S.S. men 

is paradoxical. My thoughts are that they would attack him like the hungry friends who swoop 

over a few potato peels. They don’t beat him, they don’t bother him. It looks suspicious. The S.S. 

man leading him pushes him to the ground next to the work site. The Unterscharfuhrer 

immediately approaches him and from a distance of a few meters away from us shoots him in the 

head with a pistol. “Now you can all go away from here” he says to us.  

 

We report to a roll call just in order to get out of here. They count us a few more times to see if 

no one else is absent. The number adds up, everybody is here. The last four friends place the 

body of our friend from Grodno on a cart. We are sorry he didn’t succeed in fulfilling his wish. 

 

 

 

 

         ON THE BARBED WIRE  

 

In October 1942, during lunch, I noticed a few men standing close to the barbed wire that 

surrounded the camp. I approached them, not because I was curious to see some kind of a 

shocking view, which was a daily scene in those days, but this incident interested me, because it 

involved a Dutch Jew whom I knew from my barracks. When I came closer I saw this Dutchman 

holding the electrocuting wires in his hands. Lucky or unlucky for him, there was no electrical 

current in the wires at the time. (The electrical current was activated there from 1:00 o’clock in 

the afternoon until the next morning). Death probably didn’t want him. He turned to the S.S. men 

who stood on the watch tower a few meters away from him:” Guard sir, please shoot me, I don’t 

want it any more. I have no more strength.” So the guard shouted:”I told you to get out of here.” 

The man trying to commit suicide realized that this time he would not succeed, so he gave up his 

attempt sadly. 

 

I was interested to know why the S.S. man didn’t want to do such a tiny deed for him. (Three 

days later this S.S. man was our guard on the way to work and I heard him speak in Slovakian. I 

thought then that he was most probably one of those who made it by error to the S.S. with all 

sorts of tricks). 

 

For a few minutes, more people gathered there, and watched the incident apathetically. It didn’t 

especially affect them. The Capo arrived immediately and gave the Dutchman two slaps. The 

Capo turned to the guard on the watch tower for instructions. He led the Dutchman to our 

barracks. I was interested to see how this would conclude, and I followed them. My surprise was 

great. I heard the Capo giving him a lesson in moral. “I know that it is difficult for you to survive 

here. Don’t think that life here is any easier for us.” When he said the words, “for us,” he pointed 

at his “red triangle” which meant a political prisoner. “We need to hold back, and endure these 

difficult times,” he said to him quietly, so his words won’t reach unwarranted listeners. “The two 

slaps that I gave you were for the eyes and ears of the guard, and the people around and now go 
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back to your work.” The Dutchman listened to him with lowered eyes as if he felt guilty or hurt, 

and didn’t answer a word. 

 

This incident gave me a lot of courage. It became clear that there were other people in the camp 

who understood the situation in which we found ourselves. I was happy for the fact that the Capo 

was a Christian and on top of it a German.  

 

 

150 PEOPLE MURDERED IN OUR COMMAND 5 

 

One Saturday, during the afternoon hours, Moll showed up at our work site riding his 

motorcycle. This sudden and unwanted visit worried all of us. A few minutes later, we received 

an order to empty the gas chamber. They called-up 100 men and women to remove all the 

underwear and other clothes that were put in there for disinfection.  

 

What can it be? For whom are they preparing the gas chamber? Is it not for us by any chance? 

Has our turn come? These questions went from mouth to mouth with shortness of breath. No one 

could give the answer. We sensed that something horrible was about to happen. Moll stayed in 

the office for ten minutes conferring with our Oberscharfuhrer, the manager of our work squad, 

and left. I took advantage of that moment to check something with the Capo of the gas chamber 

(he was a Volksdeutsch). “I don’t know more than you, anyhow I don’t think it has to do with 

you,” he answered me. We waited impatiently to return to the camp. Finally, that moment 

arrived, and we left the place as usual. 

 

Eight days earlier, there was a reduction of the number of workers in the “Zonder Komando”, of 

about 150 people. That was done when less transports arrived. Of course, our enemy’s abilities 

worked for their advantage as always. They started with those whom it was easier to catch. These 

were the Jews who worked at the time in the crematorium. They secluded them in a barracks 

next to the crematoria. They fed them and tried to tempt them in order to move them to a 

transport. That same evening they were lured to the gas chamber of our work squad and there 

they were gassed.  

 

On Monday morning, when we came to work, we found gas residue next to the fans, through 

which they inserted the gas into the gas chamber. We also found a desk with two chairs, most 

probably that’s where they registered everyone as part of the fraudulent process of the 

unfortunate ones. We never saw the Oberscharfuhrer during work again. There was a theory that 

Moll put him in the S.S. bunker, because he opposed the extermination of people in his work 

squad. This sad incident became known all over the camp and brought a terrible feeling to 

everybody. 

 

 

THE CZECH CAMP AND THERESIENSTADT 

 

The Czech camp is an important chapter which reflects the German fraud tactics.  

The Jewish families who were detained in Theresienstadt (Czechoslovakia) survived not too 

badly, thanks to the overseeing of The International Red Cross. The Red Cross supplied them 
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with clothes, and cared for their health. In addition, there was a lot of activity there. The Czech 

population displayed much sympathy to its Jewish citizens and provided them with many things. 

The Jews who arrived from Theresienstadt thought to themselves,”There is nothing to be 

done,we shall have to sustain ourselves like this until the end of the war.  

 

The German purpose for the Czech Jews was not different from their treatment of the other Jews. 

The difference was that here they activated the art of deceit.  They cheated these people by 

telling them that they needed that area for military purposes, therefore there would be an 

evacuation of some of the Jews who were in Theresienstadt. They promised them that they 

would be moved to a family camp in Oberschlesien (Upper Schlezien, DB) and there they would 

live in similar conditions to those in Theresienstadt.  

 

The Red Cross approved it. They had no choice but to believe it anyway. On March 8, 1943 the 

first transport from Theresienstadt arrived consisting of four thousand people. 

This transport was a big enigma for us, and received many commentaries. This was the first time 

that we saw a Jewish transport with women, men, children, and old people that was brought into 

the camp. They were put in a section of the camp that had been prepared for them, and it 

received the name The Czech Family Camp. 

 

I recall that when this transport was still on the Ramp, an Obersturfuhrer named Grece came to 

us and warned us that if any of us dared open a package, he would be punished severely.  “All 

the people who arrived in this transport will get back their belongings” he reiterated. A few days 

later, the sky brightened up for our optimists:”Friends, the days of the Messiah have arrived! 

They have changed their behavior towards us…indeed you see how they treat them. They heal 

the sick and all the children remained alive.” 

 

It is a fact that a change took place, but there was no change in the attitude towards us.  

Others understood that the change was not as it seemed. They understood that it had to do with a 

German plan that would become clear later on. Anyway, we treated it with reservation, and lack 

of trust. The Czech element could take a very respectable place in the top echelons of world 

culture. There were professors, doctors, musicians, authors, painters and a lot more creators and 

artists in the Czech camp. As part of the privileges they received, they established a school and a 

kindergarten for the small children. They organized a medical clinic for themselves, a dental 

clinic and an orchestra. They also had a few opera singers.  

 

One half of the barracks was reserved for the men, and the other half for the women. 

The men were allowed to meet their wives all day long, and the same went for parents with their 

children. The small children stayed with their mothers. They also received packages from their 

families. Neither men nor women had their hair cut off. They did not work and no one abused 

them. In other words, they were given the conditions to exist temporarily, so it would be possible 

to bring here the ones who stayed in Theresienstadt.  

Every one of them had to send his relatives a postcard with a set wording, that they lived 

together and that they lived a good life. And so  these people lived in relative serenity. 
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For five months, their life was taken care of. Sometimes, they had the chance to enjoy evenings 

of music and culture that were organized for them. Despite their improved conditions, almost one 

thousand people died during the six months that they stayed there. 

At the end of September 1943, their camp manager published an announcement that they would 

be transferred to a camp near Stuttgart. When an S.S. man asked:” Is that true?” 

The camp manager answered:” You shouldn’t be that stupid and believe it.” This news reached a 

few of our friends, and they informed their Czech managers.  

 

In the beginning of October 1943, Dawid Szmulewski came to them and talked with a few of 

their leaders about the danger facing them. These people found it hard to believe. 

This is where it was possible to realize the strength of the German fraud system. They treated 

these people in such a way that they couldn’t believe the terrible truth.  

 

On October 6 1943, they moved all of them to a closed camp nearby.  They talked about moving 

them to the crematoria that same day. As we found out later on, it was postponed, because there 

were not enough S.S. officers available for it that day. Two days later, exactly six months after 

they arrived here, they murdered all of them. Three thousand living people that were a source of 

pride to all of us were eliminated at once.  

 

Not only had we Jews been happy to see them, but also people of all nationalities respected and 

appreciated this noble mentality that was the expression of the Czech democracy. Many times we 

asked the question:”What is the reason that there is such a difference in mentality and character 

between the Slovaks and the Czechs? One can say that they are two children of the same parents, 

and there is a big difference between the two.” I must add that the Jews from Slovakia didn’t 

bring us great pride. There was a big disappointment for those who believed all the time that a 

change for the better had arrived. Until the very last minute, it wasn’t clear to the Czech Jews 

that which was clear to the others.  

 

A great loss was incurred by the Czech people, and  its citizens from Theresienstadt.; The Jews 

who survived in Europe will always remember them, like a mother who cries for the early death 

of her beloved child.  When they led them, the entire path leading to the crematoria was full of 

S.S. officers with machine guns. At that same time, there was a heightened watch over our 

barracks that was unprecedented. Next to each barracks there was an S.S. officer holding a 

weapon. Everyone, with no exception was forced to stay in the barracks. All the Christian Capos 

and the barracks’ managers were assembled that evening. They were promised a good 

supplement if they would do a good job. 

 

I should mention that the German Ober Capo Hans refused to participate in this activity.  

On the other hand, the Polish Capo ,Riszek (from the glassmaking group) wanted very much to 

take part in this activity. 

 

A few days prior to this sad date, October 8th 1943, every one of these victims was forced to 

write a postcard to his relatives with the set wording that was handed to them: That they were 

healthy, that they were working and requested to be sent a package. 
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Helena Raskowa, was the counselor in the children school. She had great achievements in this 

field. She was loved and respected by all those who knew her. While she was still free, she 

received three titles: music professor, graduate of education, and completing studies in 

technology. Dawid Szmulewski, met her in Palestine. He met her in the Czech camp every time 

he went over there to carry out one of his tasks. It became clear that she “did” acknowledge the 

danger that was looming over their lives. She marched towards death with complete 

consciousness. This was confirmed by the farewell letter she left Dawid. He communicated the 

contents of this letter to the free world, even though a private person was involved. (He is now 

living most probably in Poland). Every time Dawid discussed this letter with me, he reiterated: 

“This is not a letter, this is a beautiful poem”. How rich was its content, already from the first 

sentence:”Don’t ever forget me!”  

 

A few days after the extermination of the Czech Jews, a second transport arrived from 

Theresienstadt with the same number of people as the first one. This transport had more luck 

than the first one since they went through a selection and the healthy people stayed. 

About thirty percent of the transport was sent to other camps, the men to a camp near Hamburg 

and the women were sent to Ravensbruck. The rest were transferred to the gas chambers and the 

Czech camp ceased to exist.  

 

DEGRADATION OF WOMEN 

 

Every time a transport of women arrived, they had to go through a compulsory bath and their 

hair was cut just like the men. The difference was that many times the ladies had to have theirs 

cut by men barbers. They cut their hair from off their heads but also from other places. This 

degradation was very difficult for the ladies. They approached the barbers, one after the other, 

with lowered heads and shameful eyes. No crying was heard. No word was uttered. One could 

only see floor wet with tears.  

 

What should they have cried about first, the hair? Cry about the degradation? Or cry about the 

fear and the apprehension concerning their family members whose fate was not 

Known? After the hair cutting it was impossible to recognize them. Only a few minutes earlier, 

they looked like human beings.  Alas, they lost the most precious thing for a woman, the hair that 

they cared for and guarded like the pupils of their eyes.  

They faced hardship from the very first day. The women’s problems would worsen more and 

more in the ensuing days with no rights and no ability to defend their lives.  

    

A few of these ladies faded away, and wilted immediately within the first few days. Some gave 

up resistance. Some would be transferred to the gas chambers, completely conscious of the 

situation. Their last words were:”Why do I deserve that? I am innocent, I want to live”. Some of 

them would die while working because of the beatings, or because of dog bites. Poor women, 

none of that was familiar to them yet, but already the next day everything would become clear. 

 

Once I had the opportunity to talk with a young man who worked there as a barber.  

He described his experiences. “When a French transport went through that process”, he started 

describing to me, “an S.S. man came in just as they would usually in order to fulfill their sadistic 

inclinations. The S.S. man’s attention was turned toward a young woman who couldn’t make up 
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her mind, which one of us would do it, especially when the S.S. man was standing and watching. 

He insisted she’d approach me while he was standing next to me.The young girl cried and 

retreated towards the others who were still there. He grabbed her by her hair and pulled her 

cruelly. “Chop off her hair” he tells me. I start to cut the hairs that cover part of her face. “Stop” 

he says to me. “Start with the hair in the back.” I do what he orders, and I start again to work on 

her head. “You left too much hair” he yells and I get a kick in my buttocks. “I’ll break your 

bones” he yells at me. I start cutting her hair for the third time and he leaves.”He continues:”I 

apologized for what I was forced to do to her and I cheered her up. She lifted up her face, and 

our eyes met for the first time. Her eyes expressed the difficult moments that she had just 

experienced. Her answer was a light nod with her head to say that she understood me well and to 

apologize. Such incidents happened very often in every meeting.” The young man concluded his 

story. 

 

In the month of March 1943, in the afternoon, around 3:00 o’clock, we went for lice disinfection 

in the women’s camp. We met about 400 naked women there who were also brought for lice 

disinfection from the neighboring camp. They stood about 20 meters in front of us. They were 

waiting to enter their bath house, just as we were waiting to enter the second bath house. In 

addition, there were other men present who worked in the bath house. They were witnesses to the 

German culture that purported to present itself as the guardian of morality. I’ll never forget our 

awful feeling when we saw the shamed women. They turned their heads sideways or hid their 

faces with their hands.  

The visible proof of their terrible suffering was the horrible state of their bodies, the folds on 

their stomachs, the shrunken bosoms, the protruding ribs that one could count, the blue blotches 

on the hands and the backs, that told everything. The little hair that had had time to grow back 

changed their previous appearance. Poor women, what was done to them?  

 

“It is impossible to survive this difficult experience” I thought to myself when I looked at 

them.”How far did they remove them from the feminine sheen.  How repulsive have you 

become, no femininity was left in you, and they killed and extinguished the dear feminine glow 

in you. Today, we look at you sadly, with indifferent eyes. Our heart is crying together with you. 

Who can understand you more than we can? We know that you are looking for any help that 

would be offered to you, but only a few receive it. 

How can we help all of them when we are lost ourselves? You are standing now on wet soil, 

naked and shameful. If you just knew how beloved you are to us in your suffering. In our eyes, 

you are beautiful, regardless of your not so pretty look. Every one of us watches you, and in his 

eyes sees his wife, his sister, or his mother; those that will forever be in our hearts, and will be 

before our eyes.  

 

I would have loved to hug you, to kiss and cheer you up, to make you privy to the last positive 

military information. That would have surly cheered you up, and strengthened you just as it does 

us. The enemy is strong against us, but not against the Red Army. This is proven by their defeat 

near Stalingrad” (10)  

 

I say these words to my poor sisters in my heart, and in my expression. Be strong and withstand 

this difficult battle, until one day the sun will once again rise for us. 

Absorb all the mistreatment and degradation until the coming of the day of justice.  
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The person who stood behind me, gave me a push, and said:”Pay attention, we are starting to 

march. What are you staring at all the time, are you that hungry to see a naked woman?”When 

we marched, some of the women still stayed standing under the canopy of the sky. 

 

 

 

 

SZYLINGER THE REPORT WRITER FROM BIRKENAU SHOT BY A JEWISH 

WOMAN 

 

In the first trimester of 1943, what was called “The Diplomatic Transport” arrived from Hanover. 

It included only Jewish citizens of foreign countries (the majority of whom were Americans who 

hadn’t succeeded in escaping while it was still possible). These people believed a “German 

promise”, that they would be exchanged for German prisoners of war. This transport didn’t go 

through a selection as would usually transpire with all the transports, because all the people there 

were fit for work. There were no children, nor elderly people or sick people. Well, we were 

under the impression that all of them would stay in the camp. Not long afterwards, we were 

bitterly disappointed. 

 

As in other cases, they put me by the “Death Steps”. To the right, they put the women , and to 

the left, they put the men. The camp gang stood about thirty meters away from us.  

We wait and soon the military trucks will show up. I look at these people who stand out in their 

stylish cloths. My impression is that they are a civilian crowd. I listen to conversations in French 

and in English in a Polish accent. I sense their nervousness, but not despair. One woman says to 

the other:”I have the impression that they are also Jews. She wants to ask me something but the 

second woman says to her:”But you see that they are being careful of us.” Nevertheless, this 

woman asks me:”Do you understand Polish?” I answer:”Yes”. Then she asks me:”Where are 

we?” I answer her:”In Auschwitz” My answer doesn’t stand well with them. Both of them turn 

pale. They look at each other frightened and repeat my answer like an echo. “Is it true that they 

will exchange us?” asks this woman. I answer with a gesture of desperation and add:”One 

shouldn’t believe what they say.”  

 

On  the side, stood a pretty young woman, nicely dressed. She befriended the workers manager 

in Auschwitz for a moment. My curiosity was great. The fact that an S.S. officer publically 

befriends a Jewess interested me immensely. They conversed quietly so I couldn’t catch even 

one word of what they said. The manager left for a few minutes, and the woman waited for him. 

He returned and continued his friendly exchange with this lady. In the end, they loaded her onto 

a military truck, together with the others, and they transferred them to the crematoria. A very 

strange incident was ingrained deeply into my memory that night. 

 

My attention was turned to a lass, or a young woman, who stood in the first row among those 

who waited to climb into the military vehicles. This woman held a piece of sugar in her hand. 

There was a lot of beauty in it. The way she stood, and her gestures, were more energetic and 

more impressive than those of an average woman. Her face was delicate. In my eyes, she looked 

like an ideal that can be found only in a love story. A strange feeling engulfed me. I was thirsty 
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for a glance from her, a word. It was difficult for me to accept the fact that such a gorgeous 

creature would be put to death in such a cruel manner. A few minutes later, the woman got on a 

military truck, leaving me deeply impressed by her image.   

 

The next day while returning from work, we found out from a friend that worked in the Zonder-

Komando about an event that caused uproar and excitement all over Birkenau. Apparently, the 

woman who befriended the work manager shot Szylinger the notorious sadist who was the report 

writer in Birkenau.  Szylinger used to enter the room where the women undressed in order to 

fulfill his insatiable sadistic lust by watching the naked women. Suddenly, a woman who kept a 

shawl on her shoulder approached him, covered his eyes with her shawl, pulled out his pistol and 

shot him and another S.S. man slightly wounding him.  She died a heroic death together with 

others from the bullets of the S.S. men. 

 

A day later, we found her luggage. It included various pictures of her performances, among them 

a few that showed her as a dancer named Horwitz. We recognized in the pictures, the young 

woman who befriended the work manager on the Ramp. A few of the pictures were sent out from 

the camp by our friend Dawid  Szmulewski.   

 

A few months later, I witnessed a horrifying scene (if I am not mistaken it was during Rosh 

Hashanah.)  It happened in the evening when we returned from work. We saw three military 

vehicles full with naked and half naked - In their underwear - Jewish women who were being 

transported to the gas chambers. At that stage, the camp management was not afraid to carry out 

these actions in the open. Desperate crying and screaming were echoing in the air around us. We 

saw ladies that were in a pretty good physical condition.  They shouted out at us:”Save us! They 

are about to gas us!” 

It was extremely painful for us not to be able to answer them, not even a word.  

One of the women, who stood directly in the front, didn’t utter a word, but in her eyes one could 

see her hatred toward the entire human culture.  

 

The military trucks quickly disappeared, only to immediately return to the women’s camp in 

order to remove 1,200 Jewish women from it.  

 

CHANUKAH – THE END OF DECEMBER 1943 

 

One of the standing selections that we endured in Birkenau occurred during Chanukah.  

Our enemies were “very interested” in our holidays, and treated us according to their style during 

the Jewish holidays .In other words, when a Jewish holiday arrived, they celebrated it with a 

selection in the camp. The incident happened on a Saturday or a Sunday. Our work squad 

worked then until 3:00 o’clock in the afternoon. When we returned to the camp, we found out 

that 1,800 of our brethrens had been murdered.When we entered the barracks, the barracks 

manager ordered us to be ready to receive an announcement to show up for a roll call.  

We expected our work squad to be called, in order to deal with the aftermath of the selection, 

knowing what had happened an hour earlier. Fifteen minutes later, the events were very sad. Our 

barracks manager conducted a selection looking for lepers. I don’t know if he followed an order 

he had received or he did this of his own volition. Anyhow, his inspection was not dangerous, 

since he didn’t find anything. 
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In our barracks there were 120 Dutch Jews. Eighty five of them were destined to the gas 

chambers. That day, when I realized that the danger to my personal safety was over, I watched 

what was happening around me, from my bunk which was on the top level.  

I looked at the brick oven built along the barracks wall, and saw the convicts sitting on it. Some 

were leaning on their neighbors’ shoulders, others held their hands on their chests, some had one 

hand leaning on the other and their head bent towards them. One was crying quietly, the other 

sighing. One young man said to his friend, who shuddered, ”Calm down, it won’t last too much 

longer.” I saw one man jumping down from his seat and collecting a few bread crumbs that he 

noticed. On the same bunk level, I saw a few people lying dressed in their clothes. Some were 

lying with eyes glazed over. They saw everything, but didn’t see a thing. A bad mood engulfed 

the barracks. The quiet brought despair. The last moral self examination was conducted, and 

everyone was busy with his own thoughts.  

 

Not far from my bunk, there was a man lying with eyes shut moving his lips ever so 

slightly:”Hang in there! Don’t let them catch you. I am willing to be the sacrifice for a better 

tomorrow for you.” But not all of them had the capability to think this way. Hunger was the main 

cause for that. A lot of them were wishing themselves to die satisfied, to taste a slice of bread 

with butter at least one more time. They talked and dreamt a lot about this simple need. One is 

capable of believing anything when one is hungry. I understood their mental state and their way 

of thinking. One of them knew that I worked in “Canada,” and turned to me saying, ”Comrade, I 

am begging of you, please don’t refuse me, I plead with you to enjoy a cigarette just one more 

time .” 

 

A neighbor of mine, a young thirty year old man from Amsterdam, who was also marked down 

for extermination, made a weird impression on me. He consulted with me whether or not to buy 

a pot of cooked potatoes that a Russian friend offered him for 12 cigarettes.  

I looked at him with astonishment, and I asked myself, does he know what is awaiting him?” He 

spoke French to me and said,:”I can’t believe you are surprised about my question, for now I am 

more or less a healthy man, therefore I want to believe that perhaps this is just a transport. 

Besides, we shall see. Anyway, I have decided to liquidate my property, I mean my pack of 

cigarettes.” He said that with an artificial smile. “What do you think? Are we truly bound for 

extermination? You are a veteran inmate with more experience than me.” he says, and looks at 

me waiting for my reply. “There is not much hope for us. We don’t know what they are capable 

of doing. One can believe or not believe, “They can do anything.” I answer him.“This is true,” he 

shakes his head. We are not worth much” he adds. He sat down in his bunk bed with his 

potatoes, which he transferred into a bowl, took a slice of bread out of his pocket, and ate 

everything with a good appetite. 

 Night fell. In the field, as in the barracks, cold prevailed. Despite the down spirits especially 

with those registered to die, they gathered for the last time. They lit the sixth or seventh 

Chanukah candle. 

 

This drama was very impressive, and turned partially into the “Neila” prayer 
10

 of Yom Kippur; 

when our brethren poured their bitter hearts out. They voiced their last cry to the “omnipotent.” 

                                                
10  Neila is the closing prayer for Yom Kippur 
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They asked that because of Chanukah the “merciful father” would perform another miracle that 

day too. 

 

No matter how removed from religion one was, and how liberal one’s ideas were, at that 

moment, a deep respect for the believers swept over us although they did that unconvincingly. 

Against my wish, the word “Amen” came out of my mouth when the cantor said the blessing 

over the candle lighting. It is as if I also wished to see his miracle, or when I shouted: “Alive and 

present!” when it did not exist at all. 

After we sang “Maoz Tzur Yeshuati”
11

 the worshipers blessed each other with teary eyes. They 

shook each others’ hands, and wished each other the fulfillment of their prayers. 

 

An hour later, this short emotional moment of the evening was over. The barracks manager 

arrived with a list in his hands. He sat on a chair next to the oven, and started calling out the 

numbers of the convicts. Some of those whose numbers were called left the barracks in relative 

calm. For many others, it was very difficult. The parting between them and the ones who 

remained behind was heart wrenching, a sight that would soften even a heart made of stone.  

 

 I can’t forget how a father departed from his 18 year old son. The father was choking with tears 

when he hugged his son for the last time. It was difficult to comprehend the last words that he 

mumbled when he turned to his son. They were the strongest expression of a father’s pain.  

 

Ten minutes earlier, a man approached us asking us to care for his son who was young and 

lacked experience. Three weeks later they took his son as well. This was the first time I cried in 

the camp. My heart which had, turned into stone was torn because of our horrible tragedy.  

 

All these victims were isolated in barracks number 27. A day before the selection there were 

almost 600 people in that barracks. The greatest slaughter took place in that barracks. Only a few 

of them were not taken. Many healthy people were removed then. For the S.S. doctor, it was 

enough to notice the tiniest abscess on the body, or on the hand, in order to condemn the man to 

the gas chamber. Who could avoid that when our food had no fat? In addition, no one could 

avoid the lice nor could we avoid the cane beatings during work or in the barracks. All that 

caused abscesses.  

 

This is how our brothers and sisters were torn away from us all the time. The women underwent 

more frequent selections than we did, so they lived under more extreme conditions.  

 

The victims stayed in barracks number 27 for two nights and almost two days. The Germans 

wanted to create the impression that they would not be murdered, only be transferred. The camp 

manager Danoc from Silesia had a special talent and dedication to the S.S. activity. He came into 

their barracks a few times, calmed them down, and promised to move them in a transport. A few 

of them were enticed to believe in the possibility of being transported like a drowning man 

grasping on to straw. But most of them realized their desperate fate. It was clear to them that it 

was a trick played by the camp management so it would be easier to lead them into the gas 

chamber.  

 

                                                
11 Maoz Tzur Yeshuati  is a song sung after lighting  the Chanukah candles 
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After one night under those conditions, they took out twenty one people who pleaded with the 

camp S.S. night management, saying that they were professionals, and that they were essential 

workers. For that attempt, they paid the management and the go betweens with various items.  

 

Among the people who were taken out was a man that later on befriended me, named Srebrna-

Gora lajbel from Szestochowa. He told me what he had gone through in barracks number 27 

waiting for his death.  The next day, when we returned from work, they told us: “Blocksperre” 

(barracks curfew, DB). Immediately afterwards, military trucks arrived at barracks number 27. 

Soon after, the S.S. people and the barracks’ managers showed up, holding sticks and rushed the 

victims onto the trucks. A mix of crying and shouting reached us. We listened to their cries for 

revenge with pursed lips and rage.  

 

In the dead of silence which prevailed over the barracks, one could clearly hear the verse: 

“Out of the depths I cry to you O Lord” (the call for God from a distance) (Psalm 130, DB). We 

heard people singing “Hatikvah” (“The hope” Israel’s national anthem, DB), the “International” 

(The Communist anthem in Russia, DB) and also a song in Spanish sung by a Jewish man from 

Greece. This lasted ten minutes. Silence prevailed over barracks number 27, and thus the 

Blocksperre started. A young man who had hidden in the oven was immediately found. Another 

young man managed to hide in the camp for two days, but anyone who had a number, and who 

was written down for transfer to the gas chamber, had no chance to continue hiding. He was 

caught and taken to the crematorium. 

 

To my chagrin, the Chanukah miracle didn’t happen to our poor brethren. 

 

FIVE PEOPLE RUN AWAY 

 

At the beginning of 1944, five people tried their luck, but unfortunately it was not successful. 

The escape attempt ended in failure. The five were brought back after they were shot to death. 

 

In every escape episode, they used to activate the siren, which was a call to the S.S. guards all 

over the area to be on the alert. In such a case, the most important guarding post was outside the 

camp, which was kept active nonstop for three consecutive days and three consecutive nights. 

(Usually this post was manned until the last work squads returned to the camp in the evening, 

and afterwards they activated small guarding posts in the perimeter of the camp through the 

night). That naturally made escaping difficult, so most first time escapees would hide in the 

vicinity of the camp, where they stayed for the first three days; afterwards they continued to try 

their luck. In case of an escape during work, all the barracks’ managers were called up for a 

search in all spots all the way to the main guarding post. In addition, the S.S. men with their dogs 

were called up to search as well.  

 

As a punishment for one or a few trying to carry out such a thing, they would make all the people 

in the camp stand at attention in the roll call court for hours at end. As much as we were tired and 

hungry, we preferred this punishment; and all of us…..  
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       MAY 1,  1944 

 

The international “workers holiday” was difficult for me. That evening, a transport arrived from 

France of almost one thousand, men, women and children. I was by the death steps. My eyes 

searched, but I prayed to not find anybody from my family or friends among those who were 

transferred to the trucks. The Ramp was lit up with scant light as always. We were facing the 

floodlights, and that obscured our vision, and we couldn’t see what was going on around us. The 

minute I managed to avoid the lights I suddenly noticed an acquaintance and friend of mine on a 

truck that stood by the side, a Mrs. Lewanowska, holding on to her daughter, (her husband was 

murdered in Birkenau in 1942). I immediately ran over there, but it was too late. The loaded 

military truck drove away. It is hard for me to say if I would have been able to do anything for 

this woman, even if I had met her next to the truck. I knew her character very well. She surely 

would have not agreed to let go of her little Rezi. She was one of those Jewish mothers who are 

always willing to sacrifice their life for their child, and not the other way around.  

We experienced many instances similar to this one, when we could appreciate the value and 

sacrifice of the Jewish mother.  

 

This difficult evening reminded me of a sad occurrence that I heard about in the camp. A young 

Jewish man from Poland, who worked in the Zonder, met his sister while she was being put into 

the gas chamber. He managed to say a few farewell words to her before she was put in there. 

Afterwards, he personally burned her body and hid her ashes.  

 

I once saw a picture of a young girl in the possession of a lad who worked in the Zonder. The 

picture was of his cousin, whom he met when she undressed before entering the gas chamber. 

The picture had an inscription:”Two minutes before my death, I bestow on you my picture as a 

souvenir”. The signature was eligible.  

 

THE NEW RAMP 

 

The Nazi plan to build a new Ramp was in the making for a long time, and came to fruition at the 

beginning of 1944. They worked day and night, so it would be ready on the set date, when 

transports from Hungary were expected. They didn’t spare man power, nor did they spare the 

lives of those who worked there. The Nazis already felt the lack of security in their future. On the 

western front, the allied forces finally started to attack. In the east, near Stalingrad on the 17
 
of 

November, the Nazis suffered a devastating defeat.  

The only fronts where they were having victories were in Auschwitz, Treblinka, Majdanek, and 

the other death camps.   

 

It was clear that the war was coming to an end, and the Nazis were planning to activate the new 

Ramp so they would be able to complete their despicable task in the fastest and most efficient 

fashion. The work on the new Ramp was visible in all the parts of the camp that were in the 

vicinity of the Quarantine, and as far as the structure that housed the sick.  

Those who arrived, crossed all the parts of the camp, and stopped about 300 meters from 

crematoria numbers one and two. The Ramp occupied an area of 300 meters in length, and 40 

meters in width. It was capable of accommodating two transports of 50 box cars simultaneously. 
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That meant ten thousand people, all at once. They also installed exchange lines to enable 

undisturbed entry and exit.  

 

There was no need to continue the use of army trucks in order to transfer the victims. They 

dragged themselves to the crematoria, with their babies in their arms. Only two S.S. men were 

needed, to make a few hundred people run.  German activity didn’t cease.  

The sad opening of the new Ramp took place in June of 1944, with the arrival of the second 

Hungarian transport which was welcomed by the entire camp gang.  

Five hundred thousand Jews from Hungary arrived there in eight weeks. Over 70 percent of them 

were immediately transferred to the gas chambers. A special work squad consisting of a day shift 

and a night shift was organized to work solely on the Ramp  

There were days that the number of victims which arrived reached twenty thousand and they had 

room for all of them. The closer the day of their defeat  approached, the deeper and bloodier our 

wound became.  

 

THE HUNGARIAN TRANSPORTS 

 

In the fifth year of the existence of the Nazi oppression, when all of Europe was in suspense 

towards the approaching moment of freedom, Hungary’s turn came.  

The land that absorbed part of the Jewish refugees from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, 

and Transylvania, was also caught in the claws of the German dictator.  

As in all the conquered countries, the first victims were the Jews. Not only had they already been 

kicked out of their positions, they had held all their lives, they were detained, and expelled in 

mass, with the consent of the Szalasi pro- fascist government. 

Even before these transports arrived, we already felt the bitter fate that was awaiting Hungarian 

Jewry.  

 

Since the existence of Birkenau, a gigantic system had been established by the Nazis who were 

efficiently preparing for the mass Inquisition. S.S. units were reinforced many fold. For them, 

this despicable work was a great victory, which enabled them to rob their victims. Officially, 

there was a severe ban on S.S. people taking advantage or even touching any item belonging to a 

Jew, regardless of its value. Here also one could see what it meant to be a Nazi. They fulfilled all 

the orders to the letter, with total devotion, especially when it concerned Jews, but this order of 

not taking advantage of Jewish property was beyond their capability of obeying. Regardless of 

rank, they all robbed the defenseless Jews, and at the same time, they were suspicious of each 

other.  

 

The entire distance of the road leading to the crematoria and also in the camp was covered with 

thousands of pieces of wood that were later used to burn the women.   

Moll prepared a few huge pits in a small forest, in order to increase the capacity of the 

crematoria, where they burned at that time, twenty thousand people in twenty four hours. 

They used all means in order to reach the achievements that the “leaders” set as their goal. These 

preparations caused terrible fear in us. How many human beings will die in the last hours? Isn’t it 

enough with our spilt blood?  
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The Hungarian transports gave the answer to that question. There was no respite to Hitler’s 

gluttonous men eaters. Until the very last minute, this snake continued to choke us, and all that, 

because we were Jews. 

 

When they formed the special work force for the new Ramp, we the Canada people breathed a 

bit freely, but they demanded twenty people from our groups to work with the new ones. As 

always, this time too, I was unlucky. They included me in those twenty people. I tried to avoid it 

by pleading with the Capo, but in vain.  His answer was short:”I appointed you, and you will go 

there!” The twenty people were divided as follows: ten for the day shift, and ten for the night 

shift. They put me in the night shift. The evening I returned to the camp after 35 hours of 

continuous work, I immediately went to the new Ramp, where I stayed through the night. Then 

Hans the Capo offered me the job of work manager. “It seems to me that you are joking with 

me” I said to him. He answered with a smile:”I will not force you”.  

 

I was certain that he wouldn’t have made the offer had he known that I didn’t fit the job. But he 

dealt with me with some consideration, since I was part of the “French circle”. It didn’t bother 

him that only a few weeks earlier, he beat me severely only because he thought I was not 

disciplined enough when the Obersturfuhrer entered our barracks at noon.  

 

Once again, I started seeing the difficult scenes. Once again, my eyes filled with images of 

frightened children.A German officer walked around on the Ramp, and calmed down the new 

arrivals in their mother tongue (Hungarian), saying that everything would be done for their 

benefit, and that they should have trust in him, and that the next day all the families would meet 

again on the same field.  Yes, this old Hungarian officer told the truth. They all met the next day 

in the same field. 

 

After the first week we switched, and the night shift workers moved to work in the day shift for a 

week, and the night shift moved to work in the day shift, and so it continued. 

At that time, I was transferred to a different barracks, so I was completely separated from my 

friends, with whom I had worked for a year and a half. I made special efforts to rejoin the 

previous work squad together with my friends, but the matter was very complicated.  

The “work service” had instructions from the Oberstrumfurer named Grece that we twenty 

would not be released from the work squad, because of our so-called professional expertise. I put 

my great hope in Dawid. Szmulewski He promised me he would arrange it with one condition, to 

be patient. In the meantime, I was forced to deal with what I wanted to avoid at all cost.  Every 

day, new people, new children, but all of them had the same expressions of fear and despair. This 

tribulation continued with no end.  

 

One day, I was witness to what sadism is capable of doing. Sometime after the transport had 

arrived, when all the people were already transferred to the places that were assigned to them, a 

sick woman lay by the side of the Ramp, waiting to be taken by cart. 

A few S.S. men stood around this woman making fun of her. I couldn’t hear what one of them 

said to that woman, but I saw how she was crying in hysterics and horror. They continued to 

laugh incessantly. Each one said a few words, and they proceeded to laugh. 

One S.S. man pulled out his pistol and started scaring the lady. He stuck his gun to her head, to 

her chest and other places. In the end, he shot one bullet into her mouth, and they left satisfied.  
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That same week, I experienced a very sad incident. I met a young woman with a nice and 

charming little girl holding her hand. I spoke a few words to her without sentimentality, as I 

would do very often.  I wanted to take her girl away from her. She looked at me as if I were a 

savage, and didn’t let me touch the girl.  

 

As on many occasions, I encountered an absolute resistance from the mother. She understood 

very well what I asked her to do, despite the fact that she didn’t understand a lot of German. I 

must emphasize that this time I spoke with a bit of dryness to this woman. Surly, from a human 

point of view, my approach should have been more consistent and sensitive, as I was used to do 

many times. But in the present circumstances, it was impossible to do, although I already 

regretted it that was not the time and the place to apologize. Our experience taught us, that with 

insistence we could achieve the goal. 

 

When I realized I was not going to persuade the mother, I coaxed an old woman who 

accompanied her, to take the girl away from the mother until she would go through the check up 

by the S.S. doctor “because they immediately take away the children from the young mothers” I 

explained to her. Right away, the old woman explained that to the mother in Hungarian. The 

mother started crying and so did the other one.  

The mother was forcefully holding on to the girl, who felt safe in her hands. Once again, I turned 

to the old woman, but I used different words. Finally, the mother agreed to hand over the girl to 

the old woman. I felt I did the right thing. I pretended to carry baggage that was placed in the 

passage way, while watching the mother not taking back the child. My heart started pounding 

when I saw that when she arrived at the doctor, he tried to separate the two women. At this stage, 

the mother removed the child from the old woman. The doctor didn’t stop her, and sent her away 

with the child to join all those who were lead to the gas chambers. 

 

 I experienced a difficult time that terribly affected all of us when these transports arrived. 

The time was about 2:00 o’clock in the afternoon. We rested a short while after completing the 

work with the transport. The S.S. gang disappeared until they were called again for the next 

transport. A few S.S. men filled up their pockets with Jewish property that was dropped from the 

luggage. In those moments, they didn’t watch us anyway.  

 

The Capo Dawid wanted to take advantage of the opportunity and throw a few loaves of bread to 

the hungry people in the Czech camp. Every time a transport arrived, the young lads from the 

Czech camp would wait by the barbed wire fences for something to be tossed to them. Dawid 

used the opportunity to throw a few loaves of bread which were caught instantaneously.  

 

One of the hungry youngsters was a 16 or 17 year old lass. She wasn’t able to catch the loaf of 

bread, but then her aim was to obtain the bread. She forgot she was by the electrified wire and 

grabbed the wires with both hands. She only managed to say the word “oh” in despair. She 

remained there stuck to the fence. For a few seconds, she tried to free herself, but to no avail. 

The electric current held her strongly to the wire. She fell with her head tilting backwards, her 

face expressing her anguish. No one dared approach her. Two minutes passed. She fell down to 

the ground, lifeless. Two men immediately came and removed her. A tumult ensued. Anger and 

grumbling prevailed, but in vain. Nothing helped, the lass died, and the work continued.  
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The next morning we marched to work fifteen minutes late. The camp entrance was blocked by a 

transport that had just arrived. The transport blocked the way leading to crematoria numbers 

three and four. The morning promised a beautiful summer day. The orchestra, which was an 

assembly of professional musicians of various nationalities, played the popular “hits” of recent 

years.  

 

All the work squads were standing ready to exit. We scrutinized this “show” with open eyes and 

closed mouths. We saw in front of us people from all walks of life, young and old, people who 

were a productive force in their country and nation. This was the young generation, the new 

generations. These were flourishing children of all ages. They were young women with their 

husbands, living happily, each according to their life style. They were creative grandmothers 

with their grandchildren, and old people who lived their last years happily.  

 

All of them together would be exterminated immediately in the gas chamber. (This transport had 

2,500 people. That time they didn’t conduct a selection, and all of them were murdered that same 

day.) When they passed by us, they looked at all of us, at our barracks, at the electrified barbed 

wire, at the orchestra. What can they be thinking now? What do they imagine now? One does not 

need to be a psychologist to understand their facial expressions. They look as if they have 

succumbed to their fate, become accustomed to life in the camp, as if they say without 

words:”this will not last too long, the day is approaching. We will survive it; maybe it is not as 

bad as we imagine?” 

 

True, this is what a man who has a bit of logic might think, who sees a world of people who live 

behind barbed wire, who knows that they are already standing with one foot on the verge of 

liberation. Freedom seems near, but not for them, and not for thousands of people who will 

arrive after them. 

 

In the last row, we see a woman with a six year old boy. The smile of the boy is turned towards 

the music. He pulls his mother’s hand as if he wants to go near it. The woman kisses the child 

and tears are streaming down her face. I saw the child’s face from afar when he was looking in 

the same direction the entire time. His quest to hear cheerful music was killed forever.  

 

Immediately after this drama, the first work groups started leaving. The orchestra under the baton 

of a Jewish conductor was playing a series of military marches among which we also heard the 

marching song that was played during the opening ceremony of the “Maccabiah Games” 
12

  in 

Palestine in 1935. This land was uplifted to a symbol of struggle, personal dignity and Jewish 

pride. What sweet sounds are in this marching song? It evokes in us many warm feelings to our 

nation and its music. One cannot imagine the heart wrenching change that has taken place. Only 

a few years ago, Jewish boys and girls from all over the world marched, proved that they were 

just like all the other nations, and demonstrated their achievements in sports. How many of them 

are already missing today? We would very much like to obtain a little enjoyment from the 

remnants of our nation, especially now when we sense the decisive hour has arrived.  

 

My thoughts were cut off by the Capo when he gave the order: ”Mitchen Auf”.  

                                                
12  Maccabiah games is a Jewish Olympics held every four years in Israel. 
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We march to a new work day that will be saturated with Jewish blood. For three weeks, I stayed 

on the Ramp. Thanks to Dawid Szmulewski,  I managed to return to my friends. He negotiated 

with Klinger Zak who worked in the “work force” office. Klinger operated secretively: In other 

words, without notifying the office of the “work force”.  

Two days later, as a token of appreciation, I brought Klinger a pair of shoes which he needed.  

 

BRZEZINKA 

 

In July of 1944, I had to separate from my friends once again. This time, our work squad moved 

to a section in the Brzezinka camp. The camp manager had been planning to isolate us for a long 

time. He had various reasons to do that. He wanted us to act like the Zonder people, and to 

prevent us from being in contact with the other prisoners, because of organizational matters, and 

because we knew more than other prisoners.  

 

It was clear to the camp manager and the camp gang that in all the jobs that we carried out, 

mainly working with valuables, items didn’t remain in our pockets. They were transferred to 

other prisoners, something that served undesired purposes. In addition, they also wanted 

everything we had seen happening with transports, and the news that reached our ears about 

other things, to be kept a secret until our extermination. These were the main reasons for moving 

the Canada workers to Bzezinka. To tell the truth, no one among us wanted to move there. No 

one wanted to be cut off from his friends and acquaintances. Also, there was always an unhappy 

mood there. Bzezinka was located near crematorium number three.  

 

There were two hundred people and they decided to move away one hundred and fifty. The other 

fifty were kept, in order to complete the work in the old warehouse. They decided to keep me 

with the fifty. We were very sad to part. Our plans were not fulfilled; in our work group we had 

mutual trust and we wanted to act together when the last hour would come. We wanted to 

maintain a humane image and die with dignity.  

At a moment like that people have the need to be with close friends. We had an understanding on 

that subject. Everyone knew everyone else like his own self and everyone was capable of 

keeping his word. But things don’t happen the way people wish in a death camp. Anyway, it was 

a German trick to always separate people, and not leave them in the same place for too long.  

  

We departed, not having the slightest idea what would be better, to stay or not to stay. We had no 

chance to see the light of freedom. The French circle separated, but the contact continued. The 

organization continued to operate. Our friends in Brzezinka continued to support us and 

continued to care for the French women circle. They transferred food items and valuables, since 

the men and the women that stayed had no means for organization (one hundred and fifty women 

were also moved at the same time from Canada to Brzezinka). Our friends used all kinds of 

ruses, and once again they started sending us whatever they could. They did the same for our 

friends in the women’s camp. 

 

Charlie, the 12 year old who was pampered by Kwiatek, Flak and by me, would come into our 

barracks every evening. I knew him from Paris, where I was friends with his parents. (He 

managed to survive until we were liberated thanks to many miracles). We used to eat supper 
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together. Since my stance in our organization weakened, he became independent, and helped me 

of his own volition.  

 

I recall one evening, when I returned from work, I met little Charlie by my “Boksa” (bunk bed. 

DB) “Get up here and we’ll sit and eat together” he says to me with a happy expression and 

laughing eyes. He wants to make an impression on an adult. He offers his help with pride. From 

the inside pocket he takes out half a loaf of bread, a can of sardines, sausage and other things. 

“You see? All that I organized today, a good job right?” he asks. “Very good, excellent, just be 

careful and don’t get caught” I say to him. “Oh, of course, you can count on me,” he says to me 

with confidence. I had to do a good deed, and prepare the food as always. I enjoyed very much 

watching this lad, whose life in the camp taught him about the profession:”Organization”.  

 

 

THE GYPSY CAMP 

 

While Hitler’s forces dreamt about expanding their rule over Europe and while they forcefully 

took over countries, one after the other, they also expanded their Nazi doctrine.  

In April 1942, they published a decree that limited the gypsies’ rights in the same way as those 

of the Jews. They put the Gypsies on the same par with the Jews. Gypsy’s blood became not 

kosher, just like Jewish blood. At the beginning of 1943, they started the “cleansing” of Gypsies 

who were employed in the military industry, as well as those who were serving in the 

“Wehrmacht”. At that time, they gathered all the Gypsies and their families. The first Gypsy 

transports from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Germany, and other countries started to arrive in 

February 1943. 

 

The first transport which contained entire families, numbered about 3,000 people. They were put 

into the new section of the camp. The wretched belongings they carried were taken away from 

them, and they remained only in the rags which they were wearing.  

A few hundred families were exterminated in the gas chambers in the next few days. There were 

a few incidents, when the Gypsies defended themselves with pistols. But one swallow does not 

bring the spring. These few Gypsies fell with weapons in their hands. 

Their annihilation was carried out in order to make room for the new transports that started 

arriving later on in a high frequency. Death in these transports was so very rampant, that there 

was no need to use gas. The reasons for it were the same as those which other inmates 

encountered when they arrived at a camp that was not ready for them, a place that lacked the 

basic conditions to watch one’s health. The wash room and the lice disinfecting place were not 

functioning yet, and that was very amiss. Most of them slept in clothes they had never changed, 

nor did they receive under garments.  

The lice infested them, and spread all sorts of diseases. In addition, they suffered from famine 

and cold.  

 

Later on, when the wash room and the lice disinfecting place started functioning, it was too late. 

The feeble ones weakened very fast, they didn’t withstand the harsh conditions.  

Typhoid became widespread all through the camp, and the death numbers continued climbing 

Every morning, there was a mountain of bodies piled up in the square that was situated between 

the lice disinfecting place and the bathrooms. This sight reminded me of our barracks number 
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seven. There, in this square, was the daily collecting spot for the Gypsies, whose suffering 

stopped.  Every day, a few people came to gather this mountain of corpses, and afterwards 

accompanied their families to the crematoria. At the end they also were put in there. Among the 

fighters who participated in the beginning of the war, were high ranked officers who received 

military commendations.   

 

In our first conversations, we understood that they had the notion they would soon be released 

and their rights would be reinstated. Slowly, they realized that the interest in them was not 

different than with the others after all.  The pride they had in the first days diminished and their 

hopes disappeared. The struggle to survive another day became more and more difficult. The 

systematic extermination of their families affected them very badly.  Their pride was severely 

hurt. They viewed themselves as decent German citizens (the German Gypsies) who fulfilled 

their duties to their homeland. And here, suddenly, they were removed from the military and 

placed in a camp. They started understanding the main cause of their situation. The Nazis had no 

use for them anymore.  

The hatred of Hitler’s regime festered in them, but when the brain needs to obtain a little bit of 

soup for an empty stomach, it is incapable of thinking about anything else. Within eighteen 

months, twenty one thousand of them came through the camp and thirteen thousand died.  One 

thousand people were transferred to Germany. One thousand five hundred were put in the gas 

chambers in the first days, and more than five thousand who stayed were put to death in the gas 

chambers on the first of August 1944.  

Together with them, the healthy people that worked in the kitchen, in the lice disinfecting place, 

in the registrar, and in other places, were killed. No one remained. Not even the people who 

excelled in war were honored. The Nazis’ commands were holy, and their orders even more so. 

 

 

 

CAMP C IN MEXICO 
13

  

 

Twenty five thousand Hungarian women were tortured in both camps. It was not by chance that 

so many of them shriveled within a short time. They became “Muselmann” or they would throw 

themselves on the electrified barbed wire. Their harsh conditions would have broken down the 

strongest of men.  

 

Every morning at 4:30 AM when the siren woke us up, the Hungarian women were already 

standing in the roll call field, even when it was raining fiercely, or when it was extremely cold. 

They made the women run in the fields every morning, when it was still dark. The sick and weak 

ones strained themselves with their last bit of strength, and showed up for roll call knowing well 

the danger looming over those who stayed in the barracks.  One cannot forget horrifying scenes 

that we saw there every day. (Camp C was near our camp).  

 

I saw them one morning, when the Jewish God, in whom many Hungarian women believed, not 

less than the men, “added oil to the fire”. The rain was monotonous and the cold wind that blew 

from the Carpathian Mountains stiffened the women’s bodies.  

                                                
13 Mexico camp was section B III of Birkenau. Deportees were held here while they waited to be gassed or sent to 

another camp. 
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The barracks manager was wearing a rain coat, and on her head she had a cap made of celluloid. 

She was wearing tall boots. Holding a stick in her hand, she stood under the small roof of the 

shack watching with angry eyes, so no one would leave the circle.  

 

Wearing light civilian clothes with torn underwear, the women gradually leaned one against the 

other. As time went on, the women crowded more and more, bending their heads, hugging their 

own bodies with their hands,. That’s how they defended themselves from the wind and the rain, 

and they continued standing. The words “Oy” and “Ay” were heard frequently, accompanied by 

some Hungarian words that have disgusting meanings. Hysterical crying burst out and the 

women kept on standing. 

The barracks manager was noisy and was hitting them:”You are breaking up the rows! This is 

roll call time! Lazy bitches! I don’t have to suffer because of you!” she cursed. The rows 

straightened a little bit. The rain continued dripping, the wind did not subside and they continued 

standing. After half an hour, the rain stopped for a while. I passed by there on the way to my 

work. I saw these women kneeling down. It was clear that they were punished for lack of 

discipline. The time was 6:30 AM already, and we were marching to work. The roll call in camp 

C was still going on. Their evening roll call was conducted in the same manner. They received 

half a liter of soup a day, with no extras. According to the camp’s book, anyone who does not 

work cannot enjoy extras.  

In the evening hours, some men would throw some bread to them, and they quarreled over it, and 

hit each other. Famine does not recognize any law or feeling of humanity. Anyone who was 

strong caught a loaf. 

 

Once, I noticed something there that made me wonder greatly. A woman succeeded in catching a 

loaf of bread that was thrown.  She broke it up into pieces, and distributed them to a few women 

that stood around her. All the inmates in our camp felt their sadness. I once saw in barracks 

number seven how a Polish man cut an entire loaf of bread into pieces and threw them to the 

ladies. 

 

The men who worked in camp C always gave them something.  Naturally, of all the thousands of 

inmates, only a handful succeeded in receiving something. They slept on bare planks, and put 

their dresses under their heads. They were used both as pillows and blankets to cover themselves.  

 

Every few days, S.S. Mengele, the camp doctor, conducted selections among them, and 

gradually sent them to the gas chambers. A certain number of them was put in transports at that 

time to Germany. I recall a fact that once again proves the Nazis despicable cheating tricks. 

Every time Mengele would conduct a selection among the ladies, we saw sad scenes. The 

women would hide under the beds, in the bathrooms, and anywhere it was possible. In order to 

make it easier to catch the ladies, Mengele brought with him a few officers so the women would 

think that they were about to choose women to be sent to work.  

 

It was in September 1944. They picked healthy ladies, many women jumped forward in order to 

be taken since usually they chose the sick, weak, and skinny women.  

The Nazis caught two thousand healthy women. They were transported to a bath house where 

they washed and received new underwear and other clothes. The women were joyful, but not for 

long. When they left the washrooms, the military trucks transported them to the crematoria.  
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Death in camp C was more rampant. This camp was not complete. They hadn’t managed to 

finish building there. The barracks had windows, but they didn’t have glass. Some barracks were 

missing doors. The openings were covered with blankets. There were no wooden bunks. The 

people wrapped themselves in a blanket, and lay on the cold floor.  

 

Around the barracks, mud reached your ankles. They would trudge in this mud with torn shoes, 

and sometimes barefoot. Some said that they were sorry they were not put in the crematoria right 

after their arrival, and they envied the people who had already gone through it. Only Hitler’s 

camps could bring people to wish for their own death.  

 

  TRANSPORTS FROM LODZ 

  

 

1944 was an extremely bloody year. Immediately after the transports of the Jews from Hungary 

ended, came the turn of the Jews from the Lodz ghetto. At that period of time, the Lodz ghetto 

was the only remaining Jewish concentration of Jews. There were over sixty thousand starving 

people. Most of them were recognized by the Germans as useful and they worked for the 

Wehrmacht in all sorts of workshops and factories.  

  

The continuous pressure by the Red Army caused unrest within the German ranks. They could 

never envision the next offensive.  Himmler thought that it would be wise to act carefully. He 

was afraid that a small group of Jews would survive. When the Red Army was approaching 

Lodz, Himmler’s official order was to liquidate the ghetto. The Wehrmacht didn’t dare oppose 

this order, even though they needed the Jewish work force constantly. As always, also at the time 

of the liquidation of the ghetto, the Germans used their deceitful tactics to avoid incidents and 

collisions, and to prevent spilling any “Aryan blood”.  

 

The Lodz ghetto manager made a special effort to install a relaxed and comfortable mood among 

the people. He made a special endeavor to instill into their exhausted minds the belief in the so 

called need to move the workshops to the rear of the country. “We appreciate very much your 

contribution to the work” he told them in his speech. “We need your work, but as a result of the 

existing war conditions, and for the sake of everybody’s safety, we have decided to move all the 

workshops to the rear where you will continue to work, and be with your families. You will be 

protected. Open the windows, and you will hear the explosions of the Russian guns. The danger 

is looming over all of us. Continue to stay loyal, and we will continue to protect you” etc. 

His rumbling was heard with total mistrust. It was clear to everybody that there was no moving 

anything to the rear of the country, because the rear of the country was non-existent. But the 

constant suffering of five years had brought them to a state of apathy, whether willingly or 

unwillingly. With the help of Chaim Rumkowski, the manager of the ghetto, people were enticed 

to believe this deceit.  

 

In August 1944, the first transports of tailors arrived. In order to convince these people that they 

were not being deceived, their sewing machines and their work tools were transported as well. 

For the same reason, the box cars were not too cramped with people. All that was done, so that 

people would believe that this was an evacuation.   That lasted only in the first few days. Later 
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on, when they realized that the time was short, and danger was looming, they cramped the box 

cars according to their system. “The work tools will be transferred later,” they were told. 

When they arrived at the Ramp, they underwent the familiar selections. On average, about 20 

percent of them entered the camp. It took only eight days for these people who lived under this 

regime to undergo another selection. The selections were conducted a few times. After each 

time, a few hundred people were sent to the gas chambers, and the healthy people were 

transported to Germany.  

 

Lodz is the city where I was born. I spent my childhood years there. In my old homeland I left 

my whole family, which was destroyed. One member of my family, who was in my thoughts, 

was my brother. I received some information that he lived in the Lodz ghetto. I received detailed 

regards from him through a certain man named Cybuch from Lodz. I asked him by chance about 

my brother, and found out that he was his good friend. Cybuch told me that my brother had a job 

to oversee the kitchens in the ghetto, and he did his work with great dedication and honesty.  

 

Two months later, I met 17 year old Marek, with whom I was liberated. Marek confirmed what 

Cybuch told me. He added that he was living thanks to my brother. “What did he do for you?’ I 

asked. “I was lying in bed sick” he told me; “I was in dire need of certain injections on which my 

fate depended. My parents had no means to obtain them for me. Then they turned to your brother 

and he supplied me with them. Thanks to that, I am on my feet today.” He said.  

 

This was the first time that I felt the need to go to the Ramp. It was a holy duty for me to be there 

when he would arrive. Hans let me join the workforce there a few times when a transport arrived. 

But as if to spite me, I didn’t meet any of my family members. I asked all my friends who 

worked on the Ramp to remember my request concerning my brother.  

 

The last time I was on the Ramp, I saw 50 Jewish policemen who were familiar to everybody for their 

shameful treatment of their persecuted Jewish brethren in the ghetto. Our guys recognized them right 
away for the special uniform they were wearing. They were welcomed with sticks and beatings precisely 

the same way they treated others.  The S.S. men seemed to ignore it, and our guys took advantage of the 

situation. The policemen stood in a military formation separated from the others, thinking they would 

receive special treatment. When they approached the S.S. doctor he motioned to them to go in the 
direction that led to the gas chambers. 

 

Our work group found great riches in the meager baggage: Liturgical poetry, diaries, paintings, sketches, 
work reports of the underground, and photo albums. There was all that faithfully reflected their life, and 

their suffering. These were works of art of simple people and of artists, in which they expressed life in the 

ghetto the way they saw it. I found an album that belonged to my (girl) cousin, and I found pictures of my 

brother and the family. The next day I went to the Ramp once again, so Hans would accept me there. 
“You are bothering me too much” he told me, and refused to take me. Eight days later, when I returned 

from work in the evening; I was informed that my brother had arrived. I ran to the wire fence that 

separated us from the gypsy camp (that’s where they put the people that arrived from Lodz). Two minutes 
later, they took me to my brother, who stood with his 17 year old son near the fence. 

 

I will never forget our meeting. In an instant, he held his head and yelled “Oy”. We stood in silence, 
facing each other, ten meters apart. Our silence at that moment was more important than words. Many 

people stood around us wondering about our silence. My hands and legs were shaking. I was choking. I 

wasn’t able to utter a word. A faint smile appeared on his thin face, and his eyes filled with tears. He was 
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the first one to stop our silence with two words :”( Are) you well? Yes! And how are you?” I answered. “I 

am also well. How are Tsecha and Luba”? He asks (these are our sisters from Paris). I reply with a 
shoulder shrug. He shows me his son Shmulik, whom I knew as a two year old boy. Our conversation is 

stopped by his house helper who made the people for whom he was responsible run for a roll call 

formation. I part from him with a few consoling words, and promise him to return in two days. During 

our meeting, I felt I still had a little emotion. The family blood strengthened its flow in my arteries.  
 

When I returned to the gypsy camp, two days later, I met my brother and nephew. We kissed with warmth 

and pain. We talked about our unexpected meeting in an island of blood and tears. About four years 
earlier, we had met in Paris, when he came for a visit in 1937 in conjunction with an international 

exhibition. The second time we met in a corner of a barracks. We sat on the ground to talk and see what 

could be done. He told me that his wife was not feeling well when they arrived, so they took her to 
another place. It was clear to me that he would never see her again. He didn’t know yet what was 

happening here. Anyway, I didn’t talk to him about it.  

 

The problem that faced us was difficult. Would he and his son be put in a transport or would they stay in 
the gypsy camp? I wanted very much for them to stay here, so we would be more or less in the same 

vicinity, and I would be able to help them. But the danger was great, since they conducted selections for 

the gas chambers every few days. On the other hand, I knew that transports leaving from here go to 
Germany for work there. We discussed it for an hour and didn’t know what to decide. It was too difficult 

for me to decide, and in reality, I was the one who would have to make the decision. Who knew better 

than I the situation in our hell? Regardless, I was very afraid to take the responsibility for my two 
relatives upon myself. I felt I was in a similar situation to a surgeon who needs to operate on his own son. 

When we were unable to decide, we left the question open for the next two or three days, in other words 

until our next meeting. 

 
The first thing I did was to supply my barracks manager with some of his needs. I gave him two packages 

of cigarettes. My friend Lederman, who worked in the gypsy camp, promised to bring me that same night 

a bottle of schnapps for him. All that so he would watch over them during a selection. I stayed in the 
gypsy camp during an entire day, where I met a few more family members and acquaintances.  

 

One of the Lodz Jews turned to me with a question:” Are you Kaufman’s brother?” I answered:”Yes, why 

are you asking me?” He answered: “Simply because it interests me. I wanted to try and see if you have 
the same character as your brother.” So I asked him:”Do you think we resemble each other in facial 

features?” and he explained to me:” No, your brother has a character and behavior that you can’t find in 

everyone. There was no end to his assistance activity in the ghetto.” So I asked him:”Do you notice it in 
me?” We shook hands with a smile and we parted.  

  

Every evening, we met after work near the barbed wires. I would throw food over there for them. 

I also supplied them with sweaters, underwear, socks and other necessities. The next time I 

planned to meet them, I couldn’t make it, and I was forced to postpone it for two days. During 

that time, they were put in a transport for Germany.  When I told my friends, they said to 

me:”You should be happy about that, you do see what is happening in the gypsy’s camp.” I tried 

to find consolation in these words. I wanted to believe that I would be fortunate to meet with my 

brother and his son. To my chagrin, the Hitler forces failed my hope.  

 

A year after the liberation, I was shaken, when I received a letter from Sweden which was 

written by Shmulik my brother’s son.  He, himself, was rescued with the help of inexplicable 

miracles. The letter affected me immensely. I was engulfed in happiness and sadness. I felt 

happy and miserable. The pain about losing the family continued to invade me endlessly. 
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Shmulik informed me about his father’s death. He wrote to me:”When we left Birkenau, they 

separated me from father. Six months later, after they evacuated us from Nider Silesian during 

the trip, I met father on the road by chance. The unexpected meeting made us very happy and 

strengthened us. From that moment, on we didn’t separate. Our main worry was the food. To my 

chagrin, dad was not as lucky as I. Two weeks before the liberation, he passed away from 

exhaustion in my arms in a town near Hanover. I personally buried him in the cemetery of that 

town.” The description of my brother’s noble character eased my pain a little bit, but for Shmulik 

there was no consolation. He would never again experience the pampering of his mom and dad.  

                                                                           

Many of the youngsters were gifted in various subjects, such as playing instruments, painting, 

drafting, and other things. In spite of the difficult conditions in the ghetto, their mind was not 

disturbed. Already in their youth, they held an honorable place in these fields. In conversations, 

we had with Jews from the Lodz ghetto, we could see the attention they received when gifted 

people taught them education and culture. They participated in musical and cultural productions, 

and various exhibitions that were organized in the ghetto. In their young age were hidden many 

abilities and promise for the future. But alas, these talents were cut off during their thriving years 

by Germans who call themselves cultured people.  

 

On a certain day in the month of August 1944, they selected a few hundred youth from Lodz, 

isolated them for a night’s sleep in a barracks, and the next morning they transferred them to a 

gas chamber. These youngsters didn’t know about their fate. One didn’t have to stay long in 

Birkenau to sense the expected dangers. A heart wrenching drama occurred when they were 

secluded in the barracks. They resisted with their last bit of their strength, but they were very 

weak against the cruel force. They were put into the barracks under a barrage of sticks. At night, 

when they were already tired from the screaming and banging on the door, the majority fell 

asleep. A few of them didn’t go to sleep. They couldn’t rest, and searched for a way to save 

themselves. When darkness enveloped the barracks, and quiet prevailed, they climbed up to the 

small windows. Through them they managed to climb up onto the barrack’s roof. Six youths 

succeeded    in sneaking out and hiding among other men. Since they had no tattoos, and no 

numbers, six youngsters managed to stay alive.  

 

A friend by the name of Mesinger, who managed to survive until the liberation, worked in the 

gypsy camp during this period, as the registrar of the new arrivals. He told me that among the six 

youngsters was a boy whom he pampered. Every day he came by his barracks to meet him, and 

eat together. The youngster came to him the morning after the escape, and told him what had 

happened, and asked Mesinger to rescue him. Mesinger hid him in the barracks, under the bed, 

because they were planning a new selection. 

A day later, Mesinger managed to put his “favorite” into a transport that left that same day for 

Germany.  

 

  

AIR RAIDS 

 

When the Red Army reached the Vistula River, the number of sirens in our area increased 

immensely, especially in the month of September 1944. The Soviet airplanes used artificial fog 

for the purpose of conducting reconnaissance flights. The camp commander issued the following 
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order:” In case of a siren going off while people were at work, the workers in all the squads 

(working in the vicinity of the camp) should run back to the camp quickly” He was probably 

afraid, God forbid, we would veer off the road at such a moment. 

 

I recall a happy and encouraging night during such an air siren. It was about 11:00 o’clock PM 

when we heard it go off. We were in our bunks, straining our ears in order to hear something. 

Our inner burning wish was for something to start. Let the bombing commence! Let it be joyous, 

it’s about time! Perhaps we would succeed in doing something at such a moment.  A few minutes 

pass, and we hear the noise of airplanes in the air. Immediately afterwards,  we see flashes of fire 

in the darkness of the barracks accompanied by echoes of exploding bombs. The D.C.A. (air 

defense) returns fire above our heads. The concert we have been waiting for so long is starting. It 

is difficult to stay in the bunks indifferently. A commotion starts in the barracks. We can’t hear 

ourselves. The barracks manager’s threats to calm us down don’t help much.  How can we be 

calm in such a time? We would have liked to take advantage of the battle spirit that engulfs us in 

these moments. Everyone would have been happy if he had the chance to fight with weapons in 

his hands for the liberation. After enduring the Nazi torture, the will to participate in battle has 

come to fruition.   

 

“Guys, be ready maybe we’ll have to run” we hear a voice echoing above the noise. The word 

“run” electrifies us, and some of us start getting dressed in order to be ready for anything that 

might happen. “If they would have had some sense, they would have thrown some weapons to us 

to have something to fight with and we would have felt very good,” says someone standing next 

to me. The same young man says he is ready, he only needs to put on his shoes if need be. 

Explosions are heard, the barracks is shaking.  

“Guys, be a bit quiet, we can’t hear anything” complains somebody. My neighbor speaks to 

himself:”maybe it is a group of paratroopers”? The third one says:”It is impossible to know what 

is going on over there. How good and nice it couldt be if we woke up in the morning and didn’t 

meet the S.S. people any longer?” The fourth one says:”Let them throw us a few of those 

weapons; we’ll know how to use them.” 

 

The barracks manager stands by the door looking outside. He lets us know that next to each 

barracks there are S.S. men with machine guns ready to act against us if need be.  

The concert lasts more than half an hour. Quiet prevails. It is quiet both outside and inside. The 

guys fall asleep, cheered up and hopeful.  

 

During that period, there were day-time bombings as well, while all the work squads were at 

work. Since we were at a distance of a few kilometers from the camp, we refrained from 

returning. In such cases our work was stopped, and we were put in a shack. They did the same 

with the women, but separated them from the men.    

 

That day a beautiful noon sun was shining, and our eyes were squinting towards the steel birds. 

The shack door was open, and everybody was squashed inside disregarding the dangers. “Three, 

six, nine, twelve” we count them, amazed by their courage. Our S.S. men hastened into the 

shelter we prepared for them, but they ran away like mice that sense the approaching cat.  “Keep 

away from the door” yells one of them, afraid for his skin. The shack shakes from the intensity of 

the bombing nearby. Through the door, we saw the railroad very clearly. It was at a distance of 
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about 300 meters from us. “If a bomb hits, everything will blow up in the air.” I thought. A bomb 

hit one of the brick barracks in Auschwitz where the shoemakers and tailors’ workshops were 

located. The building was destroyed. There were over thirty Jewish victims. The discussions 

were very vivid. Our friends used the opportunity when the S.S. officers were busy, and studied 

the geographical maps with more freedom than the previous times. They used a strand of straw 

to measure the hundreds of kilometers that the Red Army advanced in the last attack, from 

Smolensk to the Vistula River.   

  

The main questions that interested us then were: When can they arrive here? How long will they 

stay by the Vistula River? Have they started the attack yet? We were familiar with all these 

questions, but no one was able to answer them. We had to wait patiently for the red messiah to 

arrive (if we’d make it). Our main war tacticians were our friends: Leon, Max, and Cwerner. The 

first one was killed during the last few days before the liberation. Leon used to react nervously 

when somebody wanted to persuade him differently about something during an argument. He 

would become furious.  He hated idle chatter, and listening to meaningless conversations.  

 

Through the entire duration of the last air attack, he expressed our common sorrow: 

“What a pity, if they would have advanced for two days, they would have passed the eighty 

kilometers that separated them from us” he said. (That was the Tarnow front). Max always 

thought differently from the others. He would always quibble, even when he agreed with the 

person with whom he was arguing.  

 

I gave Cwerner the nickname Azens-Hawas. He was known to everybody as a trustworthy 

person who did not exaggerate. He always founded his assertions on data he personally read in 

newspapers, which he always made sure to get. His healthy optimism had a foundation and 

consistency that helped us a little in the difficult days which we endured together. That evening, 

when we returned to the camp, we sang with more oomph than before.  

 

SEALED BOX CARS 

 

During the time of the arrival of the Soviet “Steel Birds”, and the invoking of our hope, we 

learned some bad information. Every morning, throughout three weeks, two sealed metal box 

cars, which looked very secretive, arrived at the Ramp. We were told that in these two box cars 

they would transport people who were put to death while traveling.  

They would then transfer the corpses to a camp that was situated thirty kilometers away from us, 

and there they would burn them. That’s how they were planning to get rid of us as well.  This 

information had a severe resonance among a large group of the Jewish inmates. “How can you 

not believe it, when we are talking about the wickedness that is expected for us?” said the 

pessimists.  

 

The French circle took upon itself to verify this information. We got in touch with other circles, 

with which we had connections, to check if all the stories had any foundation.  

I recall our last consultation that took place at noon during work hours in barracks number 5. Our 

friend Lajbke informed us that we could be completely relaxed about the rumors that had spread. 

Everything that was said about the box cars is baseless. We made a decision. In case they decide 

to move us in a transport, we won’t try to stay, since the transports that leave from here are sent 
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to work in Germany. “These are facts that should be considered” added our friend Sam. He was a 

17 year old young man from Paris. This time, he happened to be managing the consultation. He 

had to speak Yiddish since Lajbke from Poland was the only one who didn’t speak French. Sam 

made great efforts while talking, because he spoke broken Yiddish. He turned to Max all the time 

for help. Interestingly enough, Max had the same level of Yiddish as him.   

 

The matter about the box cars subsided, and so did the mood of those who were sensitive to such 

chatter.  

 

 THE UPRISING IN BIRKENAU 

 

The idea of organizing a group uprising in the camp started to ripen already in 1943. The 

foundation for the idea was laid by establishing the “International Committee” consisting of four 

members. The first one was Pulatow, who was a Red Army POW. The Second one was Karol, a 

German prisoner. The third was Kostek, a Polish member. The Fourth was Szmulewki, who was 

the Jewish representative. 

  

The first tasks they set for themselves as the target were to organize “cells” of all nationalities 

and add to this people who could be trusted and could be in touch with the partisans and prepare 

the infrastructure for the uprising. The Jewish men in charge from the committee were, Mink 

Aaron and Szmulewski. In Auschwitz, there was a Polish committee with whom they made 

contact, and it was added to these cells and to the activity of the French men and women. Camp 

“Buna” was also added. The Auschwitz committee played the role of the go between with the 

international committee. Despite the difficult and abnormal conditions in Birkenau, where the 

activities were carried out, they were done on a level of an ongoing and evolving conspiracy.  

 

The Zonder Commando was supposed to have an important role in the uprising.  

The members Jankel and Josel accepted the responsibility of preparing together the uprising that 

would achieve the liberation of all of us. They were in touch with the gunpowder factory 

“Union” in Auschwitz.  A few Jewish women who worked there accepted the heavy 

responsibility of providing the “Zonder” with gunpowder. The “Zonder” was also in touch with 

the “Unloading Command”. They loaded and unloaded materials in Auschwitz as well as in 

Buna. Every section of the camp got its mission.  

 

Groups, which were chosen everywhere, were obliged to carry out their appointed tasks. 

For example: To cut the electrical wires; to grab the weapons from the guards in the guarding 

posts; to interrupt the telephone and telegraph lines of communication; to take over the weapons 

arsenal that was in Auschwitz, etc.  

 

 Camp “No. 1”, where an important Russian element was active, received the mission to overrun 

the S.S. guarding hall and help the Czech camp that was nearby. This was camp D. The head 

organizers were there. They were designated to help camp C which was situated on the left hand 

side, and the gypsy camp that was situated on the right hand side. The “Zonder” was appointed 

to come to the help of the infirmary in the women’s camp. 
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The plan was for all the uprising participants to meet on the way from “Hermendza” (a small 

section of the agriculture camp that was situated about six kilometers behind the women’s camp)  

That’s where they were to meet up with the partisans. The partisans would instruct them how to 

carry out the rest of the actions.    

 

But a few days before the designated date, the entire plan failed.  The partisans announced: “We 

don’t believe in the uprising victory without help. We must wait until the approaching Red Army 

attacks on the Tarnow front. Postpone your operation as well.” 

 

The committee in Auschwitz honored this announcement and held back its agreement for   the 

previous date. As a result, the international committee didn’t want to take this heavy 

responsibility on itself. Without the partisans, and without Auschwitz, the uprising had no chance 

of attaining positive achievements. Since there was no agreement, and common ground between 

the two main factors Auschwitz and Birkenau, the operation was obviously postponed until a 

signal from the partisans would arrive.  

 

This decision led to hard feelings within the “Zonder Commando”. If we saw ourselves as being 

on death row, then the “Zonder” felt as living dead. The death threat where they were concerned 

was very concrete. A cleaver was resting on their necks.  

If anyone of us ever thought that he would be liberated out of this hell, this kind of a thought 

never occurred in the mind of a person who worked in the “Zonder”.  

 

Everyone knew, and they themselves knew, that people who worked in the “Zonder” had no 

chance, not even a minute one, of winning their freedom, because they could become the most 

important witnesses for the outside world. Who but men that worked in the “Zonder” could know 

what transpired in the gas chambers and the crematoria? 

The Nazis believed that with the death of these witnesses, the secret of the horrors that were 

perpetrated there would never become known.  

 

It was well known to the “Zonder” prisoners how the transport of their friends from Lublin 

ended. It was not a secret to anybody that the 300 people were shot immediately after arriving in 

Lublin. Everybody also knew about the Zonder transports “” of deception and trickery, of the 

150 people who were put in the gas chambers in Canada where they were exterminated. Once 

again, they were threatened by a new transport of 300 people, as if it were to be moved to a 

different work site.  

 

At that time, there was not enough work in the crematoria for the 800 people who worked there. 

This was the time following the massacre of the Hungarian and the Lodz  transports, so an 

undoubted death was expected for those 300 people. They waited impatiently the entire time for 

the day of the uprising. The postponement of the date affected them terribly. That was the reason 

they decided to carry out the uprising themselves, even if it was clear to them already, that it 

would end in bloodshed and their fate was sealed. But that didn’t deter them. If we have to die, 

we will die with dignity” they declared. They fulfilled this with complete consciousness. They 

died with weapons in their hands as heroes for the sake and honor of the Jewish people. 
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On September 8, 1944 at 11:00 o’clock in the morning, shots were heard from the crematoria. 

Crematorium number 3 was engulfed in flames. The friends who were working in the “Zonder” 

ran in different directions, and towards the barbed wires. They cut the wire with tools they had 

prepared ahead of time. Some succeeded, and were already on the other side of the wires, but 

they weren’t able to make it far. Their seconds of freedom were few.  The machineguns bullets 

were faster and reached farther. This was a moment of tension, freedom or death. The battle was 

desperate. It was far from being an even handed battle.  On the other side, were armed S.S men. 

Their number was greater than the number of the unarmed rebels who were beating their enemy 

with their fists and throwing rocks at the machine guns. The first fighters continued to fall by the 

hands of the Germans.  

 

The day was beautiful. The sun was shining with all its glory. It was watching indifferently how 

two worlds were fighting each other. One world was of justice and freedom, and the other was of 

lying and slavery.  

 

Ten minutes later, the shooting ceased. The outcome was like after a frightful attack. The enemy 

attained victory. The Germans were walking about as victors among the corpses, arresting all 

those who ran away, hid, and avoided the bullets. The ground was saturated with the holy blood 

of the best Jewish sons. They fell in battle for a better tomorrow for those who would survive the 

hard days. Around the crematoria, and next to the barbed wire, lay freedom fighters. On the face 

of a few, there were shiny narrow streaks of blood. Here lays Josel, who dedicated himself 

tirelessly to underground work. He fell with a clear conscience and dedication to the “important 

activity”. 

 

Not everyone in Birkenau had the privilege to die as this hero. His dedicated friend Jankel , who 

collaborated with him, was shot six days later together with six Russian friends. This group 

managed to reach the Vistula, and was about to cross the river. Unfortunately, they didn’t 

succeed. All the forces in the vicinity were assembled, and the entire area was surrounded by 

S.S. officers, and they were caught. They brought them back to the crematorium and shot them. 

On the blood saturated earth will grow new mavericks. They will continue the holy war.  

 

A lot of work remained to be carried out in the following days. Death will not scare them, even if 

they will have to look straight into its eyes, until the tomorrow of free humanity will arrive, until 

the Nazi network will be demolished forever. 

 

My friend Adolf Bekas from section Bzezinka in Canada watched the uprising events unfold, 

and told me later the following details: Three members of the “Zonder” hid within their work 

squad which was next to crematorium C and they were caught. The Unterscharfuhrer named 

Wontsch transferred them to the squad in crematorium D , where all the rebels that were caught, 

were concentrated. The S.S. men forced them to undress, lie face down and crawl to 

crematorium 4. These were the last moments they were able to use the only weapon left to them 

and demonstrate their honor. While they dragged themselves on their stomach, they sang for the 

last time the Greek anthem which symbolized for them fighting for freedom; (most of them were 

Jews from Greece).  

Two minutes later, a sequence of machine gun shots was heard, and the holy ones expired.  
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An hour before these occurrences took place, the S.S. men managed to take out the first one 

hundred men, and move them to the gypsy camp as if for a transport to Germany. 

These men sensed right away that something transpired in the crematorium where their friends 

were left. Without thinking much, they jumped the S.S. men and there too the shooting started. 

Many of them were killed on the spot, and the rest were caught and shot in the crematorium. 

Two weeks later, four women from the “Union” were put into a cellar. They were accused of 

supplying the “Zonder” with gunpowder. (I don’t know their names). They were brought to the 

women’s camp to be executed by hanging in the presence of all the ladies.  

 

That is how the bloody uprising of the “Zonder” ended. They fell in a battle for justice and 

freedom.  

 

Great honor to all of them!  

 

 

 

 THE FIRST EVACUATION 

 

A systematic evacuation of Poles and Russians started during that same month of September 

1944 as a result of news about a new Russian attack approaching. A transport of Christian 

inmates from both camps left every few days, and the same thing 

Took place in the women’s camp.  

 

We sensed that the annihilation of Auschwitz – Birkenau had come, which meant that also our 

“end” was nearing. Naturally, the situation was the foundation for unhappy stories. People 

already knew in what manner the Germans would exterminate us. They spoke about several 

ways of killing, or more correctly, a few opinions were heard about the various possibilities. 

According to the first opinion, during a certain night, the camp will be blown up with us in it. 

According to the second one, they will lead us outside and shoot us there. According to the third 

version, the two airplanes which we saw disinfecting the camp and its surroundings using pest 

control chemicals, will simply exterminate us with a few gas bombs or fire bombs. The truth is 

that we were ready to envision the worst, but we could never know exactly when, and what, was 

prepared for us.  

 

All the sad events we went through came as sudden surprises. This actually, was one of the main 

tools Nazis used against us. Every action was planned by them in extreme secrecy. The only 

thing we knew was that when a Jewish holiday was approaching, there would be a “selection”. 

Anyway, we felt that black days were approaching for us. Despair overcame us at night. 

Everywhere, people were whispering about bad news. 

“Tomorrow we will not go out to work. Be very careful at night. They might come to take 

us.”Etc. 

 

The barracks were being emptied. The removal of the Christian friends pained us very much. 

Together with them, we felt some warmth and closeness. We wanted to believe that in the 

coming difficult days we would be able to act together, so as not to be isolated.  
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As always, reality differed from our calculations. They intensified guarding us. Around the 

camp, the Germans dug moats and stationed two S.S. officers with a machine gun.  

All over the roads around the camp, they organized in the same way, and the “Posten – Kete” 

(sentry cordon) around the camp was also intensified.  

 

When we got up in the morning after a night of tense nerves, we left again for work where we 

could breathe a bit.  During work, we received the daily news about the war learning about the 

continuing German defeat. This news was the only consolation for us,  that  the Germans also 

were nearing the abyss. The important testimony about their defeat in the east was their “retreat”. 

We saw it with our own eyes. 

  

Up till September 1944, we saw long trains loaded with soldiers, tanks, canons, and other war 

equipment on the railroad, traveling in the direction of Russia. From September 1944, we saw 

the same, but traveling in the opposite direction. This was the first time we saw returning 

transports of undamaged machines, and war equipment, and large groups of soldiers.  

 

When we passed by the soldiers’ trains they greeted us, and demonstrated their satisfaction with 

their return. We also saw trains marked with red crosses that transported severely wounded 

soldiers to the rear. This spectacle gave us the most pleasure, and the only satisfaction we had on 

behalf of our friends who didn’t make it to this great day.  

 

During those days, one morning we met, across from our work site, the remains of a broken up 

regiment; a mix of horses, wagons, war machines, and field kitchens. The disarray was evident. 

Apparently, the German military learned the theory of war except for one thing, retreat. The run 

backwards was very difficult for them, perhaps because they learned it in haste. And to add insult 

to injury, from Russian battle instructors.  

 

In the evening, when we returned to the camp, we quickly forgot that pleasant day.  

Our thoughts returned to our condition, and to the feeling of convicts who are waiting for the 

implementation of the verdict. “Will we be able to sleep quietly tonight?” “Will we still go out to 

work tomorrow?” “Should we undress at night before going to sleep?” “We must be ready for 

anything!” These were our questions and thoughts. 

 

Every announcement in the barracks froze the blood in our veins. As a result of the nervousness, 

we couldn’t fall asleep. A few of our friends were alert in their bunks through the night in order 

to be ready for any occurrence, and for informing the others.  

This was the state of our life during four weeks, while our brain became more and more fatigued.   

 

 WE ARE LEAVING BIRKENAU 

 

The evacuation of the Poles and the Russians ended at the beginning of October 1944. Only the 

most essential work squads were left, but their numbers were also reduced.  

We were faced with the question: What will happen to us? Will they annihilate us here, or maybe 

they will evacuate us as well? It was difficult to believe the last assertion. They will not allow it. 

We who are familiar with all their ghastly actions, and who are considered the cause of the 

German tragedy, we will not be allowed to leave Birkenau alive. True, no one will stop them 
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from exterminating us somewhere else, just as they did with so many people. It was difficult for 

us to believe that our evacuation would become a fact. This period of time seemed long for us, 

the suffering ones, but it was short in historical terms.  

 

From a military point of view, the war events of 1944 advanced with giant steps.  

The Red Army forced the Germans to withdraw all the time. Every day they had to withdraw to 

new unfortified positions. A shortage of people started both in the front and in factories that 

manufactured military equipment. The mobilization of youngsters and old people for the purpose 

of continuing the war efforts and the universal slaughter, didn’t contribute much. The military 

equipment factories fell apart, and so did some of the work power. The O.T. and other plants 

were in need of new manpower in order to replace those who were mobilized to the front. 

Therefore, they decided to use Jewish work power, which was forbidden until then by the Aryan 

race. The Germans were compelled to employ a Jewish work force in various military branches 

against their wish, so Jews were mixed with “The Honorable Nation”  

 

As a result of the situation that transpired, we were also added to the evacuation. The first 

transports started leaving around mid October. In the first days, we had no definite knowledge of 

their destination. It was clear that people could make up all sorts of stories about their fate.  The 

unsubstantiated chatter got to the point that people said they saw how the clothes of those 

transported were being brought back. This information caused people to look for ways to avoid 

the transports. A few days later it became clear that the chattering of irresponsible people whose 

nerves became feeble were absolute lies.  

We received information from a credible source that those transports arrived in different places 

in Germany. The question of what happened to them over there, was one that no one could 

answer. Anyway, the mood improved a bit, and we accepted things as they happened.  

 

During this entire period, the camp was being emptied. The emptiness caused eeriness among 

those who stayed, and many men reported to the authorities on their own volition. No one 

wanted to be among the last ones.  On October 25, 1944 at night, they woke up people in the 

spots which they picked for transports. For that purpose, they assigned 13 complete work squads. 

We, 50 people who worked in liquidating the old warehouse, consulted with Karol our Capo 

what to do. Karol suggested: “Don’t run to any transport. If they decide to send us, then we 

should go, and if they do not, then we should stay.” At the same time, he gave each one of us the 

freedom to choose the way we wanted to act.  

 

The change in our fate occurred the next morning October 26, 1944. The same as every morning, 

we reported to work together with the remaining work squads. The first thing we noticed was the 

absence of the orchestra. All the musicians were transported to Germany. When we reached the 

exit, we were stopped by Hubert Szwarc, the camp manager. He asked us several questions 

concerning our work, and Karol answered him. He moved the last 20 people to a transport to 

Germany. Two minutes later, we got a new order. All fifty men were allotted to the last transport 

to leave from there that same evening.  

 

The camp looked like a military installation on a recruitment day. From all directions, they were 

accompanying groups of people to the registrar’s room. From there, hundreds were taken to get 

washed up. Those who didn’t know what would happen to them, were moving about nervously. 
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In a place where there are two people arguing, there are four opinions. Who knows what will be 

better?  There was complete chaos in our barracks. The place looked like it did after the S.S. 

officers conducted a strict inspection; metal plates, spoons, dirty underwear, old pants, sweaters; 

everything was strewn abandoned, nobody needed them. The smallest item from these things 

was once a major item for us. We had to make a big effort to obtain it. That day, we had to leave 

everything there and so when we arrived in another camp, we would have to start everything 

anew.  

One of the things that got a lot of our attention was the “straw mattress.” There were guys who 

searched their own mattresses as well as others, lest important things were left inside by a 

Canadist, or another “organizer”.   

The straw mattress was truly the only place where our forbidden things were hidden.    

Many times, a young man who hid something, couldn’t find it later, and didn’t know whether 

somebody had taken it, or if it was still there in the straw.  Everybody knew that secret, 

especially those who searched there. 

 

In the afternoon, they put us into an empty K.S. barracks. We undressed, half naked. The S.S. 

doctor scrutinized us with his eyes only, and didn’t discard anyone.   

 

Our group grew with the arrival of our friends, the Canadists from Bzezinka. The mood became 

like a family. We greeted each other with a touch on the shoulder and with a greeting in 

French:”Comment ca va?” wishing each other to be together in our coming experience. Half an 

hour later, they moved us to another place to get washed up. We passed by crematoria three and 

four. The remains of the destroyed walls of Crematorium three reminded us of the “Zonder’s” 

courageous uprising. On the right hand side of crematorium four, we saw the forest which 

saddened us greatly, the pits where they had burned each day twenty thousand people from the 

transports that had arrived from Hungary. There was no sign of that hell. In the sites where we 

passed, the pits were covered and the ground was flattened, and was sowed with grass. All the 

surrounding trees that were damaged were uprooted. “What do they think to themselves?” I 

thought then; “do they really believe that all of that will remain a secret to the world? Will no 

one remain to tell about it?”  How could I think then, that I would be among the few who would 

tell the free world about it? This kind of thinking was complete nonsense. It was unconscionable 

for anyone of us to think that way.  

 

We also passed by Bzezinka where our friend Frydman still remained. He greeted us from afar 

with a hand wave.  

 

After getting washed up, we received clean underwear for changing, and civil clothes that were 

taken from the people who they had put in the gas chambers. Our clothes were marked with long 

wide red oily stripes in order to be identified as prisoners. Except for the shoes, they took away 

everything we had. I managed to sneak out my woolen socks, which I wore for six months.  The 

winter coat I received was short and tight for me, but I didn’t mind. Six months later, I was 

liberated wearing that same coat. 

 

When we finished washing up, we passed by Bzezinka once again. Our women from Canada 

worked there. While we were washing up, they prepared food packages, underwear, and wrote 

farewell letters for those they knew from work. During the year or two that we worked together, 
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acquaintances were formed between young men with counterparts their own age. The young girls 

matured, and grew up in the camp, and dreamed of meeting the young men whom fate destined 

for them. They hoped to be liberated and live a new vital life together.  

 

A mix of couples from various nationalities with different characteristics and uniqueness were 

formed, but all of them had the same language, the language of love which they nurtured in their 

hearts. They had seldom had opportunities when they could exchange a few words without being 

disturbed by the S.S. men who followed them like Satan.   

There were times when they were punished for committing transgressions such as meeting 

clandestinely and kissing. For such a “moral insult”, as the Nazis called it, the man was flogged 

35 times and the girl’s hair which had had the chance to grow back ,was chopped off.  But the 

punishment didn’t scare them. They continued to follow their hearts desire, because youth 

demand that which is coming to them, and they chase life albeit in the toughest conditions. The 

will and the need are strong. They want to enjoy the secret in their heart. They want love! Their 

hearts are ablaze, and their eyes are burning. It is difficult for them to fight nature. It is difficult 

for them to suppress the sensations and senses which control them.  Even though they sensed 

danger looming over them, they refused to think about the tomorrow awaiting them. The gush of 

love pushed away all difficulties. They looked at black and wanted to see pink. If the future 

belongs to free humanity, then naturally it belongs to the youth.  

 

Life in the camp is after all cruel, and the Nazi regime compounded this cruelty.  

 

The day of departure arrives. It is a very difficult and emotional day. Fajgale doesn’t want to stay 

without Alusz, and Alusz doesn’t want to leave without his Fajgale. 

Max the Dutchman cries bitterly, and his Slovak girlfriend is sobbing:”let whatever happens, 

happen, but together.” This is their demand now.  “Why are they robbing them of their rights? 

Why are they destroying their little happiness? Is there a stronger yearning of the heart than the 

first love of youngsters, especially a love that grew out of suffering and torture?” We, the older 

men, looked at them with great pain. There was nothing we could do for them but be sorry.  

 

The ladies waited for us to return from washing up. They cut the blankets, and covered the barb 

wire in order to obscure their work place, and handed over the packages they prepared for their 

friends. A commotion ensued. The S.S. officer who was inside was helpless. He was cursing and 

hitting. But despite the beatings, the girls didn’t stop. They cried, but not because he was hitting 

them. We heard men’s and women’s names called out, and saw them pushing their faces into 

holes that were cut in the fence. They departed in haste with a kiss. This kiss would be the last 

one ever for many of those who were departing. “Be strong Mendele,” Sarika the Greek girl 

shouts crying to her friend from Poland. The mood was sober, but far from losing hope. From 

afar, we heard women’s consoling words, cheering and encouraging those who were leaving.  

 

When we reached the Ramp, we saw four horse box cars awaiting us. This was the last time I 

saw my dear friend Szarl Dinersztajn. That day, he was working on the Ramp where all the 

people going away were gathered. When we said good bye, he gave me a small pocket knife. 

“This is the only thing I have left.” He says to me. “I have already given away everything I had 

to friends who have already left”, he apologizes to me.  
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“Where are we going?” I ask him. “I don’t know more than you do, and anyway what difference 

does it make to you where they are taking you?” he says. “Take care of yourself for the last few 

weeks that are left, and don’t forget our Rendez Vous on Rosh Hashana , at midnight at La Place 

de la Republique (Paris)” he says to me with his pleasant smile and taps my shoulder. 

 

Poor Szarl, you have put yourself in danger every day, to ease the troubles and suffering of 

others. You didn’t win your liberation, and other scummy creatures who don’t deserve to leave 

the camp, are today moving about freely. Where is justice? How did you come out so badly from 

the selection?  

 

A group of SS officers, who accompanied us, received instructions from Kramer the camp 

commander. A few minutes later, 50 of us got unto the box car. Two SS officers were allotted to 

each box car, and we were ordered to keep the front spaces for them. 

Immediately afterwards, we were treated to a loaf of bread, a large piece of margarine and a slice 

of sausage each. These are the first signs that we are not led to extermination” somebody says. 

“The exact opposite is possible, this is how they want to mislead us says the second one. “Don’t 

be stupid, and don’t try to guess” says the third one.It is no wonder that every change was 

interpreted negatively. The Nazis’ intensions were known to everybody. Nevertheless, no one 

regretted leaving Birkenau, where we were never sure we would survive.   Half an hour later, the 

train left. This was an active confirmation that we were leaving Birkenau. In three days, we 

would have to start everything anew, like somebody who just arrives in the camp. That would be 

the case if everything goes well, but in case things will turn the other way… .I push these 

thoughts out of mind. I have already thought and interpreted enough for three years. Come what 

may, but let the end arrive already. 

 

Already Two hours have passed since the train started moving. We could hear the screeching of 

the wheels. The chatterers among us calmed down a little. How much could one talk about a 

clear problem known to everyone? Wasn’t it clear that we were in deep trouble? And who among 

us was able to know what would happen to us?  

The arguing was going on, because we wanted to hear a positive word, a little consolation.  

There were very few people who could say anything positive. If there were a few we would have 

noticed their forced courage right away. No sure words or clear ideas were heard. Everyone got 

situated in his corner trying to fall asleep for the night that had just started.  

 

A few of the young men sitting next to the two SS officers struck a conversation with them. 

These were two older men who spoke with a Bajer accent. They answered the questions with 

ease but didn’t say where we were going. The next morning, the train stopped for the first time. 

We were in an open field in Nieder-Silesian. The two SS officers announced:”anyone who has 

“the need to get off” can do so, but no more than two people at a time.” One of the SS officers 

walked with them and stood there holding his rifle. A few people, who were holding their pants 

ready to get off, waited and waited impatiently for those who had left, to return. It lasted ten 

minutes until we heard the order:”everybody, on board!”, and we continued traveling.  
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   NEAR “HENKEL” 

 

The next night we arrived at the Oranienburg train station, an airplane manufacturing factory 

called Henkel was nearby. The plant was situated at a distance of 8 kilometers from the 

Zaksenhausen camp and thirty kilometers from Berlin. The two guards ordered us to be ready to 

descend. We became tense.  Immediately all eyes were turned to the door, which was half open. 

We wanted to have a peek, to hear something. We wished to be at least one hour older right 

away. Each box car was opened separately, and was moved from the engine systematically to a 

wooden block that was prepared for descending.  

 

Our turn came. The door opened with a bang. A few S.S. men were waiting for us. One officer 

had a dog. A bright light blurred our vision and made descending difficult. “Move faster you 

Semitic dogs” we heard the shouting. We were out in an instant. The dog kept biting the people 

who were running. This was our “welcome”. We entered a hall built from concrete, eighty 

meters long, and forty meters wide. We stand in groups of hundreds, where the local managers 

tell  us to stand. It is dead silent. Faces are pale and strained. We want to know what will happen 

to us here.  From the other side of the hall, I hear strange voices. I think I hear wild screaming. 

My weak nerves start to awaken. My heart is beating fast. It feels as if once again I am going 

through the experiences of the last months. This is the second time I am an inmate in a 

concentration camp. I become very frightened, and that, when there is no more expected danger. 

“Do you hear?” I ask my neighbor quietly. “What happened?” he asks in the same manner. 

“Something seems suspicious on the other side” I say. He looks at me sadly and makes a gesture 

which I interpret easily:”He is crazy”.  His answer pacifies me a little.  

 

After standing for two hours, they divide us into groups. Every group receives a special 

identification mark, and sleeping areas on benches that have been set along the hall. 

The new barracks manager informs us:”In case of a siren to warn about an air strike, everybody 

has two minutes to run to the forest nearby. Since most of the air strikes happen at night, it’s 

preferable not to undress when you go to sleep” he adds. 

 

I lay down wrapped in the blanket I’ve received. I could only dream about sleep.  

The hall was colder than the outside. In addition, the lice welcomed me as if I were one of them 

.They enjoyed me until we heard the gong. When I got off the bench, I couldn’t calm myself, and 

I continued to shiver with a nonstop shudder. I then used a popular method that was discovered 

in the camp for warming ourselves. Two people face each other, hug each other like two 

monkeys, and rub each other’s back. After I switched a few partners, I met a “good rubber” who 

managed to calm me down. It was still dark outside and they didn’t let us leave the hall. By the 

door, there were buckets for bodily needs. For that reason, long lines had already formed.  

 

A few minutes later we stood for the first roll call, which lasted two hours. We were waiting for 

something warm to drink, a little coffee substituted for warming up like a March sun. When the 

light came up, they made us run outside to refresh ourselves. We made acquaintance with our 

new accommodations, which had been damaged by the air strikes. We found out that they would 

hold us there “quarantined” for three weeks, and then they would send us to work. This is the 

German rule, first you rest, and then you go to work. 
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In the afternoon, we were processed by the political department. They wrote down new 

information about everyone, and we received new numbers. My new number was 99998. 

A transport of Poles from Auschwitz arrived two days later, and they were put in our welcome 

hall. One thing was clear to us, we would not get hurt from the food we were fed. The soup was 

neither thick nor too greasy, even the weakest man could digest that. 

The bread portion we received wasn’t too big. If only we could have gotten it thrice daily.  

It was easy to make the assertion: Everywhere they use the same methods against us, the 

criminals. 

 

A few days later I talked to a French man from Calvados who worked in the camp. He told me 

about an interesting occurrence that happened there. Three months earlier, a German engineer 

was successful in flying an airplane and escaping to England. He took important documents with 

him. Two weeks later, the essential parts of the plant were bombed. A few hundred prisoners 

were killed, among them many French people.  

Since then, production declined, so they were only making 3 planes in 24 hours.  

He also told me that we were the first Jews who were accepted here. If at any time a Jewish 

transport arrived there, they sent them to Zaksenhausen to be murdered.   

 

We started experiencing very severe hunger. All those who were “big organizers” in Birkenau 

had no way of doing anything about it in “Henkel”, since they had no connections with anybody 

there.  The experience we had acquired in the camp, and the ability to barter that we had 

conducted in Birkenau, didn’t help us here. We were forced to do with the allotted portion, 

which contained very little.  

 

 Bombings were a widespread occurrence. We would run to the forest two or three times 

a night. During the day the, Americans would be the “guests,” and at night, the British gave a 

“concert”; sometimes the Russians as well. The nightly “musical playing” was vivid. The 

hearing at night was excellent. The raging sounds of the aerial orchestra made a very strong 

impression on the German population. The Majnster Zingers from Nuremburg were forced to 

admit that there were artists many times greater than them. 

This “festival” which lasted the entire time we were in “Henkel,” was lead by the famous trio: 

Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill.   

 

THEY DIDN’T SUCCEED IN THEIR SEARCH FOR VALUABLES 

 

On Sunday, our first day in the camp, they took us out to the exercise court between the halls. 

We met a prisoners’ orchestra wearing striped garments. It played military marches in the same 

spot every Sunday. We stood in fives and made a square formation.  

The Oberscharfuhrer arrived, and ordered the orchestra to stop playing. He ordered everyone 

who worked in the clothes department in Auschwitz-Birkenau to step forward. 

Many who worked there stepped forward, thinking that here also they were going to form such 

work squads. He formed two groups, twenty people each and led them away. The rest went back 

to the hall, jealous of those who were chosen. An hour later, the chosen ones returned humiliated.   

It turned out to that the Oberscharfuhrer didn’t plan to form such work groups. “Long tongues” 
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reported that among us  there were people who had precious items. He wanted to find some soft 

things, some hard things, or just a small diamond. 

  

He turned to the people with the cunning thought that his maneuver would work.  

They took the people to a room, made them undress completely, and a few “experts” started 

working immediately. In the presence of the Oberscharfuhrer, they checked all the seams in the 

cloths and the underwear. They cut some of the stitches but didn’t find anything. The failure 

upset the Oberscharfuhrer , who was forced to keep quiet.  

Our smart guys didn’t fall into the trap, and weren’t caught. Later on two of them told me about 

it. My friend “S” from Paris had an interesting collection of things that the Oberscharfuhrer was 

looking for, but he managed to hide them in the room while he was undressing. When he got 

dressed again, he returned them to his pocket. My friend “B” from Slovakia showed me later, his 

tiny package .which he hid in the same manner.  

 

 MISZA HELMAN  

 

The famous tenor from the Amsterdam Opera Misza Helman was together with us in the camp. 

Thanks to his voice, he worked the entire time in the infirmary in Birkenau. He received more 

food there than an average prisoner. That enabled him to at least maintain his voice. One time in 

Oranienburg, he sang before us in a hall where prisoners organized concerts. He sang a few arias 

from operas where his beautiful voice and talent were expressed. He excelled especially in the 

main aria from the opera Rigoletto. It affected everyone present, and evoked longing for the 

good times. 

  

A day before his performance, I saw him in a corner of the yard speaking to two Hungarian Jews 

about a musical topic. They were listening to him. His two friends were big classical music 

buffs. With hoarse voices, they sang Beethoven’s “Egmont”, fifth and ninth symphonies and also 

genius works by the Italian composers, Paganini, Puccini, and Verdi. They sang arias from 

Cavalleria Rusticana, La Boheme, Tosca, and Il Trovatore.  

Even though they didn’t want to attract the attention of unwanted audience, a big circle of music 

lovers and curious people formed around them. Some people looked at them as if they were 

crazy:”What’s the celebration that they are so joyous?” I heard some voices. Others 

were:”Licking their fingers” having pleasant memories that evoked a good feeling like in the free 

world. 

 

Will these music lovers have the good fate to hear another symphonic concert or watch an opera 

performance? Will these people enjoy the great pleasure from the delicate sense in music? Will 

the pleasant memories encourage them to withstand the harsh experiences of the last months? No 

doubt that these pleasant moments influence the run down spirit, but how long can you be a hero, 

when you are sick, or when your strength is gradually diminishing?  

 

Unfortunately, many of us couldn’t drag themselves until the day of liberation. Many more fell 

during the last days, and on liberation day itself, like soldiers who fall in the last days of war, and 

expire when a trumpet blow announces a cease fire. Misza Helman continued his daily battle to 

attain the approaching target. I got his support a few times, and as always, he expressed his 
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optimism. But he didn’t achieve his goal, and died of typhoid in camp “eleven” four weeks 

before liberation. 

 

Two weeks later, they gathered us once again in the exercise court where they selected people 

for a transport. Everyone stood in front of the Oberscharfuhrer, and had to answer his 

question:”What is your vocation?”  He selected the people with the most essential vocations such 

as, carpenters, builders, painters, metalworkers and others. The selection totally confused us. 

Everyone asked himself whether to present himself as being one of those professionals or not. 

What will be better? So many people died because of such a maneuver which let them make their 

own decision, not knowing what to reply. What to decide? One can’t get any advice, and who is 

capable of giving advice? Anyone you asked said:”decide according to your understanding.” 

When my turn came, I said I was a painter, and I was moved to those selected.  

 

According to our experience in the camp, we were certain that those selected would be 

transferred from here. But as always, the outcome was the exact opposite: Those who were 

selected stayed, and the rest were put in a transport. The selected ones went once again through a 

registration process. They made new lists according to vocations. We expected to be sent away 

as well. 

 

During the last days of our quarantine, a new case of typhoid was discovered so we could expect 

a longer stay in Oranienburg. No one wanted to stay here. We were sorry to see our friends leave 

a few days earlier. We missed them. We very much wanted to be with them, but the Nazis didn’t 

care about our wishes. The outcome of the typhoid case was upsetting. They quarantined us in a 

small hall that had no glass panes in the windows. On the cold floor, there was a little straw, wet 

and rotting from rain coming through the leaking roof. That was our sleeping arrangement.   

 

The Overseer of the barracks informed us:”You are not to leave the hall, not even to the 

bathroom. I will bring you a few buckets for that purpose. This is the order I received in order to 

prevent the disease from spreading to other places. You will remain quarantined until I receive a 

new order.” Our condition became very critical. We were expecting the worst, because in such 

cases the Nazis solved this kind of a problem using their method, in other words, extermination 

by gas. 

 

The ambiance that ensued was full of nervousness. The difficult situation was expressed in 

actions. Many lost self control. Their mental state changed, and they behaved like animals locked 

up in a cage. People unleashed their anger and pain on each other and began to quarrel started. 

They would fight over some straw, and hit each other because of some space. They worried only 

about themselves. Selfishness became rampant. The strong ones took advantage of his fellow’s 

weakness. People, who had never experienced a hard life, could never understand how a human 

being is capable of behaving in an uncharacteristic way during such moments. But in the 

situation we were in then, coupled with all the great troubles which we went through, it was truly 

difficult to keep a balanced human mentality. These moments were the toughest “human test” 

and not many were capable of withstanding it. The Nazis brought us to this state many times. 

This was their purpose, to constantly have us quarreling with each other, so the mood would be 

bad, thus helping them achieve their goal. We were lucky that always during such difficult 

moments there were people who succeeded in controlling their nerves, and calming the others. A 
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few young men managed to pacify the disoriented ones, and bring some balance to the brains of 

those who “lacked a screw”. 

 

One should never lose hope. Two hours later, they let us leave the hall. We found out that an 

order arrived to transport us to Zaksenhausen. That same evening they put us in the concert hall 

for the night. Our friend Abraszka from Bialystok sang his lyrical songs , and his fellow 

countrymen together  with guys from Grodno , sang happy Russian songs. We quickly forgot 

what we had just gone through.  We felt a bit freer. This was enough to be in a better mood and 

to refrain from thinking about what would happen tomorrow. 

The lads sang the happy Russian songs enthusiastically for a while, and that excited us.  

 

From there, they led us to the bath house in groups of fifty. The gold searchers conducted a 

thorough search in our clothes. After washing up, we waited for an hour in the field until 

daylight. We didn’t receive anything to drink; neither did we get any bread.   

One hundred S.S. people waited for our group by the gate to accompany us. We counted 600 

people. We were marching out of the camp like disciplined soldiers. “Adieu Oranienburg!” Our 

evacuation continued. 

 

 

 

 

ZAKSENHAUSEN 

 

Half an hour later we arrived in the big camp Zaksenhausen. The camp had many German 

political prisoners dating from 1935. When we entered the camp, we met a marching work squad 

singing German songs. Later on, we found out that it was the K.S. (the punishment squad) of that 

camp. The punishment they received was to wear a new pair of shoes every morning and 

continue wearing them all day long while singing nonstop. The Nazi idea was that the daily 

changing of shoes would cause rubbing and hurt the feet, resulting in fatigue. This kind of 

punishment was even more damaging than the hardest physical work.  

 

We stayed outside until the afternoon, and we met some of our friends who had left a few days 

before us. That day half of them were put in a transport.  

That autumn day was relatively pleasant, but we were shivering. Three weeks had passed since 

we last undressed. Our intestines shrank and we badly needed something that would warm us, 

not to mention, something to eat. No food came into our mouths for twenty four hours. Time was 

creeping by terribly. Have they forgotten us? During that time, a few “spies” found out 

something important. Since there was no shortage of time, and the ground where we were 

standing was relatively barren, the guys remembered that one can always find something to eat in 

the soil. Not long afterward, they pulled out beats and white turnips. Many followed, digging in 

the ground, looking for something to eat.  

Around two o’clock, we received lunch in the field. It was hot and thick soup, containing 

potatoes. We were very happy when we learned that we would receive a supplement of a few 

liters of soup. Since we didn’t get spoons, we gobbled down the tasty soup, and warmed our 

hands holding on to the bowls.  
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Later on in the afternoon, they moved us to a barracks which was better equipped than in 

Birkenau. Every Barracks had a wash room, a bathroom, and a mess hall. Our barracks manager 

was a German political prisoner. When he saw that we were frozen, he allowed us to lie down in 

the bunks. We felt happy in the warmth of the barracks. We were excited by the humane 

approach of our manager. “How good it would be if they would let us stay here” somebody; said 

“as if nothing else concerned him. Another one answered him:”I am ready to stay here for three 

more years, and have them deal with their war.” A third one said:”And me, the crazy one, would 

like to gain the management of the barracks, and have to “take care” of a few hundred S.S. men.” 

The fellows were enjoying themselves listening to jokes. Laughter was the best gauge to the fact 

that all of us were still heal-able, that we would be able to get used to free people the same as 

they would get used to us.  The same way that difficult moments brought us to a terrible state, so 

did the improvements in the situation (very seldom) bring an excellent, positive change? 

 

When we were lying in our bunks, we discussed the end of the war, the expected freedom, how 

the new life would be. In our imagination, life would be beautiful and rich. 

We talked until we arrived at the question:”will we be among the happy ones?” “Guys, let’s go 

to sleep”, a call came from an adjacent bunk. Let us take advantage of the opportunity we don’t 

know what will happen tomorrow.”   Silence took over, and immediately we heard the snoring of 

some of the men. In the evening, they woke us up for supper, which was distributed out in the 

wash room. The barracks servant gave each one of us a quarter of a loaf of bread, with a piece of 

sausage, and half a liter of tasty soup. The barracks manager announced:”anyone who wishes 

may undress and go to sleep.” We didn’t wait long, and got back unto our bunks.  

 

At night, they cut short our sweet sleep. The S.S. doctor arrived, and we underwent a medical 

checkup. The doctor smiled, and wondered about the healthy transport that arrived from 

Birkenau. We couldn’t go back to sleep, because they started calling out names from a list they 

prepared. It lasted until dawn. We understood immediately that there would be another transport, 

something that didn’t excite us.  

 

 

WE LEAVE ZAKSENHAUSEN 

 

When daylight appeared, we, a group of over 400 people, left Zaksenhausen. A large group of 

S.S. officers took over responsibility for us, treating us cruelly. They abused us especially when 

we went through the town. “Don’t look at the civilian population, I tell you!” yelled one S.S. 

men next to me. The elderly people of the town looked at us sadly through the windows. The 

expression on their faces expressed their protest against the “New Germany” and its culture. We 

saw an old lady leaning her head on her right palm talking to herself with teary eyes. I managed 

to hear a few of her words:”God Almighty, again…” 

 

A few minutes later, we arrived at a rail road, where horse box cars awaited us.  

They divided us into groups of fifty men each. We got into the box car with two S.S. men per 

group. Here too they kept the front of the box car to themselves, and here too they showed their 

strength by forbidding us from talking and denying permission to get up. 
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Half an hour later we heard the S.S. guard’s order:”Everybody, get in!”The train left the station. 

They didn’t feed us. “This is not a good sign” everyone was thinking to himself. There was a lot 

of smoke in the box car. The S.S. people were also cold, so they lit a few pieces of wood on a tin 

can and warmed their hands. They were sitting next to the partially opened door and didn’t care 

that we were choking from the smoke. 

 After an hour, the S.S. man who earlier ordered us to stay in our places allowed us to get up, but 

not more than two at a time. When my turn came, I looked through a crack in the window where 

I was standing. To my surprise, I saw something that caused me a lot of pleasure. I saw Berlin, 

but not the city I saw in the thirties with its wide boulevards and beautiful buildings. I won’t 

exaggerate if I’d say that I didn’t see even one building intact. Most of the buildings were 

destroyed. A few were slightly hit, but I didn’t see even one building that was not hit. “When 

you chop wood, there are falling wood chips” I thought to myself. If the bomb didn’t hit a 

building, it ploughed through the asphalt in the streets and the gardens. The streets were strewn 

with sorted remains from houses.  

The place looked deserted. I saw only old people. The rest were “according to their wish or 

against their wish “in the service of the honored nation”.  

 

I thought then:”They desired a war and smelled gunpowder. They will learn a lesson from this 

escapade, that you are not always successful in conducting a war in enemy territory. The truth is 

that the “Malaz” had promised his Chosen people bird’s milk and his nation had the will and the 

readiness to accept it But the birds switched the treasures, instead of milk they gave bombs.  

 

What a pity it was to leave my spot, when they reminded me that I had to sit down so somebody 

else could get up.  The wheels turned, and the train travelled fast. Our eyes were watering as a 

result of the smoke. We sat hugging ourselves engulfed in thoughts.  

One of the two S.S. men who stood out with his cruelty right after entering the box car, sat down 

to eat. He drew every body’s attention. His quiet demeanor gave the impression of a sympathetic 

person. If we wouldn’t have known him as an S.S. man, we wouldn’t have believed that he was a 

man eater, just like all those to whom he belonged.  

It was difficult to understand how a man like him who seemed to be normal, like all other people, 

was drawn to the net of bloodthirsty people, and how his behavior changed completely. Would 

his hatred for others been such had this man lived under a peace loving regime? I can’t believe 

that. It proves that the regime has a great influence over both parents, and the upbringing that 

these parents give their children. When I scrutinized the S.S. man’s face to understand from 

whence this phenomenon comes, and not just a single person, but an entire nation, I recalled 

Schopenhauer’s philosophical idea regarding this subject. Schopenhauer claims that both the 

advantages and the shortcomings that characterize a nation, and its culture and characteristics, 

depend solely on the education that this nation receives from its political regime.  

 

The way events evolved proved this idea, and clarified everything to me at that minute. This S.S. 

man, with his pleasant expression, is a product of the Nazi regime and its education. His 

behavior with us proves it. It is full of hatred towards everybody and everything that are not like 

him. He would have very much preferred not to eat in our presence, not to breathe the air of a 

horse box car together with Jews, but if the leader demands that,  then it is right, and that is the 

way to behave. He continues to eat his two margarine spread slices of bread, out of which 

protrudes a slice of cheese, and drinks some black coffee from his metal military cup. His 
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appetite must have been healthy, because he made sure not even one crumb dropped. This is war 

time, and one must make do with the minimum, especially when there is a holy war going on 

against the low lives and the criminals. The battle is tough, and one should help win it. His 

conscious is clean. He is carrying out his orders with obedience and discipline. If he would 

receive an order to annihilate all the people in the box car, he would carry out that order. His 

trust in his leader is limitless, and has brought him to fanaticism. This is the “Zig Heil” 

fanaticism in order to be victorious in the war.  

 

The silence which prevails in the box car stems from two reasons: One, because we are in the 

hands of two extreme fanatics, and the second is because we have not received any food since 

leaving. The brain continues to work. It wants to understand what is happening here. Perhaps we 

are not going far? Maybe we won’t need food? And maybe we will get something.  But when,  

and where? Only yesterday, it seemed that things started to clarify, and here once again there are 

black clouds hovering above our heads. Time has come for us to understand life in the camp. If 

we have an easier day, we shouldn’t overly rejoice, since tomorrow everything might turn upside 

down. And at the same time, we shouldn’t worry too much because of a difficult day, since 

tomorrow a change might come.  

 

Alas, Auschwitz and Birkenau taught us so much about that, nevertheless it is hard to stop 

thinking.  It is hard to stop it. It is tiring and fatiguing to the brain. Sitting cramped up 

exacerbates the situation. Every few minutes we need to change our posture. Because of the cold, 

our hands and legs stiffen up. And on top of everything, we are extremely hungry. The stomach 

demands that which is coming to it. It is almost noon, and since last night it got nothing. It would 

have wanted very much to receive something warm with a slice of bread so it would stop 

growling, but go talk to it, it is the stomach of a Jewish person under the Nazi regime. 

 

The train came to an abrupt halt. We were in a train station. We didn’t know the name of the 

station. There was nothing stated. No civilian in sight.  Everything around us looks dead.  Have 

we arrived already? The young S.S. man disembarks the box car. The second one is less 

dangerous. He looks in his fifties. His stupid eyes fit his funny face, and cause laughter when he 

becomes angry. He looks outside through the partially opened door, and does not allow anyone 

to approach it. We take advantage of the moment, and move a little freely. We knock our feet 

against one another and rub our hands. The guys start conversing. But the old man wants also to 

be respected. He seems like a barking dog that does not bite. The young one returns immediately. 

He stands next to the box car, and orders people to come out, and he walks away with them. 

Well, we sense something new. Where is he taking them?  We squeeze toward the door trying to 

look outside, but the old man becomes upset. He yells, curses, and pushes with his elbows. The 

same thing happens in every box car. Everyone is going in the same direction.  

 

Someone asks the old man: “Have they gone to bring us food?” The old man yells:” Donner 

Wetter” (a thunderstorm), you are only capable of thinking about eating “Los Wek”! When the 

young men returned, we met them with smiling faces. One brought two boxes of slices of bread 

spread with margarine, and separately slices of cheese. The second one brought a bucket of soup, 

and small paper cups. The box car got a different look. The guys started feeling safer and 

happier. A revival is felt. 
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The food is placed in the middle of the box car, and all the eyes are turned toward it. It draws 

like a magnet. The nose starts becoming sensitive like a cat that senses a mouse. The stomach 

also feels something that doesn’t let it stay indifferent. Only the hands are shaking. Those who sit 

closer to the food put their hands in their pockets or behind their backs. They have no trust in 

their own hands, in case they forget themselves. One must be careful at a time like this for, after 

all, a man is only a man and sometimes not even that. In addition, one must take the 

responsibility for two shaking hands.  Your patience might dissipate. What are we waiting for? 

Who are we waiting for? The soup is getting cold. Who will distribute the food? 

  

The young S.S. man quiets everybody down. “Everybody sit down”! He orders. 

Every one follows his order, because of fear and to avoid a delay in distributing the food. 

“The food you are about to receive must last until tomorrow at noon” he announces.  

“Don’t gobble down everything all at once, do you understand?” “Jawohl”!   This was probably 

a decree ordered by the people in charge, because if there was no such an order, then why would 

he care whether we’d eat everything at once or not? He didn’t care anyway, but the decree was 

holy.  He appointed somebody to distribute the food under his supervision: Two slices of bread 

and a slice of cheese.  

 

At this time, we heard the train hooting, and it resumed its journey. There were only ten paper 

cups. Everyone in his turn received two cups of tasty, oatmeal soup. We continued eating. Our 

appetite was good. We were watching each other looking for a way to save some food for later. 

Those who started chewing too fast without thinking realized that the good times were passing 

too swiftly, and slowed down. They chewed the small amount of bread in their mouth, and 

moved it from one molar to the next.  “Until tomorrow at noon, don’t eat all at once” he says to 

us. “Anyway, why does he care? Why does he meddle in our business?” I thought. Just because 

he has said that, I eat everything at once. I look at my last piece of bread which is diminishing in 

my hand. I keep every bite in my mouth as long as possible, but the saliva softens it, and I 

swallow it against my will. One wants to chew again just like a cow. “What a happy creature is 

an animal that chews its cud” It occurs to me. I wish I could do the same. 

 

Human culture is very advanced, and after all it lags a lot behind the simple beast.  

As a matter of fact, what would it matter to the world if human beings would have not been more 

advanced than the simple beast? There wouldn’t have been wars and racial hatred. What good is 

there in human evolution with technology and science, if all of it is used against humanity? I 

think that the world would have been happy. There wouldn’t have been political parties. Life 

rules would have been free and without worry, like the animals in the field. If mankind does not 

want to learn, and is incapable of taking advantage of culture, perhaps it is preferable for it to 

study the wisdom of the beast.  

While I was philosophizing with myself I got lost in my own thoughts and swallowed   

the last bits of bread. 

 

Two hours later, the train stopped once again, this time, not in a station, but in a field. The young 

S.S. man who had the seniority announced:”Whoever wants to get out may do so.”  He stood on 

the threshold holding a rifle watching those who reported to him. This time, everyone took 

advantage of this privilege. When the train started moving, everyone was already seated in their 

places. I wanted to doze off, but it was impossible because of my posture. I tried all kinds of 
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positions. I asked my neighbor to move his legs a little bit, since I felt them in my back. The 

young S.S. man was watching me twisting and turning in all directions, and making too much 

racket in my corner. He approached me, and hit me with his rifle on my back and my hand. My 

mistake was a warning to everybody. But he didn’t care. A short while later He “calmed down” a 

few more in the same manner.  

 

Night fell fast. The small fire has already died out a long while earlier, and the cold was affecting 

us.  From time to time, someone would crawl over the shriveled bodies towards the S.S. man 

asking him to open the door slightly, and be allowed to relieve himself.  

Once in a while, one of them turned on a flashlight to see if everyone was lying down or sitting, 

since during the dark hours, standing was forbidden. They were suspicious of us. The truth was 

that they were afraid of us very slightly, but anyway, they felt safer with us lying down.  

 

I made a compromise with my neighbor. The cold enveloped us and each of us wanted to be 

warmer by enjoying the other’s body warmth like two chicks that lost their hen.  

I had already forgotten the incident I had that morning, but my back and hand reminded me of it. 

Both of us felt discriminated against. My neighbor was sorry for the beatings 

 I received. He expressed it without words. He turned to me. His back was pressed against my 

stomach tightly. Both pairs of knees were folded. His left hand clutched my heart and our long 

winter coats were pulled over our ears. He became very dear to me. It was very pleasant and 

important that two people who were both beaten by the same  

stick understood one another. At that moment, I thought about my friends Kwiatek and Flak, 

with whom I also had had an understanding at the worst of times. I wanted to kiss his hand, but I 

was bashful. It doesn’t become a man, and the place doesn’t fit. Slight warmth came over me 

from the closeness of the two bodies. Words are superfluous here. We understand each other 

without expressing it in words. Now we can go to sleep. We can survive. We have a sense of 

ease. It adds courage to continue the struggle. I fell asleep and dreamt like a goose about oats. I 

met a few other emaciated inmates in a warehouse with bread, margarine and sausage. They 

were wandering about the place, and looked at me with sorrow. “I am hungry, I ask for a piece of 

bread” I turned to them. 

“A little patience,” one of them answered in Yiddish. “We too are hungry and waiting. Soon all 

of this will be ours.” So I asked them:”But in the meantime, give me something” and I started 

crying. “Everything you see is recorded, and we are responsible for it” answered another. When I 

woke up, my neighbor asked me:”Why are you crying?” 

 

On the morning of the second day, the train stopped once again. They reinforced the guards by 

adding a third S.S. man to our box car. A tall S.S. officer entered. He had broad shoulders and 

rosy cheeks. He said hello to our guards and befriended them quickly.  

While they were talking, we also began talking. He turned to us:”Do you want me to silence 

you? If the answer is yes, you will be sorry soon.” He turned to his friends, and asked:”How can 

you tolerate this?” Just this few words made us realize of what this smells. Anyway, it would 

have surprised us if he would have treated us tenderly. 

What can we demand of him? Is he not a student of the same school? They distributed food just 

the same as the previous day with the same warning. This should last until noon of the next day.  
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Where are they taking us? The second day is going by, and now they are telling us that it will last 

another day. It seems that during this time we could have reached Paris.  

Maybe they are taking us to the German-French border, and they will employ us there in 

building fortifications?  But this is impossible, since we are constantly traveling southwards, 

which means toward Austria. I answer the question myself: Flossenburg Austria. At the end of 

1943, I was present when a transport from there arrived in Birkenau. A third of the passengers 

died on the way inside the box cars, and those who made it alive looked dead.  The Jews were 

sent immediately to the gas chambers. The Christians were put in the camp, but within two 

weeks they all died. But why should I worry? Somebody is already doing the worrying for me. 

 

During the second night, I woke up when the train stopped. The S.S. men left, and shut the doors 

and chained them. Through the window we see a small camp surrounded by barb wire. The camp 

is brightly lit and there is an inscription:”Kaufering”. In the fields, we see dry snow which covers 

the waste land. The surroundings seem deserted.  We see neither a human being nor a house. 

Everything we see causes fear. “Will they let us off here? Will this be our new home?” someone 

asks questions that have no answers.  

 

The engine pulls us a few hundred yards further and stops there for the entire night. It becomes a 

little more comfortable to lie down in the box car, but no one takes advantage of that during the 

first hour. We very much want to know what is happening to us there.   

 

When we realize that nobody is coming to get us we lie down. “Let us be first of all a bit more 

practical” says somebody. “Let us do what is possible, especially when we are talking about 

sleep that helps us forget the trouble and also hunger” says somebody else.  

 

The train switches tracks and crawls slowly a few more kilometers. We pass through fields and 

forests. From all sides we see chopped trees. We see the .O. T.(15)  and also a few prisoners who 

are busy building and chopping down trees. The train stops in a field. 

Immediately we hear an order from the outside:”Get out!” 

 

 

KAUFERING CAMP NUMBER 11 

 

The date is November 17
th
 1944. The time is 8:00 o’clock in the morning when we take our first 

steps in a white field. We are in Bavaria, a state which includes Munich the cradle of Nazism, 

and Nuremberg, known for its anti Semitic laws, and the Landsberg prison in Munich where 

Hitler was imprisoned in 1923 for his Involvement in his unsuccessful putsch. Bavaria is the first 

place where Hitlerism started to spread, and the last place where it crashed to its final collapse 

six months after our arrival there. 

 

Our first steps were hesitant, our bodies were stiff, and our legs were limp. After two days of 

traveling, our legs were like paralyzed. Gradually the “engine” starts moving, our limbs 

straighten. The fresh air invigorated us and slowly, slowly our steps started to become stable. 

The silvery snow looked like the shining sun. How pretty is nature in this region! It stimulates 

life. It yearns for the times that people used to look at its splendor and glory. A section of the 

forest here was cut down, and in its place they built plants for manufacturing war machines and 
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concentration camps. This was not nature’s intention in serving humanity. What could it do when 

people turned into vandals and pillaged it? Nature is missing the days of peace and acceptance 

into its bosom of happy and peace loving people.  

 

“Left, two, three, four, left, and left!” orders the S.S. man. One thousand men march strongly 

wishing to endure the last hard winter that is left. The battle will be difficult and bloody. Many of 

us will lose our strength and we’ll die of hunger, cold, filth and beatings. Ten minutes later, we 

arrived at camp eleven, where we were awaited by the local manager and the past manager from 

Auschwitz. The first one appointed right away a Slovakian Jewish young man by the name of 

Fajn to the role of the head of the camp He in turn, immediately picked the heads of the 

prisoners, a few barracks managers, the kitchen administration and the camp administration.  

 

Kaufering is situated about 50 kilometers from Dachau, and sixty plus kilometers from Munich. 

In this vicinity, there were twelve camps and all had the same shape like ours which was number 

eleven. The main command of all the camps was in camp number one. Our camp was built in an 

area formally covered by a forest. Nearby, were a few barracks in good shape, but they serviced 

the S.S. officers who guarded us. Our new building was far from being completed. We had to 

carry out many jobs in order to obtain the minimum which hardly allowed some of us to survive 

the difficult winter. The kitchen had only two pots for cooking which was very little for our 

group. Electricity, water, an infirmary, medications, lice disinfecting, a washroom, and a clothes 

warehouse all these, were not yet there. Our living quarters were shacks that looked more like 

potato cellars. Every shack was built one meter deep in the ground, with doors on two sides. 

Next to each door there were steps for ascending. There were no windows. Inside, there were 

beds made of wooden planks without straw. In the middle of the shack, there was a small iron 

oven for heating. The roof of the shack was the same height as the ground level outside and was 

made of thin wooden planks, and the rain would drip in through the cracks. There were fifty of 

us in the shack. They put one hundred people each into four larger shacks built in the same way  

 

Right when we entered the camp, we witnessed a sad scene. We met one hundred Hungarian 

Jews who arrived there in the summer from Birkenau. Many people from that transport were 

already missing. Those we met were already lacking a human image. Their condition and their 

filth frightened us more than their Muselman look. Their clothes were torn and extremely dirty 

and covered with mud. We saw many broken sandals and many people lacking sandals, with 

their feet wrapped in rags instead of the sandals. Their hands and faces were shining from the dirt 

that was absorbed into their skin. Lice crawled on their clothes. We were dumbfounded when we 

saw that sight. We saw in that, a replica of what we would look like if we would have to stay 

there for a few months.  

 

We stand by the entrance gate, and they are standing at the same gate ready for exit. They, 

physically broken and mentally destroyed, are looking at us with sadness, the same as we looked 

at them when they arrived in Birkenau. “Where are they leading you?” we ask them. “We are 

moving to another camp. They are probably considering you better people than we are if we need 

to leave in order to make room for you” says one mockingly. “Are you coming now from 

Birkenau?” they ask us. “Yes” we answer.  

“Have more Hungarian Jews arrived after we left?” they ask. “Yes” we answer. 

“And the chimneys are they still burning?” they ask. “Yes” we answer.  
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“They burned my parents there” says one in a broken voice. “God almighty, would there be an 

end to our troubles?” he asks, and we hear another voice accompanying him with a heavy sigh. 

The truth be told, no one was sorry they were removed from there since, with them typhoid 

would have arrived earlier, and the number of victims was high as it was.  

 

We received the food only at nine o’clock at night, but they tortured us until we got the pitiful 

portion. They put together one thousand people from the shacks. We stood for two hours, and 

they put us next to the kitchen. Then we received half a litter of meager soup. This was our food, 

after about thirty hours of fasting. The shortage of food in the kitchen caused great pandemonium 

that was repeated every night for the first eight days. Every night, we heard the crying and 

shouting of the unfortunate ones who didn’t receive their food portion. They pushed and shoved 

each other, cursing and hitting in the dark, dozens rolled in the mud. We realized that we would 

reach the condition of the one hundred Jews from Hungary much faster than we had thought.  

 

A few more days passed and we didn’t wash. On the first day it snowed, and we used the snow 

instead of water, but the sun thawed it out, and there was no running water in the barracks. In 

Birkenau we had gas chambers and frequent selections, but in Kaufering this was superfluous, 

because in such conditions, sooner or later, one breaks down. 

Everywhere we faced the same tactics and methods that brought on us a slow death.  

The O.T. worked in our camp. They finished building a few barracks and started a few new ones. 

They organized all kinds of work squads. One of the prominent groups was the “Moll” work 

squad. It employed eighty percent of our people, sometimes it approached ninety percent. This 

group had a day shift and a night shift, and later on they added a third shift.  

 

The work consisted of building a tunnel that was designated for military purposes.  

In order to withstand the physical exertion doing this work, we had to eat well and sleep well 

after working. We were short changed in both. To make matters worse, the winter had just 

started. We had to walk tens of kilometers everyday in torn shoes, and inadequate clothing. It 

caused the breaking down even of the healthy ones amongst us. One should not forget the fact 

that most of us had already spent a few years in camps, and weren’t capable of supplying the 

energy that was needed. Every day, when the Moll squad was about the leave for work, we 

experienced unpleasant sights. Every day we needed new people to take the place of those who 

couldn’t stand up on their legs any longer. But the camp manager demanded that the work squad 

be complete, regardless of the cost, since the company paid him five marks for each prisoner. 

Thus, he was interested in the five marks, and he didn’t mind sending shoeless people to work in 

the winter time. It became clear that eighty percent of the victims were people who worked in 

this work squad.  

 

In Kaufering I had more luck than sense, since I didn’t work even one day for the Moll squad. 

For that, I have to thank Dawid Szmulewski. Already, during the first days he established the 

“roof covering” squad.  He had learned that profession in Birkenau. In the Kaufering camp, he 

gave back life to ten people, and I was among them. We stayed in this group the entire time until 

the new evacuation. Our main advantage was the fact that we worked inside the camp, and thus 

we could sleep an extra hour, and were spared the abuse inflicted by Moll. Our work squad 

belonged to a German company called Gogenberger. It supplied us with materials and equipment 

for work.  
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We covered the roofs with sticky cardboard, and afterward we spread it with a tar substitute. 

When we finished covering some of the roofs, the first ones already had holes in them, because 

of the rain and the winds. Thus, we had plenty of work. Gradually, the building of our camp 

progressed. The work squads that were formed with the help of the O.T. worked diligently.  

 

The electricians installed lighting. The carpenters assembled barrels and buckets for distributing 

soup in the barracks. This avoided the chaos that prevailed in the first days.  

The water started flowing, and two “wash rooms” were opened. A section for keeping internal 

order was established, and it operated very strictly. A few barracks were set apart for an 

infirmary, where only patients with fever were admitted. The medical assistance was very 

limited. There was also a “death command” which had to remove about ten bodies daily for 

burial in the forest. There was also a barracks for “hair grooming”. The O.T. uprooted the roots 

of the trees that were cut down with a crane. They flattened the soil around the barracks and 

prepared an area in a field where we had roll calls. We also received straw for our bunks. They 

conducted a new registration of the prisoners as was done when people first arrived at a camp.  

 

This was the third time that we got new numbers. Mine was 127,557. They didn’t succeed in 

solving three problems: Underwear, washing, and lice disinfecting. 

A long time passed until something was improved in these areas. Over time, many people died 

from the filth and lice. We used the same unwashed underwear the entire time since the 

evacuation from Birkenau. We didn’t receive soap either. The sites where they had to do the lice 

disinfecting of the underwear, and clothes were still under construction. 

 

Each one of us did the utmost in order to avoid those tiny pests. We washed every day. There 

was a daily underwear inspection before going to sleep. People cleaned their clothes, and didn’t 

get into their bunks wearing their shoes. People washed their underwear with or without soap, 

but unsuccessfully, because not everyone had the strength and stamina to do that. Many people 

were neglected and apathetic. They didn’t have the energy to take care of themselves. It is 

interesting to mention that a large group of the neglected people was well educated; It had a 

more difficult time getting used to this harsh life. The regime that prevailed in the camp affected 

them worse than the average person.  

 

One evening, when I was in the wash room, I saw on the body of one of them “creatures of six 

legs”. I recognized that person immediately. He was a medical doctor. He was not hurt by my 

look, and I was not surprised by it. He was not the only one in that stratum. It bothered me that a 

person with a medical degree gave such an example to others.  

Naturally, one can’t blame them for their dejection, since many reasons brought them to this 

state. Only we who also were among those who suffered can understand that.  

 

I’ll never forget my similar situation in 1942, when throughout two weeks I was beaten badly on 

my head and in my stomach by the Pole who was the servant of our barracks.  

He discovered that my feet were dirty, when he conducted an inspection that was done after we 

were already asleep. After the “health lesson” that I received from him, I suffered from dejection 

and apathy for everything. At that time, I looked like a complete Muselman. Most of the time my 

nose was running and so were my eyes. I dragged my feet, as if under a heavy load.   I accepted 
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that situation like one who was being beaten with a stick, with no objection, in other words, 

without shouting or attempting to avoid the stick. Today, when I remember it, I can’t understand 

how I succeeded avoiding that dangerous situation. Why didn’t they put me in an ambulance? I 

wasn’t careful about my condition, and I was unable to protect myself. A large number of the 

people were in the same state in Kaufering. If they avoided beatings, then they suffered from 

exhaustion, or from all sorts of illnesses. But regardless, they were forced to go to work. One 

didn’t have to wait long to get to that state in the regime that reigned in our camp.  

We got up every morning at 4:30 AM, stood at roll call for an hour and a half in the rain, snow or 

wind,  went out to a full day’s work on an empty stomach, and we got a slice of bread and some 

soup, only at 6 o’clock in the evening. So, how then could the mood of such people be? Could 

you demand of them to keep their cleanliness? As time passed, they simply didn’t notice these 

creatures. When the situation became critical, the camp management decided to have us go 

through lice disinfection in camp number one, four kilometers away. At that time, they also 

disinfected our barracks, and sometimes they also changed the straw. The outcome was pretty 

good, and we partially took control of this painful problem. 

 

 

 

 OUR NUMBERS INCREASE 

 

After Rosh Hashanah, a few hundred Hungarian and Lithuanian Jews arrived from camp number 

seven. These Jews were in the same condition as the Jews we met here when we arrived. They 

brought with them their “property” of millions of lice, which had no problem   “infiltrating our 

lines”. It was the first time since my moving around all kinds of camps, that I saw people with 

lice on such a scale. Without any shame, these people collected them off themselves by the 

dozens. I saw a Hungarian young man in the wash room who became tired of plucking them.. He 

took his shirt and hit it against the wall. These small creatures stayed stuck to the wall. Then he 

took a flat stone and rubbed the shirt. It became more disgusting than the red and yellow spots on 

his body, which he scratched. But, he had a difficult time reaching his back, so he turned to me, 

saying:”I beg you, don’t be mad at me, and hit me on my back, so they will fall off.”  

 

This young man reminded me of a very weird occurrence when the women in Birkenau struggled 

against this plague. When we were in Birkenau, our friend Nina once told me about their 

invention concerning that matter in 1942.  Those who worked in Canada, smuggled woolen 

gloves to help with this problem. At any free moment, they wore one glove and stuck the hand 

into their bosom for a minute or two. The time was long enough for the glove to get covered with 

dozens of lice. Afterwards, they put the second glove on and at the same time, they cleaned the 

first glove with the free hand. They continued doing so as long as they were not disturbed.  All 

the methods we used to protect ourselves didn’t help a lot. The lice reached us, even the strictest 

among us. It made our lives a lot more difficult, and threatened our mere existence.  

 

A few months later, five hundred women arrived from camp number seven, which was 

completely liquidated. Most of the women were Hungarian, and had been in Birkenau 

previously. The rest, were women from Lithuania. When they arrived, barbed wire was used to 

fence off, some of the barracks in the left section, which received the name:”The Women’s 

camp” and that’s where they resided.  
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Their arrival affected us all very much. A few men said:”See how we should behave,; look at the 

difference between them and us. We must take an example from them. Look at their will for life, 

their courage, and their moral etc.  “Jona Pot! Hodz Wodz Madjara?”  We welcome them with a 

few Hungarian words that we know from our international vocabulary. They answer us with 

friendliness, and smile coquettishly, something that reminds us of life in freedom. The S.S. 

guards who accompanied them remained standing by the gate. They marched with their 

belongings, which consisted of a metal plate, a spoon, and a few rags. We also saw a few empty-

handed ones. Those were the relaxed ones, who dealt with the frequent changes with apathy, and 

didn’t worry about tomorrow.  

Since leaving Birkenau, they succumbed to their fate and accepted their hard life as it was. They 

got used to the frequent wandering from camp to camp, and to changing their stiff bunks that 

awaited them everywhere. “How is it with you Jews? How long will this last? When are we 

returning home? “Don’t worry, things will be good” they answer.  

Their hope was sound and their will to live even stronger. The human senses don’t ever lie.  

 

The last spring of the war announced something happy. We already felt the approaching of the 

allied forces on the Western front, and on the Eastern front. Who didn’t know then that the red 

army was already fighting in Polish areas? We already knew that Auschwitz, with all its camps 

had already been liberated by the strong red army.  Blood started flowing in our veins. Our 

pulses beat strongly. Our eyes glistened, when we thought that this happiness can happen to us 

also. Is there a greater happiness to a man in a camp than the sense of freedom, especially for us, 

the Jews, who were accompanied by death, day and night, every step of the way?  The firm 

stance of the women strengthened us, and was a model and example for us. Our main task was to 

be patient and have spiritual strength to withstand the last trial.  

 

In the meantime, they formed work commands of women who suffered just as the men did from 

that regime. Happy days started for people who held some positions. They arranged “brides” for 

themselves, something that was forbidden to other prisoners.  

 

One day, they summoned the people who worked on covering roofs to the registrar. We assumed 

it had to do with fixing the roof for the S.S. We found out that they wanted to send us to fetch 

bread. Everybody wanted to do this kind of work, because no matter what, one could benefit 

from it. They appointed me and five other people. Ten minutes later, the S.S. driver took us to 

the train station in Kaufering. There, we loaded twelve hundred loaves of bread straight from the 

box car. An unfamiliar prisoner counted the loaves in the presence of the O.T. person.
14

 The 

prisoner was a Hungarian Jew. He understood our hint immediately, and what we were asking of 

him, and he managed to add four loaves of bread without the O.T. person noticing it. The O.T. 

man gave us another loaf, provided that we would not tell anyone. “First of all, let’s devour what 

we have” we said. Within a few minutes, on the way back, we eliminated the present that we had 

received.  We “didn’t have” the four loaves yet. First of all, we had to supply the needed number 

and if everything would go well, then we would have to smuggle it in. 

This was not an easy task, since the bread storage was in the front of the camp next to the 

guards’ quarters. The S.S. officers walked around the area all the time. We also had to pass by 

                                                
14 O.T. Oganisation Todt.  Originally a German civil and military engineering group. Later on, it used 
forced labor, made up mostly of workers from occupied countries 
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the guards standing at the gate.  But the intensity of hunger took very little danger into 

consideration. If a prisoner had to do with what was allotted to him, this was very bad, because 

he would not be able to exist for long.  This gave us more courage every time we had the chance 

to be “organizers”.  We removed all the bread. The number was correct. The four loaves were 

hidden immediately in our pants’ inside side pockets. 

We passed all the dangers, and the six loaves of bread that we carried made it safely to our 

barracks. All the bread was divided into equal parts, for all our friends in our work squad. The 

joy was great, and we anticipated being sent to do this job once again, but the holiday of Purim 

takes place only once a year. 

 

THE COMMON FOOD SUPPLY 

 

When anyone from camp management was supposed to enter our barracks, it was torture for 

him. Everything disgusted him. He couldn’t bear to smell a Jew. But when it came to the subject 

of supply, they used us, and added us as partners. Every few days, a set amount of food arrived 

from Dachau, for the S.S. people and for us. Each time they deprived us of the food.  With the 

consent of the camp commander, the Unter Scharfuhrer of the S.S. kitchen would decrease our 

amount of food as much as he wanted.  

If they received one hundred kilos of meat, he could remove half of it for the S.S. kitchen. He did 

the same with sausage, margarine, jelly, potatoes and other provisions.  

In addition, in the kitchen they would also steal from the food, and all that from the meager 

allotment for the poor prisoners.  

 

This was the reason why we had to look for a piece of potato in our soup, and we didn’t always 

receive the amount of bread that was allotted to us. To whom could we complain if the camp 

manager permitted it? Those who endangered themselves by stealing two potatoes from the 

kitchen cellar would be cruelly punished. In addition to the beatings they received, they made 

them stand all day long by the gate surrounded by barbed wire and without any food.  

 

Anyone who was caught hiding in the camp, and didn’t go to work, because he was not feeling 

well got the same punishment, but the parasites who took our piece of bread were not punished. 

One could see and realize the extent of our hunger in the wash room. Every evening there people 

washed potato peels, remains of cabbage, and lettuce leaves that were tossed out from the 

kitchen. This was their food.  Many of the veteran prisoners reached such a state.  A Dutch friend 

with whom I worked in Canada (I don’t remember his name) felt ashamed when we would meet 

sometimes in the wash room. 

“Do you see to what state I have arrived?” he said to me once, and looked down washing a few 

potato peels. “What can I do, I can’t control myself, I am so hungry? When I fill my stomach 

with a plate full of potato peels I feel the world belongs to me. I feel stronger in order to survive 

the difficult period that is left” he explained to me. His calculation was mistaken. These 

disgusting things, with which they stuffed themselves, caused them to fall sick, and shrink even 

further. At the end, this friend turned into a Muselmann. He was moved to camp number four 

which was kept for sick people and people who could not work. They died a slow death there. 
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LANDSBERG 

 

We, who worked in roofing, used to go once a week to fetch building materials. 

We harnessed ourselves to a wagon, and were accompanied by a manager and an S.S. man. On 

the way, we passed through the city of Landsberg. Our manager took advantage of the trip for his 

shady deals. This man was a big wheeler - dealer. We carried wood and coal for him, and he 

supplied it to his civilian customers in the city. He made his profit by accepting various things 

while getting the supplies. 

 

Our first impression of Landsberg was breathtaking. The entire city seemed to have been   

decorated by nature; mountains, valleys, rocks and gardens. The trees were planted in perfect 

harmony with well manicured houses. Around the city, there were wide fields and forests. The 

river Lech ran through the city, like the Seine that flows through Paris.  

There was a breathtaking view from the top of the mountain down to the city. It had been four 

years since we had seen a civilian population. The city was bustling with life. People were 

walking about freely. Children played in the streets. In the bakery windows there were white 

bread and rolls. There were big sausages in the windows of grocery stores. 

Our eyes were not used to such scenes anymore. We asked ourselves over and over the same 

question.  The war had been going on for six years already and, here, life went on as usual.  

 

In reality Bavaria was an exception. It was one of the rich counties which suffered the least from 

the war. The population’s attitude towards us was pretty sympathetic. Sometimes, women who 

passed by us wanted to give us things, but our fear of the accompanying S.S. men, or from a 

Gestapo Agent that might notice it by chance, prevented them from giving anything. Once, when 

we were pulling a wagon loaded with coal through the streets of Landsberg, I noticed a student 

who was walking by . He smiled at me, looked around, and at a certain moment, handed me two 

slices of bread. Another time, while we were waiting with our wagon in a side street, people 

threw pieces of bread through the windows. In another instance, a young woman turned to the 

S.S. man and requested his permission to give us something to eat. His answer was:”I don’t have 

to see everything.” She gave us a cake that she had sent to her husband who was a soldier, but 

the post office returned it to her. That’s what she told the S.S. man.  

 

There were times when we pulled a wagon loaded with wood to the upper part of the town. 

When we passed through the old Brandenburg gate, in order to bring the wood to a rich family, 

they welcomed us with sympathy, even though they knew we were Jewish. In a gated yard they 

welcomed us with bread and apples. Our S.S. man was very satisfied, because he was also fed. 

Our men conducted themselves cordially. Everything was divided evenly amongst us without 

quarreling. We showed our gratitude to the people who fed us, every time they gave us food. The 

owner of the house was an old lady .Every time she saw us, she would cry with tears about our 

fate. As a result of her kindness, she received the nickname Aunty from us. We were drawn to 

her not only because of the food, but also because of the humane attitude which we got from her 

entire family.  

They talked to us about our life in the camp, and expressed their displeasure about their leader. 

This was proof that not all Germans agreed with his ways.  
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It is true that many of them are carrying the historical blame of collaboration, fully aware of the 

ghastly actions. But, it is better late than never. The soon approaching end of the war intensified 

their disappointment. We discussed that topic many times. The main questions were: Can we 

accuse the entire German nation of our holocaust? Are we, who went through this suffering, 

capable of taking revenge of them? Will those who win, find the perpetrators guilty?  The 

opinions that were voiced were “pro and con”.  

 

The positive opinion was worded in the following manner: After the war the German nation will 

have to pay with blood for the millions of Jewish victims that were murdered. 

Only with blood can they pay for such crimes (an eye for an eye) otherwise they won’t be able to 

realize the enormity of their horrible crime. This should be the mission, not just for the Jews who 

survived, but for the entire non Jewish humanity if it wants to be sure about the peace that would 

be achieved. We, the ones who suffered endlessly, if any of us will attain freedom, they should 

not forget the word:”revenge,” that our brethren cried while being lead to the gas chambers.  

 

The negative opinion was based on a Marxist point of view, which claims that the best method to 

heal a nation is to educate by studying and explaining. Also, to learn from the mistakes which 

were made, and understand in what way they caused such a disaster.  

Their notion was, that a man who suffers, is under such influence, that it impairs his 

consciousness. That has happened to the German nation since 1933, when it supported Nazism. 

It is possible to heal such a nation, and one must heal it. One should pay special attention to the 

young generation. It is imperative to move the German youngsters to democratic countries, 

especially to Russia, and give them the education they need.  

The older generations would have to be given the opportunity to sustain themselves in their 

country in peace and by laboring. One should take away from the Germans any ability to ever 

again arm the country, and to completely eradicate any military industry.  

 

Germany will have to have the great powers stay on its land, and have them conduct 

surveillance, so humanity will be able to sleep in peace.  The powers will have to make sure that 

the freedom that was achieved by paying the extreme price of tens of millions of victims will be 

secured and protected.  

 

From our discussions you could understand that those who were “for,” expressed their heartache 

and their anger, but listened with great interest to those who were “against”. They liked their 

logic. They asked loudly if the idea is practical, and if it can be implemented, to see if they could 

agree with it. The answer to their question was:”If we will live until then, this is the only reason 

it will be worthwhile to live, so we will be able to watch the consequences.” 

 

 

During one of these outings, the S.S. man brought us to a village near Landsberg. This visit was 

made because the S.S. man “organized” a chair for himself. He took advantage of the trip and 

steered the wagon to a peasant, who was an acquaintance of his. To tell the truth, we didn’t want 

that trip. It was a harsh winter day in January 1945. The severe weather became constantly 

harsher. It was snowing lightly, accompanied by a stormy wind, which made breathing difficult. 

There were twenty of us, with two wagons loaded with two tar barrels. The ten men who joined 

us that day took advantage of it. Two men harnessed themselves to the wagon, which made a 
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strange impression, and evoked the passersby’s pity. One of them was a tall young man who had 

a thin throat and seemed ever taller. His striped coat reached his knees. His metal plate was tied 

to a rope that was wrapped around his waist. Through his short sleeves, you saw two blue bones 

sticking out. The edges of his pants were tied with rope. Instead of socks you saw rags sticking 

out of his shoes. His head and ears were covered with a woolen cap. Around his eyes, there were 

signs of black makeup. I didn’t know the second young man who was from Lodz. He was a very 

cunning man. He hardly reached the shoulders of the other guy. He was wearing civilian clothes 

of the same “model”. The other eight in their group were no different. This group took advantage 

of an opportunity when our guard seemed to be not watching. When we were next to the bakery, 

they walked in and got bread. They also asked for bread from women who passed by and 

received whole loaves.  

 

One of them got a hold of a chunk of coal, and went to a house outside of town. He showed them 

the merchandise, and asked for bread. The owner gave him a piece of bread and two rolls. He left 

the coal on the window sill. A second guy ran and took the coal and ran to another house. This 

chunk of coal supplied food all day long. The people from the first wagon, who worked in 

roofing, wondered how these people from the second wagon worked. We were wondering if we 

should use the same tactics, but no one amongst us had the courage to do it. We held back, and 

didn’t show that our spirit was down.    

 

With our tactics, we would sometimes gain more than with begging. When we came to a peasant 

he brought us to the cow shed. The cows “the lions” met us with eyes wide open and loud 

mooing. Perhaps they sensed that we were Jews, and we would put out a prohibition to drink 

their milk… We felt good in the shed. The heat there warmed us a little bit. The snow outside 

was piling up as if it were growing on yeast. We heard the strong wind blowing outside. As time 

passed, the cows got used to us, and enjoyed our patting. They probably understood that we were 

not worth more than they. 

 

The peasant brought us a big bowl full of freshly cooked potatoes, and a small plate of salt. Our 

surprise was great. We didn’t spare our gratitude. We became very happy. But who will 

distribute the potatoes? Everyone should receive an equal share. There were several opinions 

from all ten people who were there. The fear that we would lose them was great. Dawid 

Szmulewski organized everything immediately. We all sat down around the potatoes, and we all 

ate together. Anyone who wanted to eat faster didn’t remove the peel nor did he notice that they 

were extremely hot. A few minutes later the bowl was empty and everybody was satisfied.  Since 

we had no work to do,  our guys checked around in the barn and found a small basket with 

carrots. Dawid asked us to leave a few carrots to show that we had some honesty. His request 

was partially fulfilled. To tell the truth, I wanted to take the last carrot. “Let me be a gentleman 

one time, I thought to myself” and left empty handed.  

 

The walk back became very rough. Thick layers of snow stuck to the wagon’s wheels. Our 

heavily loaded wagon hardy moved. The snow kept on coming down and the wind blurred our 

vision, and blinded us. All the pits and ditches filled up with snow, and we didn’t know where 

the road was.  Rubin, who worked with us in roofing, always looked for an excuse not to push 

the wagon and this time he won a great opportunity. He walked in front of the wagon, with a 

stick in his hand checking the ground. With a lot of difficulty, we managed, to arrive at the 
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asphalt covered main road. But in order to reach the camp, we had to walk an additional seven 

kilometers. The time was three o’clock in the afternoon. We passed by camp number three, and 

didn’t see a soul. All the prisoners were at work.  The small barracks covered with snow looked 

like graves from afar. This was the latest building model that the German technology achieved. 

The traffic on the road diminished. We saw two wagons approaching us. These were Hungarian 

and Lithuanian women from camp number one, who were hauling wood for camp number three. 

At first glance, we thought they were men. They were wearing pants, and we couldn’t see their 

faces. Two ladies voices welcomed us with a Hello thus our mistake was explained.  

 

We passed by the prison where Hitler was held in 1923. That was where “Mein Kampf” (My 

Struggle) was born. His cursed book, later on, became the ABC of children in school. His 

method came to fruition. Nazism became the new religion. The children were raised and taught 

in the spirit of their teachers who shaped their psyche into a faith of fanaticism. It was no secret 

that the Social Democratic party supported the Nazis for years, and that when it decided to react, 

it was too late. In the same school, we now see the opponents of “Mein Kampf”. These are 

political prisoners from a multitude of countries, where conditions aren’t better than ours. 

Because of the harsh weather, we were forced to leave the wagons in the field. We brought them 

to the camp the next day. 

 

 

 MOLL’S SECRETS  

 

The firm Moll had military factories which were located in the thicket of a forest. They had been 

built before the war, and were constantly expanded during the war. The firm Gogenberg , for 

which we worked, had a small department where we got our building materials. When we 

entered the place for the first time, we were astonished at the enormous size, and the secrets 

which were so obvious. The forest covered an area of many kilometers, and was surrounded with 

barbed wire. We walked on top of huge plants, which were established in underground cellars 

and employed thousands of people.  

Above ground, there were enormous theaters, which were camouflaged with trees, to avert air 

bombings.  Railroad tracks lead all the way there. There were huge pipes crisscrossing the forest. 

The air was saturated with chemicals. One didn’t sense the pleasant feeling one would have in 

the forest. There were no birds chirping. There was no magic atmosphere that peace loving 

people experienced in days of happiness. The forest had become strange and repulsive. The 

forest itself must have felt wretched and hungry. There was a restlessness that one couldn’t shake 

off.   

 

When will the olden days return, when mankind was peaceful? This time is most probably not 

too far away, but for whom? We drag ourselves with the wagon, on the wide asphalt roads that 

were paved in the forest. We see prisoners from nearby camps, who are digging the ground, and 

carrying mortar and bricks. All of them are working for the great Germany. Our guys work not 

too far from here. The Moll headquarters is notorious.  

They have already been working for a few months, unaware of the fact that they are working 

near a secret military base.  
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We face a question: This is already the sixth year since the war started and the allied forces 

haven’t discovered this important military depot.  Is it possible that this place is unfamiliar to the 

intelligence agencies? Hundreds of allied airplanes fly daily above our heads, and don’t see what 

we want them to see. It is impossible to understand. There is no need to look for reasons to 

understand.  

 

When we arrived at the exit, our wagon was checked by the guards, the same as it was while 

entering. Our commander showed them the “pass,” and we went on our way to the camp.  

 

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES  

 

We were welcomed by our friends with a lot of interest, and with cultural activity that they 

organized. Our friends Aron Furmanski, Szmulewski and others saw to the high standard of 

activity, which improved the mood of the entire camp. The activity took place while the Red 

Army was fighting on the border of “East Prussia,” and the allied armies were fighting near 

Cologne.  

 

Our nerves were tense. The events advanced daily at a fast pace. We expected that soon, in the 

coming days, the war would end and our destiny would be sealed. During those tense days, every 

two weeks, a few hundred people from barracks 51 gathered, and there, for two hours, we would 

forget our troubles. The main seats were kept for the “important people” including the following: 

The camp dignitary Dr. Faj, the clinic manager, the heads of the barracks, the Capos, a few 

German prisoners, the cooks, and other people in management posts. A lot of the people took off 

their shoes, and sat on the wooden bed bunks. The place was very crowded, and the air was 

stuffy. People took off their sweaters and jackets. The crowd sweated, and through the door came 

a thick stream of steam. At the opening of each meeting either Furmanski or Szmulewki 

appeared with a short speech, in which they stressed the importance of social gatherings. The 

first part of the meeting was always a musical piece: two professional musicians played classical 

and Jewish folk music, on a violin and a guitar.  Our friend Hans from Austria impressed us with 

his pleasant voice. He sang from his Viennese repertory and from songs that were sung in the 

camp, accompanied by two musicians. His song about the camp made a strong impression. He 

would sing:”I don’t have a homeland”. The crowd “licked its fingers” when it heard the 

successful parodies and monologues that our friend Chaimek created together with a friend from 

his town. (I don’t remember the name of the friend).  

Their creations were based on the daily life in the camp, and mirrored our special part. They used 

sarcastic words, and in an entertaining way they attacked those who deserved it. The known 

Jewish poet Wygodski from Poland read his last pieces of work in Polish.  

He praised the courage of the red army that fought for mankind’s liberty.  

Our very capable friend Litam Lajbke beautifully recited works by Nadir Kolbak, and other 

Jewish poets’ creations. A Hungarian trio sang a certain work in a swing melody adapted to a 

Jewish version. People who liked swing welcomed this adaptation with enormous applause.  

 

One may say that every program was put together with a lot of talent and good taste. The 

programs had a strong influence on our morale. The friends that were mentioned deserve a big 

“Thank you” for organizing those performances.  
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A few cases of typhoid were discovered among us in February of 1945, something that could 

have been predicted.  There was a rumor that there was a case of typhoid also among the S.S. 

officers. That caused the announcement of a camp quarantine for three weeks. A large group 

welcomed the quarantine, especially those who worked in Moll.  

Hunger became more extreme. The small group from among us that could organize getting some 

extra food at their work place before couldn’t do it anymore because of the quarantine.  The 

group that worked in food supplies was saddened by that, and organized some food daily. They 

shared it with the others. Because of the lack of nutrition, and the meager medical supplies, 

typhoid spread more and more. The only work group that continued leaving the camp every day 

was the undertakers group. They transferred the dead to the forest and buried them. 

 

Our management started working feverishly in order to stop the disease. Every day, a few 

hundred people went through the lice disinfecting place, which was already working. The people 

washed, and their clothes went through heating by vapor. The barracks were methodically 

disinfected. The washrooms had hot running water, and all through the day they were full of 

unemployed people. The bathrooms were cleaned daily, because that was the place where one 

could easily get infected with typhoid.  

There was a severe prohibition on cooking potato peels which were poison for the body.  

Everyone was obliged to manage cleanliness. The shortage of underwear and soap were a 

hindrance to keeping our health. Many people would have stayed alive had they solved that 

problem.  

 

We had a sense of satisfaction when we saw S.S. men every day harnessed to wagons and 

bringing us coal and food. At the end of the day, they used us, and lived off our account.  

 

After three weeks of quarantine, there were a few more cases of typhoid. The doctor notified the 

camp manager, and the quarantine was extended for three more weeks.  

 

We, the roofers, continued our work all through the quarantine period. Every day we had a few 

roofs to fix. We were especially interested in being called to repair the kitchen roof. That was the 

only roof we were interested in. When we repaired one hole, we made another one right away; 

therefore we were needed there the entire time. Thus we got an extra serving of soup. 

 

 

THE STEEL BIRDS 

 

One day during that period there was a heavy bombardment in the vicinity of Landsberg.  

We saw hundreds of American planes flying in groups. In every group, there was a four engine 

bomber. We were surprised that the D.C.A. (anti aircraft guns) was quiet. As always in such 

instances, they gathered us in the barracks. Nevertheless, a few of us stood outside the barracks, 

or by the door, and enjoyed the sight.  

 

That day we clearly saw that one group marked the spot with a white rocket, and the second 

group that arrived immediately afterwards, dropped the bombs there. And so it continued. They 

destroyed the water and electricity networks. We had no water or light for a few days. There was 

a sad occurrence during an air raid siren. The registration officer noticed a young man walking 
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around in the camp, and shot him. During that period, there were night attacks on Munich and 

Nuremberg. Each time we heard the humming of the planes at night, and it lasted continuously 

for hours. It was easy to see the outcome of their attacks.  

 

Alas, at the end, the quarantine was over, and the holes in the S.S. officers’ barracks roofs 

awaited us. The work that could have been finished in a few days lasted a few weeks.  

Every day, whether we were working or not, we lit a fire in the tar machine in order to heat the 

material for spreading. Two people were always busy with this machine, so when an S.S. man 

passed by he would see that we were actually working. I had the chance to work a few times at 

that machine with the important roofer Dr. Fajgenbojm. We enjoyed those times. We discussed 

various topics, including bustling Paris. Fajgenbojm was a classical music buff and this was our 

main conversation topic. He worshiped Beethoven. He knew his symphonies well. He used to 

hum them like a Hassid humming his rabbi’s melodies. Whenever I wanted to recall a tune, I 

would turn to him, and he would immediately hum the tune I was looking for. He adapted 

himself to this job according to his original method. I’ll never forget how once in the winter he 

sat down on the roof and brushed away the snow with his behind. He felt good about that 

method, but it looked very funny. I must admit that my friend Daniel and I also worked in the 

same way, and we used to move on our buttocks.  

 

We made repairs on the roof of the S.S. kitchen, hoping we would receive extra soup, but the 

manager didn’t approve. He was already a Jew hater in Auschwitz. Thanks to the women who 

worked there, we managed to get a little soup a few times. With this gesture, they endangered 

their work place and Angels, the manager, punished the women who were caught committing 

that transgression.  

 

One day, while working there, a few American planes showed up. We watched with pleasure the 

Nazi heroes and the O.T. people quickly escaping to the forest, and entering the pits, they had 

prepared for themselves. We stood by our barracks and followed the planes. The S.S. officers 

scolded us. “Get to the forest quickly” they yelled at us. God forbid they would have to suffer on 

our account. Only for us they were big heroes.  

 

 

THE “RED CROSS” PACKAGES 

 

Our spirits were high in February of 1945 when we received the first packages from the 

International Red Cross. This was the first time since we were in the various camps that the Red 

Cross was permitted to help us. This event was extremely vital to our existence.  

As a result of this occurrence, we hoped to see an improvement in our conditions, and we started 

to believe that our liberation day would actually arrive, just like the surprise of this gift.  The 

package weighed one kilo and two hundred grams. Each contained four hundred grams of sugar, 

a can of sardines, a package of Swiss cigarettes, and liver sausage.  

 

Trading ensued. People exchanged products with each other. The “snobs” and the S.S. men gave 

a whole loaf of bread for a package of cigarettes, and half a loaf for a can of sardines.  I can say 

that the ambiance became happy and bubbly. People celebrated on their bunk beds, had meals 

and ate with a lot of pleasure. Four weeks later, new packages arrived. This time only a small 
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number of people received the entire package. The others got two hundred grams of sugar. The 

rest of the products disappeared among the S.S. people. That angered us extremely, but we 

couldn’t do a thing.  

 

In order to make us forget the incident, and in order to keep a pleasant mood, the camp 

commander used the following tactics: A few days later a civilian man arrived in a private car 

and introduced himself to the camp manager as the Red Cross representative. 

He inquired which products we needed, and if it were necessary to change the contents of the 

packages. They summoned Dr. Faj as the prisoners’ representative who handed out the list of 

medications that were needed urgently in the camp. Needless to say, this story had a positive 

resonance. A few weeks later we found out the true intention of the camp manager. 

 

 THE DOG’S MEAT FEAST  

 

In the spring of 1945, the S.S. officers received a decree that all the dogs that consumed people’s 

food should be put to death. The fat dog in the S.S. kitchen was sentenced to death. The S.S. 

kitchen manager named Engels understood that he would have a lot of customers that would 

want to eat a proper chunk of the dog’s meat. He arrived at an understanding with the manager of 

my barracks, Gödel, to exchange the dog meat for cigarettes, and leave some meat for himself. 

Gödel brought the shot dog into an empty barracks. For about half an hour, he changed his 

profession to a butcher, and cut up the dog into chunks. In barracks number eight, they 

immediately lit a fire in the oven, and placed a bucket with the meat there. Right away, a good 

smell permeated from the meat that was in the bucket. Everybody waited impatiently to taste the 

meat. In the evening, there was a feast in barracks number four. After the meal, there was some 

meat leftover, and Gödel brought it to his barracks, and distributed it among all those who 

belonged to the “East Wall,” to which I belonged. When I entered the barracks, my friend Majer, 

who also worked  in roofing, handed me my portion which I devoured immediately.  

 

I couldn’t believe that a dog could cause so much pleasure to a human being even when you 

don’t play with it. Another law made by the Nazis that helps people” I thought to myself.  For a 

few days, Majer and I had grease to spread on our bread. We discussed our sacrifice with a lot of 

affection.  

 

This story reminded me of a similar story about an acquaintance of mine who was nicknamed 

“frog gluttonous”. In July of 1943 they removed me from Canada when the staff there was 

reduced. I worked then in a group of pit diggers together with “frog gluttonous”. He specialized 

in catching frogs, which were found in a green pool where we worked. He would hold the frog 

by its legs, hit it on the head with a piece of glass, remove the skin, empty the stomach and put it 

in his metal plate. Every day, before lunch, he had fifteen frogs. He put them into the boiling 

soup, and immediately they turned into cooked white meat. I wanted to taste this dish, so I got a 

little bit closer to him when he was sitting on the grass enjoying eating. He understood my hint 

right away, and put a frog in my bowl. “You are French aren’t you? Taste that, and tell me how 

tasty my “rabbit” is. I truly enjoyed it. I thought then seriously about using his tactics, and I did it 

a few times, but in the end I stopped, because I was afraid of what the frogs would do to my 

stomach.  
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 MOLL IN KAUPERING 

 

To our dismay, we once again saw Moll, the angel of death, the infamous murderer, the manager 

of all four crematoria in Birkenau. His presence caused all of us dread and terror, the pain of 

wounds that were still bleeding. This was the murderer of our women and children and of 

millions of Jews. His name symbolizes death. 

 

When the front line and the Russian army started approaching, he left for Gliwice, where he was 

appointed camp manager. He didn’t stay there for long. After the evacuation of that camp, he 

arrived at Kaufering. In the first days, he would stand by the building station of the manager 

Moll (the same name). Eight days later, he was appointed as the manager of camp number two. 

Eight hundred Jews and Christians, who were under his watch, suffered horrible abuse. The Jews 

were separated from the non Jewish prisoners. The regime became a lot more severe. They 

grumbled about their bitter fate, about death that was pursuing them in the image of Moll. Fear 

befell everyone like dew on a field in a summer morning. How can one think about freedom, 

when one senses behind his back his presence with a knife in his hand? What can one expect of 

him, if not death? What meaning can the life of a few hundred Jews be for him, when his hands 

are dipped in blood?  He didn’t always wait for an order, and eliminated the life of innocent 

people. With his “Nazi justice” Who would dare take our side? Who would dare say a word to 

him when we were defenseless? And we were the convicts.  

 

We, the few French Jews that survived his deadly hands in Birkenau, knew that France was 

already free of the Nazi conquest. We deluded ourselves that at least a few of our relatives were 

living already as free people in the New France, and were impatiently awaiting us. In the 

meantime, we continued to suffer, with no chance of fulfilling this warm wish, and our objective. 

Who amongst us will achieve that bliss? We feel a shudder from head to toe. We are hot and 

cold. We see light and darkness when we think about it. One could have a heart attack. 

Nervousness reaches a new high. The clock hand is advancing. Soon the time will be “twelve 

o’clock” and they will decide “yes” or “no”. Slowly we acquiesce to the situation that Moll will 

continue to accompany us, and we get used to the fact that the angel of death is hovering above 

us.  

 

 

THE LAST DAYS IN KAUFERING 

 

 

Anyone who had the courage and ability to be interested in the events of the war in those days 

understood that the last stage of World War Two was coming to an end. Nazism was sinking into 

an abyss. Enslaved Europe was at the threshold of important days. Mankind was waiting 

impatiently for a big day in order to be sure about the final victory over Fascism. During six 

years of war, a large number of young and old people who had the privilege to follow the events 

outside barbed wire became unintentionally experts in the theory of warfare. They became 

acquainted with the geographical regions of every country. These people will remember the 

spring of 1945, and the historical day of May 8
th.. 

The best way to pass the time was by listening 

to the radio. People spent nights and days right next to it. 
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In our camps, this problem was viewed in a different way. The situation continued to be very 

critical. There were many unanswered questions. Our fate was balancing on a scale. Will they 

evacuate us? Will they keep us alive? When and whence will liberation come?  

During the last days, prisoners arrived from camps in lower Silesia and from the vicinity of 

Nuremberg. A transport of Jewish women also arrived through Austria from Budapest. Their 

travel lasted six weeks. 

 

Are we in the last gathering point? We followed the events with our limited possibilities.  

It was clear that we had only a few days left. Even though the military activities were happening 

with great speed, to us, they seemed slow and unreal. Something unusual had to happen so the 

enemy wouldn’t have time to care about us. A few thousand people were murdered during the 

last days, while the allied forces were just a number of kilometers away from us. The Nazis 

continued to carry out Himmler’s orders. It was impossible to believe that they would behave 

differently now. They didn’t want to keep people alive who would want to take revenge on them. 

With their last steps in achieving their goal, they intensified their efforts.  

 

I cannot forget the night of April 23
rd

 1945. There were about twenty of us in the barracks. One 

stood guard by the door. The others were gathered around our friend Borys with open mouths, 

and eyes gleaming with happiness and excitement. In a respectful hush there is a roaring voice 

with the official announcements of the “Felkiszer Beobachter”. There is no need to look for news 

from abroad. We can distinctly sense their breaking down. They cannot deny the real facts any 

longer, or their expected defeat.  

 

The German announcement was: “We paid an enormous price in lives and military equipment, 

while the enemy on the eastern front succeeded in attaining out surrender.  

During the last two days on this front we succeeded in hitting 238 airplanes, 140 tanks, and 95 

cannons that were destroyed. Our forces are defending themselves courageously, and are 

withdrawing to posts that were prepared ahead of time. On the western front, heavy battles are 

continuing. The enemy is broadening the front throughout the entire land. There is a danger that 

we will be surrounded. The enemy is maintaining its attacks with superior manpower and 

equipped with modern military weaponry.Borys   continues, and reads the main article in which 

the Nazi despair is described in more details than in the official announcements. He reads slowly, 

and clearly. One can sense every word. It penetrates the depth of the soul. We sense the decline 

of the German tyranny. It invokes a spirit of uprising. A thought appears not to let despair take 

over.  

 

Not all the people gathered around Borys knew German, but what he read was understood by 

everyone. Even if he had read it in Chinese, we would have all understood him. The serious 

situation and the chaos that prevailed in their columns especially in the last days were strongly 

expressed in the official Nazi newspaper. 

 

That same evening, Szmulewski brought a geographical map that was drawn by a friend of ours. 

We got out of our bunks and scrutinized the map. We remarked with satisfaction the important 

achievements on all fronts. Three army corps were advancing towards Bavaria. The First French 

army corps led by General De Lattre De Tassigny had already reached Stuttgart. General Patch, 

with his army corps, was advancing toward Munich and they were already close to Augsburg, a 
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distance of about 40 kilometers from us. General Patton was already near to Ratisbon. From a 

sure source we received the following news: Moscow radio announced that day that 16 suburbs 

of Berlin were in the hands of General Zhukov’s forces which attacked from the north, the east 

and the south.  

 

The army travelled a distance of 2,200 kilometers from Stalingrad to Berlin. The German army 

was left with a corridor of 15 kilometers west of Berlin close to the Spandau suburb. The next 

day, the red flag was hoisted on the burned down Reichstag building.Zhukov’s forces entered 

Berlin from the north, and Konev’s army entered from the south. That day the two forces joined 

next to the Berlin gates facing westward. 

 

On April 22, 1945 our friend was able to intercept the following radio broadcast: The top 

command of the French first army is delivering its first announcement:”Stuttgart is conquered; 

we crossed the Duna 60 kilometers away from the Swiss border. We conquered the cities of 

Freiburg and Ludwigshafen. Important enemy units are surrounded in the Black Forest. We have 

about ten thousand prisoners of war. These are the accomplishments of the first army under the 

command of General de Lattre de Tassigny on the 21 day of the month of April.” This was the 

end of the announcement.  

 

From these reports, we could conclude that we were near liberation or closer to dying.  

Logically, we could expect to be evacuated, but where to? Is there a free place anywhere? We 

hadn’t heard anything about a new evacuation. We very much wanted to delude ourselves that 

when we would get up one morning, we would be in the hands of the allied forces. Our mood 

was tense, but more than ever, we needed to keep our composure in order to be alert to every 

trick which could be expected of the S.S. The anxiety and confusion among the S.S. people and 

the O.T. in the work places was felt strongly. They lost interest in work. “Everything which is 

manufactured now is superfluous” they would say, and they treated us with less severity. A 

similar mood was detected among the S.S. staff in the camp. The camp manager prepared a big 

closed crate for himself. The cracks were sealed with bubbling tar. In that box, he put all the 

articles that he pillaged. At night, two S.S. men hid it in a pit nearby which was dug a day earlier. 

Afterwards, they straightened the soil, so it would not be discovered. Most of the S.S. officers 

attained civilian clothes, and some who had already worn them disappeared. Many signs 

confirmed the enormity of these days.  

 

Thanks to the nice spring weather, we would spend the evenings under the sky where we 

discussed the flow of events. Not even one person was indifferent. We were preparing ourselves 

for what might happen. Some people got civilian clothes. They took the patches off the top 

clothes. We scraped red oil paint from the garments. Perhaps there will be a chance for escaping? 

A few obtained some food to have in storage. It contained a few uncooked potatoes, and a saved 

piece of bread. 

 

We were experiencing fateful days full of the sense of uncertainty. It was impossible to know 

what each moment would bring, but we felt the importance of every fleeting moment. Finally, 

the end of the suffering of a small number of people who survived, and reached these 

tempestuous days, was approaching. The darkness is still very thick and one can touch it by 

hand. A little extra effort and the morning star will soon appear. 
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 ADIEU KAUPERING 

 

That night of the 23
rd

 of April 1945 we fell asleep late.  When we got to our bunks, we spoke 

about that day’s occurrences. There was nothing new concerning the evacuation.  

We fell asleep feeling pleasantly with the wish that the remaining 40 kilometers that were left for 

Patel’s army to reach us would be completed that night. With a little bit of luck, this wish could 

come true for this move was an hour long excursion for their motorized army. The opposition 

was insignificant. The Wehrmacht was in constant withdrawal, and when they couldn’t 

withdraw, they willingly gave in. Only S.S. people in certain points, continued with a stubborn 

resistance. It turns out that because of an American strategy our wishes were not fulfilled.  

 

It was about 4 o’clock in the morning. The stuffy air filled our nostrils and the barracks.  

Somebody cried out in his sleep, complaining why they didn’t give him a full ladle of soup. A 

few guys woke up, and scolded him, and the snoring resumed. A few minutes later an angry 

voice:” Why does the uncle from America keep us waiting so long?”I turn to Majer who is 

sleeping next to me. “Can you hear” he asks me. “Yes” I reply.“What can be an explanation for 

that? I think I can hear women voices outside” he says.  

 

We are not the only ones who sense the abnormal situation. Boris gets dressed and goes outside. 

At that time, a few people wake up. They can’t stay in their bunks. Something is about to 

happen. Ten minutes later Borys returns, and with caution and tact, he announces in a few words: 

““The women are ready for departure. They are waiting for an order. We will probably follow 

them, so it will be wise to get dressed and be ready.”We listen to his words with heart 

palpitations. It scares us a little bit. Our self confidence has dwindled.  

 

We accept the struggle for separation, because there is no other choice, and because they are 

offering that. We have prayed and yearned for this moment for a long time. How long can one 

wander in the dark? Let whatever happen, happen, but let an end to this come. But it is difficult 

to overcome this tension. Chaos ensues unintentionally. People must obtain their belongings like 

blind men who grope their way with a cane. This one is looking for his shoes. That one can’t find 

his socks. People are in a hurry to get ready, even though there is still a lot of time.  We must 

strengthen ourselves with our thoughts, and not despair during these uncertain moments.  

 

An hour later, came the official order: Everybody out! The camp and the barbed wires are lit up, 

but the dark night is adding to the unknown about what is happening around us.  

We exit the barracks and congregate in the roll call square. We meet the women in their small 

fenced camp. They are ready for marching. They conduct themselves in relative quiet, even 

though they thought that they were going alone without us.  They relaxed when they saw us with 

our belongings. “You see? The men are also coming out” we heard voices of satisfaction. “Don’t 

leave us, we will all go together” shouts a screeching voice in a Hungarian accent. Everything 

around us is silent. It is difficult to believe that the Americans are at a distance of 40 kilometers 

from here. We don’t hear shooting, or airplanes noises. Did they change their direction? With our 

bad luck, we can believe everything.  Nevertheless, it is not possible, because this is the closest 

way to Munich, their destination.  
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This was the first time we wished we would stay in the camp a few days longer, but it was not 

our choice. It was possible that three days later, the Americans would be in Kaufering and we 

would be in deep trouble somewhere else.  

 

The potato cellar and the clothes room filled with those who were leaving, and in a matter of a 

few minutes, everything was empty. It is difficult to describe the commotion that prevailed there. 

People stepped on each other in order to grab a few potatoes, or a civilian garment.Half an hour 

later, one of our friends was shot and killed by an S.S. man when he tried to break into the 

kitchen, when there was actually nothing left there. In the bread storage, there was nothing to 

find. Very seldom was there a stock of bread.  

 

The camp commander shows up and speaks more humanely than in the previous times.  

“You are dumb” he says, and shakes his head. “Why are you endangering yourselves when in a 

few days you will be free people? I promise you that, and I ask you to believe me” he says. How 

can you believe a cursed S.S. officer?  If a liar once says a true word, no one believes him, 

especially when it has to do with Nazi truth. Mejer and I stood about four meters from him when 

he said these words. We couldn’t restrain ourselves, and reacted with a mocking laughter that he 

didn’t notice. I must remark that it has been a few days since he has changed his behavior. He 

stopped hitting. It was possible to talk to him, and he would encourage us. He has probably 

understood that it is beneficial for him to live in peace with us in the last days, and he is looking 

for a way to befriend us.  

 

Two days earlier, our friend Pollack from Grodno was personally convinced by that. Pollack 

worked as a wood hewer, and was known to everybody by his conspicuous love for the Russian 

people. The S.S. men called him “Partisan”.  Later on, he told me that the camp manager came to 

him while he was working, and asked him about his past, and encouraged him not to lose hope. 

To his great surprise, he gave him a piece of bread before he left him. Pollack answered him 

without words, but thought: “That won’t help you. Don’t try to justify yourself to me; the first 

chance I’ll have I will slash your throat.” 

 

We report and stand in rows of hundreds. Everyone tries to stay with his friends. One can easily 

see that people were secretly getting ready for the coming events. Everyone wraps himself with a 

blanket in a military fashion, with a metal plate or bowl tied to the edge of the blanket. You can’t 

see the number on the clothes anymore. Most people removed the patches from the coats. We 

realized that we were together with people who had been through a lot in the camp. They had a 

strong desire to act, and they were willing to try their last chance and to escape the first chance 

they had. 

 

They count us a few times. The number isn’t right. There are already three people missing. The 

barracks managers are searching and praying they won’t find these people.  

What do they care that Velvel, Leibke, and Moishe have disappeared at a time convenient for 

them?  They must do it, because the manager in charge of the report demands it. 

Dawn is slowly appearing. It is going to be a nice day. Our legs are already tired from standing. 

It is only seven o’clock in the morning. We talk, and estimate that we have two hours left before 

commencing the march.  
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Those who managed to grab a few uncooked potatoes, take advantage of the free time, gather a 

few wood chips, make a fire between two stones, and roast the potatoes just like The Children of 

Israel baked the Matzos during the Exodus. From all directions soot and smoke are blowing. 

People taste the uncooked potatoes. If they are still a bit hard, it is not terrible, because during 

the march they will have to eat them even if they are completely uncooked: As long as there is 

something to eat. 

 

At nine a.m. we hear the voice of the camp manager: “March!” The Christians that gathered 

stayed temporarily. Also, a small number of sick people stayed. They are in the clinic barracks, 

which was prepared a few days earlier. It is impossible to know what is better. This is blind luck.  

Everyone must accept his fate because such is life in the camp. 

 

Adieu Kaufering!  We thank you for agreeing to permit a number of prisoners from Auschwitz-

Birkenau to leave. Adieu dear friends that stayed forever in the pits of Bavaria! Not too long ago, 

we fought together with so much exertion for this important aim: Survival! We have suffered so 

much from the Nazi tyranny, and, finally, they have broken down. Who knew you better than we 

did? We   part from you with pain and sorrow. Today, when we leave you, we are constantly 

faced with the same question: Was our effort in vain?  We shall never forget your last consoling 

words, and the wish to revenge your mean and brutal death. These words, together with sad 

memories, are our defense weapons when we are on the verge of liberation.  

 

When we left the camp gate, we met a large number of S.S. men who were our unwanted  

chaperons. When we had just taken the first steps, our friends Kotlarski and Szymon 

disappeared. The next day they were caught, but luckily they were not executed, and they joined 

the prisoners from camp one.  

 

We pass through the town of Landsberg. Curious children chase after us. For them, this is an 

unusual scene of such a large number of living creatures who resemble human beings.   

The adults also watch the long caravan with excitement. It is difficult to assess if they have an 

expression of sorrow, or disappointment. We can see that the population is not excited about the 

spectacle. We pass by the home of our expert. He looks through the window, and welcomes the 

men who worked under his supervision in roofing. In another street, we pass by the house of the 

German woman whom we called “Aunty”. She is standing by the window with teary eyes. 

Anyone who looks at her face, can sense her sincere tears, especially those of us who worked in 

roofing. In a way, it seems to me, that there is a measure of relief when one sees the true 

expression of a stranger feeling sorrow. Personally, I never felt that, except in the woman who 

we called “Aunty,” especially the minute I passed by her for the last time. I am sorry to say, that 

she was among the very few who showed it in such a conspicuous way. It is possible that others 

felt the same way, but the fear to express it was strong.  Indeed, they might be suspected of 

friendship towards Jews.  

 

The first break was at 11:30 a.m., in a field 11 kilometers from Landsberg. The sun was very hot. 

We quickly removed the blankets that were a great burden to us. During the break that lasted an 

hour, they distributed food. Each one of us received a quarter loaf of bread, and a slice of cheese. 

“If they treat us like that every break, then everything will be all right” said somebody. “Why 

should we resist them, if they want us to know the country”?  said someone else. We ate relaxed. 
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No one could complain about the appetite that was aroused in the open fresh air, in the fields of 

Bavaria.  We had some time left to doze off or to talk. Conversation was very important. We 

wanted to know where they were taking us. We moved from one group to another without being 

disturbed. Everywhere, our spirits were high, especially when we got something to eat.  

 

In the ladies area, the mood was even happier. Some of the men have joined them, and they were 

eating together, and were flirting a little bit. We heard jokes in a variety of accents and dialects, 

accompanied by juicy laughter of women. But the good mood would not last long. The next 

stages would be sad and dangerous. The battle was just starting. We saw other groups that related 

to this problem with more seriousness. 

 

The shiny sun, with the scents of the spring from the fields, enhanced the wish for freedom. 

People were whispering,  they were planning something.  This was easily noticed.  Up till then 

there was no chance for anything, now,  not so sure. The S.S.  formed a chain around us. The 

clear day might betray us. Only a dark night might help this purpose. How happy the man will be 

who will be able to leave, as the dove from Noah’s Ark did. 

 

From reliable sources, we learn that we are being led in the direction of Dachau. This name 

causes fear in everybody. Everyone knows that there they burn.  In Dachau, they have been 

actively annihilating Jews for a long time. How it was done, was a secret to none of us. Only the 

Aryans were fortunate not to go through the suffering in this camp. 

 

The head Sturmbandfuhrer  Wajs, had his headquarters there. They put the fate of all the 

prisoners from Bavaria in his hands. We easily imagined his attitude, particularly towards us. We 

hear a whistle that means reporting. Two thousand people report just like in the morning. At the 

head of the caravan, they have people dragging ten wagons containing the S.S. luggage. The 

women follow them marching and the men behind them.  

 

The S.S. people are spread on both sides of the road, ten meters apart. The women’s marching 

pace is slow.  It is easy to follow them. Anyway, one can see that the camp manager is not in any 

hurry. What is he implying by that? We don’t know yet. For us, this is a big gain. But most of the 

S.S. people are as bitter as bitter can be, and they torture us none stop. As we were passing 

through towns and villages, some women and children handed us a few pieces of bread, but the 

S.S. forbade that, and treated us cruelly when we tried to approach them. They were not ashamed 

to take the bread for themselves. We pass by a field strewn with pieces of paper, and empty 

preserve cans. There are camp clothes, and the grass looks like it has been trod on. We recognize 

this picture, it personifies our entire existence. The only question we ask ourselves is:”Which 

camp has already passed this way?” It seems we are not the first ones here and probably not the 

last ones either. The prisoners from camp three rested here in the field yesterday, and tomorrow 

perhaps the prisoners from camps two and three will as well. They are leading everybody in the 

same direction to a place that will be under the Nazi command for a few more days.  

 

Our caravan, which is about four hundred meters long, is interrupted from time to time by the 

retreating German army. We see all kinds of military equipment, army vehicles with soldiers and 

weapons. We also see Red Cross vehicles. Everything is camouflaged with green branches. The 
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wheels are turning fast. They hurry to reach Munich in order to hold on to the last stand they 

have there.  

 

Their expression is motionless, and they ignore our stares. It is hard to understand why. Is it 

because of the difficult state of the military, as a result of the disappointment, or because they 

can’t look “the enemy number one” in the eye?  This is the way they were brainwashed for 

years?  Is our condition affecting them, and evoking feelings of sadness, when they look over the 

evil circumstances?   

 

A few times, I had the opportunity to see German hands throw some preserves towards us from 

cars. Is this gesture supposed to express their “We have sinned”? Have they come to their 

senses? Are they at all aware of what they have done?  “If this supposition is true,” I thought, 

“then perhaps it is possible to believe that these people can be healed in a special method. This 

problem will await the solution of the great nations”. 

 

In the meantime, they are in a hurry to fulfill every one of the orders, but lacking the eagerness 

they had in the past, not even one of them dares show it.Discipline in their ranks is extremely 

rigid. The word “no” doesn’t exist there. Another day, another hour, their defeat is certain.  

 

In the evening, we arrived at a forest for a night’s sleep. This time we felt a strong fatigue. Our 

shoes didn’t fit, and the wooden sandals that most of us wore, hurt our feet. The first thing we 

did was to remove our shoes and air them, so that the next morning we would be able to continue 

this forced march. We didn’t expect to receive any food. We had to prepare some kind of a place 

to sleep, since in the forest, night falls earlier than in the field.  

 

The first night was a precursor to the hardships and the cruel cold of the following nights. 

When we marched, we hated the night no less than we hated the day. Our whole body and our 

clothes were saturated with the sweat of the entire day. At night, the humid air turned cold fast, 

and every part of our body was shaking just like when one has muscle spasms. We felt as if we 

were wrapped in cold compresses, and we couldn’t fall asleep. I lay down next to my friend 

Majer.  We put one blanket underneath us, and covered ourselves with the second. We put our 

shoes under our heads. It seemed that even if we had had ten blankets, the outcome would have 

been the same. It didn’t help that we crowded together. The feverish cold made us shiver 

incessantly. When I got tired of tossing and turning, I got up and left my friend. Around us, I saw 

small mounds resembling graves.  The living dead were sighing in a spring-like quiet night, 

turning on their stomachs like snakes.  

 

In the light of the moon, I see from afar, a few shadows moving, like in a dance of demons. They 

form a circle, hold hands, bow down to the ground, bend down right and left and hold up their 

hands to the sky. They make gestures like conjurers. They accompany that with hysterical 

laughter and snorting. Instinctively, I remember the tune of the “Dance Macabre” by Camille 

Saint Saens, and I hum quietly with my hoarse voice. The sorrowful shadows and my steps bring 

me closer to the picture. With every step, the shadows become more and more familiar. I know 

them. We belong to the same family. Here is the little one who jumps like a monkey, who I know 

by his gestures. Today he has had a happy day. He has managed to catch one of the pieces of 

bread that a woman threw to us through the window.  I know one of them from Birkenau. They 
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belong to “The Stiff necked Nation,” especially now that you already sense in the air, the melody 

of “Szwing-Bom. I don’t wait for someone to ask me, and I do the same thing. “Make a little 

more effort” says someone to me. “Lift your leg, put your hand, give a jump, it will do you good 

it will warm you up” says somebody else to me. We had never exercised as seriously as we did 

that night. The outcome was undoubtedly useful. But the energy that our body spent was from 

our last reserve. 

 

I return to the place where I was before and found it with difficulty and I find Majer. He is 

talking to his neighbor. If I am not mistaken, it is our roofer friend Daniel. We make room for 

two more people, who accept the suggestion willingly. We squeeze together, and wait for sunrise 

like orthodox Jews, who wait for the stars to appear on Saturday night. We get up in the 

morning, and take a walk on the graveyard of living people. We want to hear how other people 

slept at night. There is not even one exception. Everyone has experienced the feverish, shivering 

cold.  

 

Two hours later we heard the order:”March”. Immediately, we found out that three young men 

had disappeared. Somebody informed the camp manager about it, but he seemed to not hear, and 

didn’t look for the missing men. We leave the forest without receiving any food. A new day has 

started, and we continue walking. The sun has risen in the blue sky. Gradually, the sun rays 

warm us up. What a pity there is no sun at night!  

We receive information why the walking is so slow. The camp manager has his own agenda. He 

wants the sixty kilometers that are left to reach Dachau, to last as much time as possible. It is 

clear to him that once we reach Dachau, his pleasant job as the camp manager will come to an 

end, and he might be sent to the front. This does not at all excite him, even though he is a loyal 

S.S. officer.  He acts according to his personal beliefs, and believes in the American advantage. 

But his maneuver will not bother us, on the contrary, this is what might keep us alive. Well, now 

we have found out why our breaks are so long, and why he has been looking for side roads. The 

only shortcoming is that we are not receiving any food. The fasting for a few days, and the harsh 

nights, have weakened us immensely.   

 

The only thing that strengthens us is the thought and hope that the Americans will catch up with 

us. This is a boost of encouragement that helps our aching and swollen legs to keep on walking, 

and accept the hunger and the horrible nights with love. At noon, we had another break, in a 300 

square meters and 5 meters deep pit. In the middle, there was a pile of empty cans and garbage. 

That attracted the attention of some of the hungry deportees who felt like cats that smelled the 

butter. Around the pit, there was a guard holding weapons, just like during alarms. One could 

think that we were inside a place suitable for executing us by a firing squad. The women stayed 

in the field, not to be disturbed. 

 

Fatigue took over, but not everyone paid attention. The wish to attain some food overcame 

everything. We broke some branches off the trees, and made a fire, in order to cook the potatoes 

which remained in the possession of some people. Two men went with an S.S. man to bring 

water. It wasn’t enough even for one sip. “If you are not eating , why do you need to drink?” We 

hear the logic of the S.S. man. Those who had nothing to cook took advantage of the time to take 

a short nap. The short sleep calmed the people a little bit, although their stomach was empty for 

24 hours. Some removed the clothes from the top part of their bodies. They wanted to catch the 
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warmth of the sun, which was considered our only ally.  I wish it would continue to accompany 

us forever.  This was our modest demand. 

 

Two hours later, we were told to leave. Only one young Hungarian man stayed by the fire. He 

was roasting the intestines of a bird that he found in the trash. His hands were smeared with the 

intestines, which he had squished. He took them off the burning branches, and enjoyed his 

roasted food. This nauseated all the people around him. It was not difficult to understand why the 

guys looked at him unfavorably.  “What do you want from me? I haven’t hurt anyone. To die 

from the last days of hunger can be considered a great crime” he apologized. He was talking 

without noticing if anyone was listening. “You are probably jealous of me, and that the cat in the 

field left me that Otherwise, I can’t understand you.”  This prompted sad laughter and sorrow. 

He showed up in the row with the cat’s present in his hand. The people around him distanced 

themselves from him, but it didn’t deter him from eating the smoked intestines, which the fire 

couldn’t penetrate. It was good that he was the only one who behaved in such a terrible way. No 

one was less hungry than he was, but everybody knew what kind of danger eating such filth can 

bring, thus they were careful not to eat such “findings”. The only thing one can have from it is 

Typhoid. We succeeded in saving ourselves from this disease. Why commit suicide when we are 

expecting to be liberated any minute now. 

 

The first steps after every break are difficult. It feels like walking on pins. Our legs move, 

because we force them, until they resume regular movement. During this break, no one 

succeeded in escaping. One can say that we were inside a net, and anyway, because of the 

fatigue, no one thought about it. Suddenly, there was a rare chance to escape. It was about an 

hour after we resumed marching. We heard a siren in our vicinity. Immediately afterwards, a 

squadron of American airplanes appeared. It seemed that they knew about us. They had special 

instructions for caution in the German air space. One airplane from the squadron dropped a light 

bomb not far from us, something that caused commotion among us, and anxiety among the SS 

men. 

 

The S.S. men mingled with us, and lay down on the ground as if the airplanes were trying to hit 

them directly. They got completely confused, and forgot their role. They scattered, and ran all 

over, especially to the forest that was fifty meters from us on the right hand side. A large group 

stayed in the field and on the road. The steel birds that flew low above our heads were welcomed 

with a blessing and hat waving. Our eyes followed them with hungry eyes and a prayer. Bliss 

and panic overcame us for a moment. Thousands of shaky hands were extended upward as in a 

prayer to God, while facing an icon of Jesus Christ.  

 

Not far from me stood a young man facing the airplanes. He forgot himself for a minute and 

shouted:”S.O.S.” He then looked around to see if anyone had paid attention to his scream that 

burst out against his will, and turned away ashamed. After they had made sure who we were, the 

pilots started dealing with the area which was probably their mission. Four hundred meters away 

from us was a small town. They shot at it systematically with machine guns and dropped small 

bombs. We didn’t hear any DCA (air defense) so their work was carried out undisturbed.  Ten 

minutes later, they flew away, leaving the town enveloped in thick smoke.  
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During that time, twenty some people disappeared in the forest. That was determined 

immediately after the siren sounded and the camp manager was informed. His answer was 

short:”Continue”. Well, the escapees could stay calm as a result of the manager’s lack of action, 

but that didn’t mean that they were free. Their aim to avoid the enemy’s eyes was very difficult. 

A few of them were bound to die from the S.S. shooting, after being found ,during the ensuing 

six days they were hiding. The others would meet with the liberators, but paid the heavy price of 

hunger, cold, and fear.  

 

Among the escapees, was my friend from Paris, called Majorek. About an hour before the 

escape, I saw him holding a bowl of soup in his hand, not ready to march after the last break. He 

presented his property. “I am willing to give up my portion,” He showed me his metal bowl. 

“The most important thing for us is to succeed in escaping” he said. His hope came true 

unexpectedly, and the shared soup helped a lot in the forest.  

 

The camp continued marching. By now, our fast has lasted thirty hours. We are dragging 

ourselves on flaccid legs. Because of our fatigue, we forget the few pleasant moments, when it 

seemed the help was imminent. The bright day for us is very dark. The sounds of the noisy shoes 

on the hard asphalt fill the air. We walk depressed, arm in arm. Our heads lean on each other’s 

shoulder. We accept lovingly the weight of our friend, since that will be reciprocated.  

We don’t keep the five men rows strictly anymore like on the first day. People drag themselves 

like a herd of sheep, but there is no bleating. Our eyes are turned to the ground, like old men, and 

everyone is deep in his thoughts. We save every word that comes with great effort. Our eyes are 

blurry. We yawn incessantly. Every minute, we hear a wild scream of an S.S. officer:”Forward”!  

, accompanied by a rifle butt blow.  

 

The condition of those lagging behind is worse; The S.S. officers are treating them cruelly. We 

hear bitter screams from the people who are being hit. We also see many young men holding 

their shoes in their hands. Others remove their blankets and coats. They walk with unbuttoned 

shirts. Their fallen chests protrude and narrow streams of sweat drip from their unwashed faces. 

Their eyes seem even more sunken, because of the darkened circles around them. On both sides 

of the road, there is line of people. They uproot all sorts of weeds and suck on them. For now, we 

don’t’ expect any food. There isn’t even the slightest chance of that. 

 

That day, I had a strange feeling. I didn’t feel the hunger. I can’t say what could have improved 

my feeling, a slice of bread, or some sleep. One thing was clear to me. I had exhausted my last 

bit of strength. But the encouragement of my friends, and believing that maybe tomorrow 

…strengthened me.   

 

I see a young man next to me. He is waking up comfortably and is wearing a shirt with one 

sleeve. You can’t tell what color it was when it was new. In his right hand he is holding his coat 

which reaches the asphalt. This is his entire baggage. Every minute, he lifts his head to the sky, 

as if he is looking for something, or he is expecting something to come from there, and every 

time he lowers his head, he has an unsatisfied look. I get the impression that he is expecting a 

new air force attack, or he regrets not taking advantage of the previous one. I approach him and 

ask him:”Are you waiting for them?”  “No” he answered after a pause, as if he hasn’t understood 

my question right away. “I am looking for that which one can’t find, that which one can’t 
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understand, it bothers me all the time” he says. “What do you mean?” I interrupt him. “I am 

experiencing a struggle whether to believe or not to believe,” he continues in a Hungarian accent. 

“I have been asking myself, since my entire family was exterminated in Birkenau, whether this is 

the same god from Mount Sinai who is accompanying us to death. I received an orthodox 

education. I studied in a Yeshiva (religious school) until the age of sixteen, and I believed in God 

and his righteousness. Today, I am at a crossroad swaying; doubt is taking over my thoughts.  

After every sentence, he stops and looks into my eyes, to see my reaction. From time to time, I 

turn my eyes and thoughts to him, and I hear the same voice:”And I ask, how much longer?” He 

emphasizes the last words. I sense his anger.”How long will this last? Why isn’t there an end to 

this?” he asks. Two tears drop from his eyes. He has no breath, and he falls silent. I listen very 

carefully to this lad, and feel the pain in every word. 

 

Our legs screech like the wheels of a heavy wagon. We wobble, shoulder to shoulder, with 

lowered heads. I sense that my silence pains him. He had probably expected a reply from me that 

might elevate his heavy heart. I feel uneasy. It is difficult for me to offend his religious belief, 

which for him was so difficult to depart from. But, I can’t be his advocate, when I am a non 

believer. Therefore, my answer is cautious: “We shouldn’t expect justice or liberation 

from”Him”.  Life demands that we should think in a practical fashion. We must watch the events 

as they unfold now, events that are a result of human corruption.  The tragedy that befell us, and 

entire humanity, is an outcome of a capitalistic and fascist regime, a regime that pushes mankind 

into an abyss, and turns it into a monstrous creature. To our chagrin, the lawlessness is used as 

always by them to their own benefit. The solution of the final struggle of justice and freedom is 

near. Let us hope that this struggle will be fruitful for the sake of the future. Maybe, we will be 

lucky to be the people who will sow the Jewish seed out of our holy destruction. Your digging is 

superfluous. You won’t reach far. History has a way of its own. No deity will influence its 

course, and now let us be practical.”   

 

He stops my summary, with the following words:”Excuse me; I see that you are removed from 

religion. From your answer, I can learn a lot. It is not impossible that your words will have an 

effect on me. I am still young, not quite twenty years old. I am deeply thankful to you that you 

understood me correctly.” We change the topic. “May I have some water?” I ask. At that time we 

were walking through a village where curious eyes were following us. I pick up the bowl that 

was fastened to my belt, and approach a young girl who is standing on the sidewalk with bucket 

distributing water. Instead of water, I get a kick in my back from an S.S. man who dispersed us, 

and yelled:”You, the cursed ones, leave the girl alone.” At that stage, I lost the Hungarian young 

man.  

 

Heavy legs and bowed heads continue the forced march. Our ears are filled with the noise of 

steps. They are pounding the brain like hammers on iron; step, step, step, and another step; this is 

our melody to liberty or death. The marchers who are walking to this tune, have survived the 

crematoria; to this tune are rushing those who have been sentenced to life. This is the beat which 

strengthens the engine not to stop. This is our consolation and hope. This is the sound that 

encourages reaching the target. Every minute, a scream is heard, with familiar words:”I can’t 

take it anymore, I don’t want any more.” but the beat of the marching song encourages us, and 

we continue walking; another day, and then night again. We don’t have a choice, and we get 

used to it just as we did to the sticks. There is no light without having darkness. It is getting dark, 
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and we are starting to become sad. Night brings fear. It reminds us of the previous night with its 

horrors.  

 

“Why aren’t they taking a break?” complains a broken voice. “I prefer to march all night instead 

of resting in fever,” someone answers him. The former feels badly, and the latter is bitter. During 

the day, it is difficult and at night it is harder. The pain is endless.  

Late that night we stop in a field, and they announced that we would spend the night there. We 

drop like a chopped tree. Deep sighs are heard from every side. Depression prevails. Our mouths 

are shut. At least, let us get some drinking water. We don’t feel like taking off our shoes. It is 

difficult to get up and take advantage of the free time to relieve ourselves. Soon, we will fall 

asleep on the grass. Soon it will be dark, so we need to gather our last strength in order to last the 

night. We have gathered some experience in this matter.  We gathered in groups of ten 

acquaintances, and we prepared a sleeping site. We spread four blankets on the wet grass. We 

removed our shoes, and put them under our heads. We covered ourselves with clothes that we 

took off, and three more blankets, which hardly covered all of us from the first to the tenth.  The 

night was quiet. Shining stars lit the dark blue sky. A light breeze moved the branches around. 

The silence was a result of the fatigue. The warmth that was created from ten bodies was 

pleasant. We wanted to sleep, but a few young men nearby disturbed us. Their high spirit and 

their perseverance were expressed boldly. They were telling stories and jokes from the good 

days, when they shared unforgotten experiences. The repertoire was rich. When one stopped, the 

next one started. There was no shortage of jokes, especially racy ones.  

The mood became so bubbly and happy that people forgot for a minute where they were. We, the 

older men, were swept with the young flow, with their unbeaten source of energy and we 

laughed with them. We added a joke we remembered, while listening to theirs and we admired 

their freshness.  Over an hour passed. Slowly, the young men became quiet and weariness took 

over; Instead of jokes, we heard a mix of snoring sounds.  

 

I pulled my coat over my head and fell asleep fast. When we woke up, daylight started to appear. 

For our group, night passed quickly. We sensed the good feeling of sleep. We didn’t feel like 

getting up from the pleasant warmth when we saw the clouded sky that meant a rainy day.  

 

Movement started around us. We heard voices of people who didn’t sleep enough, accompanied 

by lazy yawning. Others were gathering everything from the ground, folding the blankets, and 

getting ready for the march which could be ordered suddenly. A few friends approached us to bid 

us good morning. The conversation was about the previous night. We listened to the tactics that 

were used to enhance sleeping. It became evident to us that our method was not too bad. We 

found out that during the night, a few guys “dealt” with the S.S. wagon where they had their 

luggage and food. We were very grateful to the courageous young men. What a pity we didn’t 

come up with that idea,” said one of the young men who slept next to us. Willing or not, we got 

up and refreshed ourselves in the water pool that was in the field.  

 

An hour later, we were ordered to leave. They didn’t count us anymore. People were whispering 

that once again there were three young men absent. The fact that people disappeared every time 

didn’t prevent them from continuing the march, and they didn’t bother the camp manager.  “I 

can’t disturb these people if they don’t trust me,” he said.  
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He intended to win our trust in him. We are marching the last leg that was left to reach Dachau. 

We should get there today. Perhaps then, we would know the situation. 

 

We didn’t get an official report that Kaufering was liberated, but we believed it had been. 

That way, we felt a bit more assured, and closer to achieving our goal. Even though they  

make us run, we should not escape.  In comparison with other evacuations, we should not 

complain. Later on, we learned that during such marches, thousands of people died. 

They made them run incessantly and beat them murderously.   

 

The Nazis’ calculation was very simple: People will weaken faster, thus they would be able to 

shoot them systematically. I don’t want to look for good traits in order to defend our camp 

manager: the best of them deserves death, but I must stress that thanks to his mild conduct, by 

which he wanted to save himself, he saved many victims during the march.  He ordered two 

buses for the people who became extremely tired, and transferred them to Dachau; he thus tried 

to save himself. 

 

We arrive in a suburb of Munich. The name of that suburb is Pasing. This city is completely 

destroyed.  You seldom see a building which is intact. As everywhere else, the population comes 

out, and the young ones welcome us. The hungry ones look at them pleading. They mumble 

quietly:”Bread, Bread…” A few guys manage to get a piece of bread. The effect it has is like a 

drop in the sea. 

 

My friend Krauze succeeds in avoiding the S.S. watchful eyes, and hides in the rubble of a 

building. At 1pm we have a break. The third day was more difficult than the two previous days. 

If hunger and fatigue were not enough, then nature added on more. The weather had an extreme 

change. It started raining and it lasted two hours. Our clothes became heavy and the wet touched 

our bodies. Our noses and ears were dripping. The weather was crying with us, but the sadness of 

nature was poison for us. It broke us physically and mentally. It was difficult to stand on our feet. 

We lacked the will to lie down on the wet grass. There was no way to avoid the rain. There was 

no place to hide.  

The world became narrow for us.  

 

The cursing and bitterness against the culture of twentieth century humanity came out from the 

depth of our soul. Damn the modern technology and science, which served annihilation!  What is 

actually the difference between human beings and animals? Why can’t we talk? What are we 

fighting about? Do we live forever? When will mankind reach a common language of 

understanding? The heart is pressed. The scream from pain is strong, and the tragedy continues 

like eternity. There is a lot of truth in the idiom:” Man is stronger than iron”. How much strength 

did our brothers and sisters show just during this one hour break? Who can sum up their 

suffering during all this time?  

 

The dead images over the dead field are floating in front of my eyes. I see them, all of them, 

shriveled and wrinkled, like a goat that got lost in a field. Their desperate expressions and sighs 

are ringing in my ears like an echo. Here they are standing wrapped in blankets above their 

heads, and they wobble like grain stalks in the light breeze in the field. They do not look far; the 

ground is the closest thing, as if help should arrive from there. 
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 Here are three people huddling under a small tree looking for cover. The tree is young. Its small 

branches are covered with green leaves, swaying lightly and peacefully like the hands of a small 

baby playing in his crib. One of them is yawning nonstop. Every time his mouth opens, you see 

two rows of dense teeth waiting for something to get caught in them. The other one is hiccupping 

nonstop. His stomach is quarrelling with him, and he accompanies his hiccups with cursing into 

the desolate world. The third one is napping. His head is bent sideways, leaning on the tree. His 

hands are folded and tucked into his sleeves. With every drop of rain that falls on his neck, he 

twists his face, and mumbles inaudible words.   

 

Not far from them, lies a young man on the damp ground. From his hat, drops like black ink 

descend. He wipes them with his sleeve, so the black spreads even further. He speaks nervously 

to himself:”No, I am not continuing to march. I don’t want to suffer anymore. My effort is 

superfluous. I can’t walk any more. They can shoot me. It does not make any difference to me. I 

have nobody. Why didn’t they take me together with Moishele and Dad?” He stops for a minute, 

closes his eyes, as if he is looking for them in his mind.  

 

A woman is sitting on a metal bowl. In her arms is another woman laying with half opened eyes 

and a closed mouth. Her body is shaking.  It is difficult to ascertain whether it is some kind of a 

disturbance, or because she is tired. A third woman is kneeling on the ground. She bends down 

towards the other woman, and puts a few drops of water in her mouth. She speaks consoling 

words to her, and chokes on her own tears. The woman, who is being helped, opens her eyes and 

an expression of gratitude appears on her face. She kisses her friend’s hands. Her lips move 

slowly:”I shall never forget you!” 

 

An upsetting incident occurred during that break. Adi and Brilosz, both from Slovakia, made a 

decision and took off. The point of escape was not appropriate and ended in failure. The 

Unterszafurhrer named Czyz disturbed their plan. He chased them brandishing his pistol. Adi 

was wounded by a bullet and fell. Brilosz was forced to surrender. They were brought to the 

camp commander. The wounded one was lying in a wheelbarrow and his friend was standing 

next to him. All eyes were turned towards them.  

The camp commander said a few harsh words that were hard for me to hear. They transferred 

Adi to Dachau immediately, and the other one was laying tied up. After the break, they released 

him and he continued marching with us.  

 

Suddenly, we get a great surprise. Get ready to receive food. This announcement has a huge 

effect. The mood changes instantly. Right away we start talking. We have something to talk 

about. Where is it coming from? What will they distribute, and how much? It doesn’t matter 

where it is coming from; the most important thing is to get a new food injection. It is about time. 

We have been fasting for fifty hours. A long line forms of those who are impatient. The people 

who are distributing the food are very cautious, lest someone receive two portions.  

 

A thought occurs to me: If this news has such effect on us, how will the moment of liberation 

look? This could be an outstanding thing; something one can’t describe, or quite the opposite. 

Many times, when one gets to the point of his target, one accepts it with a measure of 

indifference. As a principle, our achievement will never be able to be perfect. 
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We find out that a quarter loaf of bread and a piece of sausage that each of us is getting now, has 

arrived from Dachau. In the morning, our camp manager sent Engels the Unterscharfuhrer, 

together with the inmate from the supplies warehouse “Negus,” (that’s how we used to call him, 

since he resembled him). Their mission was successful, and that allowed us to be able to 

continue withstanding our trying experience. Engels spread horrific rumors:” In Dachau, death is 

expected, there, they burn.” That’s what he said. He meant to influence his forced beloved M. 

She was persuaded, and left with him without anyone noticing. After he took advantage of her in 

the forest, he left her and she was caught later by another S.S. man. 

 

David walks around worried. I ask him: “What is happening? What do you think?” His answer is 

said seriously:”I have never had such a bad feeling”.  He leaves me without waiting for my 

answer. Negus also brought bad tidings from Dachau. We took his words differently than 

Engels’. We considered his story, and sensed the danger looming over us. 

“I saw a large gathered group of naked people there. I don’t know what happened to them,” he 

declared. I learned about this story much later. This was the reason for David’s restlessness.  

 

We leave the field. The light rain continues to drizzle. We can hardly notice it, but our bones feel 

it very well. He has found out that they are refusing to accept us in Dachau, probably for lack of 

room. The camp has filled up with prisoners who have been added in the last days. Well, they are 

leading us to Alach six miles further away.   

 

In a suburb of this city we meet a large number of French workers, who worked for Bajerische 

Motor Werke. We feel at home. We begin talking to them. They willingly give us the latest news 

about the war. “It is a matter of a few hours” says one of them with a Parisian accent, and the 

others confirm it with smiling eyes. “Yes, this is true” they shout from behind us. “Hang in 

friends, see you in Paris” they wish us. A few men receive some cigarettes. My neighbors who 

don’t understand French, fall on me with questions:”What are they saying? What is going on? Is 

this true?” 

 

Our steps become sturdier. We feel stronger. Our eyes start seeing brightly. Is it really possible 

that it is a matter of a few hours? These words strengthen me.  

This sounds so nice in French. I feel their power. They evoke in me love and yearning for free 

France. We are now marching on an unpaved side road. The rain has stopped, but the ground is 

wet and muddy, making walking difficult.  Parallel to our column, there’s a railroad. It is located 

about four meters higher than the path where we are walking. We see a passenger train carrying 

German soldiers. Our wonder is great. We hear a few words that sound like Russian. Who can 

they be? Are they volunteers from another country? Are they Ukrainians or Russians? It remains 

a mystery for us. We look at them with disgust. These are forlorn people, who do not have the 

courage to commit suicide, which is the only thing left for them to do. On this path, under a 

small wooden bridge, Ruchele the Lithuanian hid. She succeeded in her daring attempt and so 

escaped the coming trouble.  

 

The time is about 3pm.We get another short break in the same place. The sun comes out 

from behind the clouds, and it becomes more pleasant. There is a stench from our clothes.  
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We remove them for drying, and at the same time our bodies become warmer. After half an hour, 

they call us to leave. This time they count us. The guarding is done in a proportional way. We 

march in groups of one hundred men. We must march in straight  

rows. Our marching commander insists on an orderly entrance, and most importantly, that our 

numbers will be correct. We see the first camp barracks. It is difficult to ascertain whether to be 

happy about it, or not. People become stern. The brain starts to be active once again. Its exertion 

is great but nothing new is produced.  

 

 IN CAMP ALACH 

 

When we arrive there, we see a few box cars full of women. Immediately, we find out that these 

are Jewish women from a nearby camp. They have been in the box cars for two days, because 

there is no locomotive to take them somewhere else. Forced laborers welcome us in a variety of 

languages. “Where are you from?” they ask us. “And what is happening?  What is going to 

happen? What will become of us?” we ask. “Be calm friends; there is nothing to be afraid of 

anymore” I hear a voice speaking Czech. “They are sixty miles away from here. We are 

expecting them tomorrow” A Frenchman says to us There are many French men here as well. 

They don’t hide their good mood. “It’s been two days that we have not been working; we are 

waiting patiently for the guests to arrive” says one of them to me.  

 

The size of this work camp is vast. We see many barracks here, and also a few large buildings. A 

large part of them, as well as the work halls, are destroyed. Finally, they put us into barracks. We 

quickly sit down on the beds and rest a little. The washroom fills up quickly, but the water 

system is destroyed. In another area, we find a faucet that provides water for everybody.  In the 

evening, we receive a bowl of soup and immediately we get onto our bunks which only have 

straw mattresses, but for us this is good, and enough to get a good night sleep. In the morning, 

we got up late. We could either continue sleeping, or just stay resting, but our curiosity to know 

what was happening didn’t let us stay lying quietly. To my surprise, I felt that all my limbs were 

hurting. So much so, that it was difficult to move. But, I was not the exception, so we accepted 

Majer’s suggestion. We went to the faucet, undressed our upper bodies, while others undressed 

completely. The cold water would refresh us. Cold water would be the cure to this menace.  

 

At noon, we got some tasty soup, but we didn’t receive a full ladle each since there was not 

enough soup for fifteen people. They cried out, but nothing helped. There wasn’t 

anymore soup in the kitchen, or they didn’t want to add any. In the evening, a quarrel followed 

by a struggle, started in the lines between people next to the pot. Jealousy was strong. Everyone 

wanted to be at the helm. When two thieves fight, you find the theft.  

Someone spoke about the transgressions of the other, so everything was revealed. But these were 

not people who felt guilt. One could spit in their face and they would say that it was raining.  

 

We couldn’t get any news about the outside. We were isolated, and couldn’t be in touch with the 

workers from other countries. Late at night they ordered us to be ready to be called to march. 

Most probably, the camp commander had already received the order, but if the bad weather 

continued, we could gain the night. In a non festive mood, we lay down, still dressed, and the 

good news from yesterday dissolved once again.  
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The battle of the holy ones is far from over. There is darkness in the barracks. A few are standing 

by the windows. Others are lying on their packages, lest they fall asleep. Around the barracks 

there are guards. It is forbidden to leave the place where we are. We have  reason to be worried. 

It has been two hours and there is no change. Nervousness continues. There is a tense silence, 

and at every movement, my heart shivers. I fall asleep, and my mood calms. Early in the 

morning, noise started. We hear a command:” Everybody out!” We gather in the yard , and await 

a new command. An hour later, they chase us back into the barracks with no explanation. They 

“suck out our blood” nonstop. During these days, our nerves are tense more than ever. With 

every call, with every change, we miss a heartbeat. As time passes, daylight appears, and the sky 

is clouded. The forecast is that the weather will be like yesterday. Our representatives leave and 

return. It is difficult to get any news from them. Two hours later, we slowly start going out to the 

yard undisturbed.  The mood changes abruptly.  

 

An order arrives to prepare a list of Jews from foreign countries. It includes Jews from France, 

Belgium, Holland, etc. The International Red Cross will take us under its auspices. We hope this 

will be a good thing. Our friends from Poland are jealous of us, but at the same time, they feel a 

little bit safer. Half an hour later, the lists are delivered to the appropriate authorities. We start 

arguing. Maybe an order has arrived to stop the activities? Can the Red Cross actually do 

something for us? There are varying opinions, but everybody agrees that the ambiance is 

becoming more easygoing. 

 

Now there is a new bombshell. Negus gathers everybody in the yard, and delivers the following 

message:” I was sent to you by a reliable source; in other words you can treat my announcement 

with trust. Well, whoever feels weak and has no strength to continue, the march may stay here in 

comfort. This evening the International Red Cross  

should arrive and it will accept responsibility for you; thus you will be safe and protected here. 

Whoever wants to stay, step forward?  All the rest of you will soon leave on the march. I want to 

reiterate” he adds “that the coming march will be long and difficult. I am giving you five minutes 

to decide.” His announcement completely confused us. It was difficult to believe that this 

message was true. How many times have they cheated us with such stories? How could we 

believe that they would hand us over to the International Red Cross? It was hard to decide. This 

was a continuation of the same tricks, and we would always have to reconnoiter in the dark, 

without knowing which way to go.  

 

In the meantime, the five minutes are passing. Majer is trying to persuade me to stay. I have 

reservations, but I allow him a free hand in deciding. He joins my stand to continue the march, 

and other friends do the same. Nevertheless, long lines form of those who decide to stay. They 

constitute are about thirty percent of us. Most of them are truly the weaker ones, who are afraid 

of the difficult march. Among them, I see my friends: Wassermann, Fajgenbojm, Gura, Srebrna, 

and others. 

The moment is serious:”Kof or Szlak”. We say our goodbyes. Everyone wishes the others what 

he wishes himself. Two minutes later, they transfer them to another department.  
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 WE LEAVE ALACH 

 

We are not given a lot of time to think. A few minutes later, we are informed about the march. 

While leaving through the gate, they give us meat preserves and a loaf of bread for two. My 

partner is as always Majer. One needs the other, that’s what we have agreed upon. We are ready 

to share the same fate. As if to annoy us, it starts to rain again like yesterday. We leave Alach 

with the constant question: What will happen next?  

 

Suddenly, a commotion starts. The camp commander shows up and orders:”Everybody Return to 

the camp!” He says it with a smile, to see our reaction to his words. What does it mean? We ask 

each other? Perhaps the allies are close? I see a few S.S. men running around like drugged mice. 

I see the guard’s booth that was full of S.S. men when we arrived here, and now it is empty. Is 

this the moment we have yearned for? We don’t wait to be asked twice, and we return to the 

camp. When we arrive at the gate, we hear a new command:”Leave as fast as possible”! We turn 

again. The last hundred people join us.We march with long strides under a reinforced S.S. guard. 

 

“Now it is good to run away”. I think to myself. “Or maybe there is no need for it anymore?” We 

don’t see any more S.S. men. The movement stopped completely.I see a civilian approaching 

me; I am not wrong when I think he is French. “What is going on?” I yell towards him. He 

approaches me, and says to me:”Don’t be afraid; they are already in our pocket. The Americans 

are already in Dachau. If you continue to march on the same route, you will have the honor of 

welcoming them before us”. I translate that to my neighbors. They can’t contain their joy.  

 

Five minutes later, there is a new command:”Turn back”! This time there is no returning to the 

camp, but they choose a side road to avoid the Americans. The report writer Szrajer (this is his 

name) is giving the orders now. He disregards the camp commander, who changes the direction, 

and marches towards the Americans. The camp manager dares not at this moment oppose the 

hatred and anger that Szrajer is taking out on all of that and against everything which is not 

German. He is carrying out the job of an S.S. officer, and has been appointed to manage the rest 

of the march.  Szrajer is only an Unterscharfuhrer, but the camp manager is afraid, and decides to 

give in to Szrajer’s demand.  

 

Gradually, we get away from the city, and bypass the liberators, who are located a few 

kilometers away from us. We are unlucky. We were so close to freedom, but in the end we were 

forced to depart from it. Our friends that stayed were luckier than us. They were under a roof 

now, and tomorrow they would already be liberated. What about us? Until the time we will 

arrive at a conclusion, we’ll still feel the heat and the cold. We will still have to look at death in 

the eyes. How sad we feel? What can be gloomier than to be in the last stage before reaching 

your target, and then fall into the abyss?  

 

So many times we have thought soon, soon, and here comes the disaster once again. A prolonged 

disease is a sure death. Who can know which dangers are still awaiting us if we have to drag 

ourselves to Innsbruck? This is the new march they are announcing.  

Who knows if we haven’t lost everything now? With great pain, we keep dragging ourselves on 

this sad day. The rain has stopped for a while, and then continues coming.  
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The rain does whatever it wants to do, regardless of our situation. At five pm, we park in a field. 

This break is different from all the breaks. The sum of the events in the last hours is stormy and 

upsetting. The change is hard, and the mood low. Thousands of questions pop up in our minds. 

Do the Americans know about us? Will they reach us? Will it not be too late? We attack each 

other: “Why didn’t we jump the S.S. man when we left Alach? When will we have another 

chance like that?” But who could have known that we are the only ones that are left under his 

guard? Maybe they would have shot us then? We weren’t organized for that. We bury our anger 

in the food we have just received, and shut up in order to calm our nerves.  

 

 We receive the news that the report writer has escaped. “What a pity it didn’t happen in the 

morning” I think. The woman from the S.S. who was in charge of the women in Kaufering left 

with him. Nazism united the two. The understanding and agreement between the two of them 

was perfect, especially when it came to using draconian means against us. Each of them wanted 

to be crueler than the other. We leave the field, minus one person, who has managed to hide in 

the pit of the sewer ditch. But our column grows immediately, with two hundred Russian 

prisoners who have been dragged around for a few days just like us. Their guards take advantage 

of the chance that our camp manager approves their joining us, and the guards take off 

immediately.  

 

Continuing the march demands our forgetting what has happened in the morning. It is 

superfluous to think about it. What has happened will not happen again. Let’s be more  

Alert, everyone thinks. Personally, each of us has thousands of ideas and plans, but together 

there’s nothing. The few friends who do have the talent to organize something don’t get the 

support of the others.  The chaos is great. The crowd is everything and nothing. The first few 

rifle shots can destroy everything, if there’s no will to be in danger. Everyone suffers, and 

continues to march in a forest that stretches for kilometers on both sides of the road. We see 

signs of military units which are holding their posts here.We are in a battle zone. In the forest, 

night falls early. Every minute, the guards show us the way with flashlights. They are continuing 

to guard. But that does not deter a few, nor even the dangers that exist in the forest, and they 

disappear in the darkness.  

 

Late at night, when we are still on the same road, they declare a break. We seize an area in a 

small field on the left hand side of the forest. Above us, there is a rocky mountain. The guards 

hold posts like always. The crowding is great. Many are forced to stand or sit without moving all 

night long. It is difficult to climb the mountain because it is slippery. 

Those who do climb up, roll down unintentionally some rocks on to the heads of those who are 

underneath them, and a few people are hurt. This night is especially hard; the most difficult of 

the entire evacuation period. We feel the rain that has been coming down all day long. Our 

bodies have absorbed the wetness. We feel a continuous shaking and it is difficult to keep one’s 

balance. There are no exceptions. Every one suffers from the same illness. The sighs are 

becoming stronger and stronger, and sweep the entire crowd. It becomes a wail which intensifies 

the dreadful situation. The physical suffering is so intense that we forget the importance of every 

minute of getting closer to liberation. There is no one who encourages us. I hear a voice that 

sounds inhuman saying a few words which concretize the severity of the situation:”Let death 

come faster and release us.” Others utter inaudible expressions, which echo through the 

sorrowful night. The inaudible expressions are clearer than the pretty conversations around green 
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tables. There is no one to listen to them. There’s no one to have pity on them. In vain, dry eyes 

turn to the sky. There is no god. There are no miracles. It is impossible to believe in a Jewish god 

like in other gods.  

 

What does Jesus the Christian do for those who suffer and carry him in their heart? What does 

the omnipotent from Mount Sinai do for his believers whose blood is being spilt all the time?  

Why are they keeping silent? Why isn’t any one of them showing some kind of a miracle? How 

heavy is it on the heart of the believers? They feel discriminated against, abandoned, and 

forgotten. Not everyone dares express what he feels and he suppresses the pain. I see them.  I see 

them all around me in this difficult night. I feel their pain.  “He” will not help you or liberate 

you, only justice and the force of those who fight for you will.  “He” will not prove the miracle, 

but rather those who sacrifice themselves for you, for human freedom! 

 

A battle for life and death is brewing; to exist or not to exist. Be strong and patient!  

But, at a moment like this, should comforting words suffice?  When a person suffers, it is 

difficult to find solace in other people’s suffering. But we shouldn’t forget that we are not the 

only ones suffering. At the front also, it is not easy. The difference is that there, one can die with 

dignity.  And us ? In the morning, it was difficult to recognize the people. The swollen eyes and 

the blue faces said everything.  

 

During three years of life in the camp, I never saw such expression in people’s eyes. It is 

impossible to describe the depth of the human suffering. How many people were infected, in 

their lungs or with rheumatism? The diseases would break out later.  

But, it was not only us who suffered that night; the S.S. people and the camp manager suffered 

also.  We could see it in them. They were also bothered by the question: What will happen to 

them Time is passing. Just like our lives were not safe, neither was theirs. Won’t the people, 

under whose auspices they intend to hide, do away with them at the right time? And,  what about 

the Americans? 

  

  These thoughts truly broke their spirit. The camp manager’s friends calculated the situation 

correctly, and started taking advantage of his weakness. The first one was Dr. Fir. He was sent to 

the camp manager by these friends with the purpose of hurting him. Fir asked the camp manager 

all sorts of questions; such as: What does he predict for the future. What does he think about us 

and about himself, and what could be the solution? He answered with half muffled words, and 

didn’t have the courage to tell the Jewish doctor what scared him the most. Fir helps him a little 

and the old man starts talking. “I can have trust in you; I had the chance to get to know you. But 

you are not everybody. How can I have trust in all the others? What can they be thinking about 

me?” Fir feels that he can bend the old man, and the time has come to speak openly with him. He 

promises him that he has come in the name of responsible people, who think like him. “I wish to 

speak to these people in person” the manager says. “I am willing to bring them here” says Fir, 

and leaves him. Fir’s report is accepted with satisfaction. We realize that this man might be able 

to help us at a time of danger. 

 

Without giving it a lot of thought, our friends Szmulewski, Aaron, and Klinger decide to meet 

with the S.S. officer. The negotiations take place during the march. The officer, walks pensively 

at the head of the line, with a map of the area in his pocket. A few minutes later, the three friends 
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approach him. All the glances of a hundred people in the group turn to them, appreciating the 

importance of the conversation that might be detrimental to our future. He welcomes them with a 

smile, and cigarettes.  

 

The meeting starts. The S.S. officer recognizes the roofer and thinks it is Szmulewski.  and he 

looks at Aaron the clinic secretary; and also the reports writer Klinger.Very nice, very 

interesting, “what do you think about the situation and what is left to do?” he asks them. 

Szmulewski replies first. He explains to him that the first step is to undermine the march, in other 

words slow it down even more, and take more breaks. “Today or tomorrow, it’s not important, 

the Americans will catch up with us, it’s certain”.  He continues:”During that time we might 

encounter all kinds of problems, and you as the camp manager will have to use your authority 

and protect us”. The two others assist him, and the discussion widens. Our representatives turn 

statesmen. They disregard for the time being, the “account” we have to settle with him. In the 

meantime, he can help us. When you need the thief, you remove him from the gallows. In 

response to his questions, they promise him they will hand him over to the Americans “in one 

piece”.  

 

The discussions lasted about ten minutes, and both sides were satisfied with the outcome.  

During that time, something very interesting was taking place. The Ukrainians, who were 

guarding us, started disappearing, one by one. They threw away their weapons, changed their 

uniforms to civilian clothing, and each one went on his way. 

 

The weather is improving. The faces of the friends brighten together with the sky.  The sun 

appears, and warms pleasantly. We feel some relief.  “Perhaps we have passed the severe crisis? 

“Perhaps from now on everything will improve?” I am thinking.  

 

We are approaching the city of Wolfratshausen. It is found in a valley of green fields. The view 

is very pretty. Our ashen eyes, from last night, forget themselves for a minute, and are excited by 

the riches of nature, and we have a relaxed expression. Tears which say more than words appear. 

The nice weather encourages the will to live. We want to enjoy what was forbidden to us. We 

want to win at the end. Will we accomplish that? When and how will it happen?  

 

Along a meandering path, like in the mountains, we reach the city. We discover a new view. 

From afar, we see snow covered mountains. The Alps are; over there. And the Tyrol, which 

belongs to Switzerland, Italy, and Austria. This is the spot where they want to drag us. Will we 

succeed in reaching Innsbruck, where the remnants of S.S. units are gathering? What is awaiting 

us over there?  It is better not to think about it, but it is difficult to ignore it.  

 

 AN EXHILARATING SURPRISE 

 

The situation abruptly took an extreme change. Our mood became exhilarated. Hope was 

stronger than ever. When we arrived at a field next to Wolfratshausen, two high ranking officers 

showed up. They approached us, and asked who was leading the procession.  

The camp manager came immediately. He welcomed them without raising his hand. He 

explained who we were, and our situation, and that for the past six days we had been dragging 

ourselves on the road in very difficult conditions.  
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One of them replied:”You must clear the way for us; we need it for military purposes. It is 

superfluous to continue dragging these people. Nearby, there is a labor camp and you will be 

able to wait relaxed there, until the Americans arrive. We will report that immediately to our 

general, and maybe he will have something to add.” They departed politely from the camp 

manager and from us. We can easily describe the effect of this visit. According to our 

experience, how is it possible to believe them? Perhaps this is a trap? But the majority wanted to 

believe it. This is understood. 

 

“Everything comes to an end”. We hear various opinions. Twenty minutes later, the general 

showed up personally. Around his eyes there were red spots. A group formed immediately 

around him, including the camp manager. He confirmed what the officers said, and showed us 

the way to the camp that was in Buchberg, ten kilometers from where we were. A few guys 

turned to him directly, and said:”We are hungry. It has been six days that we have been in this 

situation.” He answered slowly:”I will be in touch with The Red Cross who will take care of 

you.” He turned to the camp manager and said:”I will speak to your commander”. He meant 

Hojpt Sturmbandfuhrer Wass from Dachau, to give his approval. The general left, and left us in a 

good mood. The only words that worried us were:”I will speak to your general to give his 

consent”. We knew the Jew Hater Wass well. According to his orders, we had to leave Alach 

yesterday, so how could we believe that he had any concessions?  

 

But from then, with a bit of luck, we could be liberated.  At two pm, after a short rest, we left the 

field, full of hope. The march is different now. We are walk freely along the entire road, 

mingling with the guards. No one is complaining. You don’t hear conversations about food 

anymore. All those limping are straightening up, all the weak are stronger. Everyone feels young 

and refreshed. The young men can’t contain themselves. They spring, as if they are on springs 

and they sing. The women do the same. Everyone has changed at great speed. You can’t see any 

signs of the previous night on anyone.  

 

A third of the guards are already missing. Now you can escape easily, but no one is thinking 

about it. People want to be together, as it has been all the time. We want to  

Welcome the liberators together! We want to throw ourselves into their hands and kiss their feet. 

We want to carry them in our hands. When will we realize that minute? When will this sweet 

dream come true? For me personally, it was very difficult to join in the excitement of the young 

hearts.  I was simply ashamed when somebody asked me:”Why are you still worried? What is 

still scaring you?” I didn’t want to infect anyone with my restlessness. It was difficult for me to 

think that Wass would leave us alone. More than once, we were bitterly disappointed. I felt the 

need to touch freedom with my own fingers. There were others who shared my opinion, but the 

energy of the young people, and their vivacity, affected the majority and removed their 

restlessness.  

 

An hour later, they call another break, by the edge of a forest. They continue to use the tactics of 

“not to hurry”. People are under the effect of the last events, and they argue fervently. I listen to 

these conversations:”Well Chaim, what do you say now? You see, you should never despair. 

Remember what you told me at night, on top of the mountain?” 
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You can see a faint smile on Chaim’s face. He feels a bit embarrassed, and his answers lack 

courage:”Yes, but when will we have the fortune to see the Americans in front of us?” The 

young man taps his shoulder and says:”Be patient! You won’t have to wait as long as you waited 

until now”. Chaim becomes encouraged, and says:”Thank you for your encouragement. You are 

saying that now it is daytime, so what do you want me to tell you, that it is night time?” 

 

People listening to the exchange smile, and join in the conversation. It is the first time since we 

have started the journey, that I see couples sitting and supporting each other undisturbed.  They 

want to remember the good times. They want to enjoy something that has been forbidden until 

now. You can already imagine the power of life, how a certain group of people, especially the 

younger ones, will throw themselves into the embrace of love.  

 

“Yes, they will be very much needed” the thought crossed my mind. “They will take upon 

themselves the historical burden of the Jewish people to establish a new life from the holy ashes, 

and to achieve the proper outcome of this holocaust.” For over an hour, we enjoy the good 

atmosphere during the last break. We are now marching the last four kilometers left until 

Buchberg. We feel great joy when we see the images of the guards, now walking around with 

their heads bowed. The wheel is turning everyone gets his turn. 

 

I see my friend Cwerner having a conversation with a friend from Lithuania. I am interested to 

hear their opinion. Cwerner meets me with a smile:”Well what do you say Kaufman?” he asks 

me. “I am not completely relaxed” I reply. “Don’t be childish; there is nothing left to be afraid 

of. We can absolutely believe in what has happened with the general” he adds. His friend is mad 

at me. “Stop with your stories and your philosophizing.  I am not interested in your opinion!” He 

adds.  I don’t add a word, and let them go forward.  “You can see very clearly, like black on 

white, and these people don’t want to believe.” He says to Cwerner, and turns his head towards 

me to make sure I can hear.  

 

I feel a little hurt by his response, but this doesn’t prevent me from “being right” At six o’clock 

in the evening, we arrive at the intended place. We are in labor camp Buchberg. A few hundred 

men and women, who were expelled from Russia, are present here. All the S.S. men have 

already left. Thus the Russian friends feel officially liberated. They welcome us amicably and 

give us cigarettes. They take us into a large barracks, which has been used as a mass hall and for 

performances. They put the women in a building that houses the Russian women.  

 

When they hear that we are hungry, they prepare potatoes cooked in their skins.  

The guys take advantage of having a roof over their heads, and prepare their bedding. They use 

all the tables and benches. They also use the stage found in this barracks, for the same purpose. 

Those who can’t find room, lie down under the tables. We are already used to that. Quiet 

prevails. Everyone falls asleep with a good feeling. The friends who carry responsibilities don’t 

sleep; they are having a conversation with the camp manager and recommend firing the guards. 

He tends to be persuaded, and in the morning he will fire them. The only ones left are two S.S. 

men and the G.D.S. (the camp’s doctor).  
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THE LAST AND MOST DIFFICULT DAY 

 

The day is Monday, April 30
th
 1945, 8:00 am. This is the last sad day that we have to endure. 

Our barracks is situated about 40 meters away from the street. Through the window, we see the 

continuous moving of military vehicles, loaded with soldiers. We also see some riding bicycles, 

walking on foot, alone, or in groups. They all follow in the same direction. This picture brings 

satisfaction, and proves that the liberating forces are approaching. We abide by the order which 

is for our own good.  No one is permitted to leave the barracks, and nobody does, so the S.S. 

men who are passing by will not notice us. It is better that no one know about us. But it doesn’t 

work out the way we want. It turns out that we have not yet paid enough in order to achieve what 

we wish ourselves.  

 

At noon the light starts dimming, and Moll appears. The first ones to recognize him sound a 

“Wow,” and that affects everybody else. He walks through the street with a group of about thirty 

people. These are German Capos with green triangles wearing S.S. uniforms and carrying 

automatic weapons. We see darkness before our eyes when we see these murderers. We remove 

our heads from the windows. They pass by here in a military march, and disappear in the same 

direction as the others. They leave us nervous. 

Half an hour later, an S.S. officer riding on a motorcycle, appears by the barracks. He looks 

around as if he is searching for something. The camp manager shows up in front of him. They 

salute each other with raised hands.  

 

“Where are the guards? Why don’t we see the guards? This is impossible!” He is angry.  

The old man (camp manager) defends himself saying that they have left without his knowledge. 

The officer takes out a piece of paper with black dots and the camp manager reads it. We don’t 

know what is written there, but we can sense this most probably is not a happy message. Our 

perception is correct. The old man reads the message, signs and hands the paper to the officer. 

The officer drives away. 

 

We assume that this has to do with the general’s discussion with Sturmbandfuhrer Hojpt in 

Dachau yesterday. It is possible that that’s how he found out about our conduct in Buchberg.This 

assumption would later on turn out to be correct. In the meantime, we are worried. We don’t see 

any of our leader friends to tell us about the situation. They are in the clinic barracks, and no one 

is permitted to leave his place. Twenty minutes later, the guards return. The S.S. officer who was 

here earlier has brought them back, and placed them in their guarding posts around the barracks.  

 

Our estimation of the situation has become unclear once again. Yesterday’s joy evaporates 

quickly. The problem is that if they have returned the guards, there’s a chance that Moll will be 

back with his gang. Once again, we start thinking about escaping, or hiding. A few are hiding in 

empty boxes found on the left hand side of the barracks. A few are under the stage, and others 

are in the kitchen attic close by. They are talking about jumping the guards and escaping before it 

will be too late. This plan can only work if the guards don’t get help from the army walking 

down the street nonstop. There is nothing that can be done. We can’t see any options. In a while, 

we will be informed about an order that will cause us great sadness.  
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They are demanding that the old man turn us over to them. What is the meaning of all this? Our 

organizing friends aren’t stopping. They are negotiating with the old man. They are explaining to 

him who, and what, Moll is, and the danger in his return. They also ask him to call the Wermacht 

doctor from Buchberg, and explain to him the danger looming over us. They ask him to verify 

our condition which prevents us from continuing the march.  

 

The doctor arrives. Our guys explain everything to him. He promises to do everything in order to 

keep us there. “The ladies must stay” he says “and probably some of the men as well” he adds.  

The scariest thing of all happens at two in the afternoon;.  Moll returns with his gang. They enter 

the yard and stop. They have a victorious look. Fear and panic prevail. We see death in their 

eyes. Our heart beats like a hammer. People are pulling hair from their heads and cursing the day 

they were born. “We suffered for so many years and we were so close to liberation, and now 

everything is ruined” cry broken voices. “We don’t have the luck to enjoy a little bit of 

happiness” says Cwerner bitterly. We have never felt such fear of death. So many times we 

expected it. So many times we were indifferent, but now when there are just a few hours left, 

when we were already sure of our liberation, now it is very difficult to die. It is difficult to look 

death in the eyes. 

 

“Yes, the end has arrived. This is Moll. We must return to him” I hear someone speaking to 

himself. Who can imagine these moments? Who can imagine the suffering we endured? This 

can’t be described; the depth and intensity of the suffering. How terrible are the sounds in my 

ears, the crying in the barracks today! I see their convulsions. I see how a few pray with their 

confessions. I see how one falls into the arms of the other, saying their words of goodbye, 

choking. I hear their exasperating words:”I don’t want to die. We have the right to live. Why 

won’t I have the right to avenge the death of my family?” These are the strong words of sadness. 

We are going through the most difficult moments. The camp manager enters the barracks. A 

hostile silence prevails. It is almost breath stopping. We wait for his words. He climbs on the 

table. After a few moments of quiet, he says:” For now, all the Russians, out!” and he leaves. 

  

Out of about two hundred Russians, only one hundred and twenty left. The rest hid. 

They stand in rows of five. They give them some soup that the Russian people in the camp 

prepared. A few minutes later Moll takes them. With the help of his gang, he leads the victims. 

He has infected the others with his satanic look. We know his cruelty that is awaiting us. He is 

not satisfied yet.The humiliation continues, it can’t be satiated. They continue to bother 

us.Where are they leading them? What will happen to them? Will he not return? In the 

meantime”all the Russians out” he has said. 

 

By the door, an old S.S. man sits, holding a rifle. His anxiety is as bad as ours. He is talking to 

himself feverishly:”Yes, it has always been like that; the little one has to pay the big one. We 

kept his orders (he meant the camp commander). Now, we are the bad people, and he is the good 

man.” He is trying to be courteous, and turns to those standing by the door, like a father to his 

children:”Why are you so sad? You have nothing to fear anymore. Your danger is over, but we, 

I.” No one answers him. We let his mental malady develop slowly. A long line of people is 

standing next to him waiting to leave. Only two people return, and he lets two others relieve 

themselves. I go outside with the purpose of finding a hiding place. A few minutes later, Majer 
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does the same and we consult each other:”I have found some kind of a spot. After midnight we 

will try it out. “he says to me, and is satisfied with my approval.  

 

Suddenly, everybody was startled; in the attic, there were young men. The ceiling was covered 

with thin plywood planks. One plank gave way, because of the heavy pressure and one of the 

guys fell down. Everyone jumped when this bomb exploded. The young man got bruised and so 

were the ones on whom he fell. The incident ended with our first smile in a few hours.  

 

It was the first time since I have been behind barbed wire that I got to see indifference from 

hungry people during food distribution, even though seven days had passed. Many lads didn’t 

want to take the food, something which happened very seldom. The food remained there until 

late at night, but nobody came to take it. It is 5pm already. In the barracks there’s the same 

atmosphere. Some people are walking back and forth nervously with their hands behind their 

backs, and their heads bent down towards their chests.  

 

Others are standing by the windows. The tables and benches are full. People are also lying on the 

floor. It has become a bit noisy. They are discussing Moll, and those who have been taken. 

People are yearning for a calming word, but from whom and from where?  In the street, we 

constantly see the same movement. In the meantime, there is no change. The vehicles continue 

moving like in a race, one trying to catch up with the other. On one hand, death might arrive. On 

the other, liberation is expected. Time is short. One of them should get here soon. Which one 

will be first? The hours are passing slowly. The day resembles our suffering. We can’t see the 

end.  

 

The noise stops with the entrance of the camp commander. Everyone congregates around the 

table on which he stands. He announces in simple words:”We have no other choice, but to hand 

you over to the Americans. I don’t know if I personally will be able to do that  

He doesn’t wait for questions, and leaves immediately. Naturally, his words calm our nerves a 

little. “Maybe he is sure that Moll won’t be back?” says somebody.  

“If he makes such an announcement, we can believe him,” adds another one.  

 

The night starts slowly. I sit on a bench with Majer. We recap the day’s events, and wonder what 

will come next. We remember the hectic past seven days, and conclude that every better day was 

followed by a worse day. Yesterday, we had a good day, so what will happen today? Tomorrow, 

then, should be a better one. I sensed that this time it will really happen. “I pray that you guessed 

right” he wishes me.  

 

The barracks is already dark. Tonight nobody will sleep. Everybody will be alert. A few will 

succeed in escaping, and nothing will come of Majer’s plan. As night falls, they don’t permit 

anyone to go outside. “I’ll never forgive our friends, the managers, for their conduct” This 

thought crosses my mind. “Although, they did do good things, why doesn’t anyone of them show 

up in the afternoon, or in the evening? Why don’t they see the need to report what is happening? 

They know more than us. Why don’t they say calming words to all of us? It is true they are not 

really calm either, but one word from them can have an enormous affect on our stressed nerves. 

In any case, their behavior is wrong.  
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If the situation continues to be grave, then we should hear from them anyway. Why won’t they 

declare an uprising, and prevent the Germans from taking us? In such a case, there is nothing to 

lose. There is no one else that can talk to us. 

 

It is difficult for me to get answers to the thoughts that are bothering me. The barracks is quiet 

now. One might get the impression that everyone is asleep, but now is not the time for such 

luxuries. Everyone is alert in his corner. We must be on guard, and ready for any event. From 

time to time, our blood freezes in our veins. Somebody is coming. We have already heard a car’s 

motor running a few times, and our hearts follow it with the same rhythm. Every time, it lasts a 

few minutes, and afterwards the car continues on, and we breathe in relief.  

 

“What time is it?”  Someone next to me asks. We hear an answer from someone who is further 

away. He speaks clearly and slowly:” It is midnight minus one minute”, but the minute is tense it 

needs nerves of steel and lots of courage. “Don’t be worried, nothing more will happen to you,” 

he adds. These consoling words from a man I don’t know are pleasant.  I need them during these 

difficult hours, no matter from whence they come.  

 

Although the words are not intended for me, I listen willingly. I gather that they affect all those 

who are listening.  Instinctively I call out:”Messenger, keep on talking,” My words cause 

laughter and I laugh too. I am happy that they laugh at what I say. But who is the messenger? 

“He is speaking to the point,” somebody else says. No one answers him.  

Silence continues. In the early morning hours, against my will, I fall asleep and dream. 

I see my wife naked, with chopped off hair. She is standing on the oven of the crematorium with 

other women and children in a similar condition. “What are you doing here?” I ask her. She 

answers with a sad smile, moving her head slightly which can mean:” You don’t understand.” I 

hear the voice of my messenger:”Don’t you see? They are waiting impatiently. Just a second, it’s 

one minute to midnight. You are left with an important task, to find them. The fire is awaiting 

them.” 

 

When I wake up, it is already daylight. In the barracks, there’s noise. .Everyone is talking, but 

not like yesterday. You don’t see signs of fear in anyone. You don’t see the guards anymore. 

They have left, and won’t return. Our mood is improved. The crisis is over. The danger is over. 

 

 THE HAPPIEST DAY 

 

The date is May 1st 1945. Everybody knows the exact historic significance of it for us. Our fate 

will be sealed today. This will happen together with the International Proletarian Day. It is 8 

o’clock in the morning. We see dozens of Red Cross vehicles passing by; therefore the 

movement of the other cars has stopped. It becomes clear, that the withdrawal in this area is over.  

 

We walk around the barracks. No living creature to be seen. No one can disturb us. We sense 

freedom in the air. But we want something concrete. We want to feel freedom with our fingers. 

We want to see the Americans. Not long afterwards, we hear a few explosions in the vicinity. We 

gather that these are bridges being blown up with the purpose of stopping the advance. We also 

hear some tank fire. A few men lie down, and stick their ears to the ground. They want to hear 

the tanks movement.  
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A few young men, feeling safe, venture outside the camp to check what is happening out there. 

They find potatoes in a cellar of a house in the neighborhood. There is no one to disturb them, so 

they fill up their satchels with potatoes. Anyone who feels like it can cook them in the open field. 

It is already 9:30 am and we can’t see those we want to see.  

Not everybody has the patience to wait. Three people take the initiative, and go looking for the 

Americans. These are Szmulewski, our friend Bella, and another friend whose name I can’t 

remember. The delegation stays in the area five hours, but it is worthwhile. Their mission is 

deemed successful. They have found what they set out to find. With one breath, they run the last 

hundred meters, and jump into the open arms of the Americans.   

 

The Americans look at the sprint with a smile. They probably understand who is running towards 

them. Hands are stretched out from both sides. The surprise is great. The moment is exciting and 

impressive. They hug and kiss, and receive chocolate and cigarettes. A Jewish soldier shows up, 

and the exchange goes on in the incredible international language. Our delegation finds out that 

the Americans had arrived during the night, but didn’t know that we were so close. Without 

wasting too much time , a few soldiers receive their commanders’ orders and embark on a 

journey with our three friends. The destroyed bridges hamper their attempts to pass those few 

kilometers, so they take side roads and cross fields, and make it all the way to us. 

 

In the meantime, the Russian friends, who already knew that they were free people didn’t wait 

for the Americans. They knew the place and the area well, so they entered the abandoned S.S. 

buildings, and brought wagons full with food and other items. 

A few of our friends did the same, and brought meat preserves, jams, bread, cigarettes etc.  They 

distributed the food to those who were hungry. 

 

The time is 3 pm, and everyone is outside, walking around the barracks and in the street. No one 

can understand why we can’t see the Americans. We are waiting for the important guests, so we 

can celebrate the double holiday of this day. Suddenly we hear the noise of cars. Everybody runs 

in the direction of this noise. On the asphalt road a tank shows up with two soldiers waving their 

hands towards us. “The Americans have arrived!” we hear calls in many languages.  

 

At last, the moment we have been yearning for has arrived. We recognize our mission. 

Szmulewski has become a tank driver. He is situated in the front of the sturdy machine with 

shiny eyes. We run towards them, and jump on the vehicles that have slowed down, to prevent 

running us over. The two tank drivers reach the barracks. The tank stays outside. We surround 

them from all sides. Those who can’t reach them congratulate each other and kiss. Hats are 

flying in the air. It is a festive ambiance. Hands are reaching out. Everyone wants to have the 

good luck and honor to kiss them or at least stroke them.  

 

This is the first time we are crying from happiness. Our liberators are excited from the enormous 

emotion that we are experiencing. We see tears in their eyes as well. It is difficult to describe this 

moment. We throw them in the air like balls. We kiss their hands and feet. They are taking 

everything with love. Our luck is their joy. This is shared joy.  

 

I can’t express this experience in words. How rich in substance, colorful in appearance,  
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and exciting in its occurrence! The happiness and excitement is expressed with great intensity. It 

has been worth the long and difficult struggle, just to be able to experience this. No one can 

second us. We are the happiest people in the world. There is no bigger achievement on earth.  

 

It is hard to look away from this pathetic picture. The liberators are wiping off the tears of the 

crying women, who are cuddling up to them. This is some kind of a speechless answer that they 

are replying to in this incredible welcome. How much love are they showing us? It seems like a 

dream. We don’t have the talent to describe reality, to believe what our eyes are watching.  

 

The Jewish soldier starts talking:”We are happy and proud to be the first ones to meet you. You 

are the first Jews that we meet. Everywhere we arrived, we found only dead Jewish people.” His 

words prove once again the German’s shedding blood until the very last minute.  All our eyes are 

averted to a different scene. Three Russian guys have brought with them their camp commander 

(a German). He is dragging his feet. With his last steps, he mumbles over and over, the same 

words:”I’m not guilty, I’m not guilty” 

 

The time has come. Soon he will pay for his crimes. These three guys don’t speak English.. The 

Americans don’t know Russian, but the soldier understands immediately for what purpose they 

want the gun. A quarrel starts amongst the Russians. Each one wants to carry out the good deed, 

and annihilate the murderer. Finally, they compromise; each one will have his share. The first 

one beats him up severely. The second one shoots him, and the third one dances on his body.  

 

Everyone watches the first act of revenge with pleasure. “Where is our camp commander?” We 

hear several voices saying, “We should do the same thing to him.  

But the old man is luckier, since he saved us from death. He did get some beatings from the 

Americans, and was transferred afterwards together with the G.D.S. 

 

Fifteen minutes later, the Americans leave, and the guys go out for a visit in the neighborhood. 

They round up the German soldiers, who are hiding in the forest, and with farmers in the area, 

and confiscate their satchels. The guys get a bicycle to ease facilitate their search. I see Lajbke 

leading two S.S. soldiers. He has discovered them in an abandoned house. Our barracks is 

emptying fast.  People move to the beautiful S.S. buildings across from us.  

 

Two hours later, a larger number of Americans arrive. They settle in one of the buildings.  

The celebration widens all the time. Everyone enjoys freedom. I ,with six more guys, settle in 

one of the apartments that had all the amenities, and we start getting ready for the first meal as 

liberated people.  

 

A Jewish young girl named Lilli (if I am not mistaken) volunteers to prepare the meal.  

In the evening, she brings the food, and sits down to eat with us. As the oldest prisoner, I get the 

honor to sit at the head of the table. We discuss the day’s events, and begin to eat the tasty food. 

Our spirits are high. Everyone feels he is a free person. We hear jokes about the sad past:”The 

report writer Machkale has arrived. “Come get soup, Lilli I haven’t gotten a full ladle…etc…” 

We continue laughing. The world is ours. We have received life for a heavy price, with inhuman 

suffering. 
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The next fact is very typical, and worthy of mentioning. While our spirits around the table are 

very high, somebody sighs deeply. Everybody stops, and joins him. Our thoughts meet. 

Everyone thinks about his relatives, who will be missed forever. We think about our comrades, 

who fought with us all the time, but didn’t make it in the last days. We feel as people who have 

been reborn, but the accomplishment is not complete. It will never be perfect. We sense it 

immediately, within the first few minutes.  

 

After a couple of minutes of silence, it is broken with the following words:”The thoughts won’t 

help you, you can’t revive the ashes, the wound will forever be open, we will always feel the 

sadness, which has just been expressed in its spontaneity. The moment of our silence will be in 

honor of our holy ones. Those, who have stayed alive, will return to a festive mood. Let us 

accept the new life which we deserve”. 

 

We leave the house like tranquil children. The street is festive. We hear singing from every 

window. We sense that every house, every place, has been infected with the new rising sun. It is 

difficult to stop the warm feeling that that has evoked in our heart.  

From every direction, people are flocking in the darkness to the American building.  

The power station was destroyed this morning by the withdrawing German soldiers, but that does 

not abate the celebration. The present darkness is preferable over yesterday’s light. There is a 

spontaneous concert around the liberators. A phonograph is found and it   plays dance music in a 

mix of all nationalities. Young Hungarian men are dancing with Polish girls, French guys with 

Russian lasses, Dutch boys with girls from Greece, and the Americans are in the middle. They 

enjoy the greatest success; the girls are drawn to them.  The girls want the honor of dancing with 

the important guests.  

 

When the gramophone stops playing, young people sing. They stand in a circle, and dance the 

Hora. The evening is fresh and fragranced. We feel the spring. Today we breathe differently 

from previous times. We are not tired. It is difficult to leave the place. We don’t want to interrupt 

the dream which has come true! Let it continue!  

 

Not far from us, we see something similar, and further away, the same occurrence. We are drawn 

to the new grass that is growing. Over there,  a small jubilant group of men and women sit, soon 

their number will grow many fold. Their singing is drawing those who pass by here, and can’t 

stay indifferent. Everyone helps with the singing, with their own folk songs. The song 

“Kopoczaja” is thunderous, and so are other songs. We celebrate justice’s great victory! We are 

celebrating the allies’ victory over Hitler’s tyranny, with the help of all the underground forces, 

in all the countries. This is justice’s victory! This is humanity’s greatest achievement, which 

happened to us on the nicest day of the year! 

 

From today on, for us, the celebration of May first will have a double meaning. We are starting a 

new time calculation; a new life!  This day is considered by us as the day of The Resurrection of 

The Dead. We are happy that our liberation day happened on such a fine date. What a terrible 

pity that we had to pay with so many millions of human lives for this freedom. 

 

I hope that humanity learned a lesson from the tragedy that happened to it, and those who 

survived will not have to watch and experience it ever again. I hope that the sacrifice of the 
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innocent people that were murdered by Hitler gangs, will serve as a warning for the future, and I 

hope that the perpetrators will also be annihilated forever.  

 

Let freedom prevail!  

 

Let justice prevail! 
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Translation 

 

 

In the period soon after the War, Charles (Kopel) Kaufman , wrote four notebooks in Yiddish 

about his experiences in Auschwitz and the other camps in which he was imprisoned until his 

liberation on May 1, 1945. 

 

The original Yiddish notebooks were translated into Hebrew in 2008 by Yoseph Yahalom in 

Israel. The notebooks were then translated from Hebrew into English by Devora Borik of Austin, 

Texas, USA, in 2011. The present version was reviewed, with minor changes, by Alan Rose of 

Moscow, Idaho, USA in 2012. 
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NICOLE’S FAMILY 

 
 

Nicole Rose was born Nicole Finkielsztejn on February 6, 1942 in Paris, France.  She is the 

daughter of Frymet (Frida) Sztajman Finkielsztejn, born November 14, 1909 in Kurdwanów, 

Poland (near Radom) and Wulf (Velvel) Finkielsztejn, born August 22, 1912 in Vilna, 

Poland.(now Vilnius,Lithuania). 

  

Wulf (known as Salomon) Finkielsztejn was the son of Lejba and Perla Swiadlin Finkielsztejn.  

He became an orphan early in life. He was completely devoted to political action for left wing 

worker movements and was sent to prison under Pilsudski several times in Poland/Lithuania. He 

had to survive on the run and lived in the East of Poland then in Danzig (Gdansk), Holland, and 

Germany continuing his political commitment and activities. He arrived in France 22 February, 

1934, as a political refugee   Wulf was a member of the YASK (Yiddische Arbeiter Sporting Klub) 

which was a club and support group for immigrant workers. It was close to the French 

Communist Party.  Many members were militants with whom Wulf fought for social justice and 

especially for the defense of political immigrants or victims of police arbitrariness. Wulf was 

also a very enthusiastic football/soccer player in the sporting section of the YASK.  

 

 Professionally Wulf was an electrician and a mechanic, and was active in the labor unions and 

the Communist Party. He was arrested in Paris and imprisoned, both because of his political 

activity and his illegal status. Sometime between 1934 and 1939, he was sent to the prisons of la 

Conciergerie and la Roquette, and was released only because of the intervention of Maitre 

Lederman (a defender of political and social justice).  

 

On October 20, 1939, Wulf volunteered for the French army, (Regiments de Marche, de Volontaires  

Etrangers). He was seriously wounded in the head in November 1939, and spent 44 days in the 

hospitals, St Jean and St. Sacrement, in the region of  Perpignan. The official army version is that 

Wulf was hit by a truck, but the family was told that Wulf was hit by an officer. Wulf was 

discharged on February 14, 1940. He was not given an honorable medical discharge, because of his 

political differences with the officers, and his insubordination to his superiors.  Under the German 

occupation, after his discharge, he continued his clandestine life and helped organize the early 

moments of the French Resistance. 

 

Wulf married Frida February 24, 1940 and the young couple resided first at 12, rue des Cendriers, 

Paris, and then at 10, rue Soleillet, in the twentieth arrondissement of Paris.   

 

Wulf Finkielsztejn was arrested by the French police on August 5, 1941, when Frida was three 

months pregnant.  He was taken to the Pithiviers internment camp. At Pithiviers, he was one of 

the organizers of the camp resistance. He had opportunities to escape from the camp, but felt 

strongly that he had obligations towards the rest of the Jews imprisoned in the camp.  He acted as 

a liaison between the inside and outside resistance and because of this work, he would leave the 

camp occasionally. The family discouraged him from returning, but he always insisted that he had 

work to do, and his comrades needed him. By the time Nicole was born on February 6, 1942, he 

could no longer leave the camp, so he never saw her. He knew she had been born, and on June 23, 

1942, he wrote the following in a letter to Frida, and Nicole, the child he would never see:  
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He begins:  

 

“Frida my darling wife and my dearest child Nicole…. “And continues,  “My darling Frida, I 

didn’t see you when you were laughing, and I don’t see you when cry from pain. It’s difficult for me 

and I regret so much that in such moments we are separated, and that our separation still lasts. I 

would like to tell you everything, but my darling it is difficult to express everything on paper. We 

must be strong, more than ever, we must have endurance and hope for the day of definitive 

liberation……….Never having seen my child, not being able to take her in my arms… How terrible 

it is…..My darling, my comfort! Be strong, have endurance and courage and a lot of hope, 

despotism will not last forever and barbarity will be wiped out with blood and it is then that we will 

demand that justice be done……..We must hope that it will not last long, and that the day of 

happiness will come when we will be together and never separated. To be with you, my darling, my 

comfort!..  And to live together with our darling daughter, with our little Nicole…… 

 

My morale is very good, I am full of energy and hope, animated by a great love for you and our 

child…….There are rumors that the camp will soon be completely liquidated in the coming 

weeks,…..In any event, dearest Frida, you have only one thing to do, look after your health and 

the child’s……” Warm greetings from your Velvel who thinks and will always think of his little 

wife and his child, until the definitive return to his home 

 

Frida wrote the following note in the margin of the letter: 

 

“For the moment, the last letter of my darling husband before his departure for a destination 

unknown to me…The terrible camp which has caused me so much suffering.  My darling, I will 

never forget you and the first word that the child will learn will be “papa”. It will be the proof of 

our attachment and our fidelity.” 

 

Wulf knew that Frida was in the Rothschild Hospital in Paris. On July 16, 1942, the day of the Vel 

d’Hiver round up, Frida had broken her leg going down to the cellar to hide with Nicole. Because of 

further round ups, Frida had not been able to seek medical help and stayed in hiding with Nicole for 

six weeks before being admitted to the hospital with Nicole. She stayed at Rothschild Hospital from 

September 18, 1942, until July 10, 1943, under false identity, with the complicity of some staff and 

doctors, in particular Dr. Perel , and a network of sympathizers, including family and comrades 

from the party. In his letter, Wulf asked if his comrades had visited her and the baby. In fact, friends 

and family put themselves in great danger by visiting the hospital and taking Nicole out from time 

to time. 

 

Before her hospitalization, Frida had also put herself and Nicole in harm’s way on many occasions 

distributing political tracts. At times these were hidden in Nicole’s baby carriage, and surreptitiously 

passed out at various locations, including the entry of the local cinema in the twentieth 

arrondissement of Paris.  

 

On June 25, 1942, Wulf Finkielsztejn and 999 other Jews were deported from Pithiviers to the 

Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp.  This convoy, #4, arrived in Auschwitz on June 27, 1942, and 

Wulf Finkielsztejn was marked as prisoner number 41996.  David Diamant, author of Le Billet 
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Vert, writes that “After his deportation  from Pithiviers to Auschwitz, he continued the battle of 

resistance there.” 

 

On November 27, 1943, 1,000 Jewish prisoners, including Wulf, were transferred from 

Auschwitz to Warsaw. Some of these prisoners were imprisoned in the Gesia prison, on the site 

of the former ghetto, destroyed during the April-May 1943 uprising.  Nicole does not remember 

the family or friends mentioning Gesia. She has a vague recollection of hearing that resistance 

fighters met Wulf at some point close to Warsaw and of him hiding in the woods .The prisoners, 

chosen for their lack of knowledge of the Polish language (Germans assumed that Jews from 

France wouldn’t know any Polish), were to clear the rubble and search it for valuables. 

According to the article published in Yiddish by David Diamant in the Neue Press in Paris, on 

July 13, 1955:  “Wulf Finkielsztejn was last seen by his friends, on August 5, 1944.” This story 

was later confirmed to Frida by a family friend who had survived Auschwitz and who was in 

Warsaw with Wulf.  

 

 Even the unimaginable suffering which Wulf had gone through in the death camp did not 

diminish his spirits, and he joined the group of Polish patriots in Warsaw and fought with 

weapons and bare hands.  Two days later, on August 7, 1944, Wulf fell in action, he was 32 

years old. 

 

A year or so before Wulf’s death, probably in the spring of 1943, when Nicole was about ten 

months old, she was smuggled out of the Rothschild Hospital by underground members and taken 

to St. Jean in the Charentes region where she was placed with Frida’s brother and his wife, 

Maurice and Relie Stage who had a little farm. After some time, villagers began to question the 

presence of baby Nicole. Relie and Maurice were concerned that the baby would be deported and 

they would be denounced. Nicole was sent away and reunited with Frida somehow, somewhere 

in France, possibly Lyon and eventually to Montignac in Dordogne where Frida’s sister Zelde 

and her husband Pesach Akierman were in hiding. Zelde and Pesach had four children; two twin 

girls of about 9 years, old who were placed in a convent, two older sons, one of whom served as 

a gardener in the convent, and the other who joined the local Maquis (French Underground  

Resistance). 

 

Frida and Nicole stayed hidden in Dordogne till the end of the war.  They returned to Paris, to 

the apartment at 10, rue Soleillet and Frida struggled to find work. Her leg had never healed 

properly and she grappled with poor health for the rest of her life.  

 

Other members of Frida’s family also perished in the Holocaust, among them Frida’s brother 

Kiwa Sztajman, born on October 10, 1904. He was a tailor and lived near his sister in Paris.  He 

was arrested by the French police on June 7, 1942 and deported to the Auschwitz death camp.  

According to the camp records Kiwa Sztajman died on August 4, 1942 at 9:35 AM.  

 

In 1950, Frida Finkielsztejn met Kopel Charles Kaufman in a little Jewish grocery store near her 

home.  Soon after, the two married and later on Charles adopted Nicole Finkielsztejn, who 

became Nicole Finkielsztejn-Kaufman. When asked “How does it feel to raise someone else’s 

child?” he replied, “It’s a duty and an honor to bring up the child  of a fallen comrade.” 
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Kopel Charles Kaufman was born in Busko Zdrój, Poland on October 10, 1907. He was the son 

of Chuna Kaufman and Tila Gatlich Kaufman. He immigrated to Paris, France in early 1930’s 

and lived in XX arrondissement.  He married Malka Madeleine Frenkiel, who was born in 

Kutno, Poland, on April 18, 1915, daughter of Faivel Frenkiel and Chaja Moskowicz Frenkiel.  

The young couple married in Paris on December 12, 1940.  

 

On August 20, 1941 Charles was arrested by the French police in a Paris street round-up and 

imprisoned in the Drancy internment camp till June 22, 1942.  On that date he was deported on 

transport number 3 to Auschwitz-Birkenau, where he was tattooed with a prisoner number 

41516.  He indicated on the prisoner questionnaire that he was a machine knitter.  

The following information in italics is described in greater detail in Charles’ manuscript. 

 

At first, Charles was imprisoned in Auschwitz I, in barrack A23.  He was forced to dig trenches.  

It was slave labor, without proper nutrition and with brutal treatment from the guards.  He met 

his brother in law, Nissan Frenkel, from whom he found out that his wife was imprisoned in 

Drancy.  The news disheartened Charles since it was clear that it was a matter of time before 

Madeleine would be deported to Auschwitz.   Malka (Madeleine) Kaufman was indeed sent to 

Auschwitz-Birkenau, and died there on October 21, 1942.  Later on Charles met Izak Weiss, 

husband of his sister Cesia (Celine), in the camp.  

 

In January 1943 Charles and his good friend Szymon Baruchowicz managed to get into the work 

group called “Kanada” where the prisoners (150 men and 400 women, all Jews) prepared 

clothing brought by deportees to Auschwitz, for shipment to Germany.  They had to search the 

clothing for valuables and remove any Jewish Stars of David from the clothing.  The “Kanada” 

group was moved to the Birkenau camp on January 23, 1943 and placed in barrack 16.  

 

Members of the “Kanada” group had to be present on the ramp during arrival of transports to 

retrieve the luggage of those destined for death or selected for slave labor.  Kopel described in 

his memoir, written in 1945-1946, that he considered the “ramp duty” as the worst moments of 

his life.  He tried to save lives of young women by persuading them to give up their young 

children; most of the time he failed.  

 

Later Charles’s duties included removal of confiscated clothing from the gas chamber, where 

they were disinfected. He found family photographs, diaries, documents, and poems in the 

pockets. 

 

In June 1943 Charles Kaufman was transferred to the “D” camp in Birkenau and a year later he 

was taken out of the “Kanada” work group.  In August 1944 Charles met his older brother 

Gershon Kaufman and his 17 year-old nephew Shmuel who had been deported from the Lodz 

ghetto.  Charles was able to give his brother, whom he hadn’t seen since 1937, a loaf of bread. 

He probably didn’t know that his brother shared the bread with two other cousins. There were a 

few more occasions for Charles to help his brother and nephew with some food.  

 

On October 28, 1944 Charles Kaufman, together with 50 other members of “Kanada” group 

was transferred from Auschwitz Birkenau to the Kaufering, a sub-camp of Dachau.  The 

miserable journey took more than 20 days.  Charles was marked with a prisoner number 
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127557.  He worked as a roofer. On April 23, 1945 the prisoners were forced on a march to the 

main camp Dachau.  The prisoners under heavy SS guard walked through the town of 

Landsberg, arrived at Allach camp and then to Buchberg, a slave labor camp, and sub camp of 

Dachau.  

  

On May 1, 1945 the US soldiers of the 42nd Rainbow Division reached Buchberg and finally 

liberated the camp.  Charles Kaufman returned to Paris. He wasn’t able to sleep at nights and he 

wrote his memoirs of the horrible years of imprisonment and losses.  He wrote four notebooks, in 

Yiddish.  

 

In 1947 he received a letter from his nephew Shmulik Kaufman, from Sweden, who described to 

him his own experiences and the death of his father and Charles’s brother, Gershon, near 

Hanover.  

 

Frida and Charles Kaufman both claimed that no one wanted to hear about what happened during 

the Shoah, and when Nicole, asked Charles whether the notebooks should see the light of day, he 

repeated that “nobody wants to hear, and people would not understand.” After Charles’ death in 

1992, Nicole again asked Frida, who said”Papa did not want to do anything with the notebooks.”  

Nicole protected the notebooks in acid free envelopes in a desk until the Kaufman Family in 

Israel, asked “Do you know about Charles’ book?” Because of her previous experience of having 

researchers lose some precious family war documents, Nicole was extremely wary of parting 

with the notebooks. The Israeli cousins, in the gentlest way, encouraged Nicole to bring Charles’ 

words to life.  Nicole and Alan scanned the notebooks and sent a copy to the Kaufman family in 

Israel. They shared the scanned copy with Yad Vashem and it was translated from Yiddish into 

Hebrew. A copy was then translated from Hebrew into English so that Nicole and her family 

could read this incredible document describing details of the murderous German machine in 

uschwitz and beyond.  

 

Nicole married Alan Rose of London, England in 1966. The Roses moved to Moscow, Idaho, 

U.S.A. in 1969, where Alan is Professor Emeritus of the University of Idaho and Nicole a retired 

Moscow High School teacher. They have two sons, Vincent, named after Wulf, and Kyle named 

after Kiwa. Nicole and Alan continue the family tradition of working for human rights in the 

local Human Rights Task Force. Vincent and his wife, Becky, have two children, Sophie, named 

after Salomon (Wulf), and Charles, namesake of his great grandfather.  

 

Nicole strives to live according to her role model and mentor Charles. “Keep hope even if is for 

another minute” 

 

 

Alan and Nicole ROSE                                               

Moscow, Idaho, U.S.A.                                                                                                                                                               

February 19, 2013 

 
Our thanks to Teresa Pollin, Curator, Art and Artifacts, US 

Holocaust Memorial Museum, for her collaboration in writing 

this document 
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Photo Index 
 (left to right and top to bottom) 

 

Page B 

#7. Shmuel (Charles’ nephew) , Myriam (his wife) , Frida. 

 

#8. Nadine and Dalia {Fanny}  ( Charles’ nieces). 

 

#9. Therese (Charles’ niece), Celine (Charles’ sister) , Isaac (Celine’s husband), Luba 

(Charles’ sister), Charles, Nadine,Dalia, Henri (Charles’ nephew). 

 

#10. Gershon {Shlamek} ,(Charles’ brother). 

 

#11. Charles. 

 

#12. Alex (Charles’ nephew) 

 

#13. Celine, Tolek (Charles’ brother) Yoram (Charles’ nephew). 

 

#14. Luba, Isaac, Celine, Schumel (Charles’ brother-in-law), Shlamek, 

 Dalia, Nadine, Charles, Henri.  

 

 

Page C 

 #15-#17, #18, #19. Charles 

 

 #16. Jewish sporting club (Charles hidden behind and on left of banner)  

 

Page D 

 #20. Alan, Nicole. 

 

 #21. Vincent, Alan, Nicole, Kyle. 

 

 #22. Frida, Charles. 

 

 #23. “La Boutique” of Charles and Frida . 

 

 #24. Kyle, Charles, Frida ,Vincent. 

 

 #25. Sophie (Vincent and Becky’s daughter) 

 

 #26. Charles, Frida, Vincent , Kyle. 

 

 #27.  Charles (Vincent and Becky’s son). 

 

 #28. Becky ( Vincent’s wife), Kyle, Vincent, Sophie, Charles. 
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#29. Frida, Celia (Alan’s mother), Vincent, Charles, Lou (Alan’s father), Kyle. 

 

Page E 

 #30. Wulf (Salomon), Frida. 

 

 #31. Frida , Charles. 

 

 #32. Wulf. 

 

 #33. Charles, Frida, Nicole. 

 

 #34. Madeleine {Malka},(Charles’ first wife). 
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